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APPENDIX 1: TABLES RELATING TO THE RCAHMS, NMRS AND FESP.
Table 1: Simplified monument classes based on the NMRS ARTIMIS data.
Monument Class Count
Agricultural features, including field systems and cultivation 7
Atlantic Round Houses, including Brochs, Duns and Wheel houses 41
Buildings, including blackhouses and roofed structures such as public
houses
25
Burials, including Norse graves, cists and other graves. 18
Burial Cairns, including kerbed cairns and chambered cairns 13
Carving, including all rock carvings and cupmarks 4
Cairns 26
Castles 3
Communications, roads, bridges and airports 2
Crannogs 6
Ecclesiastical features, including chapels, churches, graveyards, and 40
monasteries
Enclosures, of uncertain purpose 9
Find Spots, of all forms of artefacts 128
Forts, of unclassified form 7
Hut Circles, of uncertain form, some of these may be Atlantic Round 9
Houses etc.
Industrial features, including mills, kilns and manufacturing sites 113
Marine Industry, including piers, kelp kilns and fish traps 13
Middens 33
Military sites 3
Miscellaneous sites, including hearths, turf cuttings and indeterminate
features and records of projects
13
Mounds, settlement and other indeterminate mounds 3
Promontory Enclosures, sites listed as promontory forts 5
Settlements, settlement sites not classed as townships 23
Shielings, including beehive cells 49
Souterrains 9
Standing Stones 21
Stone Circles/Settings, including settings,.alignments 31
Structures, ruined, un-roofed and non-upstanding buildings 21
townships 17
Wall features - indistinct fragments of structural and boundary wall 10
Wells 5
413
Table 35: Data from RCAHMS, NMRS
Data correct in August 1997
Sorted by CB class (authors interpretation of the NMRS Class field) and then by NGR
P = Parish (U = Uig, S = Stornoway, L = Lochs, B = Barvas)
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class




of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
blackhouse





of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
blackhouse






of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
blackhouse





of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
blackhouse
NB13NW 30 NB 1027 3535 u TUAIR BLACKHOUSE
S
'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
blackhouse








NB45NW 2 NB 4367 5947 B GALSON, SETTLEMENT; 'Report on the excavation of burial
LEWIS CISTS: LONG; an earth-house at Galston,








NB35SW 4 NB 3480 5180 B BARVAS BURIALS; 'Barvas Sands (Barvas p) burial
SANDS, MIDDEN; crouched inhumation, midden
LEWIS BEAKER; and eroding structure',
STRUCTURE
NB43NE 6 NB 4647 3895 S TRAIGH BURIAL burial
CHUIL,
414
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS
NB23NE 1 NB 2660 3730 U GRIANAN,
LEWIS
GRAVES 'Grianan (Uig parish), graves
of Clan Morrison',
burial





'The discovery of a child
burial of probable Viking-age











'An account of a find of
ornaments of the Viking time
from Valtos, Uig, in the
Island of Lewis',
burial
NB03NE 14 NB 0990 3630 u TRAIGH
NA BERIE,
BHALTOS
CIST; POTTERY 'Lewis, Valtos, Traigh NA
Beiridh, pottery and cists',
burial





The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
burial
NB03SW 19 NB 0482 3395 U BAILE NA BURIAL 'Baile NA Cille, Lewis (Uig burial
CILLE parish): burial',






The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
burial




BURIAL The Western Isles, burial








NB03SW 18 NB 0200 3200 CARNISH,
LEWIS
BURIALS burial







NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
E, LEWIS




CIST 'A beaker from a short cist in burial
a long cairn at Kilmarie,
Skye',




graves of clan Morrison',
burial
























































NB45NE 2 NB 4759 5925 B LOCH
SHIAVAT,
LEWIS
DUN The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer





NB45NW4 NB 4185 5803 B DUN BROCH
BORVE,
LEWIS





NB55NE1 NB 5602 5762 B DUN DUN:
BHILASC GALLERIED
LETTER, (POSSIBLE);






NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS BUILDING

















The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer














NB24NW 1 NB 2490 4830 B RUDH'AN DUN
DUNAIN, (POSSIBLE)
LEWIS


















Original NAme Books of the Atlantic
Ordnance Survey round
house
























NB14SE4 NB 1927 4217 U BORROW DUN
STON,
LEWIS
Original NAme Books of the Atlantic
Ordnance Survey round
house




The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.










constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB44SE 6 NB 4900 4100 S DUN DUN 'On the duns of the Outer Atlantic
GHRAIS, (POSSIBLE) Hebrides', round
GRESS, house
LEWIS
NB14SE 2 NB 1540 4025 U DUN DUN: The Royal Commission on Atlantic
STUIGH, GALLERIED the Ancient and Historical round
GREAT Monuments and house
BERNERA Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13NE5 NB 1975 3990 u LOCH AN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
DUIN, the Ancient and Historical round
DUN Monuments and house
CARLOW Constructions of Scotland.
AY Ninth report with inventory
SCHOOL, of monuments and
LEWIS constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB03NE 17 NB 0980 3660 u KNEEP, WHEELHOUSE 'Kneep (Uig p) probable Atlantic
LEWIS S; MIDDEN; wheelhouse & midden', round
SOUTERRAIN house
NB03NE 9 NB 0852 3641 u "AN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
CAISTEAL (POSSIBLE) the Ancient and Historical round
VALTOS Monuments and house
SCHOOL, Constructions of Scotland.
LEWIS Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB03NE 27 NB 0830 3610 u TRAIGH ROUND HOUSE 'Archaeological field survey Atlantic
NA (POSSIBLE) of the Bhaltos (Valtos) round
CLIBHE peninsula, Lewis', house
NB53NE 1 NB 5563 3591 s DUN DUN 'On the duns of the Outer Atlantic
LOCH AN Hebrides', round
DUIN, house
LEWIS
NB13NE2 NB 1558 3555 u DUN DUN: A guide to prehistoric Atlantic





NB03NE 4 NB 0987 3530 u DUN DUN: The Royal Commission on Atlantic
418
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
BHARAB GALLERIED; the Ancient and Historical round
HAT, MIDDEN Monuments and house
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13NW 3 NB 1034 3516 U TRAIGH BROCH; The Royal Commission on Atlantic
NA BERIE, SETTLEMENT the Ancient and Historical round
LEWIS Monuments and house
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13NE3 NB 1800 3500 U "DUN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
TIDABOR the Ancient and Historical round
RACH", Monuments and house
KIRKIBOS Constructions of Scotland.
T Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB03SW 4 NB 0386 3487 u LOCH DUN 'Preliminary survey of later Atlantic
BARAVAT (POSSIBLE); prehistoric artificial islands round
, POTTERY on the Isle of Lewis, Outer house
CROWLIS Hebrides',
TA, LEWIS
NB03SW 3 NB 0401 3487 u DUN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
BARAVAT (POSSIBLE); the Ancient and Historical round
9 POTTERY Monuments and house
CROWLIS Constructions of Scotland.
TA, LEWIS Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13SE5 NB 1677 3435 u DUN BROCH The Royal Commission on Atlantic
BARRAGL the Ancient and Historical round
OM, Monuments and house
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 24 NB 2200 3400 u LOCH DUN 'On the duns of the Outer Atlantic
BHARAV (POSSIBLE) Hebrides', round
AT, LEWIS house
NB13SE4 NB 1829 3396 u DUN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
TIDDABO the Ancient and Historical round
419
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
RRA, Monuments and house
KIRKIBOS Constructions of Scotland.
T, LEWIS Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,






NB53SW 13 NB 5020 3118 S LOCH DUN 'Dun Swordale, Lewis Atlantic
SWORDA (Stornoway parish): dun', round
LE, LEWIS house
NB53SW 6 NB 5167 3043 s LOCH AN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
DUIN, the Ancient and Historical round
LOWER Monuments and house
BAYBLE, Constructions of Scotland.
LEWIS Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB32NE 1 NB 3903 2614 L DUN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
LOCH AN the Ancient and Historical round
DUNA, Monuments and house
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB32SE 2 NB 3945 2327 L DUN DUN The Royal Commission on Atlantic
BHARCLI (POSSIBLE) the Ancient and Historical round
N, LEWIS Monuments and house
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB42SW2 NB 4011 2068 L DUN DUN: 'On the duns of the Outer Atlantic









NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class











The chambered tombs of
Scotland,
cairn









Place NAmes of Lewis and
Harris,
cairn
NB24NW 15 NB 2206 4558 B CNOC NA
MOINE
CAIRN cairn












The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
cairn
HUTS Constructions of Scotland.
(POSSIBLE) Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13NE 8 NB 1960 3940 U GEOIDAS CAIRN 'Gearaidh Geoidaster (Uig cairn
TER, parish), cairn, field wall and
LEWIS quartz flakes',
NB43NE 4 NB 4518 3868 S UPPER CHAMBERED cairn
COLL, CAIRN
LEWIS
NB13NE 12 NB 1980 3840 U BEANNAN CAIRN; 'Beannan Mor (Tolsta cairn
MOR, SHIELING- Chaolais) (Uig parish):
LEWIS HUTS probable burial cairn',
(POSSIBLE)
NB43NE 1 NB 4506 3819 S DUNAN, CHAMBERED The Royal Commission on cairn
UPPER CAIRN the Ancient and Historical
COLL, Monuments and
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB03NW 2 NB 0380 3800 U DRUIM CAIRNS The Royal Commission on cairn
A'BHEAN the Ancient and Historical
NAICH, Monuments and
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
421
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,











'Excavation of a cairn at
Cnip, Uig, Isle of Lewis',
caim
NB03NE 30 NB 0988 3602 U TRAIGH
NA
CLIBHE
CAIRN 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
cairn
NB03NE 31 NB 0840 3580 u CLIFF CAIRNS;
STRUCTURES
'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
caim
NB13NW 23 NB 1009 3575 u TRAIGH
NA BERIE
CAIRN 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
cairn
NB13NW 26 NB 1009 3571 u TRAIGH
NA BERIE
CAIRN 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
caim





The chambered tombs of
Scotland,
caim
NB13NE 13 NB 1999 3520 u KEAVA
ISLAND,
LEWIS










CHAMBERED Original NAme Books of the cairn
CAIRN Ordnance Survey
NB13SE 20 NB 1600 3420 U FAING CAIRN 'Faing Mhor, Hacklete, Great cairn
MHOR, Bernera (Uig parish):
GREAT probable burial cairn',
BERNERA
NB13SE 21 NB 1610 3420 U CREAG CAIRN 'Creag Ruadh, Hacklete,
RUADH, (POSSIBLE) Great Bernera (Uig parish):
GREAT possible burial cairn',
BERNERA
422
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB13SE 16 NB 1890 3400 U KIRKIBOS CAIRN 'Totarol, Kirkibost, Great cairn
T, GREAT Bernera (Uig parish): burial
BERNERA cairn',
NB13SE 13 NB 1890 3400 U KIRKIBOS CAIRN: KERB 'Totarol, Kirkibost, Great cairn
T, GREAT Bernera (Uig parish), kerb
BERNERA cairn',
NB13SE 15 NB 1705 3380 u CRULIVIG CAIRN 'Crulivig Island (Uig parish): cairn
ISLAND (POSSIBLE) possible burial cairn or
platform with stone setting',
NB13SE 14 NB 1710 3360 u CRULIVIG CAIRN: KERB 'Crulivig (Uig parish), cairn
, LEWIS (POSSIBLE) possible kerb cairn',
NB53SW 2 NB 5238 3307 s CNOC CHAMBERED The Royal Commission on cairn
NAN CAIRN; STONE the Ancient and Historical
DURSAIN CIRCLE Monuments and
EAN, Constructions of Scotland.
GARRAB Ninth report with inventory
OST of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,







Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
cairn
NB22NW 6 NB 2250 2980 U TOB CAIRNS 'Tob Ceann a' Sgrulain, cairn
CEANN A' Beinn Hulavig (Uig parish):
SGRULAI probable kerb cairn and
N, LEWIS possible burial cairn',




'Feadan Loch Geal (Uig









'Achmore (Lochs parish): cairn
stone macehead or battle axe,
quartz flake and stone
mound',
NB22NE 2 NB 2700 2730 U AIRD CAIRN
SKAPRAI (POSSIBLE)
D, LEWIS
'Aird Skapraid (Uig parish): cairn
possible burial cairn',






'Loch Faoghail an Tuim (Uig cairn
parish): possible kerb cairn or
hut circle',
NB12NW 9 NB 1386 2553 U SIDHEAN CAIRN;
CLEITE FARMSTEAD
'Sidhean Cleite Thog, cairn
Scaliscro, Little Loch Roag
423
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
THOG,
LEWIS
(Uig parish): probable burial
cairn and 18th century
building',










'Aird Sleitenish, stone circle', cairn
















NB23NW11 U CNOCNA CAIRN 'Cnoc NA h-Inghinna cairn
H- (POSSIBLE); Ruaidha, Breasclete (Uig






NB23NW 8 U BREASCL
ETE,
LEWIS
CAIRN: KERB 'Upper Breasclete (Uig
parish): small kerb cairn',
cairn





NB03SE8 NB 0844 3460 u MIAVAIG,
LEWIS




































NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class







(Uig p) cup marks, fish trap',
carvings
















'Swainbost (Barvas p) metal
working',
dyke
NB13NE 10 NB 1960 3940 U GEOIDAS
TER,
LEWIS
WALL 'Gearaidh Geoidaster (Uig
parish), cairn, field wall and
quartz flakes',
dyke
NB13NW 22 NB 1000 3630 u GRIDIG WALL 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
dyke
NB03NE 29 NB 0988 3602 u LOCH NA
CUILC
BANK 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
dyke
NB13NE4 NB 1000 3000 u GREAT
BERNERA
WALL A description of the Western
Islands of Scotland circa
1695,
dyke







Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
dyke













stone structure and middens',
enclosure









'Loch Mor Barvas (Barvas p)
structural remains',
enclosure




'Garenin (Uig p) circular
feature',
enclosure
NB14SW 3 NB 1410 4010 U CNOC STRUCTURE 'Callanish', enclosure
425








STRUCTURES The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
enclosure
NB03NE 35 NB 0868 3662 U TRAIGH
NA
CLIBHE
ENCLOSURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
enclosure
NB03NE 28 NB 0885 3644 u VALTOS STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
enclosure
NB03NE 36 NB 0798 3638 u TRAIGH
BHORGAI
DH
STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
enclosure
NB03NE 33 NB 0943 3618 u SKALASH
AL
STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
enclosure
NB03NE 32 NB 0947 3617 u SKALASH
AL
STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
Enclosure
NB03NE 34 NB 0967 3597 u GILNA
MUILNE
STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
Enclosure
NB13NW 27 NB 1151 3539 u TRAIGH
TEINISH
STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
Enclosure
NB13NW 28 NB 1027 3532 u TUAIR STRUCTURE 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
Enclosure









NB23NW 10 U LOCH
SGARDA
STRUCTURE 'Loch Sgardam, Breasclete







NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class





'Notes on the Pigmies Isle, at
the Butt of Lewis, with
results of the recent




NB56NW 2 NB 5229 6542 B TEAMPUL CHURCH The book of the Lews: the Ecclesiastic
L story of a Hebridean isle', al
RONAIDH,
LEWIS
NB56NW 3 NB 5192 6515 B TEAMPUL CHAPEL A description of the Western Ecclesiastic





NB56SW3 NB 5074 6408 B TEAMPUL CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic
L Islands of Scotland circa al
THOMAIS, 1695,
LEWIS
NB56SW4 NB 5100 6400 B TEAMPUL CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic




NB56SW 2 NB 5084 6382 B TEAMPUL CHURCH; A description of the Western Ecclesiastic




NB46SE 7 NB 4800 6100 B ST. CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic





NB45NW 1 NB 4329 5931 B TEAMPUL CHAPEL A description of the Western Ecclesiastic




NB45NW5 NB 4098 5733 B TEAMPUL CHURCH; A description of the Western Ecclesiastic
L GRAVEYARD Islands of Scotland circa al
BHRIGHID 1695,
, LEWIS
NB35NE 3 NB 3810 5520 B 'NA H- CHURCH '"Annat" in Scotland: a Ecclesiastic
ANNAIDE provisional review', al
AN',
LEWIS
NB35SE 10 NB 3792 5499 B TEAMPUL CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic
427
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
L Islands of Scotland circa al
PHEADAI 1695,
R, LEWIS
NB35SE 7 NB 3530 5173 B CLADH CHURCH; A description of the Western Ecclesiastic
MHUIRE, CEMETERY Islands of Scotland circa al
BARVAS, 1695,
LEWIS
NB24NE 3 NB 2882 4890 B TEAMPUL CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic
LEOIN, Islands of Scotland circa al
LEWIS 1695,
NB54NW 4 NB 5440 4800 S CLADH GRAVEYARD; A description of the Western Ecclesiastic




NA74NW 1 NA 7262 4684 U ST CHAPEL The ecclesiastical Ecclesiastic
FLANNAN architecture of Scotland from al
'S the earliest Christian times to
CHAPEL, the seventeenth century,
FLANNAN
ISLES
NB14SE 3 NB 1800 4200 U ST CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic
CIARAN'S Islands of Scotland circa al
CHURCH, 1695,
LEWIS
NB14SE 6 NB 1940 4189 u ST CHURCH; A description of the Western Ecclesiastic





NB44SE 3 NB 4902 4154 s ST CHURCH; A description of the Western Ecclesiastic




NB14SE 5 NB 1505 4073 u TEAMPUL CHAPEL; Original NAme Books of the Ecclesiastic






NB03NW 1 NB 0388 3790 u TIGH A' CHAPEL The ecclesiastical Ecclesiastic
BHEANNA architecture of Scotland from al
ICH, the earliest Christian times to
LEWIS the seventeenth century,
NB13NW1 NB 1042 3769 U ST CHURCH The Royal Commission on Ecclesiastic




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
PABAY Constructions of Scotland.
MOR Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB03NE2 NB 0891 3673 U TEAMPUL CEMETERY; Original NAme Books of the Ecclesiastic
L CHURCH Ordnance Survey al
VALTOS,
LEWIS
NB13SE3 NB 1912 3416 U ST CHURCH The Royal Commission on
MACRA'S the Ancient and Historical
CHURCH, Monuments and
KIRKIBOS Constructions of Scotland.
T, LEWIS Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer













The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer




NB53SW 4 NB 5163 3355 S ST. CHAPEL A description of the Western Ecclesiastic






NB43SW 2 NB 4258 3299 S STORNO CHURCH Original Name Books of the Ecclesiastic




NB43SW 8 NB 4223 3280 S ST. CHURCH A description of the Western Ecclesiastic





NB43SE 5 NB 4846 3225 S AIGNISH, CHURCH; The book of the Lews: the Ecclesiastic




NB03SW7 NB 0300 3200 U CARNISH, NUNNERY 'An account of fome remains Ecclesiastic
429
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS (POSSIBLE) of antiquity in the island of
Lewis, one of the Hebrides',
al








'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
Ecclesiastic
al





The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Ecclesiastic
al
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,





(POSSIBLE) Ordnance Survey al





CHURCH A description of the Western




NB45NW 7 NB 4200 5570 B HIGH
BORVE,
LEWIS
FIELD WALLS 'High Borve (Barvas p)
pumice artifact; field walls',
field-
system

















'A buried wall in peatland by
Sheshader, Isle of Lewis',
field-
system














NB23SW 15 NB 2180 3260 u CALLANI
SH, TOB








NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class





'High Borve (Barvas p)
pumice artifact; field walls',
habitation
enclosure













NB14SW 1 NB 1210 4250 U BEARASA BUILDINGS Genealogical history of the habitation
Y Earldom of Sutherland - enclosure
1630-1813,







NB43SW 24 NB 4200 3200 S STORNO
WAY








NB21SE 1 NB 2969 1075 L DUN
MHIC PHI,
LEWIS




NB24NW 3 NB 2357 4610 B LOCH
RAOINAV
AT, LEWIS









































NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class





















































































NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class








NB45NW 21 NB 4091 5656 B BORVE MILL mill
RIVER, (POSSIBLE)
LEWIS












NB35SE18 NB 3883 5370 B UPPER HORIZONTAL mill
SHADER, MILL
LEWIS
NB35SE19 NB 3923 5353 B UPPER HORIZONTAL mill
SHADER, MILL
LEWIS
NB35SE 20 NB 3944 5342 B UPPER HORIZONTAL mill
SHADER, MILL
LEWIS
NB35SE 21 NB 3589 5156 B UPPER HORIZONTAL mill
SHADER, MILL
LEWIS
NB54NW 8 NB 5335 4902 S NEW HORIZONTAL mill
TOLSTA, MILL
LEWIS
NB54NW 9 NB 5329 4899 S NEW HORIZONTAL mill
TOLSTA, MILL
LEWIS
NB54NW10 NB 5324 4894 S NEW HORIZONTAL mill
TOLSTA, MILL
LEWIS
NB34NW5 NB 3236 4866 B ARNOL, HORIZONTAL mill
433
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS MILL




























































































NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class







































WATERMILL 'Loch NA Muilne, Loch
Risay, Great Bernera (Uig
parish): stone setting',
mill




The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill






























of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
mill










NB13NW 10 NB 1142 3511 u REEF, HORIZONTAL mill
435
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS MILL










NB13NW 24 NB 1110 3505 u TAIRAVA
L
MILLS 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
mill


























































The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill





NB13SE 10 NB 1884 3220 u LUNDALE HORIZONTAL mill
, LEWIS MILL
436
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class




The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill
















The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill














The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill









The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill










The industrial archaeology of
Scotland,
mill































NB32SE8 NB 3514 2035 L GARYVA HORIZONTAL mill
RD, MILL
437
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS













































































NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class










NB13NW 21 NB 1000 3630 u GRIDIG NAUST;
MIDDEN
'Archaeological field survey














NB13SE 8 NB 1910 3370 u KIRKIBOS FISH TRAP; 'Great Bernera, Kirkibost marine
T, GREAT CUP-
BERNERA MARKINGS
(Uig p) cup marks, fish trap1, industry

























NB13NW 21 NB 1036 3552 U GRIDIG NAUST;
MIDDEN
'Archaeological field survey mid
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',




Original NAme Books of the miliatary
Ordnance Survey
NB24SW9 NB 2190 4290 U CNOC A' 'CASTLE'
CHAISTE
AL, LEWIS
Original NAme Books of the miliatary
Ordnance Survey
439
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class








NB43SW 9 NB 4220 3270 S NORTH
BEACH,
LEWIS
FORT The book of the Lews: the
story of a Hebridean isle',
miliatary




CASTLE The book of the Lews: the
story of a Hebridean isle',
miliatary




FORT The book of the Lews: the
story of a Hebridean isle',
miliatary






NB43SW 11 NB 4420 3050 s HOLM,
LEWIS
FORT 'On the duns of the Outer
Hebrides',
miliatary







Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
miliatary














































NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class


























NB12NE 0 NB 1900 2800 u LOCH GENERAL miscellanio
SGAIRE VIEW us
NB42SW 1 NB 4035 2430 L DUNAN, INDETERMINA Original NAme Books of the miscellanio
RANISH, TE REMAINS Ordnance Survey us
LEWIS







NB35SE6 NB 3920 5420 B LOCH AN CRANNOG 'Preliminary survey of later man-made
DUIN, (POSIBLE) prehistoric artificial islands island
BARVAS on the Isle of Lewis, Outer
Hebrides',
NB34NW 4 NB 3250 4800 B LOCH CRANNOG 'Preliminary survey of later man-made
URRAHA (POSSIBLE) prehistoric artificial islands island
G, on the Isle of Lewis, Outer
ARNOL, Hebrides',
LEWIS
NB54NW 7 NB 5357 4728 S OSAVAT, CRANNOG 'Scottish Late Bronze Age man-made
NORTH metalwork: typology, island
TOLSTA, distributions and chronology'
441
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS
NB33SE 1 NB 3992 3410 S LOCH CRANNOG The Royal Commission on
AIRIDH the Ancient and Historical
NA LIC, Monuments and
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer




NB43SW 13 NB 4230 3023 S LOCH
ARNISH,
LEWIS
CRANNOG 'Further notes on the artificial man-made
(POSSIBLE) islands in the Highland area', island
NB32NE 2 NB 3900 2800 L LOCH CRANNOG
ORASAY,
LEWIS
'Further notes on the artificial man-made
islands in the Highland area', island









NB46SE 5 NB 4947 6313 B DUN DUN; The Royal Commission on
MARA, BUILDING the Ancient and Historical
LEWIS Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer











Original NAme Books of the promontory
Ordnance Survey enclosure

















NB53SW 3 NB 5130 3390 S DUN
MOR,
LEWIS
FORT The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer





NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB03SE 1 NB 0502 3322 U DUN FORT: The Royal Commission on promontory
BORRANI PROMONTORY the Ancient and Historical enclosure
SH, LEWIS Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,




NB03SW 1 NB 0022 3152 u STAC FORT: 'On the duns of the Outer promontory






NB43SE 1 NB 4546 3063 s RUDHA FORT; The Royal Commission on promontory
SHILLDIN DESERTED the Ancient and Historical enclosure
ISH, SETTLEMENT Monuments and
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB30NE 1 NB 3780 0950 L DUNAN, 'FORT' Original NAme Books of the promontory
LEWIS Ordnance Survey enclosure?
NB56SW 18 NB 5300 6392 B LIONEL, HUT-CIRCLE; platform
LEWIS SMALL
CAIRNS; RIG
NB03NE 5 NB 0840 3640 U TRAIGH HUT-CIRCLE The Royal Commission on platform
NA the Ancient and Historical
CLIBHE, Monuments and
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 27 NB 2099 3420 u CNOC HUT-CIRCLE 'Mol Ghibidil, Cnoc Glas platform
GLAS (POSSIBLE) NAn Corran, Callanish (Uig








NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS PLATFORM
NB23SW 29 NB 2130 3290 U CNOC AN
TURSA,
LEWIS
PLATFORM 'Cnoc an Tursa (Uig parish):
excavation',
platform
NB03SW 6 NB 0420 3230 u ARDOIL,
LEWIS
HUT-CIRCLES The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
platform
NB53SW 10 NB 5100 3100 s LOWER
BAYBLE
VILLAGE platform





'Tolsta Chaolais (Uig parish),
possible hut circles',
platform




'Butt of Lewis, shieling', shieling









NB34NW 1 NB 3270 4820 B CARN "BUILDING"; Original NAme Books of the shieling
URRAHA SHIELING- Ordnance Survey
G, LEWIS HUTS
NA74NW 3 NA 7231 4690 U TOMNA SHIELING- The Royal Commission on shieling
GEODHA, HUTS the Ancient and Historical
F.ILEAN Monuments and
MOR, Constructions of Scotland.
FLANNAN Ninth report with inventory
ISLES of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,








'Traigh Geiraha, North shieling
Tolsta1,
444
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
FLANNAN
ISLES
NB44SE 2 NB 4723 4386 S CARN A' CHAMBERED The Royal Commission on shieling
MHARC, CAIRN; the Ancient and Historical
LEWIS SHIELING- Monuments and
HUTS Constmctions of Scotland.
(POSSIBLE) Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,




NB13SE2 NB 1642 3424 U 'TURSACH STANDING 'Bernera Bridge (Uig parish), shieling





NB33SE8 NB 3540 3410 S AIRIGH SHIELING- Original NAme Books of the shieling
NA HUTS Ordnance Survey
BEISTE,
LEWIS
NB43SW 17 NB 4040 3260 S CREED
LODGE,
LEWIS
STONE 'Creed Lodge (Stornoway p)
stone',
shieling





Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling






NB03SE7 NB 0560 3220 U ARDROIL HUT shieling





Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling
NB23SW 25 NB 2040 3190 U COLLAVI
G
BOTHIES shieling





Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class





'Callanish Vn, Cnoc Dubh
(Uig parish), stone setting',
shieling













'Land use by summer
sheilings'
shieling








'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
shieling














'Aird Skapraid (Uig parish):
stone structure',
shieling







Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling




SHIELING-HUT Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling





Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling






Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling





Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling





Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling
NB12SE 5 NB 1677 2345 u AIRIGH
CREAGAN





NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
BEARTAN




Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling













Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling






Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling






Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling






Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling







Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling





SHIELING-HUT Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling







Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling






















NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
MIDDEN
NB21NE1 NB 2781 1662 L LOCH STONE CIRCLE 'Unrecorded stone circle, shieling
SEAFORT Loch Seaforth, Lewis',
H, LEWIS
NB01NW 4 NB 0255 1658 U GEARRAI SHIELING- Original NAme Books of the shieling








SHIELING-HUT Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling










Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
shieling
NB11SW 3 NB 1480 1220 U AIRIGH SHIELING- Original NAme Books of the shieling
AULAIDH HUTS Ordnance Survey







The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer




NB13NW 25 NB 1007 3571 U TRAIGH STONE ROWS 'Archaeological field survey sub-peat
NA BEREE of the Bhaltos (Valtos) feature
peninsula, Lewis',
NB56SW1 NB 5116 6396 B CARNAN SOUTERRAIN; 'Habost (Barvas p) stone stray find




NB56SW14 NB 5050 6370 B SWAINBO WALL; 'Swainbost (Barvas p) metal stray find
ST, LEWIS MIDDEN; working',
SLAG;
FURNACES










'Donations to and purchases stray find
for the Museum and Library',
448
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB56SW 17 NB 5100 6300 NESS FLINT
ARROWHEAD
stray find












Original NAme Books of the
Ordnance Survey
stray find







'Notice of a hoard of bronze
implements recently found in
Lewis',
stray find






'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find





'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library,
with exhibits',
stray find












and two finger-rings of
silver',
stray find






'"Cushion" mace-heads', stray find







'On the duns of the Outer
Hebrides',
stray find
NB56SW 11 NB 5400 6100 SKIGERST
A, NESS,
LEWIS
STONE DISH stray find





'South Dell (Barvas p) flint
arrowhead',
stray find
NB56SW 9 NB 5100 6000 B TOM PERFORATED, 'Donations to and purchases stray find
STEINATO PEBBLE
449
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
TAIR, IMPLEMENT for the Museum and Library',
CROSS,
LEWIS
NB56SW 15 NB 5400 6000 B SKIGERST STONE 'Skigersta (Barvas p) pottery stray find
A, LEWIS SETTING; in stone setting',
POTTERY
NB45NW2 NB 4367 5947 B GALSON, SETTLEMENT; 'Report on the excavation of stray find
LEWIS CISTS: LONG; an earth-house at Galston,




SETTLEMENT; 'Report on the excavation of stray find
CISTS: LONG; an earth-house at Galston,




NB45NW 20 NB 4300 5900 B GALSON,
LEWIS
BRONZE PIN 'People and pins in Dark Age
Scotland',
stray find
NB45NW 8 NB 4200 5570 B HIGH
BORVE,
LEWIS
'BOG BUTTER' 'Bog butter', stray find
NB35NE 2 NB 3823 5514 B SHADER,
LEWIS
MIDDEN stray find







stone structure and middens',
stray find















NB35SW 3 NB 3480 5200 B BARVAS
SANDS
MIDDEN 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find











NB35SW 4 NB 3480 5180 B BARVAS BURIALS; 'Barvas Sands (Barvas p) stray find
SANDS, MIDDEN; crouched inhumation, midden
NB45NW 2 NB 4360 5940 B GALSON,
LEWIS
450



















COIN HOARD 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find






'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find
NB35SW 2 NB 3480 5060 B BARVAS
SANDS
COINS 'Barvas Machair (Barvas p)
coin',
stray find





'Loch Mor Barvas (Barvas p)
structural remains',
stray find














The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
stray find




'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library
with exhibits',
stray find




'Dalmore (Uig p) redeposited
artifacts and in situ stone
strucxtures',
stray find




The island blackhouse: and a
guide to "The Blackhouse",
No. 42, Arnol,
stray find




'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find




'Donations to and purchases




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class





'Reports on local museums in
Scotland, obtained through
Dr R H Gunning's Jubilee
gift to the Society',
stray find




'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find
NB34NW 7 NB 3007 4519 B RIVER
ARNOL,
LEWIS









'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find














'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find


















'Note of an underground
structure at Gress, near
Stornoway, and other ancient
remains in the island of
Lewis',
stray find




'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find






'Gress Sands, Gress', stray find
NB44SE5 NB 4900 4100 s GRESS,
LEWIS
STONE AXE The Royal Commission on




Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
452
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB44SE 1 NB 4600 4000 S COLL,
LEWIS
STONE AXE 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find






parish), cairn, field wall and
quartz flakes',
stray find





POTTERY 'Coll Sands, Stornoway', stray find




POTTERY 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find





'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library1,
stray find




POTTERY 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find





'Three stone axes from
Newmarket, Isle of Lewis',
stray find
NB03NE 26 NB 0965 3671 u KNEEP MIDDEN;
STRUCTURE;
PIT
'Excavations at Cnip, sites 2
and 3, Lewis, 1989',
stray find





'Kneep (Uig p) probable
wheelhouse & midden',
stray find






'Lewis, Valtos, Uig', stray find
NB03NE 13 NB 0990 3650 u VALTOS MIDDEN;
POTTERY
'Excavation of a cairn at
Cnip, Uig, Isle of Lewis',
stray find
NB03NE 12 NB 0850 3640 u VALTOS MIDDENS;
POTTERY
'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find





'Traigh NA Berie (Uig
parish), metal strip and rivet',
stray find
NB13NW 17 NB 1007 3640 u SRON A'
CHRIP
MIDDEN stray find
NB03NE 10 NB 0900 3600 u KNEEP, BRONZE PINS; 'Donations to and purchases stray find
453
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
VALTOS,
LEWIS
BONE PIN for the Museum and Library,
with exhibits',





The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
stray find




'Carved stone balls', stray find
NB43NE 3 NB 4500 3600 s TONG,
LEWIS
FLINT AXE 'Donations to and purchases
for the Library and Museum',
stray find






The Stone Age in Scotland, stray find
BRONZE PIN





NB13NW 32 NB 1070 3560 U TRAIGH POTTERY 'Berie, Lewis (Uig parish): stray find
NA BERIE LA or later pottery sherds',
NB13NW19 NB 1066 3546 U TRAIGH MIDDEN 'Archaeological field survey stray find
NA BERIE of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
NB13NW 15 NB 1066 3536 U TRAIGH MIDDEN 'Archaeological field survey
NA BERIE of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
stray find
NB23NW 2 NB 2183 3535 U BREASCL
ETE,
LEWIS
STONE AXE stray find
NB03NE 4 NB 0987 3530 U DUN DUN: The Royal Commission on stray find
BHARAB GALLERIED; the Ancient and Historical
HAT, MIDDEN Monuments and
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13NW 18 NB 1160 3520 U TRAIGH MIDDEN 'Archaeological field survey




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB13NW 2 NB 1000 3500 U TRAIGH BRONZE PIN 'Civilisation of the Viking stray find
NA BERIE, settlers in relation to their old
VALTOS, and new countries',
LEWIS
NB13NE 1 NB 1800 3500 U KIRKIBOS COIN HOARD The Western Isles, stray find
T, LEWIS
NB03SW 4 NB 0386 3487 U LOCH DUN 'Preliminary survey of later stray find
BARAVAT (POSSIBLE); prehistoric artificial islands
9 POTTERY on the Isle of Lewis, Outer
CROWLIS Hebrides',
TA, LEWIS
NB03SW 3 NB 0401 3487 U DUN DUN The Royal Commission on stray find
BARAVAT (POSSIBLE); the Ancient and Historical
9 POTTERY Monuments and
CROWLIS Constructions of Scotland.
TA, LEWIS Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,










parish): hearth with charcoal',
stray find
NB23SW 36 NB 2200 3460 U BREASCL
ETE
LEAD DISC stray find






'"Cushion" mace-heads', stray find






'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find




'Some prehistoric relics from
Lewis',
stray find








NB43SW 4 NB 4490 3390 s STEINISH,
LEWIS
COIN HOARD 'Notices of recent finds of
coins in Scotland',
stray find











NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
ER, LEWIS OBJECT
NB03SE 17 NB 0500 3370 U TIMSGAR
RY,
LEWIS
POTTERY 'Traigh NA Cille, Lewis (Uig
parish): IA or later pottery
sherds',
stray find




POTTERY 'Near Dun Borranish, Lewis
(Uig parish): LA or later
pottery sherds',
stray find




COIN HOARD 'Coin hoards in Scotland,
1955',
stray find















'Some prehistoric relics from
Lewis',
stray find






'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library,
with exhibits',
stray find







'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find
OBJECT





'Creed Lodge (Stornoway p)
saddle quern',
stray find
NB23SW 8 NB 2320 3270 U GARYNA
HINE,
LEWIS
POTTERY 'Small finds', stray find







NB43SE4 NB 4840 3222 S AIGNISH,
LEWIS
MIDDEN stray find
NB03SW 9 NB 0470 3212 U ARDOIL,
LEWIS
MACEHEAD 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find




'An Iron Age site at Aignish,
near Stornoway',
stray find
NB43SW 5 NB 4000 3200 S CREED, AXE-HAMMER 'Donations to and purchases stray find
for the Museum and Library,
456
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS plus exhibits',
NB43SW 12 NB 4200 3200 S STORNO
WAY,
LEWIS
STONE AXE 'Lists of identifications', stray find





'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find
NB43SE 6 NB 4555 3146 s HOLM,
LEWIS
STONE HOE stray find







'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find




'Some prehistoric relics from
Lewis',
stray find






'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library,
1 April 1980- 31 March
1982',
stray find
NB43SW 15 NB 4250 3040 L ARNISH,
LEWIS
STONE OBJECT 'Creed Lodge (Stornoway p)
saddle quern',
stray find







The Stone Age in Scotland, stray find
NB13NW 14 NB 1000 3000 u TRAIGH
NA BERIE
MIDDEN stray find















NB43SE 7 NB 4900 3000 s SWORDA
LE, LEWIS
AXE-HAMMER stray find







NB32NW 6 NB 3180 2920 L ACHMOR
E
POTTERY stray find




'Donations to and purchases




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
LEWIS POTTERY













stone macehead or battle axe,
quartz flake and stone
mound',
stray find
NA92SE 4 NA 9910 2450 U MEALIST
A, LEWIS
POTTERY 'Donations to and purchases
for the Museum and Library',
stray find







STONE AXES 'Loch Airigh NA Ceardaich,
Balallan (Lochs p) stone axe-
heads',
stray find














Domestic wooden artefacts in
Britain and Ireland from
Neolithic to Viking times,
stray find
NB31NE1 NB 3822 1954 L LOCH POTTERY 'Donations to and purchases stray find




















NB23SW 32 NB 2093 3385 U AIRD MOUND 'Aird Callanish (Uig parish): settlement
'Donations to and purchases stray find
for the Museum and Library,
'Donations to and purchases stray find
for the Museum and Library',
'Donations to and purchases stray find
for the Museum and Library',
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'Habost (Barvas p) stone
ball',
souterrain






'On the primitive dwellings
and hypogea of the Outer
Hebrides',
souterrain





'Note of an underground
structure at Gress, near
Stornoway, and other ancient
remains in the island of
Lewis',
souterrain
NB44SE9 NB 4910 4150 S GRESS,
LEWIS
SOUTERRAIN 'Gress (Stornoway p)
souterrain',
souterrain





SOUTERRAIN 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
souterrain




SOUTERRAIN The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
souterrain





'Kneep (Uig p) probable
wheelhouse & midden',
souterrain







The Stone Age in Scotland, souterrain
NA92SE 2 NA 9910 2420 u MEALIST
A, LEWIS
SOUTERRAIN 'On the primitive dwellings
and hypogea of the Outer
Hebrides',
souterrain





















NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB35SE 3 NB 3970 5456 B CLACH STANDING The Royal Commission on
STEI LIN, STONE the Ancient and Historical
LEWIS Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer



























A description of the Western standing
Islands of Scotland circa stone/ stone
1695, setting


















NB24NW7 NB 2330 4610 B SOUTH STONE CIRCLE 'South Shawbost (Barvas p) standing




NB24SW 1 NB 2041 4295 U CLACH STANDING The Royal Commission on
AN STONES the Ancient and Historical
TURSA, Monuments and
CARLOW Constructions of Scotland.
AY, Ninth report with inventory
LEWIS of monuments and
constructions in the Outer





NB13NE9 NB 1960 3940 U GEOIDAS STONE
TER, SETTING
LEWIS
'Gearaidh Geoidaster (Uig standing
parish), cairn, field wail and stone/ stone
quartz flakes', setting




The Royal Commission on standing
the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
Monuments and setting
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
460
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB13NE 7 NB 1940 3770 U TOLSTA STONE 'Tolsta Chaolais (Uig p) standing
CHAOLAI cupped stone1, stone/ stone
S, LEWIS setting
NB13NE 14 NB 1670 3692 U LOCH NA STONE 'Loch NA Muilne, Loch standing
MUILNE, SETTING Risay, Great Bernera (Uig stone/ stone
GREAT parish): stone setting', setting
BERNERA
NB03NE 16 NB 0890 3690 u VALTOS, STONE 'Valtos (Uig p) cupped stone', standing
LEWIS stone/ stone
setting
NB23NW 3 NB 2223 3569 u BEINN STANDING Callanish: a map of the standing
BHEAG, STONE; standing stones and circles at stone/ stone
LEWIS STONES; Callanish, Isle of Lewis, with setting




NB43NW 4 NB 4132 3565 s BENSIDE, STONE 'Benside (Stomoway p) stone standing
NEWMAR SETTING setting', stone/ stone
KET, setting
LEWIS
NB43NW 1 NB 4111 3519 s PRIESTS STONE CIRCLE The Royal Commission on standing
GLEN, the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
LAXDALE Monuments and setting
, LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 5 NB 2155 3496 u STONEFIE STANDING The Royal Commission on standing
LD, LEWIS STONE the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
Monuments and setting
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 30 NB 2158 3486 u ARDNA STANDING 'Aird NA Moine, Breasclete standing
MOINE, STONE (Uig parish): possible stone/ stone
BREASCL (POSSIBLE) standing stone', setting
ETE,
LEWIS
NB23SW 37 NB 2175 3463 u OLCOTE, STONE standing




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
CALLANI
SH

















NB33SE 9 NB 3650 3430 L DRUIM
DUBH,
LEWIS




















The stones around Callanish:
a guide to the minor












The stones around Callanish:
a guide to the minor












'Cnoc NAn Cnamh, Callanish









Megalithic sites in Britain, standing
stone/ stone
setting






The stones around Callanish:
a guide to the minor











The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer





NB23SW 12 NB 2270 3290 u CNOC STONE 'Callanish', standing
SGEIR NA stone/ stone
462




NB23SW 11 NB 2280 3290 U CNOC STONE The stones around Callanish: standing
SGEIR NA a guide to the minor stone/ stone
H-UIDHE, megalithic sites of the setting
LEWIS Callanish area,
NB23SW 22 NB 2240 3280 U CNOC STANDING 'Cnoc Fillibhir Bheag (Uig standing
FILLIBHIR STONE parish), probable standing stone/ stone
BHEAG, stone stump', setting
LEWIS
NB23SW 21 NB 2240 3270 u CNOC STONE 'Cnoc Fillibhir Bheag (Uig standing
FILLIBHIR SETTING parish), sub-circular stone stone/ stone
BHEAG, setting', setting
LEWIS
NB23SW 2 NB 2250 3269 u 'TURSACH STONE CIRCLE 'Prehistoric monuments in the standing
AN', Outer Hebrides, and their stone/ stone





NB23SW 3 NB 2220 3260 u 'TURSACH STONE CIRCLE The Royal Commission on standing
AN', NEAR the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
CALLANI Monuments and setting
SH (CNOC Constructions of Scotland.
CEANN), Ninth report with inventory
LEWIS of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 14 NB 2370 3200 u DRUIM STANDING The stones around Callanish: standing
NA H- STONE a guide to the minor stone/ stone
AON (POSSIBLE) megalithic sites of the setting
CHOICH,L Callanish area,
EWIS
NB23SW 31 NB 2363 3192 u DRUIM STONE standing




NB53SW 5 NB 5165 3174 s CLACH STANDING The Royal Commission on standing
STEIN, STONE the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
BAYBLE, Monuments and setting
LEWIS Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 4 NB 2297 3042 u 'TURSACH STONE CIRCLE The Royal Commission on standing
463
NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
AN', the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
GARYNA Monuments and setting
HINE Constructions of Scotland.
(CEANN Ninth report with inventory
HULAVIG) of monuments and
.LEWIS constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB23SW 7 NB 2465 3034 U CUL STANDING The Royal Commission on standing
A'CHLEIT, STONES the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
LEWIS Monuments and setting
Constructions of Scotland.
Ninth report with inventory
of monuments and
constructions in the Outer
Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB22NW 1 NB 2342 2989 u 'TURSACH STONE CIRCLE The Royal Commission on standing
AN', the Ancient and Historical stone/ stone
AIRIDH Monuments and setting
NAM Constructions of Scotland.
BIDEARA Ninth report with inventory
N, of monuments and
GARYNA constructions in the Outer
HINE Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles,
NB22NW 2 NB 2330 2970 u AIRIGH STONES Callanish: a map of the standing
NAM standing stones and circles at stone/ stone
BIDEARA Callanish, Isle of Lewis, with setting
N, LEWIS a detailed plan of each site,
NB32NW 2 NB 3174 2926 L ACHMOR STONE CIRCLE 'Achmore (lochs parish), standing
E, LEWIS (POSSIBLE) stone circle', stone/ stone
setting
NB22NW 3 NB 2440 2923 U LOCH STANDING The stones around Callanish: standing
CROGAC STONE a guide to the minor stone/ stone
H, LEWIS (POSSIBLE) megalithic sites of the setting
Callanish area,
NB32NW 3 NB 3191 2904 L BLAR STONE 'Blar Allt NAn Torcan, standing
ALLT SETTINGS Achmore (Lochs parish): two stone/ stone




NB22SE4 NB 2900 2120 L DRUIM STANDING 'Druim an Eich Dhuibh, standing
ANEICH STONE Balallan (Lochs parish): stone/ stone
DHUIBH, (POSSIBLE) stone structure', setting
BALALLA
N, LEWIS
NB21NE 4 NB 2820 1920 L SHILTENI STANDING 'Shiltenish (Lochs p) standing standing
SH, LEWIS STONE stone (modern)', stone/ stone
setting
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HW83SW 8 NB 0900 3220 RONA VILLAGE settlement












A description of the Western
Islands of Scotland circa
1695,
settlement







NB45NW 2 NB 4370 5940 B GALSON, SETTLEMENT; 'Report on the excavation of settlement
LEWIS CISTS: LONG; an earth-house at Galston,




NB35SE 16 NB 3510 5170 B BARVAS,
LEWIS









The island blackhouse: and a
guide to "The Blackhouse",
No. 42, Arnol,
settlement
NB34NW 3 NB 3100 4800 B ARNOL,
LEWIS
VILLAGE settlement
NB24NE 8 NB 2850 4790 BRAGAR,
LEWIS
VILLAGE settlement




NB24NW 4 NB 2141 4503 U DALMOR
E, LEWIS
SETTLEMENT 'Dalmore (Barvas p) beaker
sherds, etc.',
settlement













NB14SW 2 NB 1373 4010 u BOSTA,
GREAT
BERNERA
SETTLEMENT 'Bosta (Uig parish)', settlement
NB14SW 6 NB 1400 4010 u BOSTA,
GREAT




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
BERNERA













of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
settlement
NB03NE 18 NB 0900 3600 U VALTOS,
LEWIS
VILLAGE settlement







The Stone Age in Scotland, settlement
NB13NW 20 NB 1036 3552 U TRAIGH
NA BERIE
SETTLEMENT 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
settlement





of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
settlement
NB13NW 29 NB 1040 3520 U LOCH NA
BERIE
SETTLEMENT 'Archaeological field survey
of the Bhaltos (Valtos)
peninsula, Lewis',
settlement
NB03SE9 NB 0860 3480 U MIAVAIG VILLAGE settlement











TOWNSHIP 'Post-medieval Britain in
1966', NG49NW
settlement
NB23SW 19 NB 2180 3320 U CALLANI
SH
VILLAGE settlement
NB32NE 3 NB 3740 2560 LEURBOS
T
TOWNSHIP settlement







Scaliscro, Little Loch Roag
(Uig parish): probable burial




NMRS NGR P locale NMRS Class Reference CB Class
NB42SW 3 NB 4050 2480 RANISH,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB32SW 1 NB 3330 2150 L LAXAY VILLAGE settlement
NB32SE3 NB 3980 2110 L CROMOR
E
VILLAGE settlement
NB21SW 6 NB 2060 1230 ALINE,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement







'On the primitive dwellings
and hypogea of the Outer
Hebrides',
settlement






























NB53SW1 NB 5135 3369 S TOBAR
HUISDEA
N, LEWIS
WELL: HOLY A description of the Western well
Islands of Scotland circa
1695,
WELL: HOLY A description of the Western well
Islands of Scotland circa
1695,
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Table 36: Data from RCAHMS, NMRS FESP project
Data correct in Julyl998
Sorted by CB class (authors interpretation of the NMRS Class field) and then by NGR
P = Parish (U = Uig, S = Stornoway, L = Lochs, B = Barvas)
NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB03SW 34 NB 0420 3200 U ARDOIL, LEWIS HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB03SW 30 NB 0460 3223 u GRIONAL, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB03SW 28 NB 0490 3274 u SGAL BEAG, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB13SW 8 NB 1010 3220 u GLEANN RUADH,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB13SW 16 NB 1170 3160 u GESHADER, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE;
CORN MILLS
dyke
NB13SW5 NB 1440 3460 u CARNAN BEAG,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke





NB 2015 4252 u CARLOWAY, LEWIS DYKE dyke
NB21SW 7 NB 2207 1000 L GLEANN SGALADAL
BHEAG, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB21NW 17 NB 2392 1690 L ALLT A' CHORRA
CHNOIC, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB21NE 29 NB 2560 1711 L CNOC AN TA, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB24NE
8.23
NB 2917 4739 B BRAGAR, LEWIS BOUNDARY DYKES dyke
NB31NW 2 NB 3080 1920 L LOCH ERISORT,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB32SW 5 NB 3080 2059 L CNOC BUIDHE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB35SW 7.1 NB 3320 4995 B BRUE, LEWIS BOUNDARY-DYKE dyke
NB31SW 10 NB 3330 1130 L CNOC NA SAIGHDE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB32SE 10 NB 3905 2000 L TOB NA MUILNE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB32SE 12 NB 3977 2089 L CROMORE, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
NB41SW 4 NB 4100 1120 L SIDHEAN
CHUIRISEAL, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke





NB 5137 6340 B HABOST, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; WALL dyke
NB55NW 24 NB 5480 5834 B CUIASHADER, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; HEAD-DYKE dyke
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NB 2174 4475 B DALMORE, LEWIS CHURCH; BUILDING ecclesiastic
al




NB32SE 15 NB 3850 2360 L CNOC BERUL, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; MANSE ecclesiastic
al




NB03NW 7 NB 0465 3672 U LOCH MHEACLEIT,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB03NE 45 NB 0540 3659 U ABHAINN OS NAM
BREAC, LEWIS
STRUCTURE; WALL enclosure
NB03SE 20 NB 0550 3410 U TIMSGARRY, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CHURCH enclosure
NB03SE 30 NB 0630 3300 U CNOC AN
TEARBAIDH, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB03SE 29 NB 0650 3290 u CNOC AN
TEARBAIDH, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB03NE 47 NB 0692 3571 u LOCH DRUIM LEAC
AN DUINE, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure




NB03NE 49 NB 0900 3786 u EALASHEADHA,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB03NE 50 NB 0944 4746 u DI AIRDE, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB13SW 10 NB 1050 3280 u RUABH GLAS, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB13SW 11 NB 1100 3240 u CRAOBHAIG, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB13NW 48 NB 1101 3543 u LOCH A' PHEALLAIR,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB13NW 47 NB 1110 3543 u LOCH A' PHEALLAIR,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure





NB13SE 30 NB 1630 3330 u CNOC NA BAUILE
FOLAICH, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB14SE 10 NB 1796 4352 u RUBHA TALANISH,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB14SE 20 NB 1839 4355 u LOCH BREIVAT,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB14SE 19 NB 1840 4110 u ALLT GLEANN A'
PHUIRT, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB14SE 27 NB 1913 4084 u DOUNE CARLOWAY,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB14SE 23 NB 1945 4465 u CNOC LEATHANN,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB14SE 22 NB 1950 4444 U GARENIN, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
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Class
NB14SE 9.4 NB 1958 4410 U GARENIN, LEWIS BUILDING; ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB14SE 21 NB 1963 4479 u KNOCKAN FIVIG,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB14SE 9.5 NB 1965 4425 u GARENIN, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB13NE
32.5





NB21SW 23 NB 2020 1220 L ALINE, LEWIS BUILDING; ENCLOSURE enclosure





NB 2035 4330 u UPPER CARLOWAY,
LEWIS
STRUCTURE; ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB24SW 54 NB 2041 4063 u LOCH BUAILAVAL
BEAG, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB23NW 12 NB 2043 3698 u SGIANAILT, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB24SW 27 NB 2056 4229 u CNOC LIANA NA
DUBHACH, LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB23SW 60 NB 2062 3358 u CNOC BIIAILF.
RAICILL, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB24SW 53 NB 2076 4061 u LOCH CLIASAM
CREAG, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure





NB23NW 14 NB 2100 3760 u LOCH NAN
GOITAIREAN, LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB24SW 28 NB 2107 4236 u CRO NAN GABHAR,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB24SW 29 NB 2117 4255 u PARK, CARLOWAY,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure





NB22NW 23 NB 2150 2833 u CNOC AN RUAGAIN,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP; SHEEP PEN enclosure
NB24SW 31 NB 2175 4355 u RUBHA NAM FAING,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure





NB 2190 4490 B DALMORE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CHURCH;
CROFTING TOWNSHIP
enclosure
NB23NW 13 NB 2226 3690 u LOCH BEINN NAN
SGALAG, LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB23NW 66 NB 2226 3763 u LOCH AMAR SINE,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB24NW 20 NB 2239 4541 B CLACH AN
STRIANAICH, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB24SW 25 NB 2254 4280 B HEIDAGUL RIVER, ENCLOSURE enclosure
LEWIS
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NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB24NW 21 NB 2265 4545 B CLEIT NAN
CREISHEAG, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB23SW 59 NB 2267 3225 U CNOC FILLIBHIR
MHOR, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB23SW 55 NB 2277 3085 u CEANN HULAVIG,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; SHEEPFOLD enclosure
NB24SW 35 NB 2296 4477 B BEN TUISHAVAL,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB24SW 30 NB 2351 4443 B ALLT MHIC PHAIL,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure




















NB 2620 4742 B NORTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure

















NB 2827 4897 B LOCH ORDAIS,
BRAGAR, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure





NB 2882 4736 B BRAGAR, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB24NE
8.22
NB 2890 4890 B BRAGAR, LEWIS ENCLOSURES; WALLS enclosure
NB24NE
8.18
NB 2915 4823 B BRAGAR, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB24NE
8.21
NB 2934 4811 B BRAGAR, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB24NE 35 NB 2993 4556 B CNOC MICLAID,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure





NB 3095 4925 B ARNOL, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB34NW 2.5 NB 3115 4840 B ARNOL, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
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Class
NB34NW 2.4 NB 3125 4870 B ARNOL, LEWIS STRUCTURE; ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB35SW 13 NB 3125 5005 B STAC MOR GEODH'
AN DUILISG, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB35SW 12 NB 3292 5070 B MOL ERERAY, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB32NW 36 NB 3469 2728 L OIDRAVAL, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB35SE
53.16
NB 3531 5229 B TOL MOR, BARVAS,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB32SE 26 NB 3580 2170 L KEOSE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CHURCH;
MANSE; SCHOOL
enclosure
NB34NE 9 NB 3612 4901 B BARVAS PARK,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB33SE 21 NB 3691 3447 S BEN HULABIE,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB32SE 20 NB 3700 2250 L LOCH KEOSE, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB34NE 8 NB 3705 4961 B HALLAGRO BURN,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure




NB32NE 16 NB 3733 2711 L LOCH CROGAVAT,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB35SE 34 NB 3752 5451 B CARN BAN, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB35SE 54 NB 3830 5106 B UPPER LOCH
HATRAVAT, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB33SE 20 NB 3889 3404 S ABHAINN A' GHLINN
MHOIR, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB35NE 5 NB 3916 5551 B GEARRAIDH OITIR,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB35NE 8 NB 3991 5565 B BURNSIDE, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB45NW 35 NB 4217 5560 B BORVE RIVER,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB45NW 32 NB 4261 5855 B MEAGRO, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure




NB45NW 64 NB 4495 5995 B CNOL THORABROC,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB45NE 46 NB 4505 5938 B GALSON LODGE,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB45NE 45 NB 4600 5888 B BHEIS, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB46SE 26 NB 4670 6040 B ASMAGARRY BURN,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB46SE 45 NB 4882 6088 B SUIL NAN CAORACH,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB46SE 46 NB 4905 6105 B DAIL BHO DHEAS, ENCLOSURES enclosure
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Class
LEWIS
NB46SE 47 NB 4905 6105 B TRAIGH DHAIL,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB46SE 51 NB 4935 6175 B DAIL BHO THUATH,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure




NB45NE 56 NB 4970 5980 B FEADAN
GRAGSAGRO, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure




NB53SW 21 NB 5053 3323 S GARRABOST, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56SW 51 NB 5061 6122 B GLEANN CHROIS,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB53SW 20 NB 5063 3307 S GARRABOST, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB53SW 19 NB 5066 3299 S GARRABOST, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56NW 18 NB 5087 6590 B ROINN A' ROIDH,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB54NW 26 NB 5170 4890 S DIRIDEAN, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56NW 17 NB 5178 6630 B BUTT OF LEWIS,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB53SW 15 NB 51973170 S LOWER BAYBLE,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56SW 39 NB 5237 6276 B HABOST, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56SW 38 NB 5239 6252 B HABOST, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56NW 16 NB 5255 6570 B BRAIGHE BEAC,
NESS, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56NW 15 NB 5280 6540 B CLADACH AN
EILEIN, NESS, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56NW 14 NB 5312 6515 B CLADACH AN
EILEIN, NESS, LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56SW 21 NB 5345 6484 B POLL EISTEAN,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB56SW 47 NB 5417 6252 B SLUGAID EORADAIL,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure








NB54NW 28 NB 5490 4750 S MUIDHE, LEWIS ENCLOSURES; WALLS enclosure
NB56SW 50 NB 5490 6129 B ABHAINN ENCLOSURES enclosure
SGIOGARSTAIGH,
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Class
LEWIS
NB53NE 3 NB 5552 3625 S LOCH AN DUIN,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB53NE 4 NB 5580 3666 S BROKER, LEWIS ENCLOSURE enclosure
NB53NE 8.1 NB 5587 3576 s AIRD, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB53NE 8.2 NB 5587 3640 s AIRD, LEWIS ENCLOSURES enclosure
NB53NE5 NB 5592 3695 s PORTNAGURAN,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURES enclosure




























NB21NE 19 NB 2820 1600 L ALLT GLAS, LEWIS FIELD-SYSTEM field-
system




NB 3040 2872 L ACHMORE, LEWIS FIELD-SYSTEM field-
system














































NB46SE 50 NB 4910 6250 B AIRNISTEAN, LEWIS FIELD-SYSTEM field-
system
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Class






NB56NW 19 NB 5120 6530 B EOROPIE, LEWIS FIELD-SYSTEM field-
system
























NB01NE 4 NB 0906 1765 u FLEIGEADAL, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure
















NB13SW 1 NB 1230 3320 u VUIA BEAG, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure
NB13SW 2 NB 1300 3320 u CLIATASAY, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure




NB13SW 3 NB 1430 3330 u LINNGEAM, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure






















NB12NE 24 NB 1597 2616 U LOCH NAM BREAC BUILDING habitation
MOR, LEWIS enclosure
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Class












































NB21SW 22 NB 2035 1230 L ALINE, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure












































NB 2171 4494 B DALMORE, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure




NB21SW9 NB 2198 1089 L LOCH FHOIRABHAL BUILDING habitation
BHEAG, LEWIS enclosure
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NB21NW 15 NB 2309 1730 L KINTARVIE, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure




NB21NW 10 NB 2337 1746 L ARIVRUAICH, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure





NB21NW 11 NB 2397 1742 L ARIVRUAICH, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure
NB21NW 12 NB 2420 1720 L ARIVRUAICH, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure


































































NB21NE16 NB 27001650 L LOCH SEAFORTH, BUILDING habitation
LEWIS enclosure
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NB 2977 4827 B BRAGAR, LEWIS BUILDING (POSSIBLE) habitation
enclosure
NB20SE 11 NB 2980 0150 L BHALAMUS, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure























NB 3054 2936 L ACHMORE, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure
NB34NW 2.8 NB 3059 4838 B ARNOL, LEWIS STRUCTURE habitation
enclosure





NB34NW 12 NB 3108 4975 B MIHINISH, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure








NB32SW 18 NB 3241 2186 L SGIASGAR, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure
NB35SW 10 NB 3390 5074 B TOLM, BRUE, LEWIS BUILDING; WALL habitation
enclosure
NB34NW 17 NB 3452 4900 B BRUE, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure




NB30NE 3 NB 3580 0560 L MOL TRUISG, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure
NB35SE NB 3620 5186 B TOL BEAG, BARVAS, BUILDING habitation
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Class
53.12 LEWIS enclosure




























NB34NE 35 NB 3867 4539 B GLEN HOUSE, LEWIS BUILDING (POSSIBLE) habitation
enclosure




NB32SE 14 NB 3950 2350 L RISAY, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure




NB41SW 9 NB 4080 1410 L CEANNMHOR, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure












NB43SW 38 NB 4473 3118 S HOME FARM, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure






















NB44SE 52 NB 4839 4015 S BAC, LEWIS STRUCTURE habitation
enclosure
NB43NE NB 4841 3959 S BUAILE AN OCHD, STRUCTURE habitation
13.3 BHATASGEIR, LEWIS enclosure
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NB 5202 6384 B HABOST, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure
NB56NW 11 NB 5228 6594 B PORT STO, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure
NB56NW 12 NB 5278 6551 B NESS, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure

























NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NA92SE 17 NB 9810 2440 U GREINEIM, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure




NA92SE 15 NB 9936 2341 u TOTAROL, LEWIS BUILDING habitation
enclosure




NA92SE 9 NB 9960 2250 u STACAGEO, LEWIS BUILDINGS habitation
enclosure
.NB12NW 5.1 NB 1230 2840 u ENACLETE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CORN KILN industry
NB24NE
33.7





NB 5362 4701 S NORTH TOLSTA,
LEWIS
SMITHY industry





NB 0952 3692 u VALTOS, LEWIS FISH CURING BUILDING marine
industry
NB03SW 38 NB 0132 3122 u MANGERSTA, LEWIS CORN MILL mill
NB03SW 27 NB 0323 3141 u LOCH NA MUILEAN
BEAGA, LEWIS
CORN MILL mill
NB03SW 44 NB 0360 3110 u ABHAINN
CASLAVAT, LEWIS
MILLS (POSSIBLE) mill
NB03SW 22 NB 03613498 u LOCH CAMASORD,
LEWIS
CORN MILL mill
NB03SW 23 NB 0368 3498 u LOCH BARAVAT,
LEWIS
CORN MILL mill
NB03SW 33 NB 0472 3211 u ARDOIL, LEWIS CORN MILL mill
NB03SW 32 NB 0474 4214 u ARDOIL, LEWIS CORN MILL mill
NB03NE 44 NB 0514 3718 u GEARRAIDH
MHEACLEIT, LEWIS
MILL mill
NB03SE 26 NB 0540 3162 u TOTA COMA, LEWIS CORN MILL mill
NB03SE 13.1 NB 0560 3300 u TOTAROL, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; MILLS mill
NB03SE 21 NB 0690 3410 u LOCH NAN EILEAN,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB13SW 17 NB 1218 3167 u LOCH DUBH, LEWIS CORN MILL mill
NB13SW 26 NB 1453 3174 u DRUIM A' GHEOIDH,
LEWIS
MILLS (POSSIBLE) mill
NB13SW 27 NB 1488 3112 u ALLT NAM BOTHAN,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB14SE 24.0 NB 1830 4000 u SANDIG, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; MILL
(POSSIBLE)
mill
NB14SE 13.1 NB 1845 4097 U DUN CARLOWAY, MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
LEWIS
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NB14SE 24.1 NB 1849 4031 U SANDIG, LEWIS MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB13SE 52 NB 1970 3222 U AIRD SCARISTA,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB24NW 18 NB 2011 4532 B GEODHA MOR A'
SGRIDHE, LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB23NW 77 NB 2014 3751 U ALLT NA MUILNE,
LEWIS
MILL mill
NB23NW 68 NB 2031 3659 U OS GEODHA
CRUMPAIDH, LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill





NB 2064 4255 u KNOCK CARLOWAY,
LEWIS
MILLS mill
NB23NW 67 NB 2075 3650 u OS GEODHA
CRUMPAIDH, LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill











NB 2170 3475 u BREASCLETE, LEWIS MILL mill
NB23SW 38 NB 2206 3473 u BREASCLETE, LEWIS MILL mill
NB24SW 36 NB 2251 4483 B BEN TUISHAVAL,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill








NB24NW 17 NB 2473 4712 B SOUTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
MILL mill
NB24NE 34 NB 2568 4682 B SOUTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
MILL mill
NB24NE 26 NB 2624 4764 B NORTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
CORN MILL mill
NB24NE 25 NB 2680 4757 B NORTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
CORN MILL mill
NB22NE 8 NB 2781 2989 U ALLT SALACH,
LEWIS
MILL mill





NB21NE 25 NB 2987 1600 L ABHAINN
SGEIRAVAT, LEWIS
CORN MILL; WALL mill
NB32NW14 NB 3014 2814 L ALLT NA CRAOIBHE, MILL mill
LEWIS
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NB 3065 4943 B ARNOL, LEWIS CORN MILLS; ENCLOSURES mill
NB30SW 8 NB 3130 0457 L LOCH AIGHEROIL,
LEWIS
CORN MILL mill





NB 3554 5136 B TOL BEAG, BARVAS,
LEWIS
MILL mill
NB32SE 19 NB 3680 2400 L TOB MEAVAIG,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP; MILLL mill
NB35SE 33 NB 3803 5440 B SHADER RIVER,
LEWIS
MILL mill
NB35SE 32 NB 3823 5491 B LAMBOL BURN,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB35SE 47 NB 3831 5492 B LAMBOL BURN,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB35SE 46 NB 3837 5493 B LAMBOL BURN,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill





NB32NE 4.1 NB 3980 2640 L CEANN HURNAVAY,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP; MILLS mill
NB45NW 33 NB 4152 5592 B BORVE RIVER,
LEWIS
CORN MILL mill
NB45NW 56 NB 4188 5735 B MELBOST BORVE,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB45NW 60 NB 4379 5941 B SOUTH GALSON
RIVER, LEWIS
MILL mill
NB45NW 61 NB 4381 5889 B SOUTH GALSON
RIVER, LEWIS
MILL mill
NB45NW 62 NB 4458 5939 B NORTH GALSON
RIVER, LEWIS
MILL mill
NB46SE 42 NB 4903 6162 B ABHAINN DHAIL,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB46SE 39 NB 4970 6267 B ABHAINN CHROIS,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB46SE 38 NB 4973 6265 B ABHAINN CHROIS,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB46SE 40 NB 4975 6282 B ABHAINN CHROIS,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB46SE 37 NB 4979 6256 B ABHAINN CHROIS,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB46SE 41 NB 4981 6218 B ABHAINN CHROIS,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB46SE 36 NB 4983 6243 B DAIL BHO THUATH, MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
LEWIS
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NB56SW 32 NB 5099 6380 B CNOC A' GHORTAIN,
LEWIS
MILL mill






















NB53SE 3.2 NB 5524 3358 S SEISIADAR, LEWIS MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB53SE 3.1 NB 5575 3354 s SEISIADAR, LEWIS MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NA92SE 14 NB 9927 2366 u ABHAINN HOTAROL,
LEWIS
MILL (POSSIBLE) mill
NB03SW 26 NB 0390 3370 u CROWLISTA, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; SCHOOL miscellane
ous




NB03SW 37 NB 0070 3130 u MANGERSTA, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB02SW 4 NB 0220 2030 u BEINUSBAC, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement





NB 0290 3220 u CARNISH, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB03SW 24 NB 0300 3490 u LOCH CAMASORD,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB02SW 11 NB 0400 2030 u TAMANAVAY,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB01NW 10 NB 0407 1677 u LAMADALE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB03SW 31 NB 0440 3200 u ARDOIL, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB02SW 12 NB 0450 2000 u EILEAN LIATAIR,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB03SW 29 NB 0470 3250 u SGAL MOR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement





NB 0500 3780 u AIRD UIG, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP; MILLS
settlement
NB03NE 43 NB 0513 3693 U GEARRAIDH FARMSTEAD settlement
MHEACLEIT, LEWIS
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NB03SE 19 NB 0550 3340 U ERISTA, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB01NE 9 NB 0617 1734 U SGAINUILLT, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB01NE 3 NB 0720 1750 u TORRAY, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB03SE 39 NB 0950 3450 u UIGEAN, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB03NE
51.0
NB 0960 0350 u KNEEP, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB03SE 33 NB 0980 3320 u CARISHADER, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB11NW7 NB 1010 1780 u BHINNDEAM, LEWIS TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB13SW 9 NB 1030 3220 u GLEANN RUADH,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB13NW 50 NB 1079 3535 u BERIE, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB13SW 30 NB 1080 3460 u REEF, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP;
HEAD-DYKE
settlement
NB13SW 15 NB 1130 3140 u DRUIM LEATHANN,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB12NW 2.1 NB 1240 2960 u UNGESHADER,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB12NW 8.1 NB 1290 2570 u GISLA, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB13SW 23 NB 1340 3060 u LOCH ALLAGRO,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB12NW 22 NB 1350 2710 u SCALISCRO, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB13SW 22 NB 1354 3009 u ALLT A' GHLINNE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB12SW 14 NB 1390 2410 u PORT LEABAIDH,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB13SW 6 NB 1470 3467 u BREIVIG, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB13SE 32 NB 1600 3380 u AIRD EARSHADER,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB13SE 33 NB 1640 3380 u EARSHADER, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB13SE 35 NB 1700 3360 u CRULIVIG, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB14SE 15 NB 1834 4250 u LAIMISHADER,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB13SE 50 NB 1850 3320 u LUNDALE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB13SE 49 NB 1880 3240 u LUNDALE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement

















NB13NE 33 NB 1927 3825 U SHADER, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING settlement
TOWNSHIP
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NB 1940 3770 U TOLSTA CHAOLAIS,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement















NB14SE 12 NB 1950 4200 u KIRIVICK, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement










NB14SE 9.6 NB 1965 4425 u GARENIN, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB14SE 9.2 NB 1972 4384 u GARENIN, LEWIS BUILDINGS; ENCLOSURES settlement
NB24SW
33.9
NB 1990 4270 u CARLOWAY, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement























NB 2050 4290 u CARLOWAY, LEWIS BUILDINGS; ENCLOSURES settlement
NB24SW
33.5





NB 2070 3575 u BREASCLETE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB23NW
76.6
NB 2080 3580 u BREASCLETE, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24SW
33.4






NB 2110 3560 u BREASCLETE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24SW
33.11
NB 2120 4270 u CARLOWAY, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB23NW NB 2140 3540 U BREASCLETE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING settlement
76.0 TOWNSHIP
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NB 2170 3550 U BREASCLETE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24SW
32.1
NB 2175 4500 B DALMORE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24SW
32.2
NB 2180 4445 B DALMORE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement





NB 2185 3514 U BREASCLETE, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24SW
32.4
NB 2190 4470 B DALMORE, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIPS settlement
NB20NW 11 NB 2200 0680 L KENMORE, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB21SW 27 NB 2200 1350 L BAILE NAN CNOCAN
FRAOICH, LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB20NW 10 NB 2210 0700 L KENMORE, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB23SW 53 NB 2215 3248 U CEANN A'
GHARAODH, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB21SW 24 NB 2230 1280 L RIAS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB21SW 26 NB 2264 1449 L GRIGASPUL, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement





NB21NW 22 NB 2390 1540 L BAILE AIRD AN
TROIM, LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement











NB 2460 4700 B SOUTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement























NB 2520 4690 B SOUTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB21NE 28 NB 2535 1713 L ARIVRUAICH, LEWIS FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB20SE 4 NB 2570 0260 L BAGH TOWNSHIP settlement
487






NB 2574 4683 B CNOC MAOL, SOUTH
SHAWBOST, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB21NE 27 NB 2580 1500 L SROMOS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE
24.2
































NB 2670 4730 B NORTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB24NE 27 NB 2690 4850 B FTVIG, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE
24.9
NB 2693 4732 B NORTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
BUILDINGS; ENCLOSURES settlement
NB20SE 12 NB 2728 0498 L TOB SMUAISIBHIG,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement




NB21NE 18 NB 2770 1580 L BRUNAGIL, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE
8.14
NB 2780 4925 B LABOST, BRAGAR,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement




NB21NE 21 NB 2790 1660 L LOCH SEAFORTH,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE 8.1 NB 2805 4860 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE 8.6 NB 2805 4915 B LABOST, BRAGAR,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB21NE 9 NB 2810 1970 L SHILTENISH, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE
8.10
NB 2810 4810 B SOUTH BRAGAR,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB24NE 8.4 NB 2833 4835 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB21NE 22 NB 28401640 L LOCH SEAFORTH, TOWNSHIP settlement
LEWIS
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NB24NE 8.7 NB 2870 4855 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB21NE 10 NB 2880 1970 L CLEITER, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB22SE5 NB 2900 2050 L BALALLAN, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement





NB 2920 4760 B BRAGAR, LEWIS FARMSTEAD; BUILDING;
ENCLOSURES; WALLS
settlement
NB24NE 8.3 NB 2920 4890 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE 8.8 NB 2925 4860 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB24NE
8.15
NB 2931 4917 B BRAGAR, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB24NE
8.16





NB 2950 4790 B NORTH BRAGAR,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB24NE 8.2 NB 2955 4875 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE
8.12
NB 2960 4770 B NORTH BRAGAR,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE 8.5 NB 2965 4848 B CRAGOL, BRAGAR,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB24NE 8.9 NB 2992 4800 B BRAGAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB31SW 13 NB 3000 1060 L ALLT A'
GHRUDAIRE, LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB34NW 2.7 NB 3056 4816 B CAPOL, ARNOL,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement






NB 3066 4920 B ARNOL, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB34NW
2.14
NB 3075 4964 B ARNOL, LEWIS BUILDINGS; WALL settlement
NB34NW 2.6 NB 3080 4832 B ARNOL, LEWIS BUILDINGS; ENCLOSURE settlement
NB32NW
17.2
NB 3085 2905 L ACHMORE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB34NW 2.0 NB 3090 4880 B ARNOL, LEWIS TOWNSHIPS settlement
NB32NW
17.0
NB 3100 2900 L ACHMORE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement
NB34NW 2.3 NB 3110 4860 B ARNOL, LEWIS TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement





NB 3150 2880 L ACHMORE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB31SW16 NB 3153 1030 L GEARRAIDH TOWNSHIP settlement
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RIGHSAIGH, LEWIS
NB32SW 6 NB 3170 2070 L VALTOS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB30SW 4 NB 3227 0312 L BROLLUM, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB31SW9 NB 32601190 L EISHKEN, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB31NW4 NB 3260 1960 L HABOST, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB32NW 16 NB 3300 2850 L CLEASCRO, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement
NB30NW 8 NB 3320 0980 L BUDHANAIS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB35SW 7.2 NB 3320 5012 B BRUE, LEWIS BUILDINGS; ENCLOSURE settlement
NB35SW 8 NB 3320 5059 B BRUE, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB35SW 7.0 NB 3360 5000 B BRUE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB31SW 11 NB 3460 1160 L STIOMRABHAIGH,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement






NB34NW 19 NB 3496 4935 B TOL, LEWIS FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB34NE 1 NB 3505 4929 B TOL, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB35SE 53.5 NB 3505 5015 B LOCH STREET,
BARVAS, LEWIS
TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB35SE 52 NB 3509 5246 B LEATHAD NA
CRUAICH LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB35SE 37 NB 3537 5292 B MEADALE MOR,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB35SE 53.4 NB 3550 5055 B BARVAS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB35SE 53.2 NB 3577 5200 B BARVAS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB32NE5 NB 3580 2540 L CROIGARY, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB35SE 53.9 NB 3582 5016 B LOWER BARVAS,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB35SE 53.0 NB 3600 5100 B BARVAS, LEWIS TOWNSHIPS settlement





NB35SE 53.1 NB 3602 5103 B UPPER BARVAS,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement





NB 3620 5186 B BARVAS, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB31NE 13 NB 3630 1890 L GARYVARD, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB35SE
53.10
NB 3635 5144 B MORVEN, UPPER
BARVAS, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB35SE 53.7 NB 3655 5090 B UPPER BARVAS, TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
LEWIS
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NB30NE 8 NB 3671 0876 L AILLTENISH, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement






NB34NE 7 NB 3737 4866 B TORRAIDH
IOCHDRACH, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB34NE 10 NB 3791 4673 B SIDHEAN ALLT
THUAGRO, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB35SE 43 NB 3820 5360 B BALLANTRUSHAL,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB35SE 44 NB 3822 5396 B BALLANTRUSHAL,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB31NE 11 NB 3830 1530 L GRAVIR, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP;
CORN MILLS
settlement





NB32SE 13 NB 3850 2100 L EILEAN CHALUIM
CHILLE, LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB35NE 4 NB 3850 5520 B SHADER, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; TOWNSHIP:
CROFTING
settlement
NB32SE 21 NB 3860 2480 L EASTAPAR, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement





NB32SE 11 NB 3910 2100 L CROBEG, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB32SE 22 NB 3950 2450 L CROSSBOST, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB45NW 52 NB 4020 5660 B FIVE PENNY BORVE,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB42NW 2 NB 4050 2590 L GRIMSHADER,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB45NW 53 NB 4063 5670 B FIVE PENNY BORVE,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB45NW 55 NB 4066 5706 B FIVE PENNY BORVE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB42NW 1 NB 4070 2560 L GRIMSHADER,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement





NB41NW 4 NB 4120 1890 L AIRIGH EISHAL,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement





NB45NW 50 NB 4130 6560 B BORVE, LEWIS TOWNSHIP: CROFTING settlement
NB41NW 1.1 NB 4140 1730 L CALBOST, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB45NW 51 NB 4140 5690 B MELBOST BORVE, TOWNSHIP settlement
LEWIS
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NB45NW 57 NB 4176 5765 B MELBOST BORVE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB45NW 31 NB 4200 5850 B MEAGRO, LEWIS FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB45NW 59 NB 4310 5880 B KNOCK STEISHAL,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43SW 35 NB 4370 3280 S MOSS END, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB45NW
58.1










NB43SW 36 NB 4446 3375 S ALLT RUADH, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB45NW
58.4





NB 4470 5890 B NORTH GALSON,
LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement

















NB 4610 3650 S AIRD THUNGA,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement












NB43NE7 NB 4634 3911 S COL UARACH, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB44SE 35 NB 4696 4339 S SGARRASGIR, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB43NE 12 NB 4700 3990 S COL, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43NE 15 NB 4766 3943 S CEANN A-STAIGH
CHUIL, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB44SE 48 NB 4794 4069 S CNOC AN T-SOLUIS,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement





NB 4815 3935 S BREIVIG, LEWIS TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB43NE
14.0
NB 4820 3930 s BREIVIG, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43NE
14.1
NB 4822 3928 s BREIVIG, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43NE NB 4835 3974 BUAILE AN OCHD, CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
492





NB 4840 3970 S BUAILE AN OCHD,
BHATASGEIR, LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB44SE 45 NB 4840 4200 S GRIAIS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB44SE 46 NB 4850 4070 s BAC, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP;
SCHOOL; SMITHY
settlement





NB46SE 27.5 NB 4860 6140 B DAIL BHO DHEAS,
LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement





NB46SE 27.2 NB 4860 6148 B DAIL BHO DHEAS,
LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43SE 14 NB 4862 3137 S KNOCK RAMADALE,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB44SE 44 NB 4880 4250 S GRIAIS, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43SE 13 NB 4890 3190 S AIGNISH, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB44SE 47 NB 4913 4091 S CNOC MOR, BAC,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB44SE 43 NB 4922 4265 S BUAILE GHLAS,
GRIAIS, LEWIS
TOWNSHIP settlement
NB43SE 15 NB 4925 3129 S SWORDALE TOP,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB46SE 29 NB 4929 6130 B DAIL BHO THUATH,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB46SE 30 NB 4942 6200 B DAIL BHO THUATH,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB46SE 28.0 NB 4980 6160 B DAIL BHO THUATH,
LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB46SE 31 NB 4983 6221 B ABHAINN CHROIS,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB56SW 22 NB 5055 6201 B CROSS, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB53SW 16 NB 5090 3310 S CARRABOST, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB56SW 30 NB 5096 6330 B SWAINBOST FARM,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD; ENCLOSURES settlement
NB56SW 23 NB 5120 6250 B SWAINBOST, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB54SW 5 NB 5122 4322 S SHEILAVAIG MOR,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement
NB56NW 9 NB 5175 6500 B EOROPIE, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB56SW
24.2





NB 5200 6300 B HABOST, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB56SW19 NB 5240 6480 B FIVE PENNY NESS, CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
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LEWIS
NB56NW 10 NB 5248 6587 B PORT STO, LEWIS FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB56SW 25 NB 5300 6350 B LIONEL, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB56SW 20 NB 5310 6450 B KNOCKAIRD, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB54NW 31 NB 5340 4850 S NEW TOLSTA, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement




















NB 5390 4770 S NORTH TOLSTA,
LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NB56SW 28 NB 5404 6395 B PORT OF NESS,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement





NB53SW 18 NB 5429 3480 S DRUIM FALAISG,
LEWIS
FARMSTEAD (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB53SW 17 NB 5485 3375 S DRUIM BUIDHE,
LEWIS
TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB53SE 3.0 NB 5520 3410 S SEISIADAR, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP; MILLS
settlement
NB56SE 1 NB 5537 6075 B CAIASHADER, LEWIS FARMSTEAD settlement
NB53NE 6 NB 5561 3633 S BUAILE NA TOBHTA
GLAISE, LEWIS
FARMSTEAD settlement





NB53NE 8.0 NB 5600 3600 S AIRD, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement
NB53NE 9 NB 5640 3660 S PORTVOLLER, LEWIS TOWNSHIP; CROFTING
TOWNSHIP
settlement
NA92SE 13 NB 9920 2420 U MEALISTA, LEWIS TOWNSHIP settlement
NA92NE 1.1 NB 9920 2760 U ISLIVIG, LEWIS CROFTING TOWNSHIP settlement
NA92SE 12 NB 9950 2080 U GRIAMANISH, LEWIS TOWNSHIP (POSSIBLE) settlement
NB02SW 3 NB 0001 2121 u AIRIGHEAN GLEN
MODALE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 21 NB 0030 2540 u AIRIGH NA CLOICHE
GLAISE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 6 NB 0030 2780 u AIRIGH MHIC
CRUISLIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SW 40 NB 0042 3014 U ABHAINN MHOR, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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LEWIS
NB02NW 2 NB 0071 2912 U GRUPAG, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB01NW 6 NB 0080 1990 u GEARRAIDH MILL
TAMANA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SW 39 NB 0080 3050 u LOCH SHEILAVIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB02NW 27 NB 0090 2970 u LOCH MELAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 5 NB 0100 2880 u AIRIGHEAN A' ROIN
BHIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 7 NB 0110 2740 u AIRIGH NA BEINNE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 29 NB 0110 2940 u LOCH MELAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 4 NB 0120 2890 u AIRIGHEAN A1 ROIN
BHIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 3 NB 0120 2910 u AIRIGH LOCH NAM
BREAC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB02SW 5 NB 0173 2010 u AIRIGH MEALL
ARSBAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 9 NB 0180 2900 u AIRIGH CHARNACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 10 NB 0190 2850 u AIRIGH NA H-AON
OIDHCHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 23 NB 0211 2599 u SGORR REAMHAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SW 6 NB 0250 2100 u GEARRAIDH
SGALADAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02SW 14 NB 0290 2450 u AIRIGH A'
GHILIOSAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SW 41 NB 0290 3010 u STACA GIL ARD,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02SW 15 NB 0318 2423 u GEARRIADH LAG A'
CHAMA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 11 NB 0321 2903 u GARRY BRINNAVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SW17 NB 0324 2371 U LEATHAD BUIDHE, SHIELING-HUT shieling
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LEWIS
NB02NW 18 NB 0337 2683 U ALLT STEIN
SHEORAID, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB02NW 20 NB 0340 2770 u GEARRAIDH LAG-NA
CLIBHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 24 NB 0355 2626 u AIRIGHEAN CNOC A'
CHROMAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 26 NB 0359 2545 u AIRIGH GHLAS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 25 NB 0360 2590 u AIRIGH FHID, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling









NB03SW 43 NB 0380 3070 u LOCH A
CHLACHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SW 8 NB 0383 2160 u AIRIGH GHLAS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SW 9 NB 0390 2250 u AIRIGH NA
MAOLDAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03NW 8 NB 0390 3511 u CNOC MAIRSTEAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 14 NB 0420 2820 u ALLT UAMHA
MHIRCIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03NW 9 NB 0438 3514 u CLIVE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB01NW 11 NB 0442 1978 u GEARRAIDH CLEIT
GRUNAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 15 NB 0450 2770 u TARAIN BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 17 NB 0460 2700 u AIRIGH BRAIGH' AN
TARAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB01NW 8 NB 0464 1866 u BOTHAN URA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SW 10 NB 0470 2220 u BOTH MHIC
CUBHAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB02SW 16 NB 0470 2420 u DIBIDALE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB01NW 9 NB 0480 1810 u LOCH A' CHOIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NW 12 NB 0489 2882 u AIRIGH MHIC
THORCAILL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02NW13 NB 0490 2850 U ALLT CLEITE ADAM, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
496
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LEWIS
NB03SW 36 NB 0490 3150 U LOCH SMEARSTAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB01NE 6 NB 0500 1910 u AIRIGH NA
CEARDAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB01NE 8 NB 0520 1840 u BOTHAN RUADHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB01NE 7 NB 0530 1880 u BOTHAN ARD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 12 NB 0532 2970 u LOCH A'
BHEANNAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 8 NB 0540 2890 u AIRIGH A'
BHEANNAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 25 NB 0542 3195 u CALPA LANGAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 10 NB 0569 2626 u AIRIGHEAN NA H-
UAMHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB02SE 18 NB 0640 2140 u FIDIGIDH
IOCHDRACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 17 NB 0651 2179 u BOTH RUADH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02SE 29 NB 0669 2444 u BOTHAN RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 5 NB 0676 2192 u FIDIGIDH
UACHDRACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02SE 27 NB 0690 2280 u ALLTAN RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB03SE 22 NB 0700 3360 U LOCH A'GHEOIDH, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
497
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NB03SE 27 NB 0709 3155 U CLEIT GHEILIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03NE 46 NB 0710 3699 U GLEANN GRUIDE
BATAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03NE 48 NB 0710 3699 u ALLT TOTA
PALLAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 1 NB 0730 2790 u AIRIGHEAN
MILEAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 23 NB 0736 3323 u PUARA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 26 NB 0749 2439 u AIRIGHEAN UR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE6 NB 0750 2080 u GEARRAIDH UIDH
PHAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 28 NB 0750 3200 u CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 24 NB 0751 3299 u DUBH LOCHAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB02NE 3 NB 0780 2610 u AIRIGH A'
CHREAGAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 2 NB 0780 2800 u GEARRAIDH
MILEAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02SE9 NB 0790 2160 u BOTH NA MUIC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 10 NB 0790 2180 u AIRIGH MHOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB01NE 5 NB 0800 1970 u LAG NAN RAMH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE7 NB 0810 2080 u LOCH CRO
CRIOSDAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 15 NB 0810 2230 u AIRIGH MHOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE8 NB 0829 2125 u MAGHANNAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 11 NB 0830 2196 u AIRIGH MHOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 19 NB 0830 2490 u ALLT LOCH
UAMASBROC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE15 NB 0846 2895 U GEARRAIDH AN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
ORCHLEIT, LEWIS
498
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NB02NE 16 NB 0850 2940 u ORCHLEIT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 32 NB 0850 3310 u GEARRAIDH MHOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB02SE 12 NB 0875 2183 u LOCH TANA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 20 NB 0886 2413 u UAMASBROC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 31 NB 0890 3360 u CNOC NA H-AIRIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 13 NB 0913 2179 u LOCH TANA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 35 NB 0928 3061 u AIRIGH AIRD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB03SE 37 NB 0950 3030 u FEADAN AN DROMA
BHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 22 NB 0956 2374 u AIRIGH RUAIRIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 14 NB 0958 2908 u GARRY TODALE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02NE 4 NB 0960 2800 u DIREADH BEINN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB02SE 23 NB 0977 2379 u BOTHAN EOIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 24 NB 0980 2360 u AIRIGH FO'N T-SRON,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB03SE 38 NB 0990 3120 u TOM CORRACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB02SE 25 NB 0997 2387 u AIRIGH A' LOIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12SW3 NB 1010 2370 u AIRIGH NA LICE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 13 NB 1010 3077 u OLLASHAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12SW10 NB 1050 2240 U AIRIGHEAN BO SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NIGHEAN
499
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MHUIRICH, LEWIS (POSSIBLE); SHEEPFOLD
NB13SW 12 NB 1050 3150 U RAINACLEIT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 11 NB 1071 2724 u AIRIGH AN UISGE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 12 NB 1085 2614 u AIRIGH NAH-
AIBHNE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 25 NB 1090 2900 u LOCH CROISTEAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB12NW 17 NB 1097 2559 u AIRIGH AIRD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NW 9 NB 1108 1705 u TOM A' RUIC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12NW 13 NB 1117 2615 u GARRY CEBIT
GHIOSLA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NW 12 NB 1120 1640 u TOTA CHOINNICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB13SW 31 NB 1130 3020 u SHEAVAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 16 NB 1134 2571 u AIRIGH CLEITE AN
FHUARAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB11NW4 NB 1170 1530 u AIRIGH NA LURGA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 11 NB 1170 2270 u AIRIGHEAN AN
FHORSA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12SW5 NB 1195 2451 u GARRY MOR
FUAROIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 6 NB 1211 2456 u GARRY MOR
FUAROIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NW 13 NB 1219 1604 u AIRIGH A' CHLAIR
MHOIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SW 9 NB 1240 1410 u ABHAINN CHLAIR
BHIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 18 NB 1260 3090 u STROMACLEIT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 20 NB 1270 3040 u STROMACLEIT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW19 NB 1270 3060 U STROMACLEIT, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
500
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NB12SW 7 NB 1290 2420 U AIRIGH A'
BHRAGHAD, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 24 NB 1290 2990 u AIRD AN T-
STRUTHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NW6 NB 1310 1830 u SHEILABRIE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 26 NB 1310 2980 u AONAIG BHEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 21 NB 1310 3020 u AIRIGH AIRD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 12 NB 1331 2216 u AIRIGH A' TUATH NA
CONNACAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 2 NB 1337 2197 u AIRIGH A DEAS NA
CONNACAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 25 NB 1347 3146 u AIRIGH MHOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 9 NB 1350 2430 u CNOC NA
CROTHAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 28 NB 1350 2950 u CREAG GHORM,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NW 10 NB 1380 1750 u AIRIGH AN T-SLUIC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 24 NB 1380 3120 u BEN BREACLETE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12NW 19 NB 1420 2540 u CREAGAN NAN
LAOGH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 27 NB 1420 2950 u LOCH NA
CRAOBHAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 13 NB 1430 2240 u GARRY OSCAROE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 29 NB 1440 2840 u CREAG
UAMASBROC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NW 11 NB 1445 1701 u BOTH A GARAIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SW 7 NB 1450 3223 u MULLACH LEOB A'
LEOTHAD, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SW 1 NB 1457 2087 u AIRIGH A' CHNUIC
DHUIBH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SW 8 NB 1470 1370 u LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NW 21 NB 1490 2510 U LOCH SUIRSTAVAT, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
501
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NBI2NW 15 NB 1491 2788 U AIRIGH SKEUN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12NE 28 NB 1500 2950 u LOCH NAN
CNUIMHEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE 9 NB 1504 1743 u GLEANN SANDIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HOTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 17 NB 1510 2760 u AIRIGH CRUIM NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 25 NB 1522 3255 u LOCH RUADH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 18 NB 1530 2810 u AIRIGH BEENN A'
CHARNAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 29 NB 1530 2880 u LOCH TONGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 48 NB 1530 3000 u LOCH AHALTAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 42 NB 1532 3089 u CNOC NAM BOTHAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HOTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 27 NB 1537 3275 u AIRIGH A'
CHARNAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 26 NB 1541 3230 u AIRIGH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 23 NB 1552 2680 u BOTH AN LIANA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HOT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 28 NB 1553 3279 u AIRIGH NAM
BADAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 26 NB 1560 2580 u DRUIM LOCH NAN
LEARGA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 47 NB 1561 3209 u DRUIM A' CHAOL
LOCH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 22 NB 1563 1249 L AIRIGH TEDESCUIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 13 NB 1567 2017 u GEARRAIDH DRUIM
LOMHAINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HOTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 21 NB 1576 1333 L AIRIGH BHRUTHACH
RIDEAM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 30 NB 1585 2936 U LOCH TONGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE 10 NB 1588 1821 u LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 20 NB 1590 1280 L LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 29 NB 1600 3330 U CNOC NAM POLL SHIELING-HOT (POSSIBLE) shieling
URA, LEWIS
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NB13SE 31 NB 1609 3370 U TOB EARSHADER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 28 NB 1610 2990 u AIRIGH A'
CHREAGAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 21 NB 1617 2677 u AIRIGH AN T-
SAGAIRT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 43 NB 1618 3088 u GARRY BEN
FUAILAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 46 NB 1620 3190 u CREAG ULABAY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 17 NB 1623 1425 L ALLT CLEIT
EARSCLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12NE 29 NB 1636 2967 u SRON NA CUTHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB12NE 20 NB 1640 2724 u AIRIGHEAN BEN
MOCACLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 38 NB 1640 3230 u CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 22 NB 1650 2660 u AIRIGH AN T-
SAGAIRT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 18 NB 1660 1350 L ARIGH CLANN NEIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 18 NB 1660 2190 U GEARRAIDH
COIREGEROD, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 34 NB 1660 3360 u CNOC LEUR THOB,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 11 NB 1670 2080 u GEARRIADH
ASCLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 27 NB 1670 2550 u OS LOCH UIDHE LIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling









NB12NE 3 NB 1680 2680 u AIRIGH A' CHNOIC
GHUIRM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 44 NB 1689 3038 u LOCH A' CHLEITE
RUAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 36 NB 1690 3310 u ALLT A' GHARAIDH, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
503
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NB12NE 11 NB 1710 2530 U LOCH MOHAL BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 45 NB 1715 3091 U CNOC NAN UAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 37 NB 1717 2842 U AIRIGH NAM
FEADAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 12 NB 1720 2510 U LOCH MOHAL BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 9 NB 1721 2776 U AIRIGH NAN
EARBALL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 16 NB 1730 1460 L AIRIGH NA CLIBHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 2 NB 1731 2720 U GLAS ALLT BEN
MOCACLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE2 NB 1737 1687 L CAHABROCK, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 17 NB 1740 2280 U AIRIGHAN DRUIM
MHOR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE7 NB 1742 1648 L AIRIGH
CAHABROCK, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 34 NB 1748 2985 U CLEITE RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 12 NB 1750 2000 U CREAG RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 13 NB 1750 2520 U LOCH MOHAL BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 36 NB 1760 2920 U GEARRAIDH DRUIM
NA H-UAMHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE 3 NB 1762 1750 L AIRIGH OS FID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 15 NB 1770 2500 U LOCH AIRIGH A'
BHEALAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 35 NB 1779 2952 u GEARRAIDH CLEITE
CHABHAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 53 NB 1782 3291 u SIDHEAN BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 19 NB 1786 2224 u CUL LAIMHE BIGE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 31 NB 1790 2900 u CLEIT IAIN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13SE 54 NB 1790 3305 u BEINN TINNDELAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12SE14 NB 1800 2480 U AIRIGH A' SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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BHEALAICH, LEWIS
NB12NE 14 NB 1800 2520 U LOCH AIRIGH A'
BHEALAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 20 NB 1809 2208 u LOCH CUL LAIMHE
BIGE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 15 NB 1810 1440 L TOM A' RUISG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 16 NB 1810 2300 U GLEANN MARSTAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB11SE 19 NB 1818 1357 L AIRIGH LAG A'
CHROTH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB13SE 56 NB 1824 3236 u LOCH AIRD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB14SE 18 NB 1867 4364 u LOCH DUBH NA
GLAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE 4 NB 1870 1720 L GEARRIADH
BRINIGAMOL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 14 NB 1890 1460 L DRUIM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 8 NB 1900 2530 U AIRIGH CNOC NA H-
AIBHNE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB14SE 17 NB 1903 4307 u LOCH ALLT A' GLAS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 33 NB 1916 2924 u AIRIGH AODAN
ACAIRSAID, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE7 NB 1929 1535 u AIRIGH CNOC NA H-
AIBHNE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 16 NB 1930 2510 u ABHAINN AN EASA
GHIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB12NE 5 NB 1940 2770 u AIRIGH CNOC NA
CLAIS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE5 NB 1950 1700 L MAOL BRINIGAMOL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12SE 15 NB 1953 2484 u AIRIGH A'
CHUAILEAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11NE 6 NB 1961 1856 L AIRIGH AN T-
SAGAIRT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB13NE 35 NB 1962 3943 U GEOIDASTER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB12NE 39 NB 1969 2930 U GEARRAIDH SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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ACAIRSAID, LEWIS
NB11SE 12 NB 1970 1450 L DRUIM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB11SE 13 NB 1970 1470 L DRUIM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB14SE 25 NB 1972 4025 U AIRIGH SLAINE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB13NE36 NB 1996 3951 U IOLAIREAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB22SW 6 NB 2006 2484 U AIRIGH A' CHNOIC
GHUIRM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 8 NB 2010 2420 U AIRIGH CUL NA
BEINNE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SW 65 NB 2010 3109 U LOCH NA BUAILE
BIGE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB21SW 29 NB 2020 1490 L ABHAINN RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 39 NB 2025 3969 U AIRIGH CLEITE
AULADAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 22 NB 2026 2322 u AIRIGH HACLEIT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NW 38 NB 2032 3997 u AIRIGH IAIN BHAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 40 NB 2035 3924 u ALLT GLEANN
LISAMOR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 45 NB 2036 4004 u LOCH AIRIGH IAIN
BHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 10 NB 2038 2372 u AIRIGH BEINN A'
CHUAILEIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling









NB22SW 9 NB 2045 2402 U AIRIGH TAOBH SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
SEAR, LEWIS
506
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NB21NW 20 NB 2056 1600 L AIRIGH NA H-
UAMHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 52 NB 2060 4025 U CLIASAM CREAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB22NW 16 NB 2077 2709 U LOCH FAOGHAIL
CHARRASAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 19 NB 2087 1614 L ALLT AIRIGH NA H-
UAMHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 14 NB 2093 4203 U AIRIGH AN T-SAOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 18 NB 2095 4155 u SIDHEAN FASGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 12 NB 2096 2348 u AIRIGH EIBHRIC
BAINE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SW 28 NB 2100 131 L ABHAINN MHUIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW5 NB 2100 174 L AIRIGHEAN A'
MHEOIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 17 NB 2103 2676 U AIRIGH GRUTH AN
DIONA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB22SW 24 NB 2113 2154 u LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 1 NB 2114 2130 u AIRIGH NAN
LINNTEAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 13 NB 2117 2407 u AIRIGH NA H-AIRDE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 19 NB 2124 4118 u BORASDALE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 65 NB 2127 3885 u LITH LANGA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 44 NB 2135 4004 u HESTAVAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 1 NB 2140 1990 L GEARRAIDH
OSCARO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 25 NB 2140 2150 u LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 43 NB 2142 4054 u AIRIGH A'
BHEALAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 6 NB 2144 1703 L ALLT SALACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 21 NB 21541574 L ABHAINN RUADH, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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NB23NW 41 NB 2156 3985 U GEARRAIDH
HESTAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 15 NB 2157 4287 U CNOC A' CHAISTEIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 7 NB 2159 1769 L ALLT SALACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 49 NB 2161 4032 U AIRIGH ARD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURE
shieling















NB23NW 36 NB 2180 3947 u LOCH ALMAISTEAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB23SW 47 NB 2189 3024 u AIRD THARSUINNIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB22NW 13 NB 2196 2551 u AIRIGH FAIL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 9 NB 2198 2694 u GEARRAIDH GHILL
BHRIDE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 2 NB 2199 2017 L LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling










NB23NW 37 NB 2205 3989 u AIRIGH CNOC AN
OIS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 8 NB 2210 1740 L AIRIGH UR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 42 NB 2216 3947 u TE ARD, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 64 NB 2219 3753 u AIRIGH NA HEIT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 43 NB 2219 3921 u CNOC GLAS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 63 NB 2227 3735 u CNOC A' LOCH
SHALAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 14 NB 2230 2400 U GEARRAIDH A'DEAS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
KIRRAVAL, LEWIS
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NB23NW 20 NB 2234 3889 U CNOC AIRIGH GLAIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 44 NB 2236 3968 U AIRIGHEAN
CREAGAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB22NW 12 NB 2242 2528 u GEARRAIDH LOCH A'
CHONNAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SW 45 NB 2246 3352 u AM BUAILE DUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 19 NB 2247 3806 u GEARRAIDH
EILASTER, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 35 NB 2247 3948 u LOCHAN
SGEIREACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 46 NB 2248 4025 u CLEITE DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE);
ENCLOSURE
shieling
NB24NW 24 NB 2249 4513 B ALLT BHUINAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 15 NB 2250 2430 u AIRIGH NA
CROTHADH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 34 NB 2250 3964 u AIRIGHEAN
CREAGAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 62 NB 2251 3767 u CNOC NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 61 NB 2251 3780 u CNOC NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 46 NB 2259 3980 u AIRIGHEAN
CREAGAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 18 NB 2263 3818 u GEARRAIDH
EILASTER, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 47 NB 2266 3972 u CLEITEAN IORACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB22NW 10 NB 2269 2734 u AIRIGH BEINN O
LITHIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB23NW 60 NB 2277 3812 U AIRIGH A'LOCH, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB23NW 21 NB 2279 3730 U AIRIGH BEINN NAN
SGALAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 3 NB 2280 204 L AIRIGHEAN TOM AN
REUDAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB23NW 72 NB 2287 3574 U AIRIGH NA BEINNE
MOIRE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB22SW 21 NB 2291 2210 L AIRIGH
PHUTHARAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 12 NB 2293 4297 B TOTA PAIRC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 13 NB 2293 4308 B TOTA PAIRC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 42 NB 2296 4057 U GLEANN CREAG A'
CHAIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NW 7 NB 2300 0717 L ALLT MOR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB23SW 39 NB 2300 3434 U GLEADHAIREAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 19 NB 2310 2828 U GEARRAIDH
NEIPAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 59 NB 2312 3808 U LOCH LAXAVAT
IORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 32 NB 2315 3944 U RUBHA NA
MACHANAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 49 NB 2317 3847 U AIRD AN FHEIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 22 NB 2318 2998 U CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE);
ENCLOSURE
shieling




NB20NW 12 NB 2325 0911 L GLEANN SGALADAL
BHEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB23NW 48 NB 2325 3906 U AIRIGH AIRD AN
FHEIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 71 NB 2326 3511 U GURRABHUR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 57 NB 2328 3779 U SIDHEAN NA
CRODHADH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW2 NB 2330 1980 L AIRIGH NA SULA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 58 NB 2331 3799 U AIRIGH NAN
SIDHEAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 50 NB 2331 3876 U AIRD AN FHEIDH, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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LEWIS
NB22SW 23 NB 2332 2280 U LOCH ROINEVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 20 NB 2334 2988 u AIRIGH NAM
BIDEARAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 51 NB 2335 3848 u LOCH LAXAVAT
IORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 23 NB 2339 3705 u AIRIGH LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SW 5 NB 2340 2070 L AIRIGH SGRE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB24NW 23 NB 2344 4702 B BRAIGH NA BERIE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 22 NB 2347 3685 U GLEANN LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NW 29 NB 2349 3839 u MUTHOIR A'
CHARNAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW4 NB 2350 1920 L CLEIT LEATHANN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB23NW 30 NB 2357 3822 U MUTHOIR NA LEIGA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB24SW 22 NB 2360 4231 B GARRY
GLEANARAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 54 NB 2361 3948 U SIDHEAN LEIG
GORM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 31 NB 2365 3830 u CNOC NA HULA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 41 NB 2365 4018 u LOCH DRUIM A'
GHRIANAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 18 NB 2380 1640 L CORRA CNOC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 14 NB 2380 2570 u LOCH FADAGOA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 24 NB 2384 3672 u CNOC A' FHRAOICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 52 NB 2385 3844 u LOCH LAXAVAT
IORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 53 NB 2388 3853 u LOCH BEAG A1
GHEOIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SW13 NB 2389 1139 L ABHAINN SHIELING-HUTS shieling
SGALADAL MHOIR,
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LEWIS
NB21NW 9 NB 2398 1850 L AIRIGH A' GHILLE
RUAIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NW 5 NB 2400 0580 L LOCH CHIPEAGIL
MOR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NW 3 NB 2404 1945 L SUIL NA CRAOIBHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB22SW 20 NB 2410 2400 U LOCH FADAGOA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 73 NB 2410 3591 U AIRIGH AMHASTER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 27 NB 2410 3781 U ARD DUIVAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling













NB21SW 12 NB 2430 1110 L AIRIGH TOM
IOMHAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB22SW 19 NB 2430 2425 U AIRIGH CRO BALAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SW 42 NB 2431 3411 u SIDHEAN LOCH AN
LEAMHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 39 NB 2431 4049 u LOCHAN TRAIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SW 44 NB 2434 3342 u CNOC FALASGAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 40 NB 2436 4039 u LOCHAN TRAIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 70 NB 2438 3600 u AIRIGH LOCH NA BA
BUIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SW 25 NB 2440 1340 L SRATH BAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB22NW 15 NB 2443 2602 U GEARRAIDH AN
SGAIRBH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 25 NB 2445 3677 U LOCH CLACHARAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SW 11 NB 2450 1080 L AIRIGH TOM
IOMAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SW 63 NB 2458 3495 U SIDHEAN LOCH AN
LEAMHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SW16 NB 24601230 L ABHAINN CHITHISH SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
BHEAG, LEWIS
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NB22SW 18 NB 2460 2430 U FAOGHAIL CRO
BALAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NW 27 NB 2464 4582 B ALLT NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB23NW 74 NB 2470 3595 U AIRIGH LOCH NA BA
BUIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 24 NB 2471 2804 u GEARRAIDH
CLEITSEAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 69 NB 2473 3652 u DRUIM CHRIMAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23SW 41 NB 2480 3366 U AIRIGH NA CIRCE
FRAOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 75 NB 2480 3535 U DRUIM CRUACHAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 55 NB 2480 3910 U SIDHEAN GLAS
GORM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 38 NB 2482 4025 B BOTH UILLEAM,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SW 40 NB 2483 3344 U LOCH CLEADAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NW 25 NB 2489 2949 U AIRIGH AN
SGAIRBH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NW 8 NB 2490 0720 L GLEANN CLAIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 10 NB 2490 4088 B TOCA NAN GILLEAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SW 37 NB 2496 4025 B BOTH UILLEAM,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NW 56 NB 2497 3916 U SIDHEAN GLAS
OHAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20SE 3 NB 2500 0330 L ALLT GIL SMAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 41 NB 2500 4435 B BINASGRO BURN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 14 NB 2502 3985 B LOCH MOR
CONNAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 21 NB 2502 4303 B AIRIGH
HORSHADER, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 6 NB 2510 2050 L AIRIGH A' MHULA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE18 NB 2510 3830 U LAXAVAT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB23NE 27 NB 2512 3572 U LOCH AN FHEOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 15 NB 2515 3916 u SIDHEAN OHAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 16 NB 2515 3916 u SHEAVAL DUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NE 1 NB 2520 0650 L GLEANN CLAIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 47 NB 2522 4575 B LOCH GRINNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 21 NB 2528 3814 u CNOC MHIC
THOMAIS, LEWIS
SHEELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 6 NB 2531 3643 u TOM UIDEVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB23NE 17 NB 2546 3839 u CLEIT AN EOIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 20 NB 2549 2803 L BUAR NAN EACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 16 NB 2550 2250 L TOTARAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 19 NB 2553 3995 B CLIARACH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 2 NB 2554 3500 U ALLT LOCH AN
TUIM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 43 NB 2559 3063 U ABHAINN DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NE 9 NB 2562 2890 U AIRIGH CLEITSHAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 25 NB 2563 3637 U LOCH AN TUIM, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB23NE 13 NB 2570 3940 B AIRIGH RIABHACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 46 NB 2570 4572 B AIRIGHEAN DRUIM
CLIASBROCK, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 38 NB 2584 3226 U AIRIGH AN RUBHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 42 NB 2588 3118 U ABHAINN DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB24SE 38 NB 2593 4145 B CNOC AN UAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 30 NB 2595 3265 u LOCH AN
TAIRBEART, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 24 NB 2600 4198 B GEARRAIDH
RAHACLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 29 NB 2605 4171 B AIRIGHEAN
RAHACLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 37 NB 2606 3236 U AIRIGH AN RUBHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 46 NB 2608 3031 u SRATH CRODH AN
LOIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 1 NB 2608 3456 u LOCH TOMA DUBHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 17 NB 2610 2230 L DRUIM LOCH
IBHEIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 3 NB 2617 3515 u ALLT LOCH AN
TUIM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 45 NB 2617 4563 B CNOC TUAMISTER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 15 NB 2620 2340 L ACHADH GLAS
TREALAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 20 NB 2622 3812 U CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 12 NB 2625 3900 B LAG NAM
BUINNEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 20 NB 2625 4343 B AIRIGH NUPE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 30 NB 2626 4125 B TOM DUBH AN
IOGAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB24NE 44 NB 2631 4556 B CNOC TUAMISTER, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB21SE 11 NB 2638 1198 L MUAITHABHAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 28 NB 2638 3026 U CLACH GHLAS FIAR
ALLT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 10 NB 2640 3820 U AIRIGH SEIBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 11 NB 2640 3842 B AIRIGH SEIBH, CNOC
NA FOIREAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 35 NB 2643 4697 B NORTH SHAWBOST,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB23SE 31 NB 2646 3300 u SIDHEAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 32 NB 2648 4100 B FEADAN SUBHINN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 35 NB 2651 4065 B GLEANN AN IOGAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 4 NB 2652 3612 U AIRIGH LOCH AN
TAIRBEART, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23SE 29 NB 2655 3162 u CARNAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23SE 2 NB 2655 3452 u CREAGAN NA BA
MOIRE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 33 NB 2658 4048 B GLEANN AN IOGAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 45 NB 2659 3058 U FIAR ALLT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 28 NB 2660 4185 B UISHAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 44 NB 2661 3076 U FIAR ALLT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 40 NB 2661 3177 U CARNAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 12 NB 2662 2254 L AIRIGH UR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 44 NB 2662 4041 B FEADAN NA
LOPRAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NE 8 NB 2663 1895 L AIRIGH CHUL NA
CREIGE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 41 NB 2663 3154 U CARNAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 26 NB 2673 3521 U ALLTLOCHAN SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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■ LAOIGH, LEWIS
NB24SE 34 NB 2675 4048 B GLEANN AN IOGAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 23 NB 2675 4285 B GEARRAIDH
MHAOLAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE36 NB 2678 4188 B UISHALL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 8 NB 2684 3688 U CLEmCHEAN BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 9 NB 2684 3706 u CLEITICHEAN BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB21SE6 NB 2685 1079 L AIRIGH AN
DOMHNUILL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 17 NB 2689 3142 U LOCH MHIC LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 36 NB 2690 3226 U FEADAN MOLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 18 NB 2691 3128 U LOCH MHIC LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 43 NB 2691 4577 B TOM NAN CAOLAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 13 NB 2695 2187 L AIRIGH LOID, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NE 5 NB 2696 0820 L AIRIGH NIGHEAN AN
AIRGIODACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 31 NB 2704 3563 U FIONN ALLT BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 7 NB 2711 3661 U CLEITICHEAN BEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 25 NB 2714 4218 B BEINN MHAOL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 27 NB 2715 3381 U LOCH AIRIGH
BROCAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 22 NB 2717 3067 U AIRIGH AONGHAIS
TAILLEAR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 27 NB 2717 4191 B BEINN MHAOL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23SE 26 NB 2725 3373 U AIRIGH BROCAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 30 NB 2734 3521 U ABHAINN NA BA SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
MOIRE, LEWIS
517
NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB24SE 45 NB 2739 4015 B LEATHAD BHEAGH
BHUIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NE 6 NB 2740 0810 L ABHAINN GLEANN
LACASDAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NE 5 NB 2741 2839 U AIRIDH NAN LEAC
LOCH TANA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 13 NB 2745 3188 U LOCH MHIC LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 25 NB 2745 3365 u AIRIGH BROCAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 12 NB 2748 3327 u EITSEAL BHEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 38 NB 2748 3790 B LOCH NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 39 NB 2748 4198 B BEINN FEUSAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SE 4 NB 2753 1275 L GEARRAIDH NA H-
UAMHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 24 NB 2754 3208 U FLODAVAT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 20 NB 2757 3083 u ALLT NA PILE
TIORAM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 26 NB 2758 4217 B BEINN FEUSAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 60 NB 2761 3779 B LOCH NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 56 NB 2764 3807 B LOCH NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 42 NB 2764 3933 B LOCH CEANN
ALLAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 21 NB 2767 3069 U ALLT NA PILE
TIORAM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 15 NB 2767 3155 u LOCH MHIC LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling






NB23NE 59 NB 2770 3787 B LOCH NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 16 NB 2771 3140 U LOCH MHIC LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 14 NB 27713169 U LOCH MHIC LEOID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 17 NB 2771 4207 L BEINN FEUSAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 41 NB 2772 3920 B LOCH CEANN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
ALLAVAT, LEWIS
518
NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB24SE 19 NB 2775 4410 B GEARRAIDH AN T-
SRATH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 18 NB 2777 4324 L AIRIGH NA H-AON
OIDHCHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NE 4 NB 2778 2767 U LOCH AN DAIMH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SE 8 NB 2779 1025 L ABHAINN
CHRAGOIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 40 NB 2785 3866 B LOCH CEANN
ALLAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE9 NB 2785 4078 L TOM FEADAN AN T-
SEARRAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling












NB23NE 43 NB 2792 3996 B LOCH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB20SE 6 NB 2800 0190 L CREAG RUADH NAN
SGARBH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB22SE 8 NB 2800 2460 L CLEITE NAN UAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 11 NB 2801 2287 L AIRIGH NA
CEARDAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 50 NB 2802 4001 B LOCH AN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB22NE 7 NB 2806 2868 U LOCH NA CREIGE
GUIRME, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 61 NB 2806 3750 B LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 39 NB 2808 3866 B LOCH CEANN
ALLAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE10 NB 2810 2420 L GEARRAIDHNAN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
ANNSGOTAN, LEWIS
519
NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB23NE 37 NB 2815 3763 B LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB24SE 46 NB 2818 4019 B LOCH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SE10 NB 2820 1250 L CREAG NA H-
UAMHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 32 NB 2820 3576 U FIONN AT.I.T BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23SE 11 NB 2824 3349 u EITSEAL BHEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 3 NB 2830 4270 B GEARRAIDH
CHOINNICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 2 NB 2830 4300 B GEARRAIDH
CHOINNICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 14 NB 2835 4037 L LOCH GALAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23SE 19 NB 2839 3143 U ABHAINN IOLAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NE 3 NB 2851 0934 L ABHAINN
CHRAGOIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 36 NB 2852 4592 B DRUIM DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20SE 7 NB 2860 0200 L CREAG RUADH NAN
SGARBH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 67 NB 2860 3510 U FIONN ALLT MHOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 49 NB 2864 3952 B TOM BEAG AN
FHRAOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 50 NB 2867 3923 B TOM MOR LOCH AN
FHRAOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SE 3 NB 2870 1370 L AIRIGH THORMAID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 45 NB 2874 3944 B TOM BEAG LOCH AN
FHRAOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22NE3 NB 2880 2590 L AIRIGH NA LICE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE7 NB 2882 2485 L CLEITE NA H-
IOLAIRE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE8 NB 2883 4112 B GLEANN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
520
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Class
CORCADAIL, LEWIS
NB20SE8 NB 2888 0378 L AIRIGH GLEAN
BHALAMUS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 15 NB 2888 4377 B ALLT MILLE CRAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB23NE 36 NB 2890 3761 B BEINN MHIC NEILL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20NE 4 NB 2892 0903 L AIRIGH GIL
CHRAGOIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 29 NB 2904 3542 U FIONN ALLT MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 34 NB 2904 3716 B MUAVAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 37 NB 2904 4570 B TOMAN AN GIARA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 5 NB 2909 4238 B LOCH SGEIREACH
BEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SE2 NB 2911 1379 L LOCH AIRIGH
THORMAID, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE7 NB 2912 4131 B GLEANN
CORCADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 28 NB 2918 3056 U FIONN ALLT MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 51 NB 2922 3835 B LOCH AN
MOINEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 1 NB 2923 4430 B GLEANN ALMAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 38 NB 2929 4561 B TOMAN AN GIARA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 23 NB 2932 3122 U LOCH NAN CAORAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 52 NB 2936 3845 B LOCH AN
MOINEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 4 NB 2937 3477 U LOCH NA MOINE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 55 NB 2937 3817 B LOCH AN
MOINEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 47 NB 2938 4017 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21SE5 NB 2940 1240 L LOCH NA BEIRIGHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 9 NB 2940 2410 L LOCH A' PHUILL
CHAIRISTINE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB22SE 14 NB 2940 2479 L AIRIGH NA CNAMH, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
521
NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB24SE 49 NB 2940 4005 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 12 NB 2942 4033 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 44 NB 2944 3993 B FEADAN LOCH AN
FHRAOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 53 NB 2945 3845 B LOCH AN
MOINEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 9 NB 2946 3410 U LOCH NA MOINE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 35 NB 2946 3749 B BEINN MHIC NEILL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 54 NB 2951 3837 B LOCH AN
MOINEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE4 NB 2952 4320 B LOCH AN SGEIREICH
MHOIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 48 NB 2954 4011 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 16 NB 2956 4024 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 64 NB 2962 3739 B BEINN MHIC NEILL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 42 NB 2963 4576 B CNOC MICLAID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 63 NB 2964 3751 B BEINN MHIC NEILL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 13 NB 2966 4053 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 46 NB 2968 3961 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23SE 10 NB 2971 3376 U LOCH NA MOINE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 66 NB 2973 3633 U LIANA BHAN
STACAISEAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 65 NB 2973 3644 U LIANA BHAN
STACAISEAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 6 NB 2975 4203 B GLEANN
CORCADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NE 13 NB 2976 1784 L AIRIGH NAM FIADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 41 NB 2980 4593 B CNOC MICLAID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 40 NB 2981 4568 B CNOC MICLAID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 62 NB 2984 3765 B BEINN MHIC NEILL, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
522
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NB23NE 48 NB 2985 3832 B LOCH NA
MOINEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB20SE9 NB 2990 0360 L AIRIGH LOCH OIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24SE 11 NB 2992 4084 B GLEANN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 33 NB 2994 3649 U LIANA BHAN
STACAISEAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB21NE 26 NB 2998 1589 L GEARRAIDH
SGEIRAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB23NE 47 NB 2998 3925 B LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB24NE 39 NB 2999 4542 B CNOC MICLAID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 13 NB 3003 3484 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 12 NB 3009 3907 B LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30SW 2 NB 3010 0150 L DRUIM A' GHLINNE
MOR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB33SW 11 NB 3010 3495 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 19 NB 3010 4427 B GEARRAIDH
EITACLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 18 NB 3010 4486 B GLEN BRAGAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SW 8 NB 3011 2498 L AIRIGH NA FIASGAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 28 NB 30113286 U LOCH URAVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 13 NB 3011 3885 B LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 30 NB 3011 4097 B AIRIGHEAN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 27 NB 3011 4461 B GLEN BRAGAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SW 15 NB 3012 2227 L DRUIM BORAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 28 NB 3013 4416 B CNOC NA
CROTHADH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 27 NB 3015 3353 U CREAG NAM FIADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 23 NB 3017 4290 B GEARRAIDH AN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
ATHA RUAIDH,
523
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LEWIS




NB32SW 9 NB 3020 2410 L TOM ROSTAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 21 NB 3020 4366 B CNOC BREAC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 23 NB 3022 3663 U STACASHAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 9 NB 3023 3458 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 35 NB 3025 3878 B BOTHA CLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 30 NB 3027 3215 U LOCH URAVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SW 6 NB 3029 1242 L AIRIGH NA GIT E
RUAIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30SW 3 NB 3030 0180 L GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 14 NB 3033 3479 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 15 NB 3035 3451 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 11 NB 3035 4103 B AIRIGHEAN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 20 NB 3038 4417 B GLEN BRAGAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SW 14 NB 3040 1090 L AIRIGH RUAIRIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 29 NB 3040 3778 B STACASHEL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 50 NB 3046 4175 B GLEN BRAGAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 16 NB 3048 3746 B STACASHAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 31 NB 3048 4093 B AIRIGHEAN
TORRADAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 29 NB 3049 3292 U LOCH URAVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW9 NB 3050 2540 L GRAINAVAL NAN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
AIRIGHEAN, LEWIS
524
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NB34SW 32 NB 3053 4332 B GLEN BRAGAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 12 NB 3056 3464 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 11 NB 3056 3952 B DRIUM MOR NA
BUIEM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 21 NB 3057 3618 U LOCH NAN GEADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 15 NB 3057 3811 B DRUIM A' BHOTA
CHLACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SW 7 NB 3060 2490 L LON BAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 10 NB 3061 3472 U LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 20 NB 3064 3643 U LOCH NAN GEADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 14 NB 3065 3825 B DRUIM A' BHOTA
CHLACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 28 NB 3067 3734 B STACASHEL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 32 NB 3068 3804 B STACASHEL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30SW 7 NB 3070 0470 L ALLT A' CHOIRE
BHUIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB31SW 17 NB 3070 1030 L LOCH SEALG, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW7 NB 3070 1570 L CLEIT NA H-UAMHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW3 NB 3070 1820 L LOCHCLACHNAH-
IOLAIRE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 33 NB 3070 3857 B DRUIM A' BHOTHA
CHLACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NW 4 NB 3075 0717 L GIL AN TATHAISG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 33 NB 3081 4396 B SIDHEAN AN UII .I .T
CHAIM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SW7 NB 3082 1243 L CEOTHADAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 13 NB 3085 4260 B GLEANN IOAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SW10 NB 3087 2353 L TOM AN ROSTAIN SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
BHIG, LEWIS
525
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NB33NW 19 NB 3089 3645 U LOCH NAN GEADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 30 NB 3090 3769 B STACASHEL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SW 13 NB 3100 2310 L GARADH TOTA
FAIDE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 36 NB 3100 3948 B TOM AN T-
SEARRAICH, LEWIS
SHIELENG-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 16 NB 3100 4389 B SIDHEAN AN UILLT
CHAIM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34NW 11 NB 3109 4802 B ARNOL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 26 NB 3110 3600 U GREETA RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 38 NB 3110 3985 B GLEANN LEITIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 12 NB 3113 4256 B GLEANN IOAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 17 NB 3117 3671 B STACASHAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW8 NB 31201590 L CLEIT NA H-AIRIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 17 NB 3123 4445 B AIMEREN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 10 NB 3128 3996 B GLEANN LEITIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 42 NB 3128 4058 B ALLT LOCH NAN
LEAC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SW 11 NB 3130 2380 L MAOIL NA
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 39 NB 3132 4090 B BEINN TULAGAVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 37 NB 3134 3947 B GLEANN LEITIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB34SW 43 NB 3143 4059 B LOCH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
Class
NB34SW 41 NB 3148 4058 B LOCH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW6 NB 3150 1780 L AIRIGH SHADER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 25 NB 3150 3600 U GREETA RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 15 NB 3154 4342 B LOCHAN DEAS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW 9 NB 3160 1580 L CLEIT NA H-AIRIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 40 NB 3162 4076 B LOCH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB33NW 18 NB 3165 3663 B LOCH NAN
STEARNAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 10 NB 3173 4257 B CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling














NB32NW 10 NB 3183 2621 L LOCH NA H-AIRIGH
UISGE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 30 NB 3192 4617 B AIRIGH ARD, TOM
AN IARUINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 6 NB 3215 3814 B LOCH NA
GAINMHICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 34 NB 3216 4374 B TOM MINAGRO
BEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 39 NB 3231 3795 B LOCH NA
GAINMHICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 32 NB 3234 4529 B ALLT LOCH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 24 NB 3235 4599 B LOCH NAN SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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CAORANN, LEWIS
NB33SW 26 NB 3236 3264 S GILLEBISH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB33NW 5 NB 3239 3770 B LOCH NA
GAINMHICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NW 6 NB 3240 0680 L AIRIGHEAN LOCH
USCABHAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 14 NB 3240 4290 B TOM MINAGRO MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 11 NB 3241 2516 L LOCH FADA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 52 NB 3246 4137 B TOM IASPOTER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NW 3 NB 3254 0557 L ABHAINN LOCH
USCABHAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB30SW 5 NB 3270 0270 L AIRIGH A
BHRAGHAD, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 34 NB 3270 2980 L LOCN NAN RAMH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB32NW 35 NB 3285 2715 L OIDRAVAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 44 NB 3287 4064 B LOCH AN OIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW 10 NB 3290 1610 L GLEN OUIRN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling






NB34SW 45 NB 3299 4048 B LOCH AN OIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NW 10 NB 3300 0800 L AIRIGH UR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 7 NB 3300 4078 B LOCH AN OIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 4 NB 3302 4180 B LOCH AN FHEOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 5 NB 3305 4151 B LOCH AN FHEOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 46 NB 3307 4065 B LOCH AN OIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB33SW 31 NB 3309 3146 S DRUIM GIL
SPEIREIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 12 NB 3311 2533 L LOCH NA H-AIRIGH
UIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 20 NB 3312 2743 L AIRIGHEAN
LUERBOST, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 3 NB 3314 3863 B ALLT LEITIR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB33SW 6 NB 3317 3418 S GREETA RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB32NW 29 NB 3320 2986 L AIRIGH A'
CHREAGAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 7 NB 3320 3387 S GREETA RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 24 NB 3321 3205 S TOMANACH DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 37 NB 3329 4389 B LOCH BREIVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SW 22 NB 3330 1480 L SIDHEAN TOM MHIC
REACAIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 18 NB 3330 2900 L AIRIGH CROSSBOST,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 24 NB 3331 3568 S GREETA RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 29 NB 3331 4587 B LOCH BREIVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34SW 26 NB 3338 4460 B LOCH MUAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 23 NB 3340 3209 S TOMANACH DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 28 NB 3344 2949 L LOCH TANA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 25 NB 3347 3247 S ALLT RUADH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 47 NB 3348 4044 B GLEANN SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB30NW 11 NB 3350 0850 L AIRIGH RIABHAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 19 NB 3350 2928 L AIRIGH CROSSBOST,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 38 NB 3350 4441 B LOCH MUAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 22 NB 3352 3552 S FEADAN LEITIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB30NW 12 NB 3360 0840 L AIRIGH RIABHAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB32SW 17 NB 3370 2310 L LOCH AN EILEAN
LIATH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 22 NB 3370 3200 S TOMANACH DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 4 NB 3376 3735 B ALLT AIRIGH
SGRIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 53 NB 3376 4026 B FEITH MHIC ILLE
BHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 3 NB 3380 4160 B ROISHAL MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 21 NB 3381 3167 S TOMANACH DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 20 NB 3388 3186 S TOMANACH DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 28 NB 3390 4576 B GLEANN CHASDAIL
MHOIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW 11 NB 3394 1780 L AIRIGH A1 PHUILL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling






NB32NW 30 NB 3396 2820 L DRUIM NAN
GABHAR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 32 NB 3399 2808 L DRUIM NAN
GABHAR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 21 NB 3400 2760 L TOTA BHRIDEAN, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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NB33NW 40 NB 3400 3738 S ALLT AIRIGH
SGRIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 33 NB 3404 2785 L DRUIM NAN
GABHAR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 18 NB 3405 3239 S LOCH AN OIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 41 NB 3405 3780 S AIRIGH SGRIDHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 19 NB 3407 3180 S TOMANACH DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 4 NB 3408 3469 S LOCH BEAG A'
CHOCAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30SW 6 NB 3410 0360 L ALLT A' BHEALAICH
DHUIBH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NW 2 NB 3410 3940 B LOCH NAN
CAORANN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 15 NB 3413 4751 B LOCH CASGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling









NB31SW 12 NB 3420 1350 L AIRIGHE NA H-
UIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 3 NB 3428 3460 S LOCH BEAG A'
CHOCAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 31 NB 3431 2866 L DRUIM NAN
LEARGAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SW 51 NB 3432 4430 B TOM IASPOTER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 22 NB 3436 2814 L CARN RUTA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB33NW 27 NB 3440 3565 S AIRIGH LEITIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 27 NB 3440 4514 B BRIAGHLOCH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW 5 NB 3444 1952 L LOCH AIRIGH
FHEARCHAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB31NW 5 NB 3444 1952 L LOCH AIRIGH
FHEARCHAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS shieling
NB33SW 32 NB 3445 3063 S LOCH A' BHUNA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NW 7 NB 3450 0620 L AIRIGHEAN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LINNGRABHAIDH,
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LEWIS
NB33NW 1 NB 3450 3940 S LOCH NAN
CAORANN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 23 NB 3456 2787 L GLEANN AN RUTA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NW 12 NB 3460 1710 L AIRIGH NA H-AIRDE
MOLAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 26 NB 3465 2823 L CARN RUTA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NW 26 NB 3470 4554 B AIRIGHEAN TOM AN
TULACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 25 NB 3475 2814 L CARN RUTA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB31SW 23 NB 3480 1410 L DRUIM FALASGAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SW 17 NB 3482 3236 S AIRIGH A'
CHREAGAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34NW 25 NB 3495 4513 B LIANA NA CUILE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 24 NB 3497 2794 L GLEANN AN RUTA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NW 27 NB 3499 2834 L BLAIR NAN EACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB33SE 25 NB 3509 3060 S LOCH A' BHUNA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NE 4 NB 3510 0630 L AIRIGHEANN BEINN
DOIMHNE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 10 NB 3512 3453 S LOCH MOR A1
CHOCAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 12 NB 3518 3358 S LOCH VATANDIP,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 6 NB 3520 4352 B LOCH KEARSTAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 2 NB 3526 3537 S AIRIGH A'
CHREAGAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NE14 NB 3528 1756 L TOTAICHEAN SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
AULAIDH, LEWIS
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NB33SE 27 NB 3530 3240 S GREETA RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 17 NB 3535 2843 L AIRIGH A' BHAILE
GHLAIS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 11 NB 3535 3438 S LOCH MOR A'
CHOCAIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NE 2 NB 3540 0500 L ALLT LAG ARTOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NE 6 NB 3540 0890 L AIRIGH AN ROIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling






NB35SE 25 NB 3542 5315 B AIRD BARVAS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 26 NB 3549 5326 B FEADAN CODAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE7 NB 3555 4338 B LOCH NAN RIAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 23 NB 3556 2811 L BUAR NAN EACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 4 NB 3556 3672 S AIRIGH LITE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 22 NB 3559 2825 L BUAR NAN EACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30SE 1 NB 3560 0470 L LOCH A'
BHRODUINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 18 NB 3565 2850 L AIRIGH A' BHAILE
GHLAIS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SE8 NB 3570 1460 L ARIGHEAN DUBHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SE 25 NB 3570 2420 L DRUIM HOLAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NE 10 NB 3571 0760 L AIRIGH CHEANN NA
BEINNE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 7 NB 3576 3756 S GEARRAIDH AIRIGH
BHRADHAD, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling









NB31NE8 NB 3580 1750 L SIDHEANAN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 50 NB 3581 5249 B LEATHAD NA SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
CRUAICH, LEWIS
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NB30NE 7 NB 3588 0893 L ALLT NAM
BEARNACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 13 NB 3594 3368 S LOCH VATANDIP,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 19 NB 3605 2893 L CNOC AN IARUINN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 27 NB 3607 4573 B LOCH AORAIDH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 8 NB 3610 3800 S ALLT CATRIANE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 11 NB 3610 4143 B LOCH SGARAVAT
BEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 27 NB 3615 5268 B LOCH SMINIG, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 51 NB 3616 5256 B LEATHAD NA
CRUAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 21 NB 3623 2866 L CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 14 NB 3625 3389 S CNOC AN RATHALD,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 12 NB 3628 4126 B LOCH SGARAVAT
BEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NE2 NB 3630 1860 L AIRIGH A'
GOBHAINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 10 NB 3630 3930 S BEN BARVAS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 24 NB 3636 2878 L CNOC DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 3 NB 3636 3548 S AIRIGH GARVAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 28 NB 3636 4609 B FEADAN LOCH
BACAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SE3 NB 3640 1200 L ORINSAY, LEWIS TOWNSHIP shieling
NB33SE 26 NB 3643 3088 S LOCH DRUIM NAN
SGORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 28 NB 3643 5284 B LOCH SMINIG, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 25 NB 3650 4514 B LOCH BACAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB30NE 9 NB 3651 0867 L AIRIGH AIRDE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 15 NB 3656 3389 S CNOC AN RATHALD,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 6 NB 3665 3704 S AIRIGH
FHIONLAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 3 NB 3665 4692 B ASPELAID, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 26 NB 3668 4516 B LOCH BACAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 22 NB 3680 3219 S LOCH A' SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
CHLACHAIN, LEWIS
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NB33NE 11 NB 3681 3891 S LAG A BHAINNE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE8 NB 3687 4306 B LOCH EIDHBHAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 5 NB 3693 3672 S AIRIGH PHILIP,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 9 NB 3696 3894 S LAG A BHAINNE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34NE 4 NB 3700 4690 B AIRIGH ASPELAID
IORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 26 NB 3717 3515 S LOCH GARVAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NE 12 NB 3720 1560 L AIRIGH FHRAOICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 24 NB 3722 5347 B BALLANTRUSHAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB32SE 18 NB 3730 2390 L BEINN BUIDHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 9 NB 3731 4305 B EIDHBHAT TULACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 13 NB 3734 4038 B ALLT BARCASDALE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 25 NB 3738 3522 S LOCH GARVAIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 16 NB 3738 3840 S AIRIGH TOM NAN
DEARCAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SE 17 NB 3740 2310 L BEINN TUIRC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 5 NB 3750 4670 B MULLACH
THUAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB31NE 10 NB 3770 1760 L AIRIGH EISHAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SE 16 NB 3770 2280 L BEINN TUIRC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 23 NB 3771 3792 S TOM NAN DEARCAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 17 NB 3774 3870 S LOCH NA CARTACH, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB34SE 18 NB 3781 4306 B EIDHBHAT TULACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 25 NB 3783 4461 B EAGASGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB33SE 18 NB 3790 3345 S SIDHEAN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 6 NB 3790 4902 B TORRAIDH
UACHDRACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 23 NB 3795 4480 B EAGASGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SE 1.1 NB 3800 1180 L LEMREWAY, LEWIS TOWNSHIP shieling
NB33NE 24 NB 3807 3784 S LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 24 NB 3807 4481 B EAGASGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 33 NB 3810 4595 B CUL A' GHEARRAIDH
UIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 15 NB 3814 3752 S LOCH NAM BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 18 NB 3823 3850 S ABHAINN LOCH NA
CARTACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 16 NB 3824 3358 S SIDHEAN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34NE 16 NB 3825 4991 B ALLT STEIDELIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 15 NB 3829 4760 B ALLT A' BHIORAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 19 NB 3832 3344 S SIDHEAN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 20 NB 3833 4357 B AIRIGH NA GILE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB34NE 12 NB 3836 4617 B TOM A' BHRADAIN
BHIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 11 NB 3836 4934 B GLEN ORDALE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 15 NB 3838 4127 B GLEN AIRIGH NA
FAING, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31NE3 NB 3839 1939 L LOCH BEAG AN SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
TANGA, LEWIS
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NB34SE 14 NB 3841 4099 B GLEN AIRIGH NA
FAING, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 16 NB 3843 4191 B GLEN AIRIGH NA
FAING, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 17 NB 3843 4982 B ALLT STEIDELIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 29 NB 3846 4168 B GLEANN AIRIGH NA
FAING LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 21 NB 3846 4413 B GLEANN AIRIGH NA
GILE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 17 NB 3850 3450 S SKIDEGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURES
shieling
NB31NE4 NB 3860 1840 L AIRIGHEAN
EORSHADER, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 29 NB 3860 4505 B GLEN HOUSE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURE
shieling
NB34NE 30 NB 3860 4505 B GLEANN MOR
BARVAS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE56 NB 3860 5100 B UPPER LOCH
HATRAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 34 NB 3867 4524 B GLEN HOUSE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 22 NB 3870 4424 B GLEANN AIRIGH NA
GILE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 23 NB 3875 3180 L CNOC A' CHOILICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB34NE 21 NB 3886 4727 B ALLT A' BHIORAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 19 NB 3887 3906 S LOCH MOR AN
STAIRR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 10 NB 3889 2678 L ALLT CROICH ARD,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 27 NB 3889 4425 B GLEANN MOR
BARVAS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 36 NB 3895 4506 B GLEN MOR BARVAS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 13 NB 3900 3597 S CREAGAN AN
FHEIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 32 NB 3910 4531 B CLIASTUL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 23 NB 3910 4650 B ALLT THUAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 22 NB 3911 4725 B ALLT A' BHIORAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33SE 24 NB 3917 3178 L CNOC A' CHOILICH, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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NB34SE 26 NB 3920 4435 B GLEANN MOR
BARVAS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 20 NB 3921 4751 B BEINN NA CLOICHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 14 NB 3927 4638 B ALLT THUNGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32SE 23 NB 3930 2490 L HASHADER MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 14 NB 3930 2680 L LOCH ROISGEIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling










NB34NE 24 NB 3936 4631 B ALLT THUAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB32NE 12 NB 3940 2729 L ROISGEIL HOUSE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34SE 28 NB 3943 4351 B WALK DRUIM
ROUNDOGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 19 NB 3944 4972 B ATH A' MHAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 13 NB 3945 4719 B ALLT A' BHIORAICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB33NE 21 NB 3953 3841 S LOCH MOR AN
STAIRR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 14 NB 3955 3530 S HOGARAID, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURES
shieling
NB33NE 22 NB 3960 3794 s LOCH MOR AN
STAIRR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 6 NB 3964 2702 L CEANN HURNAVAY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 7 NB 3964 2712 L CEANN HURNAVAY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35NE 7 NB 3964 5614 B ALLT FISGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 9 NB 3967 2756 L CROISGEIL HOUSE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB31NE5 NB 3970 1820 L CREAGANAN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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BREAC, LEWIS










NB32NE 11 NB 3975 2730 L ROISGEIL HOUSE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 15 NB 3977 2600 L CEANN HURNAVAY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB35SE 23 NB 3984 5242 B FEADAN LOCH NA
CARTACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB34NE 31 NB 3988 4511 B CLIASTUL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB31SE7 NB 3990 1080 L LOCHAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); WALL
shieling
NB34SE 30 NB 3990 4164 S FEADAN LOCH
GUNNA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB33NE 1 NB 3993 3951 S LOCH ROISNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB32NE 8 NB 3997 2723 L CEANN HURNAVAY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 20 NB 4004 5038 B LOCH NA CRAOIBHE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 5 NB 4006 3956 S LOCH ROISNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 38 NB 4007 4035 S TOM ROISNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 15 NB 4013 5396 B LOCH MARAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 1 NB 4015 4601 B TOM LEACAIN
BEINAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 10 NB 4022 3950 S TOM ROISNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 9 NB 4022 3980 S TOM ROISNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 14 NB 4024 5372 B LOCH MARAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB41SW 7 NB 4030 1290 L ALLT LOCH BEINNE
BUIDHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41NW2 NB 4030 1740 L LOCH BEAG
CATISVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 13 NB 4030 5347 B LOCH MARAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 7 NB 4035 4499 B AIRIGH NAM SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
BODACH, LEWIS
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NB41NW 5 NB 4040 1680 L LOCH NA H-AIRIGH
DUIBHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 25 NB 4040 3724 S LOCH SGEIREACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41SW3 NB 4050 1180 L BEINN BREAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 16 NB 4053 5385 B LOCH MARAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 18 NB 4055 5358 B LOCH MARAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44NW 14 NB 4062 4582 B BOTAN RADHIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 3 NB 4069 4847 B GEARRAIDH
EUSCLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41NW 6 NB 4070 1611 L LOCH NA H-AIRIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB42NW 6 NB 4070 2849 L LOCH INNSEAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 26 NB 4070 3628 S GRINNAVAT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 19 NB 4072 4054 S LACASTAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41SW 8 NB 4080 1380 L GARRY CALASTAY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 24 NB 4082 3866 S LOCHAN
SGEIREACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 31 NB 4083 4494 B CLIASTUL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 8 NB 4088 3990 S TOM AN RISHAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 45 NB 4089 5501 B MOINENA
BATHAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41SW 2 NB 4090 1230 L GEARRAIDH
SGUDATOT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41NW 9 NB 4090 1510 L ALLT LITE SITHINN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 20 NB 4090 4302 S AIRIDH A' STARR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 19 NB 4096 5209 B LEODASCLAID,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 20 NB 4098 3815 S LOCH DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 11 NB 4100 3865 S LOCHAN
SGEIREACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW8 NB 4100 4488 B CLIASTUL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB45SW 17 NB 4101 5491 B MOINE NA
BATHAICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 15 NB 4102 4138 S AIRIGHEAN LOCH
GUNNA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 19 NB 4109 3737 S CNOC TORRAVIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB42NW 3 NB 4120 2640 L LOCH NAN CAPULL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 9 NB 4120 4278 S ROUNDOGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 12 NB 4120 5260 B TOL A MUIGH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45SW 10 NB 4127 5455 B LOCH GLINNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 4 NB 4128 4814 B GEARRAIDH
EUSCLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 18 NB 4129 3739 S CNOC TORRAVIG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41SW 6 NB 4130 1330 L AIRIGH LOIN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB43NW 12 NB 4145 3857 S ALLT MOLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 10 NB 4151 4283 s AIRIGH ALLT AN
FHION, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 5 NB 4151 4814 B GEARRAIDH
EUSCLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB42NW 4 NB 4165 2865 L LOCH TOM AN
FHEIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB45SW 11 NB 4181 5258 B LOCH KEARTAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 34 NB 4185 5560 B BORVE RIVER,
LEWIS
ENCLOSURE shieling
NB44NW 13 NB 4189 4853 B ALLT NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 22 NB 4189 5144 B MOIM, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB41NW8 NB 41901620 L AIRIGH RIABACH, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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NB41SW 1 NB 4200 1270 L GEARRAIDH NAM
BEIDIGEAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 13 NB 4201 3846 S ALLT MOLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 21 NB 4201 4069 S LACASTAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 6 NB 4205 4775 B CRO MHUIC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 23 NB 4206 3921 S TOM UILLEAM,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 42 NB 4209 5509 B ALLT LOCH
EILEAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 6 NB 4215 5494 B TOM AN LUIC, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 23 NB 4216 5711 B GRUNDALE BURN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44NW 10 NB 4218 4981 B AIRIGHEAN
SGALAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44NW 9 NB 4226 4896 B LOCH NA FAING,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling













NB44SW 32 NB 4247 4333 B LOCH AN TUIM,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB44NW 2 NB 4256 4651 B LOCH TARAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 21 NB 4262 3823 S LOCH DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 6 NB 4264 4326 S LOCH AN TUIM,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45SW 23 NB 4268 5104 B AIRIGHEAN BUN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB45NW 24 NB 4270 5709 B GRUNDALE BURN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 9 NB 4279 5446 B BUN NA GLEANN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 6 NB 4293 3988 S AIRIGH TORCAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 8 NB 4294 4883 B LOCH ALLAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 24 NB 4296 5081 B LOCH FOISNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 14 NB 4303 3805 S ALLT MOLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 7 NB 4304 4814 B LOCH NAN LEAC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 13 NB 4307 4295 S ALLT LOCH AN A'
SGEIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44SW 17 NB 4315 4100 S AIRIGHEAN LOCH
NAM BREAC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 25 NB 4317 5105 B AIRIDHEAN LOCH
FOISNAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 14 NB 4318 4284 S AIRIGHEAN TORRIE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45NW 25 NB 4321 5688 B GRUNDALE BURN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 38 NB 4324 5597 B TOM ATAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 26 NB 4324 5680 B GRUNDALE BURN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 7 NB 4330 5291 B AIRIGH AN T-SRATH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 8 NB 4331 5423 B GLEANN RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB44SW 33 NB 4349 4429 S LOCH FADA CAOL, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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NB45SW 5 NB 4355 5496 B ALLT STIUALLEIT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 22 NB 4356 3836 S ALLT DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 26 NB 4357 4273 S SRON NAM
FITHEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 27 NB 4359 4289 S SRON NAM
FITHEACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 4 NB 4359 4424 S LOCH FADA CAOL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 23 NB 4364 4092 s AIRIGH LOCH NAM
BREAC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 5 NB 4364 4472 s AIRIGHEAN LOCH
FADA CAOL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 15 NB 4367 4531 s LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 26 NB 4374 5199 B AIRIGHEAN
MOLAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 11 NB 4377 4582 S LOCH AN TOBAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 39 NB 4404 5562 B BLARNAM
STEARNAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 34 NB 4409 4412 S LOCH FADA CAOL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NW 12 NB 4409 4594 s LOCH AN FHEOIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 3 NB 4419 4411 s FEADAN LOCH FADA
CAOL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45SW 2 NB 4434 5393 B DUNACLEIT, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 24 NB 4435 4069 S LOCH NAM
FAOILEAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 2 NB 4440 4434 S LOCH NA LAG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44SW 1 NB 4445 4360 S LOCH AN EILEIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 41 NB 4445 5548 B LOCH STRIAMAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44SW 35 NB 4453 4436 S LOCH NA LAIG, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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NB45SW 4 NB 4455 5220 B AIRIGHEAN
CHATUIL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 28 NB 4455 5787 B SIDHEANAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURE
shieling
NB45SW 1 NB 4458 5400 B SIBHINN
DUNACLEIT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SW 25 NB 4460 4138 S AIRIGH CUL
CHOINNICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB45SW 29 NB 4470 5033 B LOCHGRESS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NW 7 NB 4483 3970 S TOTA SITHE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 3 NB 4486 5232 B ISOGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NW 29 NB 4486 5733 B AIRIGH NAN UAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SW 27 NB 4490 5051 B LOCHGRESS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 12 NB 4500 4120 S TOTANNAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURES
shieling
NB44SE 15 NB 4507 4176 S BARASHADER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB44NE 3 NB 4510 4773 S GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 2 NB 4510 4802 S GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 3 NB 4511 5408 B CRO MILL
A'PHEALLA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 31 NB 4517 4266 S FEADAN CAOL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 6 NB 4519 5589 B AIRIGH BHOTAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 11 NB 4524 4019 S BREASCLETE, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 16 NB 4525 4817 S GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 1 NB 4530 4931 B ALLT A'
BHRATHAIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 4 NB 4530 5400 B CRO MILL
A'PHEALLA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 2 NB 4533 5455 B BLAR SHINNDANIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE4 NB 4533 5686 B AIRIGHEAN SHffiLING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
BHIOGAIDEAN,
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NB43NE 11 NB 4538 3934 S AT.I.T CRO NAN UAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NE 10 NB 4538 3946 S DRUIM RUISG,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 25 NB 4538 5063 B OSGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 32 NB 4542 4237 S BOTHAN NA
CAILLICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 4 NB 4551 4713 S GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 43 NB 4552 5900 B GALSON LODGE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 29 NB 4559 4342 S LOCH ULLAVAT A'
CLITH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 5 NB 4561 4700 S GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 13 NB 4563 4678 S GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44NE 29 NB 4566 4545 S FEADAN PHAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 7 NB 4566 4657 S GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 14 NB 4566 4686 s GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 12 NB 4571 4643 s GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 30 NB 4572 4284 s LOCH ULLAVAT A'
DEAS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 11 NB 4574 4631 s GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 8 NB 4575 4600 s GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 42 NB 4578 5852 B NORTH GALSON,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 7 NB 4583 5537 B AIRIGHEAN
KEARSAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 9 NB 4585 4553 S GRESS RIVER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 10 NB 4588 5359 B GLOBHAR A' TUATH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 14 NB 4590 4180 S AIRIGHEAN DRUIM
NIAVAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 31 NB 4591 4515 S GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 22 NB 4593 4485 S AIRIGH EAGISGRA, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB44SE 23 NB 4593 4495 S AIRIGH EAGISGRA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 30 NB 4595 4535 S GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB43NE 8 NB 4600 3973 s TIGH THAISHADER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 21 NB 4601 4468 s AIRIGH EAGISGRA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 11 NB 4602 5330 B GLOBHAR A' TUATH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 37 NB 4603 5921 B BHEIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 12 NB 4604 5264 B LOCH A'CHLACHAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 13 NB 4605 4162 S GEARRAIDH DRUIM
NIAVAIG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 13 NB 4606 5249 B LOCH A'CHLACHAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 39 NB 4608 5908 B BHEIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 38 NB 4610 5950 B BHEIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 20 NB 4611 4444 S AIRIGH EAGISGRA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 40 NB 4611 5888 B BHEIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 35 NB 4625 5899 B BHEIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 17 NB 4626 5749 B BLAR GLAS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB45NE 36 NB 4628 5888 B BHEIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 18 NB 4629 5760 B BLAR GLAS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 8 NB 4633 5534 B TOM LOCH
RUIGLAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 19 NB 4634 5774 B BLAR GLAS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 25 NB 4637 4456 S ALLT LEIG AN
FHILIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 27 NB 4637 4504 S ALLT LEIG AN
FHILIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 24 NB 4639 4470 S ALLT LEIG AN
FHILIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 20 NB 4639 5788 B GERRAIDH AMADAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB46SE 25 NB 4641 6077 B ASMAGARRY BURN, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
547
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NB44SE 36 NB 4642 4484 S ALLT LEIG AN
FHILIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45NE 16 NB 4650 5690 B GEANN NA SIGA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 21 NB 4650 5793 B GERRAIDH AMADAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 16 NB 4655 4399 S CNOC NAN CLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 28 NB 4656 4524 S ALLT LEIG AN
FHILIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 10 NB 4659 5573 B LOCH RUIGLAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB45NE 41 NB 4662 5887 B CIAPAGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 15 NB 4663 4702 S GRESS RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 27 NB 4668 4387 S CNOC NAN CLACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 33 NB 4681 4223 s AIRIGH AN
TAILLEAR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB44SE 28 NB 4686 4317 S CLACH NA
SGARRASGIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 11 NB 4686 5583 B LOCH RUIGLAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB45NE9 NB 4700 5510 B TOM LOCH
RUIGLAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 18 NB 4705 4405 S ALLT AN TARTAIR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB45NE 15 NB 4712 5664 B GEARRAIDH NA
SIGA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 40 NB 4722 4154 S GLEANN TOTA SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
MICHAG, LEWIS
548
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NB45SE 26 NB 4723 5009 B AIRIGHEAN BEINN
FOIRAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 10 NB 4724 4858 S GEARRAIDH A'
DEAS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 9 NB 4725 5368 B AIRIGHEAN AN T-
SLUIG MHOR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 33 NB 4732 4523 S LOCH GRINNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 41 NB 4740 4159 s ALLT GLEANN TOTA
MICHAG, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 34 NB 4750 4521 s LOCH GRINNAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45SE 27 NB 4753 5012 B AIRIGHEAN BEINN
FOIRAVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45NE 12 NB 4771 5552 B BEINN AIRIGH A'
BHRAGHAD, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 13 NB 4772 5631 B AIRIGH
BHRUTHACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 39 NB 4781 4219 S LINNE SGORACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 20 NB 4782 4862 s GEARRAIDH MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 14 NB 4796 5644 B HIADAGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 14 NB 4807 5485 B SOUTH GALSTON
RIVER, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 23 NB 4816 5699 B LOCH RUISAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 24 NB 4826 5702 B LOCH RUISAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 25 NB 4830 5693 B LOCH RUISAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 23 NB 4834 4715 S LOCH MOR A'
GHOBHA, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 18 NB 4841 4843 S LOCH VATACOLLA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 29 NB 4841 5691 B GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 19 NB 4845 4897 S BOT A COLLA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 31 NB 4845 5590 B MUAIHAVAL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB45SE 30 NB 4846 5162 B AIRIGHEAN FAD AS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 25 NB 4852 4647 S LOCH NAN GEADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 26 NB 4856 5700 B GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 21 NB 4857 4785 S AIRIAGHEAN LOCH
AN FHEOIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44NE 26 NB 4859 4622 S AIRIGH LOCH NAN
GEADH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 38 NB 4867 4490 S FEADAN NAH-
INGHINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB46SE 44 NB 4868 6086 B SUIL NAN CAORACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 31 NB 4872 5139 B ABHAINN GEIRAHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 51 NB 4875 5980 B FEADAN ALAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling





NB44NE 24 NB 4877 4674 S AIRIGH CHOINNICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 27 NB 4878 5669 B GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 28 NB 4881 5657 B GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 32 NB 4898 5120 B ABHAINN GEIRAHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 15 NB 4900 5459 B AIRIGHEAN LOCH
BREIHAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 20 NB 4911 5215 B LOCH NAN
LAORANN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 57 NB 4915 5840 B FEADAN
GRAGSAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 37 NB 4923 4436 S DRUIM RIABHACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 30 NB 4923 5600 B LEANA BHAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 47 NB 4925 5856 B EADAN GRASSAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling








NB45SE 24 NB 4931 5286 B LOCHAN A'GHILLE SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
RUAIDH, LEWIS
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NB44NE 32 NB 4934 4516 S LOCH DOMHAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB45SE 18 NB 4941 5298 B LOCH A' GHILLE
RUAIDH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 55 NB 4941 5875 B FEADAN
GRAGSAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 51 NB 4942 4363 S LOCH BEINN
IOBHEIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 48 NB 4943 5888 B EADAN GRASSAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 23 NB 4944 5233 B LOCH NAN
CAORANN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 49 NB 4951 5908 B EADAN GRASSAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 33 NB 4957 5087 B GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 54 NB 4957 5927 B FEADAN
GRAGSAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 53 NB 4961 5950 B FEADAN
GRAGSAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 52 NB 4961 5972 B FEADAN
GRAGSAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB44SE 50 NB 4965 4355 S LOCH BEINN
IOBHEIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 21 NB 4965 5192 B LOCH MOR LEIG
TADH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 50 NB 4972 5994 B EADAN GRASSAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 28 NB 4976 5080 B AIRIGH A' BHUNA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 33 NB 4983 5545 B BREIHASCRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 32 NB 4984 5565 B BREIHASCRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 22 NB 4985 5209 B LOCH MOR
SANDAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 16 NB 4989 5435 B LOCH MOR, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 19 NB 4990 5280 B LOCH MOR
SANDAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45SE 17 NB 4996 5317 B LOCH BEAG
SANDAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB45NE 34 NB 4999 5749 B AIRIGH NA GLAICE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW11 NB 5000 4720 S AIRIGHEAN FEADAN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NA BA RUAIDHE,
551
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LEWIS





NB55NW 43 NB 5018 5853 B FEADAN
HIORTAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 50 NB 5022 5869 B FEADAN
HIORTAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 25 NB 5030 4880 S NA BOTAICHEAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 54 NB 5032 6148 B GLEANN CHROIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling









NB55SW 30 NB 5041 5080 B AIRIGH DHUGHAILL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 20 NB 5041 5302 B ABHAINN NA
CLOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB55NW 42 NB 5046 5866 B GEARAISTEAN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB55SW 21 NB 5051 5289 B ABHAINN NA
CLOICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 22 NB 5051 5289 B LOCH TANA NAN
LEAC, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 53 NB 5055 6037 B LOCH DUBH, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); WALLS
shieling
NB54NW 24 NB 5058 4896 S LOCH NA CLOICH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 2 NB 5058 5698 B BEN DELL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 46 NB 5070 5960 B FEADAN CLIASGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB55NW 4 NB 5082 5660 B BEALACH NAN
COISICHEAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 5 NB 5082 5660 B BEINN NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW3 NB 5091 5675 B BEN DELL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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NB55SW 27 NB 5093 5135 B FEADAN LOCH A'
MHINICH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 41 NB 5100 5839 B LUIBEAN DUBHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 52 NB 5108 6088 B GLEANN CHROIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 28 NB 5116 5061 B GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 49 NB 5120 5831 B DELL RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54SW 7 NB 5126 4394 S DRUIM GILLEVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 48 NB 5130 5836 B DELL RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 29 NB 5135 5057 S GLEANN MOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54SW 8 NB 5143 4392 S ALLT GILLEVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 6 NB 5145 5685 B BEINN NAN
CAORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 51 NB 5147 5974 B DRUIM RIABHACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 13 NB 5150 5354 B GERRY VATALEOIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 47 NB 5164 5834 B DELL RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 52 NB 5164 5981 B DRUIM RIABHACH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 31 NB 5167 5046 S AIRIGH A' GHLINN
MHOIR, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 12 NB 5175 5380 B GERRY VATALEOIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 36 NB 5176 6188 B LOCH NA MUILNE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 40 NB 5180 5815 B DELL RIVER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 14 NB 5183 4617 S GEARRAIDH
IONADAGRO, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 25 NB 5191 5098 B LOCH SGEIREACH A'
GHLINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 26 NB 5191 5100 B LOCH SGEIREACH A'
GHLINN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 7 NB 5193 5728 B IAGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 9 NB 5198 5768 B IAGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 11 NB 5225 5612 B FEADAN IOSDAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 8 NB 5225 5735 B IAGRO, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 37 NB 5225 6261 B HABOST, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE); shieling
ENCLOSURE
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NB56SW 58 NB 5227 6021 B GLEANN CHROIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 19 NB 5234 4658 S FEADAN BEAR LEIG
A' GHUIRM, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 10 NB 5244 5652 B FEADAN IOSDAIL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54SW 6 NB 5249 4461 S GLEN TOLSTA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 19 NB 5260 5262 B FEADAN LOCH NA
GILE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 18 NB 5263 4611 S LOCH BEN
TEARABERT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 39 NB 5265 5942 B GLEN CROSS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 15 NB 5275 4530 S BHINN DEAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 17 NB 5280 5253 B GEARRAIDH LOCH
EILLAGVAL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 18 NB 5286 5236 B LOCH EILLAGVAL,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 26 NB 5288 5921 B CROIS NODHA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56NW 13 NB 5288 6543 B CLADACH AN
EILEIN, NESS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 23 NB 5290 4536 S BHINNDEAN, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 8 NB 5292 5458 B LOCH LANGAVAT,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 22 NB 5299 4523 S CNOC AN EOIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 18 NB 5300 5547 B LOCH NEILL BHAIN,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 12 NB 5301 5705 B LOCH BACAVAT
CROSS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 15 NB 5306 5285 B FEADAN LOCH NAN
UAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 13 NB 5310 5686 B LOCH BACAVAT
CROSS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 56 NB 5310 6060 B TOM AIRIGH NA
GAOITHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 19 NB 5318 5525 B LOCHAN
HATRAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 23 NB 5321 5506 B LOCHAN
HATRAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 57 NB 5330 6030 B AIRIGH NA
GAOITHE, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 20 NB 5334 5536 B LOCHAN
HATRAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 21 NB 5335 5516 B LOCHAN SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
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IIATRAVAT, LEWIS
NB56SW 46 NB 5339 6261 B ADABROOK, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 22 NB 5342 5508 B LOCHAN
HATRAVAT, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling






NB 5345 4738 S NORTH TOLSTA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 16 NB 5352 5259 B FEADAN LOCH NAN
UAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 33 NB 5355 5995 B SEANN TOM, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW
29.5
NB 5356 4723 S NORTH TOLSTA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB55SW 14 NB 5364 5328 B FEADAN AN LOCH
CAOL, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 14 NB 5364 5697 B LOCH BACAVAT
CROSS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 21 NB 5366 4957 S GOB HAIS, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB56SW 26 NB 5370 6384 B PORT OF NESS,
LEWIS
CROFTING TOWNSHIP shieling
NB55NW 15 NB 5372 5701 B LOCH BACAVAT
CROSS, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 6 NB 5400 5150 B DUN OTHAIL, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB54NW 17 NB 5408 4620 S GEARRAIDH A1
MUIGH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 43 NB 5413 6072 B BHATA GUAILLE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 27 NB 5415 5806 B ABHAINN DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 5 NB 5420 5226 B LOCH DUBH AN TOA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 34 NB 5420 5945 B SEANN TOM, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB56SW 55 NB 5420 6030 B BHATA GUAILLE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NMRS NGR P Locale NMRS Class CB
BMMHwl :lilfe}j WBH Class





NB55NW 28 NB 5432 5816 B ABHAINN DHUBH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 45 NB 5437 6173 B SKIGERSTA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 35 NB 5440 5842 B AIRIGHEAN NAN
GRUIGEAN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 42 NB 5441 6084 B SEILASTOTAR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 4 NB 5457 5278 B EILEAN A' BHUIC,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 16 NB 5465 5778 B TOM FHIDAGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 25 NB 5465 5820 B CUIASHADER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS
(POSSIBLE); ENCLOSURES
shieling
NB56SW 44 NB 5472 6251 B AIRD SGEGINIS,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
















NB56SW 60 NB 5482 6010 B ALLT A1 MHAIDE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SW 2 NB 5493 5463 B UPPER DIBADALE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NW 36 NB 5493 5846 B CUIASHADER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NB55NW 17 NB 5499 5646 B AIRIGH IAIN MHIC
AILEIN, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB56SW 59 NB 5499 6030 B ALLT A' MHAIDE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 12 NB 5500 5780 B TOMAN BATISGA,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 14 NB 5502 5931 B ALLT CASGRO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE13 NB 5508 5938 B ALLT CASGRO, SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
556
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NB55NE 2 NB 5515 5650 B FEADAN NA
MAOIME, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SE 2 NB 5531 5475 B LOWER DIBADALE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55SE 1 NB 5536 5460 B LOWER DIBADALE,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 7 NB 5537 5661 B MAOIM, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 5 NB 5541 5684 B MAOIM, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 4 NB 5545 5727 B BILASCLEITER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB53SE5 NB 5549 3481 S SEISIADER, LEWIS SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 11 NB 5550 5798 B BATISGA, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB53SE4 NB 5555 3322 S BAGH A TUATH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 6 NB 5557 5680 B MAOIM, LEWIS SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 8 NB 5558 5655 B GILL SKIBAGARRY,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 9 NB 5595 5634 B LOCH BACAVAT
IORACH, LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 10 NB 5618 5504 B IOIAINN MHOR,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling
NB55NE 3 NB 5756 5650 B BILASCLEITER,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling





NA92SE 16 NB 9950 2310 U ABHAINN RUADH,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
NA92SE 8 NB 9966 2281 u ALLT FORSGEO,
LEWIS
SHIELING-HUT (POSSIBLE) shieling




NA92NE 3 NB 9970 2860 u ABHAINN CHLEIDIR, SHIELING-HUTS (POSSIBLE) shieling
LEWIS
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Table 37: Count of monument classes from RCAHMS, NMRS, FESP data
Classification number ofrecords

























Stone settings/ standing stones 0
Stray finds 0
Sub-peat features 0
Utilised natural islands 0
Wells 0
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APPENDIX 2: Table of Discoveryand Excavation in Scotland entries
Table 38: Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (DES) entries for the Western
Isles since 1988
Author Date Reference
Andrian, BL. and Dixon,
TN.
1992 Carloway Peir, Lewis, Iron Age Dun, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1988,a Druim nan Dearcag, Loch Olabhat, Settlement complex,
(North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1988,b Eilean Domhnuill a Spionnaidh, Loch Olabhat, Neolithic
Settlement, (North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1988,c Kneep, Wheelhouse complex and later structures, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1989,b Eilean Olabhat, Iron Age, Early historic settlement,
(North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1989,c Druim nan Dearcag, settlement complex, (North Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1989,a Eilean Domhnuill a Spionaidh, Early Neolithc
Settlement, (North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1993 Baleshare, North Uist, Cist and Middens, (North Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1995 Eilean Maliet, Wheel house and Islet settlement, (North
Uist Parish),in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1996,c Geirsclett, Chambered Tomb, (North Uist Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1996,a An Caisteal, Hougharry, Eroding Iron Age settlement
and possibe corbelled cells, (North Uist Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. 1996,b Camas as Chaisteil, Hougharry, Carin and hut circle,
(North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. and Braby, A. 1995 Ceann nan Clachan, Burnt Mound and Structures, (Lochs
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. and Braby, A. 1996,a Ceann nan Clachan, Burnt mound and Prehistoric
Structures, (North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
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Armit, I. and Dunwell.
A,
1995,a Geirsclett, North Uist, Settlement Survey, (Noth Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Armit, I. and Dunwell.
A,
1995,b Bagh an Ackara, Geirsclett, Settlement site, (North Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Atkinson, S. Mulville, J.
and Parker Pearson, M.
1996 Cladh Hallan, Daliburgh, Late Bronze Age and Early
Iron Age Houses, (South Uist Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Braby, A. and Battley,
N.
1996 Oban Trumisgarry (North Uist Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K 1989 Barra, Tangaval Peninsula, Survey and excavation,
(Barra Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K 1996 Balnabodach, (Barra parish), Blackhouse,in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1991 Brevig/Castlebay to Tangusdale, Survey: Various
monuments, (Barra Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1992,d West Coast, Barra, Survey, (Barra Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1992,c Tangerval T166, T169, Iron Age House and Neolithic
Enclosure, (Barra Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1992,b Tangerval T180, T211, Megalithic enclosure and
medival/modern sheiling, (Barra Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1992,a Southern Vatersay, Survey, (Barra Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1992,e East Caost, Barra, Survey, (Barra Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1993,b Eoligarry; Mingulay, Coastal Erosion Survey, (Barra
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1993,a Allt Chrysal, Neolithic and early bronze age settlement
and burial site, (Barra Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Branigan, K. 1994 Borve site B.54, LBA/ELA occupation site, (Barra
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. and Church, 1995 Uig Sands to Aird Uig, Isle of Lewis, Survey, (Uig





1995 Garenin, Carloway, Isle of Lewis, Stills, promontory fort,
corndrying kiln and cairn, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. Chruch, M
and Gilmour, S.
1996,f Isle of Lewis, Coastal Erosion Survey, (Uig, Barvas),
Stornoway and Lochs Parishes), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Burgess, C. Curtis, MR
and GR. and Gilmour,
S.
1996,g Achmore, Pottery Vessel, (Lochs Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. Dempsey, J.
and Gilmour, S.
1996,a An Dunan, Utilised natural island (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. Dempsey, J.
Gilmour, S and Jackson,
A.
1996,d Gob Eirer, Promontory Fort, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. Gilmour, S.
and Church, M.
1996,c Garenin, Blackhouse Barn, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. Gilmour, S.
and Church, M.
1996,e Guinnerso, Relict Landscape, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Burgess, C. Gilmour, S.
and Jackson, A.
1996,b Beirero, Blackhouse, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Burgess, C. Elenderson,
J. and Rees, T.
1994 Garenin, Deserted settlement landscape, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
CFA 1992,b Cnip (Kneep), Lewis, Bronze Age Cist burial, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
CFA 1992,c Cnip (Kneep), Lewis, Settlement and Industrial site, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
CFA 1992,a Cnip (Kneep), Lewis, Possible Viking Cemetry, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
CFA 1994 Cnip Headland, Isle of Lewis, Viking Age Graves,
miscellaneous eroding features, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Church, M 1996 Achmore, Peat cut features and wooden artefacts (Lochs
parish) in DES, Edinburgh, CSA




Coles, GM. 1993,b Callanish Farm, Field survey and trial excvations, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Coles, GM. and Burgess,
C.
1994 Callanish Environs Survey, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Coles, GM. and Rees, T. 1994 Cnoc and Tursa, Excavation, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Cowie, TG. 1991 Kneep headland, Burial probable Viking, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Crone, BA. 1989 Bharpa, Carinish, Heath copmplexes and Enclosure,
(North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Crone, BA. and Mills,
CM.
1988,a Bharpa Carinish, Fieldbank and structure, (North Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Crone, BA. and Mills,
CM.
1988,b Lochportain, Linear claerance cairn, (North Uist Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Cunningham, C. 1992,b Baile na Cille, Burial, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA








1992,a Rubdha Shilldinish, Holm, Survey of Promontory sites,
(Stornoway Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Cunningham, CM. and
Hothersall, S.
1992,b Traigh Bosta, Great Bernera, Pottery, Iron slag and stone
tools, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, GR. 1988 Ensay, Stone bowl, (Harris Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR 1996 Achmore, Chipped Quartz, (Lochs Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1989,a Traigh na Berie, Metal strip and rivet, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1989,b Bernera Bridge, Standing stones, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA




Curtis, MR. and GR. 1989,d Achmore, Stone Circle, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1989,e Ensay, Beaker midden, (Harris Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1990,c Cnoc Fillibhir Bheag, Sub-circular stone setting, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1990,b Bernera Bridge, Standing stones, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1990,d Grianan, Graves of the Clan Morrison, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1990,e Totarol, Kirkibost, Great Bernera, Kerb Cairn, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1990,f Crulivig, Possible kerb cairn, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1990,a Gearaidh Geoidaster, Cairn fieldwall and quartz flakes,
(Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,b Upper Breasclete, Small kerb cairn, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,c Crulivig Island, Possible burial ciarn or platform with
stone setting, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,e 'Olcote', Callanish, Hearth and charcoal, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,g Totarol, Kirkibost, Great Bernera, Burial Cairn, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,h Mol Ghibidil, Cnoc Glas nan Corran, Calllanish, Hut
circle or Platform, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,1 Sgainailt, Graves of Clan Morrison, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,a Loch Faoghail an Tuim, Possible kerb ciarn or hut circle,
(Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,d Rubha nan Sgarbh, Ensay, Cup marks, (Harris Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1991,f Beannan Mor (Tolsta Chaolais), probable burial ciarn,
(Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
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Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,1 Tob Ceann a1 Sgrulain, Beinn Hulavig, Probable kerb
cairn and possible burial cairn, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,g Aird na Moine, Breasclete, Possible standing stones,
(Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,k Loch Sgardam, Breasclete, Stone structure, (Uig Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,d Druim Dubh, Megalithic stone circle, (Lochs Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,e Gearaidh Ghuinnesbridh, Habitation sites, (Uig Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,f Aird Sleitinish, Possible Burial Cairn, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,h Blar Allt na Torcan, Achmore, two stone mounds,
(Lochs Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,j Ensay peir, Ensay, Cup marks, (Harris Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,1 Cnoc na h-Inghinna Ruaidha, Breasclete, Possible grave
and caim, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,m Faing Mhor, Hacklete, Great Bernera, Probable burial
cairn, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,n Creag Ruadh, Hacklete, Great Bernera, Possible burial
cairn, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,p Druim an Eich Dhuibh, Balallan, Stone Structure,
(Lochs Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,q Sidean Cleite Thog, Scaliscro, Little Loch Roag,
Probable burial cairn and 18th century building, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1992,0 Feadan, Loch Geal, Possible Burail Cairn, (Uig Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1993,b Cnoc an Croich (Gallows Hills), Chambered Cairn,
(Stornoway Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1993,c Traigh Bosta, Great Bernera, Walled structure at site of
Settlment, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
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Curtis, MR. and GR. 1993,a Rubha Gruaig (Shawbost), Stone Setting, (Barva Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,g Keava Island, Little Loch Roag, Prehistoric burial carin,
(Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,e Achmore, carved stone macehead or battle axe, quartz
flake and stone mound,(Lochs Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,a Liamhrig Mhor, Leaverburgh, Cup marke bedrock,
(Harris Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,b Abhainn a' Ghlinne (Scoraclett), Kyles Scalapay, stone
strutures, (Harris Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,1 Beannan Beag, Tolsta Chaolais, Stone setting, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,d Achmore Stone Circle, Fallen standing stone, (Lochs
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,f Traigh Bosta, Sites of Settlement, futher finds, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,h Druim na H-aon Chloich, Garynahine, possible
preshitoric stone setting, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,j Aird Skapraid, Stone structure, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,k Aird Skapraid, Possible Burial Ciarn, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,1 Aird Callanish, ?Prehistoric mound, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,m Loch na Muilne, Loch Risay, Great Bernera, Stone
setting, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,n Breasclete Village, Possible quern stone or font, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1994,c Rubh' and Tighe, Aline, Loch Seaforth, Prehistoric
Burial Cairn, (Lochs Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,c Olcote, Breasclete Park, Callanish, Burial cairns and
quartz scatter, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
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Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,d Loch an Tuim, Two stone settings and quartz scatter,
(Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,e Cnoc Gil an Rainich, Lochganvich, Prehistoric
Fieldwalls, etc. (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,f Airigh na Beinne Bige (Callanish site 11), two kerb
cainrs, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,g Cnoc Gearraidh Nighean Choinnich, Breasclete, Stone
Setting, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,h Cnoc Righseodh, Loch Risay, Great Bernera, Probable
burial cairn, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,b Loch Seaforth Head (Fangs), Possible Curbed Cairn,
(Loch Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1995,a Cnoc Dubh, Possible burial mound, (Lochs Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. and GR. 1996,b Millhouse, Breascleate, Quartz Scatter, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Curtis, MR. GR. and
Ponting B.
1994 Dalmore, Stone structures and artefacts, (Barvas Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Dunwell, AJ. 1996,a Airigh Mhic Ruairidh, Vallay Strand, Post-medieval
structure, (North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Dunwell, AJ. and Clarke,
CM.
1996,b Vallay Strand, Landscape and Palaeo-enviroment survey,
(North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Fleming, A. 1992,a Gearraidh Bhailteas, Multi period settlement, (South
Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Fojut, N. 1994 Sidhean Tuath, Burnt mound, (North Uist Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Foster, P. 1989 Allt Chrisal, Farmstead Complex, (Barra Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Foster, P. 1991 Sandray, Survey: Various monuments, (Sandray Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Foster, P. 1992,a Berneray, Survey, (Barra Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA




Foster, P. 1996,b Dunan Ruadh, Pabbay, Broch, (Barra Parrish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Foster, P. 1996 Allt Christal, site T17,(Barra Parish), Wheel house and
encosures, in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Gilbertson, D. Kent, M.
and Grattan, J. Eds.
1996 The Outer Hebrides, The last 14,000 years. Sheffield
Environmental and Archaeological Reserch Campaign in
the Hebrides, Volume 2. Sheffield, Sheffield Academic
Press
Harding, DW, 1993 Loch na Berie, Broch and post-broch settlement, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Harding, DW. and
Armit, I.
1988 Loch na Berie, Broch and later settlement, (Uig Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Harding, DW. Gilmour,
S. and Henderson, J.
1994 Loch na Berie, Broch and post-broch settlement, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Harding, DW. Gilmour,
S. and Henderson, J.
1995 Loch na Berie, Broch and post Broch settlement, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Holden, TG. 1996 9 Locheport, Sidinish, Archaeological analysis of
Thatched roof, (North Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Marshall, P. Mulville, J.
and Parker Person, M
1996 Beinn na Mhic Aongheis, Bornish, Mediveal/Post-
medieval houses and settlement, (South Uist Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
McCullagh, R. 1989 Broard Bay, Aiginish, mass graves, (Stornoway Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
McCullagh, R. 1991 Maol Bhan, Berneray, Farm mound or midden, (Harris
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
McLeod, MA 1995,b Tolonais, Baile na Cille, Medieval boat naust, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
McLeod, MA. 1995,a Tolonais, Baile na Cille, Prehistoric Cairn, (Uig Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Moreland, J. 1992 Krikdale, S Loch Eynort, Early modern house and
medieval/Neolithic settlement, (South Uist Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Moreland, J. 1993,b Kirkdale, Loch Eynort, Neolithic/Medieval?, (North Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
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Moreland, J. 1993,a Kirkdale, Loch Eynort, Early modern, (SouthUist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA




1992,e Near Dun Borranish, Liewis, IA or latter pottery, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
National Museum of
Scotland
1992,f Sheshader, Lewis, Organic object, (Stornoway Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
National Museum of
Scotland




1992,b Kneep Headland, Lewis, LA or later pottery sherds, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
National Museum of
Scotland
1992,a Kneep Headland, Lewis, IA or later pottery sherds, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
National Museum of
Scotland
1992,d Traigh na Cille, Lewis, IA or later pottery, (Uig Parish),
in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
National Museum of
Scotland




1993,a Minch, off Shiant islands, MBA Gold Tore, (Lochs
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Neighbour, T 1996 Olcate, Breascleate Park, Callanish, Kerb Cairn and
quartz scatter, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Neighbour, T. and
Burgess, C.
1996 Traigh Bostadh, 1st Millennium AD settlement, (Uig
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Neighbour, T. and Knott,
CM
1996 Galson, Long Cist, (Barvas Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Parker Pearson, M. 1992 Dun Vulan, Irona Age 'broch', (South Uist Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M. 1993 Dun Vulan, Broch and associated settlement, (North Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M. 1995,b South Uist Machair, Neolithic/Early Bronze Age to post-
medieval settlement, (South Uist Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA





(South Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M. 1996 South Uist Machair, Neolithic/Early Bronze Age to post-
mediveal settlenment, (South Uist Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M. and
Roper, T.
1995 Bornish House, Post-medieval settlement, (South Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M.
Mulville, J. and Roper,
T.
1995,c Cladh Hallen, Late Bronze Age house and settlement,
(South Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M.
Shaples, N. and Smith,
H.
1995,b Dun Vulan, Ardvule, Broch and associated settlement,
(South Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Parker Pearson, M.
Sharpies, N. and Smith,
H.
1996 Dun Vulan, Bornish, Broch and associated settlement,




1995,a Borish mounds 2 and 3, Viking age houses and
settlement, (South Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Ponting, M. and Curtis,
R.
1988,a Northton, Cupmarks, (Harris Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Ponting, M. and Curtis,
R.
1988,d Barvas Sands, Slag, Scrapers, Arrowheads, Worked
flakes, (Barvas Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Ponting, M. and Curtis,
R.
1988,c Callanish VII, Cnoc Dubh, Stone setting, (Uig Parish), in
DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Ponting, M. and Curtis,
R.
1988,e Achmore, Stone Circle, (Lochs Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Ponting, M. and Curtis,
R.
1988,b Bernera Bridge, Standing stones, (Uig Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA








1996 Bornish, Late Iron Age to Norse Houses and Settlement,
(South Uist Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Smith, H. Parker 1996 Sithean Biorach ('Fairy Point') Cille Pheadair, Viking to
Pearson, M. and Late Norse houses and settlement, (South Uist Parish), in
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Brennand, M. DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Smith, JS. 1989 Bosta, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Strong, P. 1988 Callanish, Stone circle, (Uig Parish), in DES, Edinburgh,
CSA
Stuart E 1996 Rubh' a' Bhiogar, Human bone (Barvas parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Symonds, J. 1996 Airaigh Mhuillin/Milton, 18th and 19th century
settlement and fields, (South Uist Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Terry, J. and Hothersall,
S
1994 Allt Loch nan Eang, Stone structure and mound, (Harris
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
Zvelebil, M. 1989 South Uist, Midden, (Kildonan Parish), in DES,
Edinburgh, CSA
Zvelebil, M. 1991 Kildonan, Iron Age round house and midden, (South Uist
Parish), in DES, Edinburgh, CSA
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APPENDIX 3: Tables relating to the Garenin Landscape Survey
Table 40: Gazetteer of sites recorded at Garenin (GLS)
After Burgess 1995 (with additions)
Sorted by classification and then by grid reference
NGR Classijic. Description Reference Period
NB 1955 4430 Blackhouse Oriented north - south, this blackhouse Field crofting
measures 9 metres by 17 metres. The walking on
northerly or uphill room has a fire place 6/7/94
in its north wall and an entrance from the
outside in its east wall. The southern
room , or Byre, appears to be of latter
construction and is entered from the west
through what may be the remnant of a a
barn.
NB 1967 4423 Blackhouse This Blackhouse complex has yet to be Field crofting
described in detail. To the north east of walking on
the blackhouse is a series of square cut 7/7/94
lazy beds and associated agricultural
features.
NB 1927 4422 Blackhouse . Field crofting
walking on
29/6/94
NB 1940 4420 Blackhouse The ruinous remains of this "Blackhouse" Field crofting
measure 6.5 metres by 10 metres with a walking on
yard to the south. One room now survives 1/7/94
at the north end of the structure, with
access through the dividing wall from the
south end of the structure. Within this
northern room is a fire place in the north
wall and a blocked window in the east
wall, the southern room, probably the
byre has been completely demolished,
except for parts of the east wall and may
only be discerned as the faint outlines of
a footing or floor surface.
NB 1942 4418 Blackhouse Oriented North - South on the south Field crofting
facing slopes at the north end of the walking on
enclosed crofts this "Blackhouse" is still 1/7/94
used as an ancillary structure and is still
roofed. Measuring 6 metres by 16 metres
the main structure has an entrance at its
southeast corner and a blocked gable in
its north gable. Abutted to the south west
corner of the mains structure is a smaller
secondary structure, measuring 8 metres
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by 3 metres, with a door set in the centre
of it s east wall, this structure is now
roofless, to the south east a revetted yard
may be seen.
NB 1958 4417 Blackhouse The ruinous remains of this blackhouse
oriented north - south survive as three
walls, with the northern gable having
been completely demolished. This
structure measures 10 metres by 4.5
metres and has no internal partitions,
though a door and two windows can





NB 1983 4397 Blackhouse The remains of this blackhouse measures
12 metres by 6 metres and is oriented
north - south. The structure is split into
two rooms the northern one measuring 3
metres in length and the southern one
measuring 9 metres. Separate entrances
for both can be seen in the east wall. A
Large enclosure denoted by a single
course of stones can be seen immediately
to the east of this structure. This
enclosure measures 57 metres by 19





NB 1972 4386 Blackhouse Oriented southwest - northeast this
structure measures 7 metres by 12 metres
and has two opposed doorways into the
byre ( thought the door in the east wall
has been blocked. Immediately to the
south and the west of this structure three






NB 1970 4383 Blackhouse This blackhouse measures some 300
metres in length and 10 metres in width
and is laid out in the manor typical to the
village with a family dwelling at the north
end of the structure, with a fire place in
the north gable. At the south end of the
structure is a byre and tot he west side is
a barn. Two entrances are provided in the
east wall, one being to the dwelling and
one being to the byre. A door leads from
the byre to the barn, which also has an
entrance tot he outside in its west wall.
To the west of the structure is a large
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NB 1979 4375 Blackhouse Oriented north - south this blackhouse is Field pre-crofting
of a very early design having only one walking on
entrance in its south end that opened 4/7/94
directly into the byre. The Dwelling was
then entered through the byre. A latter
barn abuts the west wall and was
accessible from the byre or from a door in
its south wall. This "blackhouse" has no
apparent flue or fireplace in its dwelling
area.
NB 1952 4430 Dwelling Post dating 8/7 this structure is of stone Field modern
House and mortar, but has also been abandoned, walking on
This a typical post black house early 20th 6/7/94
- century single storied cottage with two
rooms off a central passage way and a
later extension on the west side.
NB 1940 4420 Ancillary Measuring 5 metres by 10 metres this dry Field crofting
structure stone and earth construction has semi- walking on
circular ends and an entrance on its west 1/7/94
side. The walls survive to little over 1
metre in height and, the purpose, of the
structure is now unclear.
NB 1923 4422 Bank This turf and stone dyke is heavily Field unknown
denuded, measuring 0.15 metres - 0.20 walking on
metres in width and marks the boundary 28/6/94
between crofts 3 and 4. An enclosure of
similar construction lies on the west side
of the wall, at its north end. Measuring 19
metres by 19 metres this enclosure is sub
circular and open on its north side.
Within the enclosure are the rectilinear
remains of a structure of earlier date. It
appears that this structure is cut by the
main wall dividing crofts 3 and 4. The
remains of this structure measure 4
metres by 14 metres and consist of low
turf walls standing 0.10 metres high and
0.30 metres wide.
NB 1922 4409 Bank and At the foot of the main south facing slope Field pre-crofting
ditch within croft 3, this complex of dry stone walking on
and turf dykes crosses the croft from its 28/6/94
centre towards its western extent. Starting
at two south facing "Lazy beds" each
measuring 2 metres by 4 metres the wall
runs west for 3 metres before heading
south for 20 metres. Along its length as it
runs south is a drain some 0.30 metres
deep and 0.75 metres wide. This drain is
stone lined and of no apparent purpose
starting and terminating on open ground.
As the drain terminated the wall turns to
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the west and runs as a revetment to the
croft boundary. 2 -3 metres to the west of
the drain is a second turf bank that also
runs north to south.
NB1919 4393 bank and Elevation: 25-35m OD Orientation: unknown
ditches NE/SW Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone- lined drainage
ditches running down the field. One drain
curves to join up with another and where
this does so there is a stone-revetted
platform. Walls lining the ditches are
quite upstanding in places - up to lm high
and there are numerous cairns along their
length. Stone cairn on edge of bedrock at
field boundary. Drains join up and pass
round bedrock at top of field.
NB 1928 4420 banks and Elevation: 25m OD Orientation: SE/NW crofting
ditch Aspect: SE/NW Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Cultivation platforms and
drainage ditches running up to stone¬
walled platform
NB 2079 4517 Blackhouse Field post
walking on medieval
27/9/95
NB 1929 4396 bridge Elevation: 8m OD Orientation: NE/SW 4 or 5 slabs crofting
Possible period: Pre-improvement/Post of stone
Medieval/Modern Situated on valley
floor Vegetation cover: Rough grazing
Stone bridge for crossing canalised
stream. Overgrown with turf and made up
of
NB 1938 4395 Bridge The remains of this small foot bridge lie
in the water of the canalised burn that
runs through the centre of the croft lands
from east - west. Consisting of 3 stone
supports and a wooden deck, this bridge






NB 1949 4392 Bridge Of drystone construction, this bridge was Field crofting
built to provide local access across the walking on
burn in the crofts. Measuring 2 metres in 5/7/94
width, its surface cobbles are completely
covered with turf.
NB 1949 4388 Bridge Crossing the stream that runs from Loch Field crofting
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Liuravat to the sea is a small stone built




NB 1955 4387 Bridge This crossing of the small stream running
from Luiravat to the sea consists of three





NB 1939 4483 Cairn Measuring 2m metres in diameter, this Field unknown
low cairn or stone covered mound is walking on
roughly circular and has evidence of 2/7/94
burning and charcoal on its southwest
side in amongst the stones.
NB 1961 4471 Cairn Sitting on a low knoll this cairn measures






NB 2011 4458 Cairn Field unknown
walking on
28/9/95
NB 1945 4451 Cairn Unlike the cairns formed on the summits Field unknown
of the peaks surrounding Garenin this walking on
cairn appears to be of some antiquity 4/7/94
being partially buried in the peat and
measuring 1 .5 metres by 1 metre. Siting
on a low mound, this collection of stone
may represent a much larger collection of
stones buried under the peat.




NB 2080 4441 Cairn Field unknown
walking on
27/9/95
NB 1913 4389 Cairn This large clearance cairn is just one of 7 Field unknown
in the immediate vicinity, measuring walking on
approximately 2 metres in diameter it 29/6/94
marks the clearance of the south end of
crofts 3 and 4 of large stones.




NB 1911 4385 Cairn This cairn marks the southern extent of





NB 1972 4338 Cairn Visible in the water of Loch Liuravat, 4
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cairn, sitting in about 1 metre of water
this cairn is in the region of 2 metres in
diameter.
4/7/94
NB 1902 4314 Cairn This small cairn measures 1 metre by 0.9
metres and consists of loose rubble. It is





NB1896 4227 Cairn Field unknown
walking on
28/9/95
NB 1915 4519 Cairn and Two large pieces of bedrock are linked by Field unknown
shelter a stretch of dry stone wall to form a walking on
shelter Immediately to the south of a 1/7/94
small cairn measuring less than 1 metre in
diameter.
NB 1962 4479 Cairn and A 25 metre length of stone walling sits on Field unknown
wall a natural terrace in a north facing slope, walking on
Oriented west - east this wall appears to 2/7/94
be very carefully constructed in places
though it has many gaps. Immediately to
the north is a small cairn, that has
partially become overgrown with turf. To
the south is a second, more modern cairn
that sits on top of the modern ground
surface.
NB 1962 4479 Cairn and A 25 metre length of stone walling sits on Field unknown
wall a natural terrace in a north facing slope, walking on
Oriented west - east this wall appears to 2/7/94
be very carefully constructed in places
though it has many gaps. Immediately to
the north is a small cairn, that has
partially become overgrown with turf. To
the south is a second, more modern cairn
that sits on top of the modern ground
surface.
NB 1933 4362 Cairn/Enclo This oval structure measures 3 metres by Field unknown
sure 2 metres and is largely covered with turf, walking on
Several stones cans still be seen through 5/7/94
the grass around the edges of the
structure, and more can be felt, underfoot
in the centre.
NB 1956 4410 Cairn/Sprin Situated next to a drainage ditch, this Field
small cairn may represent the collapsed walking on
cap of a spring or well. 5/7/94
unknown
NB 1891 4495 Cairn? Comprising a scatter of stone set in the Field
peat immediately above the sea cliffs to walking on
the north of Loch Garenin. Several of 1/7/94
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stamping on the ground indicates a
hollow area immediately surrounding the
visible monument.
NB 1922 4404 cairns Elevation 15m OD Orientation: W/E crofting
Aspect: S/W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing 5 clearance cairns, 2 of
which are piled on bedrock. Situated to
SE of monument 7
Near the northwest corner of Loch Field early
Luirivat are several small natural bedrock walking on prehsitoric
Islets that are linked to the west shore of 2/7/94
the Loch by a manmade causeway of
stones some 10 metres long that lies just
beneath the waters surface.














































NB 1930 4336 Crannog? A shallow area of reeds was noted in the
centre of Loch Breivat that is roughly






This site needs to be confirmed or
NB 1969 4347 Causewaye
d islet
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otherwise by diving.
























NB 1916 4436 Cultivation A series of lazy beds lies immediately to Field crofting
the north of 1/6 on the south facing slope walking on
above crofts 1 and 2. The eight platforms 4/7/94
are oriented southwest - north east and
are built up to provide a level well
drained cultivation surface with ditches
between each bed. The largest, at the
downhill side of the site, is 8 metres wide
by 20 metres long. The smallest bed, at
the highest point on the site, is 5 metres
by 5 metres.
NB 1891 4429 Cultivation to the west of the village and to the south Field pre-crofting
of Loch Garenin an area of rig and furrow walking on
may be seen facing west on the top of the 30/6/94
cliffs overlooking the Atlantic. These rigs
predated the last stages of agricultural
activities within the village and use every
available piece of ground skirting neatly
around rock outcrops and cliffs. The rigs
range in length from 18 metres to 31
metres and have an average wave length
of 3 metres.
NB 1923 4416 Cultivation Measuring 45 metres in width this group Field
of 5 "Lazy beds" faces west and looks out walking on
over the beach of Garenin Bay. At the 28/6/94
northern end of the group are 4 regular
beds oriented west - east, measuring 5
crofting
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metres in width and ranging in length
from 20 metres to 6 metres, separated by
square cut ditches, 0.30 metres wide. At
the south end of the site is one bed,
oriented north - south and measuring 20
metres in length and 6 metres in width.
This area of cultivation lies immediately
to the west of 4/1
NB 1905 4404 Cultivation To the south of the burn running through
the crofts, in crofts 1 and 2 is an
extensive system of cultivation and
drainage. This system consists of stone
lined drains running from the south
downhill to the burn, many clearance










NB 1875 4360 Cultivation This area of rig and furrow is on the pre-crofting
southwest facing slopes above Loch
Duhb na Glair and probably dates to post
medieval times. Little evidence of
habitation was noted, the only signs being
a possible hearth in the centre of the area.
NB 1845 4355 Cultivation This small area of rigs and furrow sits on Field pre-crofting
a southwest facing slope immediately walking on
above the burn that runs from Loch Dubh 7/7/94
na Glair's west side to the sea. 3 distinct
rigs survive measuring 2 metres in width
and 10 metres in length.
NB 1860 4355 Cultivation Immediately to the south of the small Field crofting
tributary stream that flows into the walking on
northeast corner of Loch Breivat are a 7/7/94
series of rigs. These rigs run in two
directions on either side of a small
marshy area by the loch side. To the east
the rigs run southwest - northeast, and to
the west of the marsh they run southeast -
northwest.
NB 1982 4355 Cultivation In an area immediately outwith the Field pre-crofting
enclosed cofts to the east of the village an walking on
area of lazybeding and old peat cuttings 4/7/94
may be seen, oriented east - west and
lying on the valley floor to the north of
Loch Liuravat the remains of at least 4
beds may be discerned.







NB 1979 4321 Cultivation Situated on
series of rigs
north facing slopes are a




D - shaped platform built against a 7/7/94
bedrock face that has collapsed partly
obscuring the monument.
NB 1818 4320 Cultivation This area of lazy bedding sits in the
bottom of a small valley to the southwest
of Loch Dubh na Glair. The rigs run in a
north - south direction towards the loch
and are similar, morphologically to other
cultivation remains in the immediate
region to the loch.
NB 1850 4320 Cultivation Field pre-crofting
walking on
28/9/95
NB 1980 4317 Cultivation A small enclosure formed by modern Field crofting
fences on its east and south sides and a walking on
drystone wall on its northwest side 7/7/94
contains within it evidence of square cut
lazy bedding and earlier rig and furrow
cultivation.
NB 1980 4317 Cultivation A small enclosure formed by modern
fences on its east and south sides and a
drystone wall on its northwest side
contains within it evidence of square cut
lazy bedding and earlier rig and furrow
cultivation.
NB 1914 4311 cultivation A series of rigs runs from the southeast to
the northwest. The wave length of these
rigs is 2.5 metres and they appear to be of
a rougher more rounded construction than
the late "Lazy beds" related to the last
phases of cultivation within the village.
NB 1834 4265 cultivation Field pre-crofting
walking on
28/9/95
NB 1770 4250 Cultivation Field pre-crofting
walking on
28/9/95
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NB 1913 4393 Ditch Running for 44 metres down the slope Field
from the south end of croft 4 this ditch is walking on
of a similar construction to those found in 29/6/94
croft 3.
unknown
NB 1905 4391 Ditch This stone lined ditch is the uphill
continuation of the most westerly ditch
recorded in monument 4/11. This ditch
runs for 15 metres up slope to the south
before terminating in a small cairn, that














NB 1906 4388 Ditch and This stone lined ditch runs for over 37
cairn metres south up slop from a cairn at its
north end. At its south, or uphill end this
ditch becomes a bank that curves around
to the west in a 7 metre arc before
petering out.
NB 1913 4388 Ditch and This stone lined ditch runs for over 37
cairn metres south up slop from a cairn at its
north end. At its south, or uphill end this
ditch becomes a bank that curves around
to the west in a 7 metre arc before
petering out.
NB 1935 4419 drainage Elevation: 20m OD Orientation: N/S unknown
ditches Aspect: NW/SE Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Drainage ditches crossing
the field. Some are stone-lined.
NB 1934 4402 drainage Elevation: 15-10m OD Orientation: unknown
ditches NE/SW Aspect: E/S/W Possible period:
Pre- improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Drainage ditches, stone-
lined in places.
NB 1926 4392 drainage Elevation: 18m OD max Orientation:
ditches NE/SW Aspect: NE Possible period:
Pre- improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone-lined drainage
ditches running down field towards
unknown
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stream. More prominent at SE edge of
field.
NB1924 4387 drainage Elevation: 20m OD Orientation: NW/SE unknown
ditches Aspect: E Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone-lined drainage
ditches. Stone quite upstanding in places.
Drains interconnect. 2 turf-covered cairns
nearby. Ditches run up to field boundary
and beyond and have a step-like
construction.
NB 1926 4384 drainage Elevation: 30-10m OD Orientation: unknown
ditches NE/SW Aspect: W/N Possible period:
Pre- improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Drainage ditches running
down field.
NB 1918 4377 drainage Elevation: 35m OD Orientation: N/S unknown
ditches Aspect: E Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone-lined drainage
ditches running across field towards field
boundary from bedrock
NB 1922 4376 drainage Elevation: 30m OD Orientation: N/S unknown
ditches Aspect: SE Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing A number of drainage
ditches forming raised platforms 2-3m
across. Stone-lined and turf-covered.
Also a number of cairns.
NB 1920 4374 drainage Elevation: 35m OD Orientation W/E unknown
ditches Aspect: NE/SW Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Drainage ditches stone-
lined in places and associated with
clearance cairns
NB 1912 4396 Drainage A series of 6 parallel stone lined drainage
system ditches run southwards, up hill from the
burn in the centre of the croft. Situated a
roughly 5 metre intervals across the croft,
these ditches are 0.70 metres - 1 metre
wide and often have stone dykes situated
immediately beside them. Theses stone
dykes represent both dredging of the
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further increase the drainage capacity.
NB 1922 4442 Dry Stone This monument consists of the remains of Field early
Structure two dry stone structures linked by a short walking on medieval
wall. The more westerly structure is 4/7/94
vaguely rectangular and appears to
represent a temporary shelter or dwelling.
The Structure to the east is roughly D
shaped and built against a rock face; This
structure appears to have been a stock
enclosure. This monument is situated 40
metres to the west and down slope of NB
1923 4444 and runs parallel to it.
NB 1933 4506 Dry stone This series of dry stone walls are situated
walls on top of a bedrock rise, with small
incised valleys on either side. The walls
themselves are numerous and run in all
directions, linking various areas of bed
rock. The walls on the whole are only 1
course high and sitting in peat. It is
unclear whether this series of walls
makes up an area of multiple shielings or
stock enclosures.
NB 1928 4408 dry stone Elevation: 25m OD Orientation: E/W unknown
walls Aspect: S/W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Turf-covered dry stone
wall with another wall abutting at end of
which is cairn. Another wall curves round
from field boundary but this is heavily
denuded.
NB 1975 4370 Dwelling Sat on a natural mound, this dwelling
house post-dates "blackhouse" 24/3 being built
partially with stone from that site.
Measuring 5 metres by 14.5 metres this
structure survives as masonry gable ends
with the walls which were prefabricated
in wood having been reused to build the
loom shed that houses John MacGreggors
loom. This dwelling house had a fire
place in either gable and was probably








NB 2107 4513 Dyke
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NB 1755 4310 Dyke Field unknown
walking on
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28/9/95










NB 2007 4536 Dyke, Field later
possible walking on prehsitoric
promontory 27/9/95
enclosure
NB 1954 4510 early Field post
blackhouse walking on medieval
27/9/95
NB 1835 4248 early Field post
blackhouse walking on medieval
28/9/95
NB 1836 4233 early Field post
blackhouse walking on medieval
28/9/95
NB 1830 4230 early Field post
blackhouse walking on medieval
28/9/95
NB 1985 4535 Enclosure Field unknown
walking on
27/9/95
NB 1945 4432 Enclosure Measuring 21 metres by 30 metres this Field unknown
sub rectilinear enclosure stands up to 1 walking on
metre in height and is of dry stone 5/7/94
construction with no apparent entrance. It
is likely that this enclosure is a field for
vegetable cultivation
NB 1943 4430 Enclosure This square dry stone enclosure has walls Field crofting
22 metres in length and no apparent walking on
entrance. Located immediately to the 5/7/94
southwest of 6/1, a small cairn and
subsidiary enclosure may be seen to the
west. The remains of this smaller
enclosure measure 3 metres square.
NB 1918 4421 Enclosure A 3 metre stretch of dry stone wall runs Field crofting
southeast - northwest, immediately to the walking on
east of 3 clearance cairns forming the 30/6/94
outline of a roughly oval enclosure.
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NB 1929 4421 Enclosure This enclosure sits immediately to the Field crofting
north of structure a on croft 5 (the SYHA walking on
hostel). Represented by low turf covered 5/7/94
fieldwalls the enclosure measures 30
metres by 30 metres and runs uphill from
structure 5a. There are two breaks in the
enclosure, the first being at its southwest
corner where it approaches structure 5a,
this appears to be a deliberate entrance.
The second break is at its northeast
corner, where the wall runs towards a
large bedrock out crop and is also crossed
by a foot path. It is likely that the wall
originally ran all the way to the outcrop
and that it has been damaged by the path.
NB 1925 4419 Enclosure Consisting of dry stone walls the recliner
enclosure measures 12 metres by 18
metres and is abutted to a larger enclosure
of similar construction in croft 5. There is
no apparent entrances to either enclosure.
NB 1928 4419 enclosure Elevation: 26m OD Orientation: crofting
northeast/SW Aspect: S/W Possible
period: Pre- improvement/Post
Medieval/Modern Situated on hillside
Vegetation cover: Rough grazing Stone
walled, irregular shaped enclosure.
Revetted as it dips on NW side.
Associated with 2 clearance cairns at SE
end
NB 1913 4417 Enclosure This circular enclosure measures 1 metre Field crofting
internal diameter and is of dry stone walking on
construction standing up to 1 metre in 30/6/94
height and filled with small stones
suggesting it is related to field clearance
activities.
NB 1917 4415 Enclosure Measuring 9 metres by 12 metres this
rectilinear sits directly to the south of 4/4.
Consisting of dry stone walls utilising
sporadic natural boulders this enclosure
sits on a slight terrace that can be seen on
its nothwest side. No entrance can be
discerned, suggesting that this enclosure
is a "potato" field. A turf and stone dyke
runs from the west corner in a southerly
direction.
NB 1923 4415 Enclosure Built against a west facing shear bedrock
face this d shaped platform is levelled and
has a stone lip or wall surrounding it.
Measuring 11 metres by 7 metres a turf
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platform may represent an enclosed area
of cultivation used as a vegetable garden,
or may be the remains of an older
structure related to previous occupation
of the site.
NB 1943 4415 Enclosure Immediately to the south and east of 7/23 Field crofting
is a rectilinear platform. This platform walking on
has a low turf bank on its north side, that 2/7/94
may have at one time, surrounded the
whole platform.
NB 1909 4413 Enclosure Sited immediately adjacent to the north Field crofting
bank of the burn running through the walking on
crofts, this rectilinear enclosure of dry 30/6/94
stone construction, measures 8 metres by
12 metres and is open on its south side
where it backs onto the burn.
NB 1959 4412 Enclosure The remains of two stretches of turf wall, Field crofting
make up three side of an enclosure walking on
measuring 17 metres by 10 metres on the 6/7/94
south facing slopes of the crofts. This
enclosure has no southern wall, so the
over all extents are unclear.
NB 1940 4411 Enclosure Within the immediate vicinity of the most Field crofting
modern structure on croft 11 (presently walking on
unoccupied) is a ruinous stone enclosure. 1/7/94
Situated to the east of the modern house
this enclosure is marked by a revetment
forming a "kale yard" measuring 17
metres by 8 metres. This yard is likely to
be related to 7/2 the " Blackhouse" that
predates the modern house on croft 11.
NB 1976 4411 Enclosure This rectangular structure measures 5 Field crofting
metres by 6 metres is of stone walking on
construction standing to 1 metre in 7/7/94
height. An entrance can be seen at the
south end of the west facing wall.
NB 1906 4410 Enclosure This small circular enclosure measures 2 Field crofting
metres in diameter and is infilled with walking on
may smaller stones. It is likely that this 30/6/94
monument represents an elaborate field
clearance scheme designed to prevent
cleared stone from spreading back on to
the fields.
NB 1954 4410 Enclosure Built of dry stone construction, this Field crofting
enclosure has three surviving side, been walking on
open to the north, and measures 13 6/7/94
metres by 14 metres.
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NB 1927 4409 enclosure Orientation: N/S Possible period: Pre- crofting
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone walled enclosure
10m x 14m and revetted at end
NB 1917 4408 Enclosure This semi - circular enclosure measures 4 Field crofting
metres in radius and is of dry stone walking on
construction, with no apparent entrances. 29/6/94
constructed against a flat south facing
area of outcrop this enclosure is similar in
construction to those found in croft 3.
NB 1967 4404 Enclosure This enclosure consists low turf covered Field crofting
walls and measures 15 metres northeast - walking on
southwest and tapers in width from 6 5/7/94
metres at its southwest end to 3 metres at
its northeast end. This enclosure has no
surviving wall at its southwest end.
NB 1924 4403 Enclosure Built against the dry stone croft boundary crofting
on the east side of croft 3 this dry stone
construction has largely collapsed. No
entrance to this 7 metre by 5 metre
structure could be discerned.
NB 1937 4403 Enclosure This dry stone enclosure is rectilinear an Field crofting
measures 21 metres by 12 metres at its walking on
south end, tapering to 5.5 metres at its 1/7/94
north end. The walls on this structures
west, east and north side are of less
substantial construction and appear to be
abutted to the southern wall, which is
almost twice as thick. At the west end of
the south wall, within the enclosure, the
remains of a small enclosure measuring 2
metres square may be discerned; Also in
the centre of the north face of this south
wall a large ambry or recess may be seen.
This recess measures 0.75 metres across
and is 0.60 metres deep and is of corbbled
construction unlike the more simple
ambrys regularly seen in "Blackhouses",
and may be the remains of a bread over
or, kiln.
NB 1937 4403 Enclosure Situated on a south facing slope this Field crofting
rectilinear dry stone enclosure measures walking on
15 metres by 37 metres. A small entrance 2/7/94
can be seen in the north wall, and
internally the enclosure is divided in to 5
platforms for cultivation. On the west
side of this enclosure are two long
platforms 18 and 20 metres in length by 7
metres in width, and on the east side are
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three platforms, 10 metres by 6.5 metres.
NB 1945 4403 Enclosure With construction of drystone walls, this Field crofting
enclosure measures 12 metres by 48 walking on
metres and has three surviving walls, the 4/7/94
wall to the west having largely been
robbed away. An entrance, 1.5 metres
wide survives in the north wall.
NB 1969 4402 Enclosure This drystone construction measures 20 Field pre-crofting
metres by 8 metres and is oriented west - walking on
east. Consisting of two chambers 6/7/94
internally , measuring 15 an 5 metres in
length much of the south wall of this
structure has been robbed or has
collapsed. A spring can be seen 7 metres
from the east end of this structure
indicating that it may have once been a
dwelling.
NB 1919 4401 Enclosure Measuring 3 metres by 4 metres this Field crofting
small stone enclosure is constructed of walking on
drystone walls that have largely 28/6/94
collapsed. No entrance to this structure
can be discerned.
NB 1946 4401 Enclosure Of drystone construction and measuring Field crofting
15 metres by 6.5 metres it has suffered walking on
robbing in places. Built after the last 5/7/94
episode of drainage in the field, small
passages in the walls allow the drains to
flow uninhibited.
NB 1945 4400 Enclosure Abutted to the enclosure in the Field crofting
neighbouring croft, this drystone walking on
construction measures 7 metres by 15 5/7/94
metres and has an entrance its west face.
NB 1970 4399 Enclosure Consisting of very ephemeral Consisting Field pre-crofting
stone and turf dykes this enclosure walking on
measures 6 metres square. 6/7/94
NB 1915 4396 Enclosure Now largely ruinous this small enclosure Field crofting
measures roughly 6 metres by 6 metres, walking on
Originally of drystone construction all the 29/6/94
wall have now collapsed making
interpretation difficult.
NB 1946 4396 Enclosure Measuring 42.5 metres by 7.5 metres this Field
structure abuts an adjacent enclosure and walking on
is of Drystone construction with its walls 4/7/94
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NB 1959 4396 Enclosure Measuring 12 metres by 2 metres and Field crofting
oriented northwest - southeast, this walking on
enclosure is of drystone construction and 5/7/94
has no apparent entrance, immediately
adjacent to this structure on its east side is
a cultivation platform measuring 10
metres by 3 metres.
NB 1927 4393 Enclosure This feature is oriented southeast - Field pre-crofting
northwest and consists a drystone walking on
enclosure at its northwest end, that 5/7/94
measures 2.5 metres by 5 metres and has
no apparent entrance, a line of boulders 4
long that runs into a low bank 4 metres
long. This bank marks the southeast end
of the monument and widening to a small
mound 7.5 metre in diameter.
NB 1962 4393 Enclosure This feature is oriented southeast - Field unknown
northwest and consists a drystone walking on
enclosure at its northwest end, that 5/7/94
measures 2.5 metres by 5 metres and has
no apparent entrance, a line of boulders 4
long that runs into a low bank 4 metres
long. This bank marks the southeast end
of the monument and widening to a small
mound 7.5 metre in diameter.
NB 1985 4385 Enclosure This turf banked enclosure survives on its Field pre-crofting
north and east side, running north - south walking on
for 60 metres and east - for 40 metres. 4/7/94
This enclosure is truncated by the
roadway monument 24/2 immediately to
the north of which are a series of 3 metre
long terraces that are oriented east - west.
Within the larger enclosure is a wall that
runs north to south that appears to
differentiate between high quality grazing
to the west and an area of bed rock
outcropping to the east.
NB 1937 4380 Enclosure Measuring 5 metres by 9.5 metres this Field crofting
enclosure is of drystone construction, and walking on
has no entrance in its walls, that stand to 5/7/94
1 metre in height.
NB 1929 4368 Enclosure Only half of this structure survives, the Field unknown
eastern half having been destroyed by the walking on
construction of the croft boundary. The 4/7/94
remaining u - shaped structure measures
3 metres by 4 metres and is orient
northwest - southeast and is of drystone
and earth construction. This fragmentary
remain may represent an earlier
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blackhouse or sheiling.
NB 1934 4368 Enclosure This rectilinear enclosure measures 10 Field crofting
metres by 17 metres and is of turf walking on
construction, standing to high of 0.30 5/7/94
metres. No entrance can be discerned in
the wall line.
NB 1949 4368 Enclosure This small drystone enclosure measures 4 Field pre-crofting
metres by 2 metres and is oriented north - walking on
south. This monument was heavily 5/7/94
denuded and overgrown and no entrance
could be discerned.
NB 1952 4367 Enclosure Measuring 24 metres by 18 metres this Field crofting
drystone enclosure sits amidst lazy beds walking on
and agricultural terraces. Abutted to the 5/7/94
north west side of this enclosure is a
second smaller enclosure measuring 5
metres by 5 metres, neither enclosure
have entrances. Within the immediate
vicinity there is also 5 clearance cairns.
NB 1953 4365 Enclosure This enclosure is represented by a single Field crofting
course of stone s and measures 11 metre walking on
by 11 metres, it is surrounded by large 5/7/94
clearance cairns.
NB 1959 4365 Enclosure Measuring 5 metres square this drystone Field crofting
enclosure has no entrance and has walking on
suffered heavy collapse with much of the 4/7/94
tumble lying inside the enclosure.
NB 1980 4362 Enclosure Situated against an east facing rock Field unknown
outcrop are a series of drystone walking on
enclosures measuring 2 metres by 3 3/7/94
metres. It is unclear whether these
remains represent one larger structure or
several smaller enclosures.
NB 1929 4358 Enclosure This Drystone enclosure measures 8 Field unknown
metres by 13 metres and has an entrance walking on
at the east end of the north wall. 5/7/94
NB 1978 4327 Enclosure On the north east shore of Loch Liuravat Field medieval
is a small D shaped enclosure built at the walking on
foot of the south facing cliff on the loch 7/7/94
shore. This enclosure measures 7 metres
northwest - southeast and 2 metres west -
east. To the north is a 7 metre stretch of
stone an turf fieldwall running in a
northwest - southeast direction.
NB 1980 4318 Enclosure This small D - shaped enclosure measures Field unknown
4 metres by 2 metres and is built against a walking on
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southwest facing rock face. The
monument survives as a single course of
stone partially protruding above the turf.
7/7/94

























NB 1935 4402 enclosure
and wall
Elevation: 15m OD Orientation: NE/SW
Aspect: E/S Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Drystone wall enclosure
which incorporates a few very large
boulders but mostly constructed with
fairly small stones. Top NE corner stands
highest approx. 1.5m tall. Turf-covered
drystone wall abuts NE corner of
enclosure and surrounding bedrock
creating additional enclosure. Enclosure
7m x 20m and wall 11m long. Also lm
long cairn nearby.
crofting






NB 1941 4370 Enclosure/S Measuring 2.5 metres by 4 metres, this Field medieval
hieling sub - oval structure is oriented west - east walking on
and is of drystone construction with a 2/7/94
possible entrance at the north end.
Though the walls still stand up to 1 metre
in height it is not possible to say weather
this site was ever roofed. A small
subsidiary wall runs in a northerly
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direction for 3 meters from the west end
of the north side of the structure.
NB 1919 4403 Field bank Running north - south for 12 metres this
dry stone/turf dyke turns to the west and
runs parallel to the canalised burn that
runs west from Loch Liuravat through the
crofts to the coast. The wall sits on a
distinct revetment as it runs west to the
croft boundary, and may well represent






NB 1912 4412 Field At the north end of crofts 1 and 2 at least
Clearance 7 separated clearance cairns may be
discerned. These cairns vary in size











NB 1863 4262 Field Field medieval
system walking on
28/9/95
NB 1909 4383 Field wall Situated near the southern extent of the
enclosed crofting land on croft 4, this
drystone wall is 14 metres long and





NB 1976 4335 Field wall Situated on the north bank of Loch Field
Liuravat, the fragmentary remains of this walking on
wall run in a east - west direction for little 4/7/94
over 3 metres before the become to
ephemeral to identify.
unknown
NB 1981 4325 Fieldwall A small stretch of turf covered wall or rig Field
runs in an east west direction between walking on
two large upstanding rocky outcrops. No 7/7/94
other fragments of cultivation or fieldwall
can be associated with in monument.
unknown
NB 1973 4338 Fishing Measuring 2 metres in width and Field
Stance/jetty following the west shore of Loch walking on
Liuravat for 12 metres is a stone built 4/7/94
fishing stance.
unknown
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27/9/95




NB 1973 4335 Jetty Situated immediately to the south of Field unknown
monument 26/9 are two parallel rows of walking on
small boulders 1.5 metres apart that run 4/7/94
south into Loch Luiravat. This feature
would appear to be some sort of
launching point for boats or fishing
stance.
NB 1965 4431 Kiln This monument is the best preserved Field crofting
cereal drying kiln in the environs of walking on
Garenin. Oriented west - east and 5/7/94
measuring 8 metres by 5 metres, the flue
survives intact as also does the kiln
chamber itself. The structure stands to
height of 1 metre and is situated to the
north of the village and to the east of 8/1.
NB 1914 4421 Kiln Situated immediately above the beach at
Loch Garenin, this sub rectilinear dry
stone and earth construction measures 7
metres by 5 metres. The structure is in a
ruinous state, and has at its east end the
remains of a kiln that is said to have been
used to dry cereal crops.(Pers. Com. J
MacGreggor.) Better examples of such
kilns may be seen at monument X and Y,
both of which are morphologically
similar to this site.
NB 1936 4400 Kiln Nestled against a west facing rock face
this drystone structure measures 8 metres
by 3 metres externally and is divided
evenly in two internally by large stone
authostats. To the south of the division is
a open room, to the north is a covered
chamber with a flue on it's east side. This
camber appears to be the intact chamber
of a cereal drying kiln. Immediately to
the east and north east of this structure
are large enclosed, platformed areas used
for cultivation.
NB 1958 4439 Midden To the north of the village is a large area
of midden deposits that conceivably date
back to the 19th century. The midden
includes shoes, glass, iron pots and pans
and household ceramics. This spread of
material covers an are several hundreds
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concentration at the above grid reference.








NB 1938 4357 Paved
routeway
This carefully laid routeway is






NB 1943 4415 Platform This sub - circular platform of 7 metres in
radius forms a level area for cultivation
on the south facing slopes in the crofts.






NB 1921 4412 Platform This roughly rectilinear platform is built
against a steep bedrock face on its





three sides by a stone revetment.
Measuring 7 metres by 10 metres this site
is similar in size and shape to 4/3, 4/4 and
4/5, a small clearance cairn may be seen
on the monuments east side.
NB 1924 4412 Platform This D shaped platform is built on a south Field pre-crofting
facing slope in croft 3. Constructed walking on
against a flat bedrock face 7 metres long 28/6/94
on its north side it has a radius of 6
metres and is edged with a curb of
uniform stones. A fragment of walling
runs northeast - southwest on the east side
of the platform about 2 metres from the
edge of the curb. This site is located
directly to the east of 4/3.
NB 1930 4410 Platform Facing south, this platform measures 10 Field crofting
metres by 5 metres and has the remains of walking on
several dry stone walls running west - 1/7/94
east, on it. It is unclear what type of
structure these tumbled walls represent.
NB 1922 4408 platform Elevation: 20m OD Orientation: SE/NW crofting
Aspect: S/W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone-revetted cultivation
platform, 4m across
NB 1924 4391 platform Elevation: 27m OD Orientation: N/S pre-crofting
Aspect: N/E Possible period: Pre-
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improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Platform on bedrock but
seemingly revetted or walled as well.
Associated cairn. Lies above drainage
ditches 25
NB 1885 4375 Platform This series of two "Lazy Beds" sits on Field crofting
moorland on a south westerly facing walking on
slope. Measuring 3 metres by 15 metres 7/7/94
patches of rig may be seen between the
two beds. These beds are now largely
water logged.
NB 1981 4332 Platform This platform is clearly cut in to the
hillside and measures 19 metres in width
and 12 metres front to back. A clearly
defined built up area may be seen at the
front of this site which shows no other
signs of structural elements.
NB 1922 4408 platform Elevation 18m OD Orientation: crofting
and cairns NORTHEAST/SW Aspect W Possible
period: Pre- improvement/Post
Medieval/Modern Situated on hillside
Vegetation cover: Rough grazing Turf-
covered stone revetted platforms, 3m
across, with associated clearance cairns
NB 1926 4408 platform Elevation 18m OD Orientation: crofting
and cairns NORTHEAST/SW Aspect W Possible
period: Pre- improvement/Post
Medieval/Modern Situated on hillside
Vegetation cover: Rough grazing Turf-
covered stone revetted platforms, 3m
across, with associated clearance cairns
NB 1927 4393 platform Elevation: 12m OD Orientation: NE/SW crofting
and ditch Aspect: W/N Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Revetted cultivation
platform with heavy turf cover, abuts
stone- lined drainage ditch. May go up to
bedrock. Also numerous cairns.
NB 1925 4404 platform/ba Elevation: 7m OD Orientation: N/S crofting
nk Aspect: S Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Very small enclosure
abuts onto end of stone-walled platform.
Stone alignment could be abandoned
attempt to build enclosure from
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structures incorporate bedrock. Situated
near stream and known monument 23







NB 1913 4418 Revetment Running along the boundary between Field unknown
croft 1 and 2 for 30 metres, south from walking on
the track, this revetment creates an area 30/6/94
of level cultivable land in croft 2. At its
south end this revetment abuts the top of
a bedrock scarp running west to east.
NB 1972 4338 Revetment A drystone revetment has been
constructed along the loch shore of Loch





NB 1866 4251 Revetted Field crofting
track walking on
28/9/95
NB 1980 4375 Road This stretch of roadway starts at NB 1990 Field pre-crofting
4350 and runs to NB 1975 4380 and walking on
represents the original alignment of the 4/7/94
village before most of the new dwellings
that date to the mid 20th century were
built on the ridge immediately to the
north. This track has a metalled surface.
NB 1937 4335 rock Elevation: 30m OD Orientation: NE/SW
shelter/wall Aspect: S/W Possible period: Unsure
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Small rock shelter used
by sheep. Overlooking Loch Brenat to S.
Unremarkable in appearance.
NB 1940 4420 Secondary The remains of this dry stone structure lie
structure about 10 metres to the east of structure
5a. While the western side is partially
collapsed and grass covered, dry stone
walls up to 1 metre thick con be seen on
the east side. No entrance con be
discerned to this structure, which
measures 6 metres by 5 metres and may
have been a loom shed similar to the one
on croft 1.
NB 1973 4503 Settlement The low lying valley that the Fivig burn
flows through to the sea is the first low
lying valley to be found in the area of
high grazing pasture to the north of the
village of Garenin. This glen runs
between the sea cliffs at its west end and
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the south east and is a wide U shape in
crossection being bounded at its extremes
with sharply rising bedrock outcrops.
Much of the gently sloping valley floor is
covered with well preserved Rig and
Furrow standing up to 1.5 metres in
height and up to 3 metres in wavelength.
Much of the cultivation runs from the
valley sides to the Fivig burn, though
there are small patches to the north and
south east that run parallel to the burn. At
the edge of the valley on its north side is
a Stone enclosure of sub oval shape
oriented north - south and measuring 15
metres by 8 metres internally with an
entrance at the north end and a possible
hearth and chimney in the east wall. A
small subsidiary chamber is built against
the east end of the main structure. This D
- shaped enclosure is partial collapsed on
its east side and has a radius of 4 metres.
On the north side of the valley there is the
indication of several turf covered
enclosures that may indicate other
habitational structures, these features will
need more investigation during a further
survey of the valley.
























NB 1970 4452 Shieling This carefully constructed Shieling, Field crofting
measures 4 metres by 4.5 metres. The walking on
walls are of drystone construction with an 2/7/94
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earthen core and stand up to 1.75 metres
height. Situated on a north facing slope
200 metres to the south of the Fivig Burn
this Shieling has one entrance at the south
end of its west face.
















NB 1930 4390 shieling Elevation: 25m OD Orientation: N/S
Aspect: E/S Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Shepherds bothy or
sheiling adjacent to collapsed modern
boundary fence.
crofting












NB 1957 4456 Shieling and
cairn
Oriented west - east, this Shieling
survives as one course of masonry





metres by 4.5 metres an entrance can be
seen in the north wall at the east end. A
subsidiary structure measuring 1 metre by
1.5 metres abuts the east end of this
structure. To the south is a small L -
shaped shelter, and to the west at the foot
of the slope on which the site sits a series
of placed boulders provide a crossing
through a boggy area that blocks the
approach to the Shieling from the west. 5
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metres to the south southwest is a cairn
that measures 2 metres in diameter.






NB 1893 4311 Shieling? Measuring 2 metres by 1.5 metres this Field post
oval setting of stones sits in the lea of a walking on medieval
rock outcrop immediately to the west of 7/7/94
loch Allt a Glas. No apparent entrance
can be discerned to this enclosure, though
within it a possible fireplace cam be seen.
NB 1910 4499 Shelter Measuring 1.5 metres in width and 1.75
metres in length this structure is oriented
west - east and has walls on three sides
being open to the east. The walls have
tumbled inwards filling the interior and
making the identification of possible
hearths, etc. impossible.
NB 1933 4475 Shelter Consisting of a short L - Shaped stretch
of dry stone wall open facing to the north
and east. This shelter is in the immediate
vicinity of 17/1 being further down slope
to the west.
NB 1905 4474 Shelter This shelter comprises an L - shaped dry Field crofting
stone wall position against an L - shaped walking on
face of outcrop to produce a totally 1/7/94
enclosed chamber. There is no indication
of a roof having existed.
NB 1926 4472 Shelter This L - Shaped shelter is formed by Field crofting
three large boulders of bed rock linked walking on
together with 2 short ( 0.75 metres long) 1/7/94
stretches of dry stone walling. This
shelter is open facing to the east and
south with good views across the rough
grazing in that direction.
NB 1941 4460 Shelter The fragmentary remains of this structure
consist of a dry stone wall measuring 2.5
metres by 1 metre situated immediately
opposite and 2 metres from a large
bedrock outcrop. This structure is open at
the north and south ends, and there is no
evidence to point to these gaps having
ever been closed.
NB 1947 4455 Shelter This small L - shaped stretch of dry stone Field unknown
wall measures 1 metre by 1.5 metres and walking on
is open facing to the west over a large flat 1/7/94
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Eoin.
NB 1973 4449 Shelter This monument survives as an L - shaped
stretch of dry stone wall measuring 5





the northeast, within the monument
several stone slabs have been positioned
to provide benches looking east and
north. This monument is just to the north
of NB 1970 4452.
NB 1941 4372 Shelter Facing downhill on a south facing hillside Field unknown
is a u- shaped stretch of drystone dyke walking on
that measures 5 metres in length and was 2/7/94
apparently built to provide shelter from
prevailing weather.
NB 1941 4365 Shelter Situated on a east facing hillside, and Field unknown
open to the east is a small stretch of walking on
drystone wall built in a U- shape 5/7/94
apparently to provide shelter.
Immediately to the east of this site are a
series of square cut lazy beds.
NB 1928 4432 Shelter/ Situated just above the west end of the
bothie village, looking out over the ocean, this
small bothie or shepherds shelter is
formed by a dry stone wall built between
two large natural boulders, open to the
south, the shelter has evidence of remains
of a hearth against the bas of the westerly
bolder. The whole monument including
the boulders is 6 metres by 3 metres, the
shelter itself is 2 metres wide and 2
metres deep.
NB 1974 4490 Shelter/ Measuring 1 metre by 2 metres this Field crofting
Shieling rectangular dry stone construction is open walking on
to the east due to the collapse of the east 2/7/94
wall. The floor of the interior of the
enclosure has visible stone flagging, but
no visible hearth. The is no indication of
weather this structure was ever roofed.
This monument is in the immediate
vicinity of Fivig burn and may be related
to the agricultural activities of monument
50/2
This oval shelter of enclosure of dry stone Field post
construction oriented north - south walking on medieval
measures 2.5 metres in the long axis and 4/7/94
has an east facing entrance, internally





NB 1958 4482 Shelter/
Shieling
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NB 1944 4489 Shelter/ Situated on a south facing slope Field unknown
Shieling immediately to the north 20/3 this site walking on
comprises one dry stone wall oriented 2/7/94
north - south. To the east of this the
extents of the structure can be discerned
though it is now infilled with peat and
earth.
NB 1944 4486 Shelter/ Measuring 2 metres by 3 metres this sub - Field crofting
Shieling rectilinear drystone structure sits on a walking on
west facing slope in the immediate 2/7/94
vicinity of monuments 20/4 and 20/5.
within the structure, which is open to the
west, are to bench seats constructed in the
walls, but no obvious signs of fire place
or hearth.
NB 1970 4466 Shelter/ This drystone structure has three walls Field unknown
Shieling and is open to the east. Measuring 1 walking on
metre in width and 1.5 metres in length 1/7/94
the structure has no roof and no evidence
to suggest roof was ever-present or
otherwise. In the western wall a small fire
pace has been built with a flue running up
through the wall.
NB 1933 4375 Shelter? This L - Shaped fragment of drystone Field unknown
wall measures 4 metres north - south and walking on
3.5 metres west to east and has no other 4/7/94
associated structures near it.
NB 1891 4359 Shepherds An L - shaped length of wall runs 2 Field unknown
Shelter metres before turning through 90 degrees walking on
and running a further 2 metres. Situated 7/7/94
on top of a low rise and abutted on to a
large bedrock boulder this stretch of
drystone wall represents a temporary
shelter from the prevailing weather.
NB 1914 4311 Shepherds This small rectangular drystone structure Field unknown
Shelter measures 4 metres by 3 metres. The north walking on
wall has collapsed inwards, filling much 7/7/94
of the interior of the structure with
rubble. A small gap, possibly an entrance
may be seen at the west end of the south
wall.
NB 1990 4349 Spring Situated at the start of a drainage channel Field unknown
is a collection of large stones that appear walking on
to be capping a spring. These stones have 4/7/94
now collapsed into the spring.
NB 1965 4368 Spring? Sitting on the south west side of a low Field unknown
mound measuring 5 metres in diameter is walking on
a large stone measuring 1 metres by 2
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metres. This stone appears to be choked 4/7/94
up on smaller stones and may be the cap
stone for a spring.
NB 1870 4335 Steading Situated immediately to the south of Loch
Dubh na Glair are a series of rigs
enclosed within a stone dyke. Among the
rigs the remains of a stone enclosure or
enclosures can be seen, though they are
too fragmentary to interpret. To the west
of this enclosure on a low rise is a feature
that may be the remains of a cist.
NB 1930 4335 Steading Situated immediately to the south of Loch
Dubh na Glair are a series of rigs
enclosed within a stone dyke. Among the
rigs the remains of a stone enclosure or
enclosures can be seen, though they are
too fragmentary to interpret. To the west
of this enclosure on a low rise is a feature
that may be the remains of a cist.
NB 1939 4515 Still house Local folklore holds that in the past an Field post
illicit still was operated in this locality. walking on medieval
This structure is the only structure in the 2/7/94
immediate vicinity that is of any
substantial construction. Consisting of
dry stone walls with an earth fill,
measuring up to 3 metres in thickness and
standing up to 1 metre in height this
rectilinear D shaped enclosure abuts a
south facing rock face and measures 8
metres along the face and 4 metres in
width. A doorway survives in the
southern wall and immediately opposite,
under the rock face, is a pit measuring 1
metre by 0.75 metres that may have
housed a hearth. To both the west and
east of the main structure subsidiary walls
may be seen, and immediately to the
south, less than 3 metres from the
structures entrance flows a small burn.
This structure is less than 20 metres from
the sea cliffs, and immediately above a
small bay that is reasonably easily
accessible by following the stream.
Measuring 12 metres by 8 metres this Field crofting
enclosure stands 2 - 2.5 metres high and walking on
is of modern dry stone construction. 5/7/94
Abutted to it the northern end of the west
wall is a second small enclosure
measuring 3 metres square, and also of 2








NB 1958 4435 Stock
Enclosure
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NB 1968 4355 track/road ElevationL 20m OD Orientation: SE/NW crofting
Aspect: All Possible period: Modern
Situated on plateau Vegetation cover:
Moor Reinforced points of track, points
where vehicle would get trapped e.g.
drainage ditches/streams
NB 1971 4370 Trackway Situated at a wet point on a track that Field pre-crofting
once provided access to a dwelling to the walking on
north is a small area of metteling 4/7/94
consisting of beach cobbles laid end on,
with a neat curb. This stretch of roadway
measures 7 metres north to south and 1
metre in width.
NB 1850 4355 Vegetation This change in vegetation manifests itself Field unknown
change as a circular area of grass 1.5 metres in walking on
diameter that grows lusher and higher 7/7/94
than the surrounding grass.
NB 1965 4467 Wall This fragmentary stretch of walling runs Field unknown
for 14 metres in a north - south direction walking on
across a narrow valley. This wall survives 4/7/94
know as only one course of stones, the
remainder having been robbed or
enveloped in the peat.
NB 1918 4447 Wall An alignment of large boulders runs for Field early
16.0 metres in a east to west direction walking on prehsitoric
crossing the same coll as NB 1923 4444. 4/7/94
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This structure may be the remains of a
terrace or revetment rather than a field
boundary.
NB 1923 4444 Wall Situated in the coll between two low Field unknown
rocky peaks this wall spans the width of walking on
the gap closing it completely. Running 4/7/94
parallel to a modern field boundary this
ruinous stone wall stand little over 0.50
metres high and is 1.0 metres wide.
NB 1918 4434 Wall The remnants of this dry stone dyke run unknown
north - south for 20 metres down the
centre of a narrow valley. This monument
have undergone heavy erosion or robbing
and only the largest stones, partially
buried in the peat have survived.
NB 1860 4412 Wall The remains of this wall can be traced as Field early
sporadic stone protruding for the peat, walking on prehsitoric
Running for 70 metres on a south - north 30/6/94
direction, it is unclear weather these
remains represent the final remains of a
wall that sat on top of the peat or weather
these remains are of a wall long buried in
the peat.
NB 1864 4394 Wall Fragmentary remains of this field Field unknown
boundary can be seen following the walking on
modern fence line. The wall has largely 1/7/94
been destroyed and is present in some
places just as occasional stones.
NB 1868 4368 Wall The remains of this drystone field Field unknown
boundary extend for 124 metres east from walking on
the bottom of a cliff face to the edge of a 7/7/94
loch. The wall has gaps in it due to
robbing and in two places large outcrops
of bedrock have been included in the
construction.
NB 1932 4338 wall Elevation: 30m OD Orientation: SE/NW unknown
Aspect: W/N/E Possible period:
Neolithic Situated on valley floor
Vegetation cover: Moor Top of wall is
buried by peat by approx. 20-30cm
therefore the bottom could well be below
by approx. lm and therefore a very old
date is proposed. The wall could well
have outlying stones upslope to the top of
the knoll and also at the loch edge.
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NB 1918 4378 wall and Elevation: 40m OD Orientation:NW/SE unknown
ditch Aspect: N/E Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hilltop Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone wall making use of
bedrock for 7m then dropping to run
along the field, with a ditch to the SW
upslope running to the boundary wall for
13m and then across the adjacent field.
Runs across the field above platforms and
drains 27
NB 1933 4419 wall or bank Elevation:20m OD Orientation: N/S crofting
Aspect:W/S Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside. Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Bank with low turf-
covered stone wall
NB 1930 4412 wall/bank Elevation: 25m OD Orientation: crofting
NORTHEAST/SW Aspect: E/S/W
Possible period: Pre- improvement/Post
Medieval/Modern Situated on hillside
Vegetation cover: Rough grazing Stone
wall 30m long built on top of bedrock.
Possibly formed an enclosure running up
to field boundary. Now the old stone
boundary seems to fall slightly short of
the modern fence boundary. Also 4
associated cairns, 2 of which are below
the "enclosure/platform" and one seems
to have collapsed down slope on which it
stood.
NB 1924 4391 wall/bank Elevation:18m OD Orientation: W/E unknown
and cairn Aspect: N/W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone wall(6m long) and
cairns, 2 of which are approx. lm across
NB 1925 4391 wall/bank Elevation:18m OD Orientation: W/E unknown
and cairn Aspect: N/W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone wall(6m long) and
cairns, 2 of which are approx. lm across
NB 1923 4403 wall/bank Elevation: 10m OD Orientation: N/S crofting
and ditch Aspect: W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Dry stone wall with ditch
to the E. Wall is heavily denuded in
places and joins old dry stone field
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boundary at modern field boundary. 20m
long and incorporate bedrock in this
construction. Has a small cairn directly
on S end
NB 1985 4485 Wall/prome Situated on the east side of the natural Field later
ntry fort? promentry of Gob a' Chuthail, this walking on prehsitoric
fragmentary wall survives only as one or 1/7/94
two courses of stone running over the
isthmus of land and up the east facing
cliffs on the promentry. accessed along
the foot of the cliff on the main land,
from the north. Locals suggest that the
promentry was used recently as a pen for
"Raider" sheep, sheep that raided crop
plots in the village. To this end walls of a
more recent vintage may be seen on the
landward side at the foot of the cliff,
blocking access to the promentary by
cutting the main path. The wall on the
promintery measures 1 metre in width
and is over 100 metres in length. No
running water source or signs of
habitation, other than the wall, can be
seen on the site. This stac that this site
sits on is marked on both the 1895
Ordnaces survey
NB 1962 4468 Wall/Shelte The now fragmentary remains of this L - unknown
r shaped fragment of wall measure 3
metres by 2.5 metres and is open facing
uphill to the south.
NB 1935 4405 walls Elevation: 18m OD Orientation: SE/NW unknown
Aspect: S/W Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Wall abutting enclosure
43. Grass is high as ground is very
waterlogged so hard to tell full extent of
walls. One wall abuts enclosure with 2
other walls running perpendicular to this.
NB 1931 4392 walls and Elevation: 12m OD Orientation: NE/SW unknown
ditches Aspect N/E Possible period: Pre-
improvement/Post Medieval/Modern
Situated on hillside Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Turf covered drystone
walls, some with associated drainage
ditches. One abuts enclosure 37. Also
cairn below outcrop of bedrock.
NB 1921 4372 walls or Elevation: 37m OD Orientation: N/S unknown




NGR Classific. Description Reference Period
Situated on hilltop Vegetation cover:
Rough grazing Stone walls revetted to
SE side. This same SE wall formed the
field boundary and the modern field
boundary has gone and old boundary is
left in denuded form. Is mapped on
ordnance survey map but not in its
entirety. Possibly a pen of some sort.
Associated with 2 cairns







Table 41: Count of monument classes at Garenin (GLS)
Classification number ofrecords

























Stone settings/ standing stones 0
Stray finds 1
Sub-peat features 7
Utilised natural islands 2
Wells 3
 
APPENDIX 4: TABLES REFERRED TO IN CHAPTER 4
Table 2: Simplified monument classes based on the CEU survey data.
Monument Class Count
Agricultural features, including field systems and cultivation 28
Atlantic Round Houses, including brochs, duns and wheelhouses 26
Buildings, including blackhouses and roofed structures such as public
houses
14
Burials, including Norse graves, cists and other graves 6
Burial Cairns, including kerbed cairns and chambered cairns 11
Carving, including all rock carvings and cupmarks 4
Cairns 28
Castles 0
Communications, roads, bridges and airports 0
Crannogs 4
Ecclesiastical features, including chapels, churches, graveyards, and
monasteries
27
Enclosures of uncertain purpose 16
Find Spots, of all forms of artifacts 85
Forts, of unclassified form 8
Hut Circles, of uncertain form some of these sites may be Atlantic Round 7
Houses etc.
Industrial features, including mills, kilns and manufacturing sites 31
Marine Industry, including piers, kelp kilns and fish trap, 10
Middens 32
Military sites 1
Miscellaneous sites, including hearths, turf cuttings and indeterminate
features and records of projects
3
Mounds, settlement and other indeterminate mounds 11
Promontory Enclosures, sites listed as promontory forts 7
Settlements, settlement sites not classed as townships 29
Shielings, including beehive cells 12
Souterrains 6
Standing Stones 13
Stone Circles/Setting, including settings, alignments and circles 10
Structures, ruined, un-roofed and non-upstanding buildings 25
Townships 0
Wall features - indistinct fragments of structural and boundary wall 15
Wells 6
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3: Summary of size and date of the settlement mounds of the Dun Vulan
survey.
med









<10 x ? 1
10-20 x<l 5 4 9 1




10-20 x ? 1
20-50 x<l 2 2 1 1
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80< x ? 1 1
Table 4: Recent excavations in Lewis




Tolanais, Baile na Cille
NB 045 338 (Uig)
Two mounds proved to be natural but each had a cairn on top
that is possibly Bronze Age in date and a boat naust that is
thought to be medieval (McLeod 1995a, 1995b).
Berero
NB 045 344 (Uig)
Deserted settlement, and early abandoned and dismantled
blackhouse believed to date to the 1600s (Burgess et al. 1996b).
An Dunan
NB 046 346 (Uig)
Causewayed, utilised natural islet located in saltings at the north
end of Traigh na Surban. Probably Bronze Age (Burgess et al.
1996a).
Gob Eirer
NB 033 339 (Uig)
Promontory enclosure, situated on a low coastal stack on the
north shore of Camas Uig with evidence of two rectangular
houses within the enclosure that may date to the Norse or early
medieval periods. (Burgess et al. 1996d).
Guinnerso
NB 035 363 (Uig)
Relict landscape with large poly-cellular features, cultivation
and industrial features. Upper layers are probably medieval, but
it is thought that lower layers are Bronze Age or early Iron Age
in date (Burgess et al. 1996e and Gilmour et al 1997).
Loch na Berie
NB 103 351 (Uig)
Broch tower on the edge of Loch na Berie behind Traigh na
Berie. Excavations since 1985 have revealed muti-period
settlement and re-occupation of the broch at first floor levels,
including cellular phases and a smaller round house. There is no
evidence for continuity into the Norse period (Harding and
Armit 1987, 60-61; 1988, 31-32; 1990 71-107; Harding 1993,
110; Harding et al 1994, 98 ; 1995, 111 ).
Dun Bharabhat,
NB 098 353 (Uig)
Complex Atlantic round house on an island in Loch Bharabhat
more than 50 metres above Loch na Berie and to the west in
rough rocky hilly terrain. Multi-period occupation (Harding and
Armit 1990, 71-107).
Cnip II and III Iron Age metalworking site, linear re-use of the entrance of a
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(PARISH)
NB 097 366 (Uig) wheelhouse (Cnip phase 1). (Armit and Dunwell 1992, CFA
1992b,83)
Cnip I Iron Age wheelhouse and later structures (Harding and Armit
NB 098 366 (Uig) 1990, Armit 1988c, 30).
Cnip headland Viking cemetery, eroding out of the headland between Cnip and
NB 099 364 (Uig) Traigh na Berie (Welander et al. 1987; Dunwell and Neighbour.
1995 CFA 1992a, 83; 1994, 96).
Cnip headland Cist burial (late Neolithic or early Iron Age), contained Beaker
NB 099 365 (Uig) pottery (CFA 1992c, 83 and Dunwell and Neighbour 1995).
Cnip headland Bronze Age kerbed cairns and associated palaeosols (Close-
NB 099 364 (Uig) Brooks 1995).
Bostadh Late Iron Age and Norse settlement eroding in machair on
NB 137 401 (Uig) Bostadh Beach, Great Bernera. Excavations revealed the partial
remains of a linear Norse house and associated middens. These
were underpinned by figure of eight round houses of late Iron
Age date. These poly-cellular structures incorporate and overlie
earlier cellular features (Neighbour and Burgess 1996).
Tob nan Leobag Early prehistoric sub-peat field system and possible settlement
NB 219 326 (Uig) on a promontory of land running south from Calanais Farm.
(Cowie pers comm.)
Cnoc an Tursa Excavations on the end of the south alignment of the Calanais
NB 213 329 (Uig) Stones revealed several possible stone holes in the same
alignment and a possible ritual enclosure (Coles 1993, 110 and
Coles and Rees 1994, 96).
Aird Calanais Excavations of a turf-built shieling, material culture including a
NB 210340 (Uig) brooch suggests a post-medieval date (Coles and Burgess 1994,
96).
Carnan, Calanais, Excavations on two cellular turf shielings on the black lands to
NB 265 325 (Uig) the east of Calanais revealed multi-phase buildings of possibly
medieval and earlier date, with successive hearth that were
sampled for dating. One stone gaming piece was retrieved from
these hearths that may have parallels in the Iron Age (R Miket
pers comm, unreported excavation).
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SITE NAME, NGR, DESCRIPTION
(PARISH)
Olcote Cairn, Breasclete Excavation of a kerb cairn and quartz scatter, threatened by the
NB 217 347 (Uig) widening of the main road at Breasclete, revealed an old ground
surface with many ard marks and features beneath the cairn
(Neighbour 1996,112).
Cidhe Carloway Investigation of the remains of the Dun at Carloway Pier prior to
NB 192 421 (Uig) reworking of the pier and the total destruction of the site
(Andrain and Dixon 1992, 83).
Garenin Promontory enclosure with platform scoops. Circular stone
NB 1869 4500 (Uig) structures appear to be underlain by pits for a post-built structure
(Burgess and Gilmour 1995).
Garenin Two illicit stills, of medieval or post- medieval date. One is
NB 1948 4510 (Uig) underlain by a sub-rectangular structure which has prehistoric
pottery similar to that seen at Dun Bharbhat excavations
(Burgess and Gilmour 1995).
Garenin 3 Blackhouses were tested for evidence of central hearths and to
NB 180 449 (Uig) examine construction techniques (Burgess 1995).
Garenin A corn drying kiln was excavated, revealing evidence of a least
NB 180 449 three phases of use (Burgess and Gilmour 1995).
Dalmore Middens and settlement of late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
NB 216 452 (Uig) date (Ponting and Ponting 1984 and Sharpies 1984).
Barvas Multi-phase early prehistoric settlement with later burials
NB 348 518 (Barvas) (Cowie 1986, 1987).
Barvas Multi-phase Norse settlement, excavation of middens and
NB 348 518 (Barvas) external features did not disturb or examine the house structures
on the site, which remain intact (Cowie pers comm.).
Galson Iron Age long cist burials and multi-phase settlement
NB 437 594 (Barvas) (Neighbour and Knott 1996,104).
Broad Bay Mass graves found during road widening. Coins date the site to
NB 478 322 1688. The nature of the graves suggests drowning victims rather
(Stornoway) than local residents (McCullagh 1989, 71).
Achmore stone circle Excavation of a tooled wooden stake and a possibly Bronze Age
NB 317 292 (Lochs) pot in peat cuttings surrounding Achmore stone circle (Church
1996, 105 and Burgess et al 1996g, 105).
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Table 5: Classifications and sub classifications of site
Class see section Sub class
Atlantic round house 4.3.1.4,5.4.1,6.4.1,8.3.1 complex Atlantic round house
inland complex Atlantic round
house
wheelhouse
blockhouse 4.3.1.1,5.4.2, 6.3.1, 8.3.2 pre-crofting
crofting
burials 4.3.1.2, 5.4.3, 6.4.2, 8.3.3 cairns
cemeteries
marked graves outwith cemeteries




rock markings 4.3.1.7, 5.4.8 cup-marks
cells 4.3.1.5, 5.4.6, 8.3.5 (non-transhumance)
communications 4.3.1.3, 5.4.4, 6.4.3, 8.3.6 bridges
other regional features
tracks and paths
cultivation 4.3.1.8,5.4.7, 8.3.7 feannagan
narrow/cord rig
square cut
dykes 4.3.1.9, 5.4.9, 6.3.3, 8.3.8 stone
stone and turf
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Class see section Sub class
turf
4.3.1.22, 5.4.9, 8.3.5 sub-peat features





enclosures 4.3.1.10,5.4.10, 8.3.9 curvilinear, stone
rectilinear, stone
turf-and-stone or turf






habitation enclosures 4.3.1.13,5.4.13, 8.3.12 rectilinear stone
other






metal working and smithing
stills










utilities (lighthouses and lifeboat
stations)
wrecks/hulls











man-made islands 4.3.1.18,5.4.16, 8.3.18













large multivallate with ditches
large multivallate without ditches
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rectilinear turf and stone/
curvilinear stone
rectilinear turf/ curvilinear turf and
stone
souterrain 4.3.1.25, 5.4.2, 6.4.8,
8.3.23





Class see section Sub class
settings
















4.3.1.18,5.4.19, 8.3.18 with structural remains
without structural remains
wells 4.3.1.27, 5.4.27, 8.3.26 in townships
outwith townships
miscellaneous sites 4.3.1.28, 5.4.18
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Calanais (WLLP) form, Front
Location Code
NB E N m ASL
01 Land Parcel 02 Year 03 Location 04/05 National Grid Reference 06 Elevation




11 Outline Description (sketch plan and/or section overleaf)
12 Length 13 Width 14 Height max/min
Surface Finds and Samples
15 Finds Numbers(s) F to F 16 Category of Finds None [ ] Pot [ ] Lithics [ ]
Glass [ ] Metal [ ] OM [ ] Wood [ ] Charcoal [ ] COM [ ] Bone [ ] Other





















35 Relationship to other Monuments or Sites
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Cea(L) fields used in the penmap recording system
FIELD NAME OPTION
Parcel Input data
Monument number / Input data
label
Site name Input data
Locale Input data
Situation Pick list
Structural elements Pick list




Artefact elements Pick list
Other artefact Input data
elements
Matrix state Pick list
Site state Pick list






Based on map sheet.
Generation through position in specific map sheet
(Historic Scotland 1996, pl3)
Only given if site has a recognised and accepted name,
either by local tradition, by the Ordnance Survey or by
the Royal Commission.
Nearest locality on 1:25000 OS map (in Gaelic).
Position of site in landscape.
Principal type of site. Sites with multiple types are
further described by Other structural elements or on
paper.
Site type or further description not covered by
Structural Element field.
Dimensions of entire site coverage described by x
(maximum length), y (maximum breadth) and z
(maximum height or depth) axes. When different
conventions to this are used they are described in field
or text.
Gives orientation along x axis with both compass
points given (e.g. n to s). Also each of the four major
points are abbreviated to their first letter with
composite points hyphenated (e.g. n-e equals north¬
east.)
Describes principal artefactual components seen in
site.
Describes further artefactual components not covered
by Artefact elements.
Both Site state and Matrix state describe the erosion
state of the site and matrix respectively, using the
categories outlined by Ashmore (Historic Scotland
1996, pl4). These two fields replace the single field
'Condition' outlined by Ashmore (Historic Scotland
1996, pl4).
See above.
Allows Matrix state and Site state to be assessed
within the annual erosion regime of Lewis.
This is described by giving the first compass point
followed by the last compass point, then the clockwise
direction indicated by the next principal compass point
the aspect runs through (e.g. n to s through e).
This indicates the possible age of the site, as identified
by the survey team of each site. This is given by
general periods as opposed to numerical chronology
due to the uncertain numerical chronologies of many
of the site types in this region
Decided initially in field by survey teams with further
consideration given during post-ex.
For full details of this system see Burgess and Church 1997, 432-438
APPENDIX 6: TABLES RELATING TO CEA(L)
Table 42: Gazetteer of sites recorded during the Cea(L) survey
After Burgess and Church 1997 (unmodified but abridged)
Sorted by classification and then by grid reference
P = Parish (U = Uig, B = Barvas, S = Stornoway, L= Lochs)
NGR/NMRS P Locale Artefactual
Element
Structural element Period
NB03NE 15.1 U Kneep Bronze Objects Prehistoric
NB46SE 13 B Cross sands Ceramic/pottery Prehistoric
NB44SE 07 B Gress Ceramic/pottery Prehistoric
NB43NE 02 B Coll Sands Ceramic/pottery Prehistoric
NB03SE 18 U Timsgarry Ceramic/pottery Unknown





NB45NW 20 B Galson Find spot, bronze
pin
Prehistoric




NB03SW 11 u Mangersta Lost artefact
scatter
Prehistoric
NB13NW 18 u Teinish Midden Unknown
NB 4374 5943b B Galson Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
NB35SE 11 B Mol Eire Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
NB35SW 03 B Barvas Midden, Kitchen Unknown
NB 2883 4894 B Teampull Eoin Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
NB24NW 08 B Dalbeg Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
NB54SW 03 B Sron Ruadh Midden, Kitchen Unknown
NB03NE 06 U Kneep Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
NB03NE12 U Bhaltos Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
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NGR/NMRS P Locale Artefactual
Element
Structural element Period
NB13NW 17 U Kneep Midden, Kitchen Unknown
NB 1006 3636 U Kneep Midden, Kitchen Unknown
NB43SE 04 s Eye Peninsula Midden, Kitchen Prehistoric
NB43SE 02 s Eye Peninsula Midden, Kitchen
and hearth
Prehistoric
NB 5017 6348 B Swainbost Midden, Shell Unknown
NB 4365 5942a B Galson Midden, Shell Unknown
NB 3491 5188e B Barvas Midden, Shell Unknown
NB 3503 5185c B Barvas Midden, Shell Prehistoric
NB 3488 5170a B Barvas Midden, Shell Prehistoric
NB13NW 21 U Traigh na
Berie
Midden, Shell Unknown
NB 4643 3890 B Coll Sands Midden, Shell and
human bone
Unknown
NB54NW 02 B Traigh
Geiraha
Pot scatter (lost Unknown
NB24NE 04 B Teampull Eoin Pottery Iron Age
NB13NW 32 U Traigh na
Berie
Pottery Prehistoric
NB03SE 01 U Hacklete Pottery Iron Age
NA92SE 04 u Mealista Pottery Prehistoric





NB 3491 5171b B Barvas Stone (Chipped) Prehistoric
NB24NE 07 B Teampull Eoin Stone (Chipped) Prehistoric
NB 2879 4885 B Port Mhor
Bragar
Stone (Polished) Prehistoric
NB43SW 07 S Sandwick Stone (Polished) Pre Clearance
NB 4224 3317 s Stornoway 19th Century folly and Modern
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Element
nearby stables
NB 4212 3300 S Stornoway 19th Century house Modern
NB 1258 2977 U Ungeshader 2 Boat nausts Crofting
NB 1452 3173 u Loch
Drovinish
2 Horizontal mills Post Medieval
NB 1457 4025 u Croir 2 ships engine blocks Modern
NB 2053 3316b u Calanais 3 Cell Prehistoric
NB 0500 3374 u Timsgarry 3 hut scoops Unknown
NB23SW 25 u Linshader 4 bothies 5m from beach Post Medieval
NB 0529 3250 u Lon Erista 5 breakwaters Unknown
NB 0480 3895 u Aird Uig Abandoned military
transmitter buildings
Modern
NB 4226 3148 s Stornoway abandoned traditional boat Crofting
NB 4500 3350 s Stornoway
Airport
Airport Modern
NB23SW 20 u Calanais Farm Arch. Research Centre Modern
NB13SE 12 u Bernera Bernera Bridge Modern
NB 4448 5948 B Galson Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 2270 4582 B Dalbeg Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 5224 4448b B Glen Tolsta Blackhouse Crofting
NB 5224 4448c B Glen Tolsta Blackhouse Crofting
NB 5219 4440a B Glen Tolsta Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1927 4430 U Garenin Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1930 4430 u Garenin Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1987 4256 u Borrowston Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1961 4247 u Borrowston Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1830 4120a u Laimishader Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 1830 4120c U Laimishader Blackhouse Pre Clearance
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Structural element Period
NB 1452 4028b U Croir Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1458 4020 u Croir Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1825 4003 u Dun Carloway Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1608 3759b u Breaclete Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1449 3674a u Valasay Ceramic/pottery Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 1458 3649 u Valasay Blackhouse Modern
NB 2120 3515 u Breasclete Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1082 3453 u Reef Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1084 3449 u Reef Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 0469 3441 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 1825 3403 u Tiddaborra Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 0416 3388 u Crowlista Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 0358 3377 u Triasamol Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1872 3371 u Tiddaborra Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 0400 3346 u Crowlista Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 2096 3298 u Calanais Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 0580 3279 u Totarol Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 0490 3269 u Sgal Beag Blackhouse Crofting
NB 0494 3269 u Sgal Beag Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1127 3246 u Grassavig
Point
Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 2224 3237 u Spring Corrie Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 0306 3210 u Carnish Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1386 3174 u Loch
Drovinish
Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 1444 3167 u Loch Blackhouse Pre Clearance
Drovinish
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NGR/NMRS P Locale Artefactual
Element
Structural element Period
NB 1344 3063 U Loch an
Stroim
Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 1350 3059 U Loch an
Stroim
Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 1348 3056 u Loch an
Stroim
Blackhouse Pre Clearance
NB 5266 3040 s Eagleton Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1247 2946b u Ungeshader Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1323 2727 u Scaliscro Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 1325 2727 u Scaliscro Blackhouse Post Medieval
NA 9914 2458 u Mealista Blackhouse Post Medieval
NB13SE 18 u Barraglom Blackhouse settlement Crofting
NB13SE 18 u Barraglom Blackhouse settlement Crofting
NB 3802 5534 B Cuivatotar Blackhouses Post Medieval
NB 1247 2854 u Enaclete Boat Landing Post Medieval
NB 1257 2815 u Enaclete Boat landings Modern
NB 0508 3805 u Aird Uig Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 1483 3779a u Tobson Boat Naust Unknown
NB 1721 3679b u Loch Risay Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 1849 3563 u Kirkibost Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 1071 3443 u Reef Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 2141 3419 u Calanais Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 1917 3387 u Kirkibost Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 2190 3297 u Calanais Metal Boat Naust Crofting
NB 2100 3293d u Calanais Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 1127 3230 u Geshader Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 0311 3222 u Carnish Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 0347 3190 U Carnish Boat Naust Post Medieval
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Element
Structural element Period
NB 2301 3168b U Garynahine Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 5318 3117 s Bayble Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 5300 3111b s Bayble Boat Naust Modern
NB 4314 3065a s Arnish Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 1290 2986a U Aonaig Bheag Boat Naust Post Medieval
NA 9860 2569c U Brenish Boat Naust Post Medieval
NB 2849 4879 B Port Mhor
Bragar
Boat Nausts in shingle
ridge
Post Medieval
NB 1345 3066 U Loch an
Stroim
Break water Pre Clearance
NB 2563 4778 B Shawbost Breakwater Post Medieval
NB 1608 3765 U Breaclete breakwater Post Medieval
NB 2118 3515 u Breasclete breakwater Pre Clearance
NB 2077 3440 u Calanais breakwater Unknown
NB 1812 3337 u Sgeir
Tinndelan
Breakwater Post Medieval
NB 2100 3293c u Calanais Breakwater Post Medieval
NB 2200 3275 u Calanais Breakwater Crofting
NB 2126 3257 u Calanais breakwater Post Medieval
NB 1946 3249 u Aird Scarista breakwater Unknown
NB 1919 3231 u Aird Scarista breakwater Post Medieval
NB 1965 3228 u Aird Collavig breakwater Unknown
NB 2177 3228a u Tob nan
Leobag
breakwater Crofting
NB 2177 3228b u Tob nan
Leobag
breakwater Crofting
NB 1986 3227 u Collavig breakwater Unknown
NB 1914 3225 u Aird Scarista breakwater Post Medieval
NB 1902 3214 U Aird Scarista breakwater Post Medieval
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NB 2037 3193a U Linshader Breakwater Crofting
NB 2301 3168a U Garynahine Breakwater Post Medieval
NB 1265 2995 u Ungeshader Breakwater Post Medieval
NB 1909 3216 u Aird Scarista breakwater in alluvium Post Medieval
NB 2183 3221a u Orasay breakwater or causeway Unknown
NB13NW 07 u Valasay
Bridge
Bridge Modern
NB03SE 08 u Miavaig Bridge Modern
NB 4236 3331 s Bayhead,
Stornoway
bridge Post Medieval
NA 9914 2380 u Mealista Bridge footing Post Medieval
NB 4195 3219 s Stornoway bridge over valley / sea Modern
NB56NW 12 B Braighe Beag C Building Nil
NB35SE 31 B Mol Eire C Building Nil
NB24NE 24.12 B Shawbost Building Crofting
NB24NE 24.11 B Rubha Garson Building Post Medieval
NB54NW 27 B Tolsta B Building Monitor, survey
NB 0478 3880 U Aird Uig Building Footings,
Military
Modern
NB56NW 11 B Port Sto B Buildings Nil
NB35SW 06 B Barvas Bone, Human Burial Unknown
NB43NE 06 B Coll Sands Shell midden Burial Prehistoric
NB03NW 04 U Guinnerso Burial Unknown
NB03NE 01 U Bhaltos Metal Burial Norse
NB03NE 15 u Kneep Burial Norse
NB 0272 3410 u Sheilavig Burial Unknown
NB43SE 09 s Branahuie Bone, Human Burial Unknown
NB 4262 5886b B Galson Burial Cairn Unknown
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NB 3496 5168 B Barvas Burial Cairn Prehistoric
NB 3500 5162b B Barvas Burial Cairn Prehistoric
NB 5415 5143 B Dun Othail Burial Cairn Neolithic
NB 1808 4357 U Laimishader Burial Cairn Prehistoric
NB 1470 4031 U Kyles of Little
Bernera
Burial Cairn Prehistoric
NB53NW 01 s Caisteal Mhic
Creacail
Burial Cairn Prehistoric
NB 1472 3564 u Hacklete Burial Cairn Neolithic
NB 1447 3456b u Hacklete Burial Cairn Neolithic
NB13SE 20 u Hacklete Burial cairn Prehistoric
NB13SE 21 u Hacklete Burial cairn Prehistoric
NB 4254 5887a B Galson Burial Cist Unknown
NB 3966 5627 B Borve Burial Cist Unknown
NB35SW 04 B Barvas Bone, Human Burial Cist Bronze Age
NB 3491 5171a B Barvas Stone (Chipped) Burial Cist Neolithic
NB 3491 5171a B Barvas Stone (Chipped) Burial Cist Neolithic
NB 1335 4051 U Bostadh Burial Cist Iron Age
NB 1858 3886 u Crovag Burial Cist Prehistoric
NB45NW02.01
&02
B Galson Ceramic/pottery Burial Cists Iron age
NB45NW02.01
&02
B Galson Ceramic/pottery Burial Cists Iron age
NB 5213 6638 B Butt of Lewis Cairn Modern
NB 5158 6625 B Eoropie Cairn Prehistoric
NB 5077 6595 B Eoropie Cairn Unknown
NB 5130 6563 B Eoropie Cairn Unknown









NB 5291 6548 B Braighe Beag Cairn Modern
NB 5307 6536 B Cladach an
Eilein
Cairn Unknown
NB 5363 6490 B Poll Eistean Cairn Post Medieval
NB 5131 6480 B Traigh Sanda Cairn Unknown
NB 4922 6268 B Airnistean Cairn Unknown
NB 5483 6264 B Aird
Skeginess
Cairn Modern
NB 4722 6188 B Toa Dibadale Cairn Unknown
NB 5545 5950 B Cuiashader Cairn Unknown
NB 4262 5886c B Galson Cairn Unknown
NB 4262 5886d B Galson Cairn Unknown
NB 5597 5727 B Bilascleitir Cairn Post Medieval
NB 3582 5390 B Aird Barvas Cairn Modern
NB 3580 5371 B Aird Barvas Cairn Post Medieval
NB 5495 5307 B Sguinean nan
Creagan Briste
Cairn Unknown
NB 3394 5079a B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3487 5074b B Barvas Cairn Prehistoric
NB 3210 5064a B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3210 5064b B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3210 5064c B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3210 5064d B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3210 5064e B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3411 5064 B Bru Cairn Unknown
NB 3140 5034 B Arnol Cairn Prehistoric
NB 3134 5025 B Arnol Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2712 4959 B Aird Mhor Cairn Unknown
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NB 2578 4829 B Shawbost Cairn Crofting
NB 2463 4811 B Garson point Cairn Post Medieval
NB 2348 4706 B Rubha Gruaig Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2244 4639 B Dalbeg Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2220 4591 B Rubha Beag Cairn Modern
NB 1876 4437a U Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1876 4437b U Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1866 4424a u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1866 4424b u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1871 4424 u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1888 4423 u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1857 4422 u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1866 4402 u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1854 4395 u Garenin Cairn Unknown
NB 1822 4369 u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1789 4361 u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1830 4351a u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1877 4242 u Borrowston Cairn Unknown
NB 1824 4230 u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220f u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220g u Laimishader Cairn Pre Clearance
NB 1858 4220h u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 42201 u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220j u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220k U Laimishader Cairn Unknown
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NB 1858 42201 U Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220m U Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220n u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1858 4220 u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 4924 4161 B Gress Cairn Unknown
NB 1830 4120d u Laimishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1319 3975 u Bostadh Cairn Unknown
NB 1322 3971 u Bostadh Cairn Unknown
NB 1344 3908 u Tobson Cairn Unknown
NB 1323 3875 u Tobson Cairn Unknown
NB 1327 3862 u Tobson Cairn Unknown
NB 1339 3842 u Tobson Cairn Unknown
NB03NW 02 u Bheannich Cairn Unknown
NB 0627 3800 u Rubha Mor Cairn Modern
NB 1767 3735 u Aird Mhor Cairn Unknown
NB 1390 3723 u Valasay Cairn Unknown
NB 1694 3716 u Breaclete Cairn Modern
NB 1674 3709 u Loch Risay Cairn Post Medieval
NB 5725 3696 s Gotlair Cairn Prehistoric
NB 0345 3686 u Nasavig Cairn Unknown
NB 1440 3682 u Valasay Cairn Unknown
NB 5438 3669 s Flesherin Cairn Prehistoric
NB 1449 3644a u Valasay Cairn Unknown
NB 5342 3634 s Shulishader Cairn Unknown
NB 1840 3626 u Kirkibost Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2038 3602 U Breasclete Cairn Post Medieval
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NB 1146 3596 U Reef Cairn Modern
NB 1472 3586 U Hacklete Cairn Unknown
NB 0327 3549 u Fiavig Cairn Modern
NB 1414 3512 u Hacklete Cairn Modern
NB 1168 3445 u Reef Cairn Post Medieval
NB13SE 16 u Kirkibost Cairn Unknown
NB 0476 3389 u Timsgarry Cairn Unknown
NB 0462 3387 u Timsgarry Cairn Unknown
NB13SE 15 u Earshader Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2169 3379 u Calanais Cairn Modern
NB 0355 3375 u Triasamol Cairn Unknown
NB 0499 3372 u Timsgarry Cairn Unknown
NB 4428 3369 s Steinish Cairn Post Medieval
NB 2052 3360 u Calanais Cairn Unknown
NB 0133 3349 u Mangersta Cairn Unknown
NB 2053 3316a u Calanais Cairn Unknown
NB 2086 3309 u Calanais Cairn Prehistoric
NB 1056 3281 u Carishader Cairn Unknown
NB 0223 3274 u Carnish Cairn Unknown
NB 0321 3263 u Carnish Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2168 3236 u Tob nan
Leobag
Cairn Pre Clearance
NB 0371 3199 u Cappadale Cairn Unknown
NB 2280 3177 u Da Ruisg Cairn Unknown
NB 0053 3151 u Mangersta Cairn Unknown
NB 2318 3149 U Garynahine Cairn Post Medieval
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NB 2254 3141 U Eimisgeir Cairn Unknown
NB 0092 3074 u Mangersta Cairn Prehistoric
NB 2253 3049b u Sron a' Chail Cairn Unknown
NB 4450 3048 s Holm Cairn Modern
NA 9937 2835 u Islivig Cairn Unknown
NA 9788 2690 u Rubha na h-
Aona Cloich
Cairn Unknown
NA 9828 2582 u Brenish Cairn Unknown
NA 9902 2395 u Mealista Cairn Unknown
NB 3512 5273 B Meadale Mor Cairn, burial (possible) Unknown
NB 3519 5282 B Meadale Mor Cairn, clearance Unknown
NB 3506 5263 B Geodhachan
Beaga
Cairn, clearance Post Medieval
NB 4629 3767 S Back Cairn, clearance Post Medieval
NB03NE 11 u Kneep Midden, Shell Cairn, kerbed Bronze Age
NB 5250 3518 s Shulishader Cairn, paved area Unknown
NB 0498 3870 u Aird Uig Cairn, possible burial Prehistoric
NB 3378 5085 B Bru Cairn, possible CARH Prehistoric
NB55SW 04 B Sguinean nan
Creagan Briste
B Cairn, possible chambered, Monitor
(recorded by NMRS as a
shieling)
NB 5188 6641 B Eoropie Cairn, possibly chambered Prehistoric
NB 3361 5085 B Bru Cairn, rectangular Unknown
NB 1856 3885 U Crovag Cairn, with vertical slabs Post Medieval
NB 5350 6499 B Poll Eistean Cairns Unknown
NB 5358 6496 B Poll Eistean Cairns Modern
NB 4951 6310a B Dun Mara Cairns Prehistoric









B Dunan Croir Cairns Post Medieval
NB 2252 4631 B Dalbeg Cairns Post Medieval
NB 1389 4039 U Bostadh Cairns Post Medieval
NB 1509 4012 U Kyles of Little
Bernera
Cairns Crofting
NB 1720 3722a u Loch Risay Cairns Unknown
NB 0317 3592 u Staca na Berie Cairns Unknown
NB 0456 3385 U Timsgarry Cairns Post Medieval
NB 0461 3280 U Druim
Corcadale
Cairns Crofting
NB 1369 3218 U Aird Chaol Cairns Unknown
NB 1339 3159 U Rubha Glas Cairns Unknown
NB 2133 3130 U Linshader Cairns Unknown
NB 1340 3091 U Rubh' an Tigh' Cairns Pre Clearance
NB 1394 2406 U Ceann Loch
Roag
Cairns Post Medieval
NB 1391 2400 U Ceann Loch
Roag
Cairns Post Medieval
NB 5107 6430 B Traigh Sanda Cairns and cist Prehistoric
NB 5072 6580 B Eoropie Cairns, 3x Modern
NB14SE 04 U Borrowston CARH Iron age
NB14SE 02 U Dun Stuigh CARH Iron age
NB13SE 05 u Dun
Barraglom
CARH Iron age
NB13SE 04 u Dun
Tiddaborra
CARH Iron age
NB03SE 01 u Dun Borranish Midden, Kitchen CARH Iron Age
NB03SW 08 u Dun Gormsuil CARH Iron Age
NB 3138 5031 B Arnol CARH (possible) Iron age
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S Stornoway castle ruins Medieval
NB 2062 3312a U Bratanish Mor Causeway Unknown
NB 2198 3248 u Tob nan
Leobag
Causeway Unknown
NB 1440 3222 u Aird
Drovinish
Causeway Post Medieval
NB 1333 3086 u Rubh' an Tigh' causeway to island Post Medieval
NB 1441 3217 u Loch
Drovinish
Midden, Shell Causewayed natural islet Prehistoric
NB 5067 6394 B Swainbost Cell Unknown
NB 4689 6148b B Toa Dibadale Cell Unknown
NB 4180 5843 B Melbost Borve Cell Unknown
NB 3809 5539 B Cuivatotar Cell Unknown
NB 2070 4498 B Dal Mor Cell Unknown
NB 1775 4341a U Laimishader Cell Unknown
NB 1765 4305 u Laimishader Cell Unknown
NB 1377 4025 u Bostadh Midden, Shell Cell Prehistoric
NB 1377 4025 u Bostadh Midden, Shell Cell Prehistoric
NB 1560 4011b u Rubha Thorab Cell Prehistoric
NB 1330 3962 u Bostadh Cell Pre Clearance
NB 4625 3800 s Back Cell Post Medieval
NB 1483 3791 u Tobson Cell Unknown
NB 1464 3736 u Tobson Cell Unknown
NB 1467 3705 U Tobson Cell Unknown
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NB 1727 3682 U Loch Risay Cell Prehistoric
NB 4403 3598 s Tong Cell Unknown
NB 1430 3584 u Hacklete Cell Unknown
NB 2039 3583 u Breasclete Cell Post Medieval
NB 1407 3518a u Hacklete Cell Unknown
NB 0433 3437 u Crowlista Cell Post Medieval
NB 0327 3389 u Gob Eirer Cell Unknown
NB 1885 3361 u Tiddaborra Cell Prehistoric
NB 0092 3325 u Mangersta Cell Post Medieval
NB 2173 3260 u Tob nan
Leobag
Cell Unknown
NB 1116 3242 u Geshader Cell Post Medieval
NB 1388 3199 u Loch
Drovinish
Cell Unknown
NB 1334 3194 u Rubha Glas Cell Unknown
NB 1351 3140 u Loch an
Stroim
Cell Unknown
NB 2131 3136 u Linshader Cell Post Medieval
NB 2238 3071 u Cnoc Ceann
Hulavig
Cell Unknown
NB 1278 3058 u Stromacleit Cell Unknown
NB 2261 3031 u Sron a' Chail Cell Unknown
NB 1289 2987a u Aonaig Bheag Cell Unknown
NB 1289 2987b u Aonaig Bheag Cell Post Medieval
NB 1289 2987c u Aonaig Bheag Cell Unknown
NA 9938 2837 u Islivig Cell Unknown
NA 9818 2777 u Islivig Cell Unknown
NB 1363 2549 u Little Loch Cell Unknown
Roag
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NA 9901 2382 U Buaile Fainis Cell Unknown
NB 4398 5951 B Galson Cell, 3x turf Unknown
NB 2047 3316a U Calanais Cell, turf built Unknown
NB 5106 6523 B Eoropie Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 5336 6501 B Knockaird Cellular Complex Unknown
NB 4944 6309 B Cross Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 5602 5766 B Bilascleitir Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 3613 5416 B Rubha
Leathann
Cellular Complex Unknown
NB 3500 5248 B Geodhachan
Beaga
Midden Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 3491 5188f B Barvas Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 3500 5162a B Barvas Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 3214 5069 B Bru Cellular Complex Unknown
NB 3210 5064f B Bru Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB03NE 17 U Kneep Midden, Kitchen Cellular Complex Iron Age
NB03NE 17 U Kneep Midden, Kitchen Cellular Complex Iron Age
NB 0336 3630 u Guinnerso Cellular Complex Bronze Age
NB 1169 3465 u Teinish Cellular Complex Post Medieval
NB 1166 3452 u Reef Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 1976 3227 u Aird Scarista Cellular Complex Unknown
NB 0365 3195 u Cappadale Cellular Complex Unknown
NB 0036 3190 u Mangersta Cellular Complex Prehistoric
NB 1286 2836 u Allt na Criche Cellular Complex Unknown
NB14SE 07 u Berie Cellular Complex and
promontory enclosure
Iron age
NB 3540 5309 B Meadale Mor Cellular Complex, 5+ turf Unknown
built
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NB 5212 6641 B Butt of Lewis Cellular structures Unknown
NB 2885 4894 B Teampull Eoin Cemetery Post Medieval
NB54NW 04 B Tolsta Cemetery Crofting
NB 2165 4510 B Dal Mor Cemetery Modern
NB 1380 4012 U Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Cemetery Post Medieval
NB 1380 4012 U Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Cemetery Post Medieval
NB 4330 5929 B Galson Cemetery building Post Medieval
NB 4330 5929 B Galson Cemetery building Modern
NB03SW 02 U Capail Mor Chapel and graveyard Medieval
NB03NW 01 U Bheannich Chapel with up to 20
associated cells
Medieval
NB45NW 01 B Teampull nan
Cro' Naomh
Chapel, Teampull nan Cro' Post Medieval
NB44SE 03 B St. Aula's
Church, Gress
Church Pre Clearance
NB13SE 03 U Kirkibost Church, Remains of Post Medieval
NB14SE 06 U Baile an
Teampull
Stone (Chipped) Churchyard Medieval
NB 4545 3075 s Holm circular arrangement of
stones
Unknown
NB55SW 01 B Dun Othail Circular mound Prehistoric
NB 4314 3065c S Arnish circular stone and turf
building
Unknown
NB03NE 14 u Kneep Pottery Cist Prehistoric
NB13NW 4.1 u Traigh na
Berie
Pottery Cist Prehistoric
NB43SW 30 s Stornoway Concrete bunker, landing
stage, watch tower
Modern
NB 4200 3295b s Stornoway concrete water tank/cess
pit
Modern







NB 1920 4420 U Garenin Corn Kiln Pre Clearance
NB 4199 3186 S Stornoway corrugated roofed building Modern
NB 4222 3278
(NB43SW 09)
s Stornoway Cromwellian fort (site of) Medieval
NB43SW 10 s Eilean na
Gobhail
Cromwellian fort, site of Post Medieval
NB 2092 4505 B Dal Mor Cultivation Pre Clearance
NB 1586 3867 u Geodha na
Cruich
Cultivation Unknown
NB 0506 3359 u Timsgarry Cultivation Post Medieval
NB 2262 3035 u Sron a' Chail Cultivation Post Medieval
NB 1365 4008a u Bostadh Cultivation platform Unknown
NB 0993 3636 u Kneep Ceramic/pottery Cultivation, Cord Rigging Bronze Age
NB 4314 3065b s Arnish Cultivation, Cord Rigging Unknown
NB56NW 19 B Eoropie A Cultivation, Rigging Monitor (?)
NB 5003 6319 B Swainebost Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4951 6310b B Dun Mara Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4970 6309c B Cross Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB46SE 48 B Cross A Cultivation, Rigging Monitor (?)
NB 4907 6266 B Airnistean Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 4482 5977 B Galson Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4217 5850 B Sgeir an
Uaibhreich
Cultivation, Rigging Unknown
NB 3940 5598 B Shader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 3906 5577 B Shader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 3372 5081 B Bru Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 3481 5072 B Barvas Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 3224 5069 B Bru Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
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NB 3244 5061 B Bra Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB55SW 24 B Traigh
Geiraha
B Cultivation, Rigging Nil
NB 5354 4965 B Traigh
Geiraha
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB24NE 01 B Dunan Croir Cultivation, Rigging Unknown
Nk 2935 4909 B Port Mhor
Bragar
Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2522 4829 B Shawbost Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 2522 4822 B Shawbost Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5481 4751 B Tolsta Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2404 4733a B Rubha Bratag Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5429 4652 B Tolsta Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5403 4622 B Tolsta Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5388 4578 B Tolsta Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 2225 4570 B Rubha Beag Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1896 4420 U Garenin Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1819 4353 U Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1848 4350 u Garenin Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1833 4345 u Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5131 4328 B Sheilavig Mor Cultivation, Rigging Medieval
NB 1757 4307 u Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1740 4300 u Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1766 4246 u Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1815 4236 u Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1791 4234 u Laimishader Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1865 4192 u Kirivick Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1856 4183 U Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
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NB 1885 4181 U Kirivick Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1892 4181 u Kirivick Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1910 4181 u Kirivick Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1855 4169b u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1827 4155 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1837 4152 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1795 4145 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1808 4145 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1778 4117 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1798 4096 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1783 4083 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1330 4053 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1812 4052 u Dun Carloway Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1341 4048 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1396 4038 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1396 4038 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1380 4031 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1330 4028 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1560 4011a u Rub ha Thorab Cultivation, Rigging Unknown
NB 1558 4005 u Rub ha Thorab Cultivation, Rigging Unknown
NB 1334 3963 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1801 3960 u Aird na Moine Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1338 3936 u Bostadh Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1828 3922 u Rubha Geodha
na Cloinhe
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1355 3918 U Tobson Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
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NB 1855 3879 U Crovag Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1860 3866 U Tolsta
Chaolais
Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1423 3809 u Tobson Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4617 3807 s Back Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 0521 3801 u Aird Uig Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1426 3789 u Tobson Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1634 3781 u Breaclete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1722 3775 u Aird Mhor Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1433 3765 u Tobson Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1632 3751 u Breaclete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1753 3746 u Aird Mhor Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4625 3739 s Back Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1659 3728 u Loch Risay Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1741 3724 u Aird Mhor Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1406 3720 u Valasay Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1454 3702 u Valasay Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1694 3694 u Breaclete Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1733 3683 u Loch Risay Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1707 3681 u Breaclete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2028 3680 u Sgeir Sgianailt Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5702 3657 s Geodha
Foatlair
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5394 3644 s Shulishader Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1837 3625 u Kirkibost Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5629 3610 s Portvoller Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1462 3601 U Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
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NB 1473 3591 U Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1411 3590 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1396 3584 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1467 3584 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1434 3583 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1455 3574 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1393 3563 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1859 3555 u Kirkibost Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1401 3537 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1422 3504 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1167 3488 u Teinish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1455 3466 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1441 3463 u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1447 3456a u Hacklete Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1167 3450 u Reef Cultivation, Rigging Prehistoric
NB 1165 3448 u Reef Cultivation, Rigging Prehistoric
NB 1616 3433 u Barraglom Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1815 3433 u Tiddaborra Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1636 3431 u Barraglom Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1602 3429 u Barraglom Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1597 3428 u Barraglom Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 0460 3418 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB03SW 15 u Cleidir Cultivation, Rigging Medieval
NB 1905 3370 u Kirkibost Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1873 3369 U Tiddaborra Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
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NB 1902 3364 U Tiddaborra Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1894 3359 U Tiddaborra Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2045 3359 u Calanais Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 0337 3348 u Holm Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 5599 3342 s Sheshader Cultivation, Rigging Unknown
NB 0348 3339 u Holm Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4693 3338 s Melbost Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 0501 3336 U Timsgarry Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1533 3335 U Aird Torranish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1814 3328 U Sgeir
Tinndelan
Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2081 3310b u Calanais Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 0144 3292 u Skebadale Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 0540 3276 u Sgal Beag Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 0262 3250 u Carnish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1131 3249 u Grassavig
Point
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 0268 3245 u Carnish Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 0312 3214 u Carnish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2121 3139 u Linshader Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 5360 3130 s Bayble Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 2242 3072 u Cnoc Ceann
Hulavig
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 2268 3064 u Cnoc Ceann
Hulavig
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4592 3058 s Eilean nan
Uan
Cultivation, Rigging Unknown
NB 4311 3053 s Arnish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 4265 3047 S Arnish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
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NB 5259 3046 S Bayble Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4486 3045 s Holm Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4481 3029 s Holm Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4967 3010 s Swordale Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 4241 2998 s Tob Leiravay Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1294 2988 u Aonaig Bheag Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1265 2758 u Enaclete Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1317 2752 u Scaliscro Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1360 2646 u Scaliscro Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NA 982 260 u Sgeir Ghlas
Beag
Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 3981 2588 L Grimshader Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NA 984 258 u Brenish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1359 2577 u Scaliscro Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NA 984 256 u Brenish Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval
NB 1369 2542 u Little Loch
Roag
Cultivation, Rigging Pre Clearance
NB 1398 2412 u Ceann Loch
Roag
Cultivation, Rigging Post Medieval





NB 3544 5320 B Aird Barvas Cultivation, Square Cut Pre Clearance
NB 1846 4250 u Laimishader Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1937 4186 u Kirivick Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1476 4025 u Kyles of Little
Bernera
Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1404 3732b u Valasay Cultivation, Square Cut Modern
NB 1457 3675a u Valasay Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB1447 3651 U Valasay Cultivation, Square Cut Modern
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NB 1455 3642 U Valasay Cultivation, Square Cut Modern
NB 2070 3530 U Breasclete Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1826 3404 u Tiddaborra Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1914 3381 u Kirkibost Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1794 3341 u Sgeir
Tinndelan
Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 0380 3322 u Crowlista Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 2099 3303 u Calanais Cultivation, Square Cut Pre Clearance
NB 2186 3293 u Calanais Cultivation, Square Cut Crofting
NB 1056 3281 u Carishader Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 15024 3261 u Carishader Cultivation, Square Cut Modern
NB 2216 3247b u Calanais Cultivation, Square Cut Crofting
NB 1955 3235 u Aird Scarista Cultivation, Square Cut Unknown
NB 2230 3227 u Spring Corrie Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1168 3224 u Carishader Cultivation, Square Cut Modern
NB 1248 3195 u Geshader Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 2038 3192 u Linshader Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB 1245 2877 u Enaclete Cultivation, Square Cut Crofting
NB 1333 2722 u Scaliscro Cultivation, Square Cut Crofting
NB 1296 2599 u Gisla Cultivation, Square Cut Post Medieval
NB13SE 11 u Barraglom cup marks Prehistoric
NB 3983 2613 L Grimshader Dam Foundations Unknown
NB 4183 3179 s Stornoway Designed Landscape
surrounding Lewes Castle,
includes sea wall and
Trackways
Modern
NB 0494 3809 u Aird Uig Disused army camp Modern
NB 5235 6624 B Butt of Lewis Ditch and road Modern
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NB 4232 5851 B Sgeir an
Uaibhreich
Ditch and turf dyke Unknown
NB 0071 3308 U Mangersta drainage system Modern
NB 1940 4510 U Garenin Drystone Enclosures Pre Clearance
NB 1721 3679c u Loch Risay Drystone pillars Post Medieval
NB 0420 3342 u Crowlista drystone reveted platform Unknown
NB 0306 3597 u Staca na Bene Drystone Revetment Unknown
NB45NW 04 B Borve Dun Borve, CARH Prehistoric
NB53SW 03 s Dun Mor Dun Mor fort, rampart,
Promontory enclosure
Prehistoric
NB03NE 09 u Bhaltos Dun, site of Prehistoric
NB 1463 4023 u Croir Dwelling Post Medieval
NB 3107 4986 B Arnol Dyke Unknown
NB 5219 4444a B Tolsta Dyke Unknown
NB 0451 3460 U Crowlista Dyke Post Medieval
NB 0450 3452 u Crowlista Dyke Post Medieval
NB 2313 3153 u Garynahine Dyke Prehistoric
NA 9905 2807 u Islivig Dyke Unknown
NA 9840 2560 u Brenish Dyke Unknown
NB 4607 3414 s Stornoway
Airport
Dyke, concrete Modern
NB 4621 3393 s Stornoway
Airport
Dyke, concrete Modern
NB46SE 50 B Airnistean C Dyke, Drystone Nil
NB 4736 6186 B Toa Dibadale Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB45NW 63 B Galson B Dyke, Drystone Monitor
NB 4422 5953a B Galson Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 4410 5947 B Galson Dyke, Drystone Unknown
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NB 4398 5946 B Galson Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 4443 5946 B Galson Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 4046 5686 B Borve Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 4005 5636 B Borve Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 3351 5073 B Bru Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 5349 4970e B Traigh
Geiraha
Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 2437 4776 B Rubha Caol Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 2309 4634 B Dalbeg Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 2272 4584 B Dalbeg Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 2191 4566 B Cnoc na
Moine
Dyke, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 1863 4379 U Garenin Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1837 4347 u Laimishader Dyke, Drystone Pre Clearance
NB 1786 4343a u Laimishader Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1944 4249 u Borrowston Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1865 4241 u Laimishader Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1863 4230 u Laimishader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1858 4220o u Laimishader Dyke, Drystone Pre Clearance
NB 1920 4184 u Kirivick Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1810 4151 u Dun Carloway Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1843 4146 u Dun Carloway Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1392 4037 u Bostadh Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1804 4000 u Geodh' a'
Choin
Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1813 4000 u Dun Carloway Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1545 3993 u Rubha Thorab Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 1346 3934 U Bostadh Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
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NB 1348 3926 U Tobson Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1574 3844 U Geodha na
Cruich
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0456 3838 u Aird Uig Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0899 3810 u Eala Sheadha Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 0613 3809 u Rubha Mor Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0528 3798 u Aird Uig Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0387 3786 u Bheannich Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1609 3785 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1611 3778 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1477 3773 u Tobson Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1455 3771 u Tobson Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1452 3769 u Tobson Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 5649 3759 s Portnaguran Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1402 3758 u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1626 3755 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1411 3748 u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0943 3744 u Di Airde Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 1625 3740 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1627 3740 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1404 3732a u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0685 3719 u Geodh' an
Uillt
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1753 3713 u Aird Mhor Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1749 3707 u Cnoc Risay Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1677 3703 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0377 3686 U Nasavig Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
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NB 1780 3686 U Kirkibost Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1443 3681 U Valasay Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1694 3681 u Breaclete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1447 3678 u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1449 3674b u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 1473 3674 u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1464 3669c u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1464 3669d u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1450 3658 u Valasay Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2039 3635 u Sgeir Sgianailt Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1847 3620 u Kirkibost Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1490 3612 u Hacklete Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 1845 3611 u Kirkibost Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1488 3610 u Hacklete Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 2038 3607 u Stac a'
Bhanain
Dyke, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 1481 3575 u Hacklete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1854 3564 u Kirkibost Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1475 3553 u Hacklete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0295 3507 u Fiavig Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1435 3466 u Hacklete Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1452 3463 u Hacklete Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0457 3461 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1706 3445 u Barraglom Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 2087 3439 u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0276 3423 U Sheilavig Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
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NB 0425 3420 U Crowlista Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1816 3420 u Tiddaborra Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0280 3411 u Sheilavig Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0921 3411 u Miavaig Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 0298 3405 u Cleidir Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 2141 3403 u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 1819 3402 u Tiddaborra Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1820 3400 u Tiddaborra Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1819 3396 u Tiddaborra Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0420 3390 u Crowlista Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0361 3389 u Triasamol Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 0332 3388 u Gob Eirer Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0459 3382 u Timsgarry Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0463 3378 u Timsgarry Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0428 3373 u Crowlista Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0370 3372 u Triasamol Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2162 3371 u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0944 3368 u Miavaig Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 1878 3362 u Tiddaborra Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0525 3355 u Erista Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0361 3353 u Triasamol Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0430 3350 u Crowlista Shell Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1790 3350 u Sgeir
Tinndelan
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0505 3345 u Timsgarry Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1526 3342 U Aird Torranish Dyke, Drystone Crofting
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NB 2062 3312c U Calanais Dyke, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 2081 3310a U Calanais Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0537 3298 u Totarol Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2100 3293b u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0443 3290 u Camas Uig Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1038 3285 u Geshader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2113 3284a u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 0317 3283 u Carnish Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 2165 3276a u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 0236 3272 u Glen
Gorradale
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2207 3268 u Calanais Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0302 3254 u Carnish Other Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0303 3252 u Carnish Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 0289 3242 u Carnish Ceramic/pottery Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1912 3223 u Aird Scarista Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1978 3222 u Scarista Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1985 3216 u Scarista Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 2050 3189 u Linshader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1244 3186 u Geshader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2322 3154 u Garynahine Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2304 3151 u Garynahine Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2335 3150 u Garynahine Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 2334 3148 u Garynahine Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 2297 3138 u Garynahine Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2133 3135 U Linshader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
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NB 2300 3134 U Garynahine Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 2139 3113 U Grimersta Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1309 3080 u Rubh' an Tigh' Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 2166 3039 u Grimersta Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1267 3034 u Ungeshader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1237 2924 u Ungeshader Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1250 2870 u Enaclete Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 1253 2866 u Enaclete Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 1317 2749 u Cnoc
Aonghais
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NA 9802 2646 u Rubha Dubh
na Buaile
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NA 9802 2631 u Buaile Tiraso Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1370 2627 u Scaliscro Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 3982 2616 L Grimshader Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NA 9814 2609 u Geodha
Mhartin
Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NA 9901 2444 u Mealista Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NA 9902 2404b u Mealista Midden, Shell Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NA 9903 2398 u Mealista Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NA 9945 2090 u Aird
Griamanish
Dyke, Drystone Post Medieval
NB 1845 4149 u Dun Carloway Dyke, Drystone shelter Unknown
NB 2249 4635a B Dalbeg Dyke, Drystone,
Promontory enclosure
Prehistoric
NB 5113 6593 B Eoropie Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 5254 6571 B Port Sto Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5299 6519 B Knockaird Dyke, Stone and Turf Crofting
NB 4802 6247 B Sgeir Coillt Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
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NB 5547 6164 B Cadha Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4554 6020 B Geodh' a'
Gharaidh
Dyke, Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 4463 5961a B Galson Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4469 5961 B Galson Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4393 5952 B Galson Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4223 5867 B Sgeir an
Uaibhreich
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4217 5853 B Sgeir an
Uaibhreich
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4183 5835 B Melbost Borve Dyke, Stone and Turf Prehistoric
NB 4167 5823 B Melbost Borve Dyke, Stone and Turf Prehistoric
NB 3891 5570 B Shader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3558 5340 B Aird Barvas Dyke, Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 3385 5082b B Bru Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3391 5075a B Bru Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3323 5074 B Bru Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3232 5070 B Bru Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3252 5068 B Bru Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5342 5013 B Traigh
Geiraha
Dyke, Stone and Turf Crofting
NB 3128 4999 B Arnol Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3113 4966 B Arnol Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2773 4964
(NB24NE 01)
B Dunan Croir Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3099 4964 B Arnol Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2761 4951
(NB24NE 01)
B Dunan Croir Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 2934 4920 B Port Arnol Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
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NB 5344 4910 B Tolsta Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2652 4841 B Carnan a Stigh Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2637 4828 B Rubha Garson Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2478 4803 B Garson point Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5494 4743 B Tolsta Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5457 4682 B Tolsta Dyke, Stone and Turf Crofting
NB 2338 4680 B Rubha Tolaig
Beag
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 2304 4645 B Geodha Tolaig
Mor
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 2277 4596 B Dalbeg Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 2198 4581 B Cnoc na
Moine
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1864 4395 U Garenin Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1789 4353c u Laimishader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1786 4345b u Laimishader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1786 4343b u Laimishader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1768 4333 u Laimishader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1883 4242 u Borrowston Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1885 4232 u Borrowston Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1914 4185 u Kirivick Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1929 4180 u Kirivick Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1855 4169a u Dun Carloway Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1830 4120e u Laimishader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1830 4120f u Laimishader Dyke, Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 1783 4115 u Dun Carloway Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1559 4004 u Rubha Thorab Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1805 3967 U Aird na Moine Dyke, Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
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NB 1347 3933 U Bostadh Dyke Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 1355 3899 U Tobson Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1854 3861 u Tolsta
Chaolais
Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 0457 3834 u Aird Uig Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 0428 3814 u Aird Uig Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 0415 3804 u Aird Uig Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1423 3804 u Valasay Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1633 3771 u Breaclete Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5637 3769 s Portnaguran Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1457 3767 u Tobson Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1434 3757 u Tobson Dyke Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 1460 3757 u Tobson Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1468 3709 u Tobson Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1463 3688a u Vaiasay Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1463 3688b u Valasay Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1464 3669b u Valasay Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 2026 3663 u Sgeir Sgianailt Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 2036 3640 u Sgeir Sgianailt Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1473 3591 u Hacklete Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 5648 3569 s Portvoller Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 0325 3545 u Fiavig Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1593 3427 u Barraglom Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4482 3411 s Steinish Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 0292 3405 u Cleidir Dyke Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4437 3376 s Steinish Dyke Stone and Turf Post Medieval
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NB 1852 3370 U Tiddaborra Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4410 3370 s Steinish Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1873 3366 u Tiddaborra Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1825 3320 u Sgeir
Tinndelan
Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2086 3309a u Calanais Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2113 3284b u Calanais Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4954 3279 s Rubh an t-
Sean Eich
Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2111 3271b u Calanais Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 0234 3267 u Glen
Gorradale
Dyke, Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 2242 3218 u Garynahine Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2181 3214 u Orasay Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1884 3202 u Lundale Dyke, Stone and Turf Crofting
NB 0345 3194 u Carnish Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 2259 3185 u Da Ruisg Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4608 3162 s Holm Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4608 3162 s Holm Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5364 3142 s Bayble Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4584 3136 s Holm Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4584 3136 s Holm Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5355 3131 s Bayble Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 5252 3057 s Bayble Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1274 3034 u Ungeshader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4254 3016 s Arnish Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4254 3012 s Arnish Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1307 2989 U Aonoig Bheag Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
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NB 4244 2903 S Beinn an
Staradh
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 1301 2819 u Allt na Criche Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NA 9834 2807 u Islivig Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 1263 2762 u Enaclete Dyke, Stone and Turf Pre Clearance
NB 1334 2750 u Cnoc
Aonghais
Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NB 4237 2626 L Grimshader Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 4006 2571 L Grimshader Dyke, Stone and Turf Crofting
NA 9834 2566 u Brenish Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 3997 2563 L Ranish Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NA 9946 2308 U Mealista Dyke, Stone and Turf Post Medieval
NA 9951 2066 u Aird
Griamanish
Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NA 9904 2420 u Mealista Dyke, Stone and Turf and
cairn
Unknown
NB 2697 4888 B Fivig Dyke, Stone and Turf,
modern township
Crofting
NB 2404 4733b B Rubha Bratag Dyke, Stone and Turf.
Promontory enclosure
Medieval
NB 5096 6590 B Eoropie Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 5104 6576 B Eoropie Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 5405 6459 B Buaile na
Faing
Dyke, Turf Prehistoric
NB 4970 6309a B Cross Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 4970 6309b B Cross Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 5441 5231 B Lighe nan
Leac
Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 3492 5230a B Geodhachan
Beaga
Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 3249 5068 B Bru Dyke, Turf Prehistoric
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NB 3159 5022 B Arnol Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 2521 4825 B Shawbost Dyke, Turf Pre Clearance
NB 5135 4218 B Druim Mor Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 5726 3753 S Tiumpan Head Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 1703 3676 U Breaclete Dyke, Turf Pre Clearance
NB 0813 3659 U Clibd Thall Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 1153 3507 u Teinish Dyke, Turf Post Medieval
NB 0234 3266 u Glen
Gorradale
Dyke, Turf Post Medieval
NB 0333 3253 u Carnish Dyke, Turf Pre Clearance
NB 4668 3198 s Branahuie Dyke, Turf Post Medieval
NB 4837 3194 s The Old
Manse
Dyke, Turf Post Medieval
NB 0067 3091 u Mangersta Dyke, Turf Prehistoric
NB 0088 3077 u Mangersta Dyke, Turf Pre Clearance
NB 4230 3059 s Arnish Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 4506 3043 s Holm Island Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 4281 3026 s Arnish Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 5069 2924 s Rubha nan
Suighean
Dyke, Turf Unknown
NA 9803 2631 u Buaile Tiraso Dyke, Turf Unknown
NB 5077 6403 B Swainebost Dyke, Turf and ditch Prehistoric
NB 1525 3370 u Aird Torranish Dyke, Turf and stone Post Medieval
NB 1289 2700 u Cnoc a' Cloich Dyke, Turf and stone Post-Medieval
NB 5107 6434 B Traigh Sanda Dyke, Turf, promontory
enclosure
Prehistoric
NB 3197 5039 B Bru Dyke, Turf, promontory
enclosure
Prehistoric
NB56NW16 B Port Sto B Enclosure Monitor
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NB56NW 15 B Braighe Beag C Enclosure Nil
NB56SW 21 B Poll Eistean A Enclosure Monitor, survey
NB46SE 47 B Airnistean B Enclosure Monitor, survey
NB35SW 12 B Bru A Enclosure Monitor
NB03NE 35 U Bhaltos Enclosure Unknown
NB 0794 3645 u Loch Mor Enclosure, Curvilinear Unknown
NB 0797 3643 u Clibd Thall Enclosure, Curvilinear Post Medieval
NB 2148 3410 u Calanais Enclosure, Curvilinear Unknown
NB 4839 3188 s The Old
Manse
Enclosure, Curvilinear Unknown
NB 4066 5707a B Borve Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Modern
NB 3865 5566 B Cuivatotar Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 3391 5075b B Bru Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 2270 4583 B Dalbeg Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1830 4120b U Laimishader Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Pre Clearance





NB 1546 3990 u Ruhba Thorab Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Unknown





NB 1472 3770 u Tobson Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Modern
NB 1457 3675b u Valasay Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 0346 3634 U Guinnerso Enclosure, Curvilinear, Unknown
Drystone
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NB 1877 3376 U Tiddaborra Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 0359 3353 U Triasamol Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 2140 3258 u Calanais Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 2037 3193b u Linshader Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 0047 3150 u Mangersta Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 0045 3148 u Mangersta Other Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Prehistoric
NB43SW 11 s Holm Point Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1249 2950 u Ungeshader Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Crofting
NB 1243 2943 u Ungeshader Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1287 2907 u Aonaig Mhor Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NA 9898 2802 u Islivig Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NA 9797 2643 u Buaile Tiraso Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NA 9932 2179 u Geodha nam
Boghannan
Midden, Shell Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 2053 3316c u Calanais Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Stone and earth
Prehistoric
NB 0388 3332 u Crowlista Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Stone and turf
Post Medieval





NA 9860 2569b u Brenish Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Stone and turf
Unknown
NA 9904 2413 U Mealista Enclosure, Curvilinear, Post Medieval
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NA 9952 2314 U Mealista Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Stone and Turf
Unknown
NA 9844 2555 u Brenish Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Stone and turf, and cells.
Unknown
NB 5375 4544 B Tolsta Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf
Unknown
NB 1597 3426 U Barraglom Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf
Unknown
NB 5558 3406b s Sheshader Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf
Post Medieval
NB 4463 5961b B Galson Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 3642 5420 B Geodha Ruadh Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 3385 5082a B Bru Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Prehistoric










NB 5219 4444b B Glen Tolsta Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 1859 4390 U Garenin Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 5125 4327 B Tolsta Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 0944 3722 U Di Airde Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval





NB 1447 3655 u Valasay Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB03NE 36 U Clibd Thall Enclosure, Curvilinear, Unknown
Turf and stone
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NB 1459 3588 U Hacklete Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 1912 3382 U Kirkibost Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 0455 3373 u Timsgarry Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 1872 3370 u Tiddaborra Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 0497 3359 u Timsgarry Ceramic/pottery Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 1892 3354 u Tiddaborra Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown















NB46SE 49 B Swainebost A Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone and cell in
one corner
Monitor, survey
NB 2327 4683 B Geodha Tolaig
Mor
Enclosure, Curvilinear,
Turf and stone. Multi
cellular structure
Prehistoric
NB 5603 5763 B Bilascleitir Enclosure, Habitation, Post Medieval
NB 5602 5756 B Bilascleitir Enclosure, Habitation, Post Medieval
NB 1858 4220b U Laimishader Enclosure, Habitation, Pre Clearance
NB 3491 5188a B Barvas Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 3081 4966 B Arnol Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Drystone
Unknown





NB 2249 4635b B Dalbeg Enclosure, Habitation, Prehistoric
Curvilinear, Drystone
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NB 1958 3249a U Aird Scarista Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Drystone
Unknown









NB 1382 4032 U Bostadh Midden, Shell Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Stone
Prehistoric
NB 1381 4028 U Bostadh Ceramic/pottery Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Stone
Iron Age



































NB 5418 6397 B Port of Ness Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 5351 5009 B Traigh Enclosure, Habitation, Pre Clearance
Geiraha Curvilinear, Turf and stone
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NB 5349 5006 B Traigh
Geiraha
Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 5372 4949a B Gob Hais Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 3055 4942 B Arnol Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 5523 4734 B Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 2404 4733c B Rubha Bratag Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 5521 4733 B Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 2344 4705 B Rubha Gruaig Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Prehistoric
NB 5219 4440b B Glen Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 5124 4322a B Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 0424 3416 U Crowlista Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 0278 3410 U Sheilavig Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB03SW 15 u Cleidir Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 0462 3375 u Timsgarry Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 0494 3347 u Timsgarry Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 0501 3324 u Timsgarry Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 1960 3234 u Aird Collavig Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 1334 3171 u Rubha Glas Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 1379 3097 U Rubh' an Tigh' Enclosure, Habitation, Unknown
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Curvilinear, Turf and stone
NB 2234 3072 U Cnoc Ceann
Hulavig
Enclosure, Habitation,
Curvilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown




NB 1482 3785a U Tobson Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear
Modern














































































NB 4222 3278 S South beach, Enclosure, Habitation, Post Medieval
(NB 4251 3265) Stornoway Rectilinear
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NB 4275 32441 S South beach, Enclosure, Habitation, Post Medieval
Stornoway Rectilinear
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NB 4019 5662 B Borve Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Unknown
NB 4020 5661 B Borve Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Unknown
NB55SE 03 B Quilatotar C Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Nil
NB 3536 5291b B Meadale Mor Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 3501 5161 B Barvas Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 3487 5074a B Barvas Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Medieval

















B Dunan Croir Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 2589 4831 B Shawbost Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Crofting





NB 5225 4453 B Glen Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Modern
NB 5224 4448a B Glen Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Crofting
NB 1427 4028 U Croir Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Post Medieval
NB1521 4004 U Croir Enclosure, Habitation, Modern
Rectilinear, Drystone
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NB 1405 3787 U Valasay Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1608 3759a U Breaclete Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 0442 3453 u Crowlista Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 5571 3380 s Sheshader Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Unknown
NB 0354 3375 u Triasamol Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 0338 3347 u Holm Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Pre Clearance
NB 2100 3293a u Calanais Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Unknown
NB 2215 3253 u Spring Corrie Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Modern
NB 1958 3249b u Aird Collavig Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Drystone
Unknown















































Stornoway Mackenzie, late 19th
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Rectilinear, old town hall
Post Medieval
































































































Rectilinear, This n That
Post Medieval
NB 4437 5952 B Galson Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 3793 5524 B Cuivatotar Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 3394 5079b B Bru Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 5348 4997a B Traigh
Geiraha
Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 5372 4949b B Gob Hais Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 5375 4948 B Gob Hais Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 5368 4945 B Gob Hais Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 5124 4322b B Tolsta Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 1443 3834 U Tobson Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 0348 3636 U Guinnerso Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 0274 3440 u Sheilavig Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 0270 3423 U Sheilavig Enclosure, Habitation, Unknown
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Rectilinear, Turf and stone
NB 0276 3410 U Sheilavig Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 0478 3389 U Timsgarry Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 0416 3387 u Crowlista Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 0353 3377 u Triasamol Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 0546 3288 u Totarol Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 0578 3279 u Totarol Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 4882 3126 s Swordale Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 5342 3123 s Bayble Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 3994 2580 L Grimshader Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 1358 2469 u Giarol Enclosure, Habitation,
Rectilinear, Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 5591 5725 B Bilascleitir Enclosure, possible
vertical mill.
Post Medieval
NB 5614 5749 B Bilascleitir Enclosure, Rectilinear Post Medieval
NB 4866 3138 S Knock
Ramadale
Enclosure, Rectilinear Modern
NA 9906 2821 u Islivig Enclosure, Rectilinear Post Medieval







Bank of Scotland, 1889
Post Medieval
NB 4021 5664 B Borve Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 3791 5497 B Mol Eire Enclosure, Rectilinear, Post Medieval
Drystone
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NB 3730 5430 B Siorravig Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 3536 5291a B Meadale Mor Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 3475 5192 B Barvas Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 3491 5188d B Barvas Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 3503 5185a B Barvas Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 3503 5185d B Barvas Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Prehistoric
NB 3488 5082 B Barvas Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1823 4358 U Laimishader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1804 4353 U Laimishader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Modern
NB 1786 4345a u Laimishader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1775 4341b u Laimishader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1968 4247 u Borrowston Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1858 4220c u Laimishader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1333 4054 u Bostadh Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1368 4006b u Bostadh Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1561 4006a u Rub ha Thorab Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1336 3899 u Tobson Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1334 3897 U Tobson Enclosure, Rectilinear, Unknown
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NB 1881 3891 U Crovag Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown





NB 1605 3774 u Breaclete Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Crofting
NB 1381 3749 u Valasay Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1618 3730 u Breaclete Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1465 3702 u Tobson Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1451 3679 u Valasay Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Modern
NB 2030 3658 u Sgeir Sgianailt Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Modern
NB 1463 3583 u Hacklete Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1428 3465 u Hacklete Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 0878 3441 u Miavaig Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Crofting
NB 1907 3378 u Kirkibost Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 0434 3357 u Crowlista Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1861 3348 u Kirkibost Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 2195 3301 u Calanais Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Crofting
NB 2159 3292 U Calanais Enclosure, Rectilinear, Crofting
Drystone
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NB 0167 3289 U Skebadale Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Pre Clearance
NB 0503 3266 u Sgal Beag Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Crofting
NB 0259 3250 u Carnish Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 2221 3243 u Spring Corrie Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Crofting





NB 1168 3226 u Geshader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1129 3218 u Geshader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1336 3092a u Rubh' an Tigh' Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1341 3091 u Rubh' an Tigh' Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1257 2977 u Ungeshader Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1348 2694 u Scaliscro Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NB 1355 2462 u Giarol Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Post Medieval
NA 9943 2326 u Mealista Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Drystone
Unknown














NB 4213 3265 s No. 1 pier,
Stornoway
Enclosure, Rectilinear,
ferry terminal, c. 1930
Modern
NB 1936 4183 U Baile an Enclosure, Rectilinear, Post Medieval
Teampull Garden Drystone
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NB 4510 3565 S Teanga Tunga Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Gun emplacement
Modern





NB 5718 3767 s Tiumpan Head Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Poured concrete
Modern
NB 5715 3763 s Tiumpan Head Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Poured concrete
Modern
NB 2031 3360b u Calanais Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and earth
Unknown
NB 3364 5083 B Bru Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and earth core
Unknown
NB 2271 4609 B Dalbeg Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and earth core
Unknown
NB 5366 4952 B Gob Hais Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and earth core,
possible shieling
Pre Clearance
NA 9860 2569d U Brenish Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and turf
Unknown
NA 9861 2569a u Brenish Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and turf
Post Medieval
NA 9844 2559 u Brenish Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Stone and turf
Post Medieval
NB 5084 6603 B Eoropie Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Prehistoric
NB 5120 6517 B Eoropie Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB56NW 14 B Knockaird A Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Monitor (?)
NB 5122 6487 B Traigh Sanda Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Medieval
NB 4689 6148a B Toa Dibadale Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 4066 5707 B Borve Enclosure, Rectilinear, Pre Clearance
Turf and stone
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NB 3806 5538 B Cuivatotar Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown




















B Tolsta Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 5708 3690 S Gotlair Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Pre Clearance
NB 1462 3681 u Valasay Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 1457 3675c u Valasay Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 0824 3640 u Clibd Thall Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 2031 3360a u Calanais Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 2111 3271c u Calanais Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Unknown
NB 4903 3268 s Aignish Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 0323 3253 u Carnish Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval
NB 2183 3221b u Orasay Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone
Post Medieval






NB 1294 2986b U Aonaig Bheag Enclosure, Rectilinear, Post Medieval
Turf and stone
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NB56SW 03 B Teampull
Thomais
Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone Teampull
Thomais
Medieval
NB 5534 5431 B Dibadale Enclosure, Rectilinear,
Turf and stone, possible
shieling
Pre Clearance





NB54NW 28 B Tolsta C Enclosure, walls Nil
NB 2169 3272 U Calanais Enclosures? Unknown
NB23SW04.01 u Breasclete factory hand crane Modern
NB23SW04.00 u Breasclete factory pier Modern
NB35SW 09 B Bru A Farm Stead Monitor
NB56NW 10 B Port Sto A Farmstead Monitor
NB56SW 29 B Port of Ness C Farmstead Nil
NB45NW 55 B Borve B Farmstead Monitor
NB35SE 36 B Siorravig C Farmstead Nil
NA 9899 2540 U Brenish Field Bank, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 5227 6615 B Butt of Lewis Field System Crofting
NB 5312 6520 B Knockaird Field System Post Medieval
NB 5414 6395 B Port of Ness Field System Post Medieval
NB 5452 6263 B Eorodale and
Skigersta to
Field System Crofting
NB 5452 6263 B Eorodale and
Skigersta to
Field System Crofting
NB46SE 23 B Sgeir Coillt B Field System Monitor (?)
NB 4709 6174 B Toa Dibadale Field System Pre Clearance
NB 4694 6145 B Toa Dibadale Field System Pre Clearance
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NB 4630 6067 B Geodh' a'
Gharaidh
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 4589 6043 B Geodh' a'
Gharaidh
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 4557 6036 B Geodh' a'
Gharaidh
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 4496 6009 B Sgarbh Sgeir Field System Pre Clearance
NB45NW 59 B Galson A Field System Monitor
NB 3797 5513 B Cuivatotar Field System Post Medieval
NB35SE 34 B Mol Eire F Field System Nil
NB 3628 5422 B Rubha
Leathann
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 3524 5287 B Meadale Mor Field system Post Medieval
NB 3500 5130 B Barvas Field system Norse?
NB35SW 11 B Bru A Field System Monitor, survey
NB 2822 4957 B Sgeir Dubh
nan Clachan
Ga
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 5372 4946 B Gob Hais Field System Pre Clearance
NB 2895 4919 B Port Mhor
Bragar
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 2615 4831 B Rubha Garson Field System Post Medieval
NB 5487 4750 B Tolsta Field System Post Medieval
NB 5516 4741 B Tolsta Field System Pre Clearance
NB 5467 4677 B Tolsta Field System Pre Clearance
NB 2280 4597 B Dalbeg Field System Crofting
NB 2252 4569 B Rubha Beag Field System Crofting
NB 5224 4444 B Glen Tolsta Field System Crofting
NB 5016 4185 B Coll Field System Crofting
NB 5054 4181 B Coll Field System Post Medieval
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NB 4881 3935 B Vatisker Field System Post Medieval
NB 4756 3915 B Tota Bhuirn Field System Post Medieval
NB 1884 3856 U Tolsta
Chaolais
Field System Post Medieval
NB 1573 3852 U Geodha na
Cruich
Field System Post Medieval
NB 0504 3806 u Aird Uig Field System Pre Clearance
NB 0937 3754 u Di Airde Field System Pre Clearance
NB 0945 3740 u Di Airde Field System Pre Clearance
NB 0936 3725 u Di Airde Field System Pre Clearance
NB 0862 3694 u Camas na
Clibhe
Field System Post Medieval
NB 0813 3643 u Clibd Thall Field System Crofting
NB 2048 3615 u Breasclete Field System Post Medieval
NB 2048 3573 u Breasclete Field System Modern
NB 5315 3558 s Shulishader Field System Post Medieval
NB 0451 3468 u Crowlista Field System Post Medieval
NB 5563 3419 s Sheshader Field System Crofting
NB 5148 3388 s Dun Mor Field System Post Medieval
NB 2146 3387 u Calanais Field System Crofting
NB53SW 09 s Garrabost Field System Post Medieval
NB 5579 3374 s Sheshader Field System Unknown
NB 0361 3362 u Triasamol Field System Post Medieval
NB 0415 3354 u Crowlista Field System Post Medieval
NB 0428 3350 u Crowlista Field System Post Medieval
NB 0371 3334 u Crowlista Field System Pre Clearance
NB 5010 3333 s Garrabost Field System Post Medieval
NB 2047 3316b U Calanais Field System Unknown
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NB 2191 3274 U Calanais Field System Bronze Age
NB 4884 3265 s Aignish Field System Post Medieval
NB 0501 3257 u Sgal Beag Field System Post Medieval
NB23NW 15 u Tob nan
Leobag
Field System Prehistoric
NB 2189 3242a u Calanais Field System Crofting
NB 1145 3237 u Grassavig
Point
Field System Crofting
NB 1445 3233 u Aird
Drovinish
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 1429 3231 u Aird
Drovinish
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 1447 3207 u Loch
Drovinish
Field System Unknown
NB 4666 3200 s Branahuie Field System Post Medieval
NB 4550 3198 s Holm Field System Post Medieval
NB 1337 3193 u Rubha Glas Field System Unknown
NB 0363 3186 u Cappadale Field System Post Medieval
NB 2284 3181 u Da Ruisg Field System Post Medieval
NB 1335 3170 u Rubha Glas Field System Post Medieval
NB 4843 3147 s Knock
Ramadale
Field System Post Medieval
NB 4298 3106 s Arnish Field System Post Medieval
NB 4880 3102 s Swordale Field System Crofting
NB03SW 13 u Mangersta Field System Post Medieval
NB 4286 3093 s Arnish Field System Post Medieval
NB 1325 3077 u Rubh' an Tigh' Field System Pre Clearance
NB 4305 3075 s Arnish Field System Crofting
NB 0086 3067 U Mangersta Field System Medieval
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NB 1381 3064 U Airigh nan
Cam
Field System Pre Clearance
NB 4434 3058 S Holm Point Field System Post Medieval
NB 1247 2946a u Ungeshader Field System Crofting
NB 1246 2857 u Enaclete Field System Post Medieval
NA 9862 2805 u Islivig Field System Post Medieval
NB 1258 2805 u Enaclete Field System Modern
NA 989 255 u Brenish Field System Post Medieval
NA 990 251 u Brenish Field System Post Medieval
NB 1332 2509 u Giarol Field System Pre Clearance
NA 993 247 u Mealista Field System Post Medieval
NA 991 238 u Mealista Field System Post Medieval
NB35NE 04 B Cuivatotar c Field System, modern
settlement, Shader
Nil
NB35NE 04 B Cuivatotar c Field System, modern
settlement, Shader
Nil
NB 2822 4909 B Labost Field System, modern
township
Crofting
NB 2822 4909 B Labost Field System, modern
township
Crofting










NB24NE 27 B Fivig c Field System, modern
township
Nil
NB24NE 27 B Fivig c Field System, modern
township
Nil
NB24NE 33 B Shawbost c Field System, modern
township
Nil
NB24NE 33 B Shawbost C Field System, modern Nil
township
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NB 1247 2996 U Ungeshader Filed system Crofting
NB13SE 08 U Kirkibost fish trap and cup marks Unknown
NB13SE 08 u Kirkibost fish trap and cup marks Unknown
NB 1537 4004 u Dun Stuigh Fishing stance Post Medieval
NB 1534 4003 u Dun Stuigh Fishing Stance Post Medieval
NB13SE 19 u Barraglom Fishtraps Unknown
NB 0846 3462 u Miavaig Foot Bridge Modern
NB 4334 5932 B Galson Galson Cemetery Post Medieval
NB43SW 14 S Stornoway Gasworks Modern
NB 1427 4034 u Croir Harbour Post Medieval
NB 1447 4027b u Croir Harbour Post Medieval
NB 1465 4027 u Croir Harbour Post Medieval
NB 1460 4024 u Croir Harbour Post Medieval
NB 5558 3406a s Sheshader Harbour Modern
NB 0433 3355 u Crowlista Harbour Post Medieval
NB 0399 3347 u Crowlista Harbour Post Medieval
NB 0402 3345 u Crowlista Harbour Post Medieval
NB 0363 3339 u Crowlista Harbour Post Medieval






NB 2165 3276b u Calanais Harbour Post Medieval
NB 2210 3258b u Calanais Metal Harbour Crofting
NB 1278 2984 u Aonaig Bheag Harbour Post Medieval
NB 1252 2948 u Ungeshader Harbour Crofting
NB 1242 2888 U Enaclete Harbour Post Medieval
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NB56SW 16 B Port of Ness Harbour, township Modern
NB56SW 16 B Port of Ness Harbour, township Modern
NB23SW 26 U Calanais hearth eroding Unknown
NB45NW 60 B Galson B Horizontal Mill Survey
NB 2103 4525 B Dal Mor Horizontal Mill Crofting
NA 9950 2080 U Aird
Griamanish
House platform Unknown
NB24NW 04 B Dal Mor House, settlement. Bronze Age
/Neolithic
NB03SW 06 U Eornal Hut Circles Pre-historic
NB43NW 03 s Tong Farm Metal working
debris
iron working debris
ploughed up in field
Unknown
NB 1163 3442 u Reef Jetty Pre Clearance
NB 1156 3243 u Geshader Jetty Modern
NB 1278 2991 u Aonaig Bheag Jetty Unknown
NB 0510 3915 u Aird Uig Kale yard Post Medieval
NB 1441 3169 u Loch
Drovinish
Kale yard Pre Clearance
NB13SE 13 u Kirkibost Kerb Cairn Prehistoric
NB13SE 14 u Earshader Kerbed Cairn Prehistoric
NB 1316 2748 u Cnoc
Aonghais
Landing Slip Post Medieval
NB 1290 2986b u Aonaig Bheag Landing Slipway Post Medieval
NB 4218 3306 s Stornoway landing stage Modern
NB 2207 3270a u Calanais Landing stage Crofting
NB 2207 3270b u Calanais Landing stage Crofting
NB 2123 3252 u Calanais landing stage Crofting
NB 2166 3229a u Calanais Landing stage Crofting
NB 2166 3229b U Calanais Landing stage Crofting
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NB 1277 3064 U Stromacleit landing stage Unknown
NB 1278 3063 U Stromacleit landing stage Unknown
NB 1271 3006 u Ungeshader landing stage Post Medieval
NB 1271 3001 u Ungeshader landing stage Post Medieval
NB 1257 2982 u Ungeshader Landing Stage Post Medieval
NB 1243 2941 u Ungeshader Landing Stage Crofting
NB 1328 2726 u Scaliscro Landing Stage Crofting
NB 4213 3297 s Stomoway landing stage \ ephemeral Post Medieval
NB 035 363 u Guinnerso Landscape fragment Bronze Age
NB 4201 3160 s Stomoway large, anthropomorphic
stone pile
Unknown
NB 4198 3317 s Stornoway Lewes castle college Modern
NB 4265 3049 s Arnish Lewis Offshore factory Modern
NB43SW 28 s Stornoway lifeboat station and slip Modern
NB56NW 08 B Butt of Lewis Lighthouse Modern
NB 1724 4296 u Laimishader Lighthouse Modern
NB43SW 20 s Arnish Lighthouse Modern
NB53NE 02 s Tiumpan Head Lighthouse complex Modern
NB 4320 3082 s Arnish Lighthouse croft Crofting
NB 4318 3081 s Arnish Lighthouse keepers house Modern
NB 2083 3198 u Linshader Linsharder Township Modern
NB 1536 4001 u Dun Stuigh Lobster wall Post Medieval
NB 3014 4902 B Loch Arnol Man made island Prehistoric
NB 3397 5076 B Bru Marine industry features Modern
NB 3410 5073 B Bru Marine industry features Modern
NB 1327 4052 U Bostadh Marine industry features Unknown
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NB 1341 4051 U Bostadh Marine industry features Post Medieval
NB 1484 4015 U Kyles of Little
Bernera
Marine industry features Crofting
NB 1482 4014 u Kyles of Little
Bernera
Marine industry features Crofting
NB 1720 3722b u Loch Risay Marine industry features Modern
NB 1840 3624 u Kirkibost Marine industry features Post Medieval
NB 2049 3559 u Breasclete Marine industry features Crofting
NB 5616 3507 s Aird Marine industry features Modern
NB 0327 3279 u Carnish Marine industry features Post Medieval
NB 1442 3241 u Aird
Drovinish
Marine industry features Pre Clearance
NB 2323 3143 u Garynahine Marine industry features Post Medieval
NA 9808 2627 u Buaile Tiraso Marine industry features Post Medieval
NA 9811 2625 u Buaile Tiraso Marine industry features Post Medieval
NA 9902 2389 u Mealista Marine industry features Post Medieval
NA 9842 2557 u Brenish Marine industry, smoke
houses.
Post Medieval
NB 0510 3920 u Aird Uig Military structure 1940-45
NB03SW 12 u Mangersta Mill foundation/hut circle,
ephemeral
Medieval
NB 1167 3451 u Reef Mill stone quarry Prehistoric
NB46SE 18 B Toa Dibadale Mill, Horizontal Pre Clearance
NB 5537 5438 B Dibadale Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB 5517 5384 B Quilatotar Mill, Horizontal Pre Clearance
NB 1846 4354 u Garenin Mill, Horizontal Pre Clearance
NB14SW 05 u Croir Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB 0451 3836 u Aird Uig Mill, Horizontal Unknown
NB13NE15 U Breaclete Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
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NB 1158 3528 U Teinish Midden, Shell Mill, Horizontal Unknown
NB13NW 11 U Teinish Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB13NW 12 u Teinish Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB23SW 05 u Tolsta
Chaolais
Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB23SW 06 u Tolsta
Chaolais
Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB03SE 14 u Totarol Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB03SE 15 u Totarol Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB03SE 16 u Totarol Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB 1447 3233 u Aird
Drovinish
Mill, Horizontal Pre Clearance
NB12NW 02 u Ungeshader Mill, Horizontal Crofting
NB 1310 2799 u Tob na Muilne Mill, Horizontal Crofting
NB12NW 04 u Tob na Muilne Mill, Horizontal Unknown
NA92NE 01 u Islivig Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB 1266 2773 u Enaclete Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB12NW 07 u Enaclete Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB12NW 06 u Enaclete Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB32NE 04 L Grimshader Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NA 9929 2368 u Camas Mol
Linis
Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NA 9951 2316 u Camas Chala
Mol
Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NA 9960 2251 u Stacageo Mill, Horizontal Post Medieval
NB35SE 26 B Aird Barvas C Mill, Horizontal (Listed in
NMRS as a shieling)
Nil
NB 0912 3441 u Miavaig Modern Jetty Modern
NB 4185 3182 s Stornoway modern landing stage and Modern
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NB52NW 01 S Rubha nan
Suighean
monastic settlement Medieval
NB 0351 3341 u Crowlista mound with stones Unknown
NB 2110 4520 B Dal Mor Multi-Cellular Structure Prehistoric
NB 4613 3171 S Elolm multi-sided enclosures Modern
NB43SW 22 s Stornoway Municipal buildings Modern
NB 0436 3446 u Crowlista Old Track Post Medieval
NB 1774 4333 u Laimishader Path Unknown
NB 3335 5076 B Bru Path/Road Post Medieval
NB 0520 3804 u Aird Uig Pathway Post Medieval
NB14SE 08 u Carloway Pier Pier Modern
NB 5580 3740 s Portnaguran Pier Modern
NB 1540 3360 u Aird Torranish Pier Post Medieval
NB 5282 3091 s Bayble Pier Modern
NB 0387 3327 u Crowlista pier / edge of harbour Post Medieval
NB03NE 26 u Kneep Midden, Shell Pits Unknown
NB45NW 14 B Melbost Borve position of corn mill (lost) Post Medieval
NB 1477 3549 u Hacklete Possible bridge Unknown
NB54SW 01 B Earavik Possible CARH Unknown
NB 4254 5887b B Galson possible clearance cairn Unknown
NB 4254 5887c B Galson possible clearance cairn Unknown
NB 4258 5886 B Galson possible clearance cairn Unknown
NB 4262 5886a B Galson possible clearance cairn Unknown
NB 1346 2548 U Little Loch
Roag
Possible Crannog Unknown
NB 1865 3875 U Tolsta
Chaolais
Possible cup marked stone Prehistoric
NB 1483 3779b U Tobson Possible fallen standing Unknown
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NB35SE 37 B Meadale Mor C Possible Farm steading Nil
NB03NE 05 U Bhaltos Possible Hut Circle Prehistoric
NB03NW 05 U Bheannich Possible hut circles Pre-historic
NB 4177 5827 B Melbost Borve Possible hut platform Unknown
NB23SW 27 U Calanais possible hut platform Prehistoric
NB 0495 3358 U Timsgarry Ceramic/pottery possible hut platform Unknown
NB 2253 3049a u Sron a' Chail Possible man-made islet Unknown
NB 0728 3726 u Geodh' an
Uillt
Possible Mill Unknown
NB46SE 25 B Geodh' a'
Gharaidh
A Possible Shieling Nil
NB 0299 3263 u Carnish Midden, Shell possible shell midden Prehistoric
NB 1169 3235 u Geshader Possible walled islet Unknown
NB 4374 5943a B Galson Midden, Kitchen Possible wheelhouse Prehistoric
NB03SE 17 U Timsgarry pottery scatter (lost) Unknown
NB 1299 2580 u Gisla Power Station Modern
NB 5152 6629 B Eoropie Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 5082 6415 B Swainebost Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB46SE 05 B Dun Mara Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 4932 6270 B Cross sands Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 4702 6152 B Toa Dibadale Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 4685 6149 B Toa Dibadale Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 4677 6140 B Toa Dibadale Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 5624 6075 B Meall Geal Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 4524 6028 B Toa Galson Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 5355 5013a B Traigh Promontory Enclosure Unknown
Geiraha
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NB 3124 5005 B Arnol Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 2830 4971 B Stac na Scarbh Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 5373 4960 B Gob Hais Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB24NE 24.10 B Rubha Garson Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 2426 4764 B Rubha Caol Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB24NW 02 B Rubha na
Beirgh
Promontory Enclosure Iron age
NB 2249 4639 B Dalbeg Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 2201 4594 B Cnoc na
Moine
Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB24NW 05 U Garenin Promontory enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1869 4500 U Garenin Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 5228 4435 B Glen Tolsta Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 1830 4351b U Laimishader Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1785 4084 u Dun Carloway Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1340 4038 u Bostadh Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 1621 3724 u Breaclete Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 1731 3707 u Loch Risay Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 1738 3707 u Loch Risay Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 4675 3683 s Tonga Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0804 3648 u Clibd Thall Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1449 3644b u Valasay Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1390 3600 u Hacklete Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1407 3518b u Hacklete Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0261 3418 u Sheilavig Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 0292 3403 u Cleidir Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB03SW 21 U Gob Eirer Promontory Enclosure Unknown
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NB 5613 3332 S Sheshader Ceramic/pottery Promontory Enclosure Neolithic
NB 0377 3321 U Crowlista Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB 4721 3298 s Melbost Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0312 3293 u Carnish Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0314 3291 u Carnish Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NB53SE 01 s Dun Dubh Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0343 3205 u Carnish Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0036 3173 u Mangersta Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB03SW 01 u Mangersta Promontory Enclosure 17th Century
NB 0057 3109 u Mangersta Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 0053 3056 u Mangersta Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 4968 3000 s Swordale Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NA 9930 2930 u Aird Fenish Promontory Enclosure Iron age
NA 9950 2870 u Islivig Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NA 9945 2853 u Islivig Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NA 9841 2818 u Islivig Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NA 9856 2817 u Islivig Promontory Enclosure Unknown
NA 9940 2231 u Polla Thorr Promontory enclosure Prehistoric
NB 43SE 01 s Rubha
Shilldinish
Promontory Enclosure Prehistoric
NB56NW 01 B Dun Eistean Promontory Enclosure and
Dun
Prehistoric
NB 5123 6564 B Eoropie Promontory Enclosure and Prehistoric
multi- cellular structures
NB 5109 6516 B Eoropie Promontory Enclosure
with cellular structures
Prehistoric
NB 5519 4672 B Tolsta Head Promontory Enclosure, bi-
vallate
Unknown
NB 4691 3341 S Stornoway Promontory Enclosure, Bi- Prehistoric
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NB 5552 6180 B Cadha Promontory Enclosure,
multivalate
Prehistoric
NB 1612 3777c U Breaclete quarry Post Medieval
NB23SW 35 U Calanais Quartz Scatter Prehistoric
NB 4484 3078 s Holm Rectilinear Building Modern
NB 1510 3371 u Aird Torranish Rectilinear Platforms Post Medieval
NB 3981 2585 L Grimshader Reveted platform Unknown
NB 5235 6597 B Port Sto Road Modern
NB 1858 4220a U Laimishader Road/Path Post Medieval
NB 4012 2576 L Grimshader Rotting boat hulk Modern





B Dunan Croir Scatter of boulders Prehistoric
NB 4293 3036 S Arnish sea defence for factory Modern
NB 4268 3021 S Arnish sea defence for factory Modern
NB 1074 3451 U Reef Sea wall Post Medieval
NB 4200 3295a S Stornoway seawall\ grounds wall
building
Modern
NB 4486 5986 B Galson Settlement Unknown
NB 4468 5967 B Galson Settlement Unknown
NB 4422 5953b B Galson Settlement Pre Clearance
NB45NW02.00 B Galson Ceramic/pottery Settlement Prehistoric
NB45NW02.00 B Galson Ceramic/pottery Settlement Prehistoric
NB 4020 5660 B Borve Settlement Unknown
NB 5348 4997b B Traigh
Geiraha
Settlement Pre Clearance
NB 5476 4676 B Tolsta Settlement Unknown
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NB 2095 4540 B Dal Mor Settlement Pre Clearance
NB 1980 4481 U Garenin Settlement Pre Clearance
NB14SW 02 U Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Settlement Pictish
NB14SW 02 u Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Settlement Pictish
NB 1605 3778 u Breaclete Settlement Crofting
NB 0952 3701 u Bhaltos Settlement Post Medieval
NB03SE 09 u Miavaig
village
Settlement Modern
NB13SE 22 u Kirkibost Settlement Modern
NB03SW 14 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Settlement Pre Clearance
NB 0365 3340 u Crowlista Settlement Pre Clearance
NB 2161 3298 u Calanais Settlement Crofting
NB 0313 3252 u Carnish Midden, Shell Settlement Prehistoric
NB 2216 3247a u Spring Corrie Settlement Crofting
NB 2189 3242b u Tob nan
Leobag
Settlement Crofting
NB 0106 3101 u Mangersta Ceramic/pottery Settlement Prehistoric
NB 0106 3101 u Mangersta Ceramic/pottery Settlement Prehistoric
NB13NW 14 u Kneep Midden, Shell Settlement Prehistoric
NB13NW 14 u Kneep Midden, Shell Settlement Prehistoric
NB 1349 2715 u Scaliscro
Lodge
Settlement Modern
NA 9942 2080 u Aird
Griamanish
Settlement Post Medieval
NB 3026 4937 B Arnol Midden, Kitchen Settlement (old Arnol) Multi-phase
NB 3026 4937 B Arnol Midden, Kitchen Settlement (old Arnol) Multi-phase
NB 4415 5945 B Galson Settlement and field Pre Clearance
system
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NA92SE 03 U Mealista Settlement and site of Tigh Medieval
nam Cailleach Bubha
(nunnery)
NB 4064 5702 B Borve Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 5428 5184 B Lighe nan
Leac
Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 3488 5170c B Barvas Midden, Shell Settlement Mound Prehistoric
NB 5390 5120 B Traigh
Geiraha
Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 5349 4970d B Traigh
Geiraha
Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 5457 4793 B Tolsta Bone, Animal Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 5457 4793 B Tolsta Bone, Animal Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 2293 4656 B Dalbeg Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 5225 4434 B Glen Tolsta Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 1858 4220d U Laimishader Settlement Mound Pre Clearance
NB 1858 4220e u Laimishader Settlement Mound Pre Clearance
NB 1482 3785b u Tobson Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 0816 3647 u Clibd Thall Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 5264 3535 s Shulishader Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 4418 3506 s Laxdale Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 1170 3449 u Reef Stone (Chipped) Settlement Mound Post Medieval
NB 1170 3449 u Reef Stone (Chipped) Settlement Mound Post Medieval
NB 1813 3429 u Tiddaborra Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 1882 3367 u Tiddaborra Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 1956 3252 u Aird Collavig Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 0032 3157 u Mangersta Settlement Mound Prehistoric
NB 0091 3094 u Mangersta Shell Settlement Mound Prehistoric
NB 0091 3094 u Mangersta Shell Settlement Mound Prehistoric
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NB 4483 3035 S Holm Island Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 0049 3013 u Mangersta Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 1310 2537 u Gisla Settlement Mound Unknown
NB 1360 2445 u Giarol Settlement Mound Unknown





NB56SW 13 B Dun Eorodale Settlement 'promontory'
fort
Prehistoric
NB 3542 5324 B Aird Barvas Settlement, 4 rectilinear
structures
Pre Clearance
NB 5496 6183 B Port Skigersta Settlement, blackhouse Post Medieval
NB 2263 4580 B Dalbeg Settlement, Blackhouses
etc.
Crofting










NB45NW 46 B Melbost Borve B Settlement, modern
township
Nil
NB24NE 24.01 B Shawbost Settlement, modern
township
Modern
NB 2227 4581 B Rubha Beag Settlement, Round house
and cells
■ Unknown
NB 1521 3342 U Aird Torranish Sheep fank Modern
NB 0570 3250 u Lon Erista sheep watch Post Medieval
NB 1998 3217 u Collavig sheep watch Post Medieval
NB56NW 06 B Eoropie Shieling Unknown
NB35NE 07 B Borve C Shieling Nil
NB55SW 06 B Dun Othail B Shieling Nil
NB 2720 4962 B Aird Mhor Shieling Unknown
Braigar
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NB 2307 4659b B Geodha Tolaig
Mor
Shieling Unknown
NB 1561 4006b U Rubha Thorab Shieling Unknown
NB 0401 3815 U Aird Uig Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0377 3806 u Bheannich Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0622 3798 u Geodha Gorm Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0932 3786 u Seann Chreag Shieling Crofting
NB 1612 3777a u Breaclete Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0875 3736 u Camas
Shannageadh
Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0347 3688 u Nasavig Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1706 3683 u Breaclete Shieling Post Medieval
NB 2026 3683 u Sgeir Sgianailt Shieling Pre Clearance
NB 0311 3586 u Staca na Berie Shieling Unknown
NB 1404 3586 u Hacklete Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1429 3580 u Hacklete Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0451 3431 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0454 3415 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0454 3410 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0459 3404 u Traigh nan
Sruban
Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0457 3400 u Timsgarry Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0463 3397 u Timsgarry Shieling Unknown
NB 0473 3387 u Timsgarry Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0506 3350 u Timsgarry Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0499 3347 U Timsgarry Shieling Pre Clearance
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NB 0504 3338 U Timsgarry Shieling Post Medieval
NB 0502 3332 U Timsgarry Shieling Post Medieval
NB 2043 3322 u Calanais Shieling Unknown
NB 2111 3271a u Calanais Shieling Unknown
NB 0581 3265 u Lon Erista Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1931 3259 u Aird Scarista Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1919 3238 u Aird Scarista Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1343 3209 u Aird Chaol Shieling Unknown
NB 1335 3169 u Rubha Glas Shieling Pre Clearance
NB 5403 3157 s Bayble Shieling Unknown
NB 1342 3155 u Rubha Glas Shieling Pre Clearance
NB 2122 3139 u Linshader Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1277 3046 u Ungeshader Shieling Unknown
NB 1277 3045 u Ungeshader Shieling Unknown
NB 2254 3030 u Sron a' Chail Shieling Unknown
NB 1299 2987 u Aonaig Bheag Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1294 2986a u Aonaig Bheag Shieling Unknown
NB 1305 2969 u Aonaig Bheag Shieling Post Medieval
NB 1269 2757 u Enaclete Shieling Unknown
NB 1358 2466 u Giarol Shieling Post Medieval
NA 9914 2380 u Mealista shieling Unknown
NA 9961 2251 u Stacageo shieling Post Medieval




NB56NW 13 B Braighe Beag A Shielings Monitor, survey
NB56SW 44 B Skigersta C Shielings (possible) Nil
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NB35SE 25 B Aird Barvas C Shielings (possible) Nil
NB55NE 11 B Bilascleitir C Shielings, possible Nil
NB55NE 10 B Dibadale A Shielings, possible Monitor
NB 1891 4500 U Garenin Shelter Pre Clearance
NB 3984 2607 L Grimshader Ships boiler Modern
NB 1447 4027a U Croir Ships engine block Modern




Site of castle Prehistoric
NB24NW 01 B Rubh' an
Dunain
Site of Castle Unknown
NB14SE 03 U Laimishader Site of St Ciarans Church
(NMRS 4 Figure Gref. NB
18 42)
Medieval
NB 5565 3728 s Portnaguran Slip way Modern
NA92SE 02 u Mealista Souterrain Unknown
NB44SE 04 B Gress souterrain (buried) Iron age
NB44SE 09 B Gress souterrain (lost) Iron age
NB43SE 05 S Aignish St Columba's Church Post Medieval
NB 4222 3278
(NB43SW 08)
s Stornoway St. Lennans church (site Medieval
NB54NW 01 B Caisteal a'
Mhorair
Stack enclosed by wall Prehistoric
NB 5071 6377 B Swainbost Standing Stone Unknown
NB 1768 4301 U Laimishader Standing Stone Prehistoric
NB 1452 4028a u Croir Standing Stone Prehistoric
NB 1341 3852 u Tobson Standing Stone Unknown
NB 1736 3804 u Eilean Mor Standing Stone Neolithic
NB13SE 06 u Earshader Standing Stone Prehistoric
NB 2010 4530 U Garenin Still Pre Clearance
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NB 1931 4510 U Garenin Still Pre Clearance
NB 1948 4510 U Garenin Still Pre Clearance
NB 5121 6606 B Eoropie Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 5246 6592 B Port Sto Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 5240 6589 B Port Sto Sub-peat feature Modern
NB 5259 6562 B Knockaird Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 5101 6425 B Traigh Sanda Sub-peat feature Unknown








NB 4952 6289 B Cross Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 5453 6274 B Aird
Skeginess
Sub-peat feature Pre Clearance
NB 3706 5431 B Siorravig Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 3682 5428 B Siorravig Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 3541 5316 B Aird Barvas Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 3492 5230b B Geodhachan
Beaga
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 3472 5191 B Barvas Midden, Shell Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 3491 5188b B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 3491 5188c B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 3503 5185b B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 3493 5177 B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 3502 5174a B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 3502 5174b B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 3488 5170b B Barvas Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
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NB 3343 5074 B Bru Sub-peat feature Pre Clearance
NB 5349 4970c B Traigh
Geiraha
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 2327 4669 B Geodha Tolaig
Mor
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 2278 4593 B Dalbeg Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1877 4425 U Garenin Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 1819 4361b U Laimishader Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 5131 4319 B Sheilavig Mor Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1752 4312 U Laimishader Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1718 4296 U Laimishader Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1879 4242 u Borrowston Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 4921 4086 B Gress Midden, Kitchen Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1365 4008b U Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1365 4008b u Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1368 4006a u Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1368 4006a u Bostadh Midden, Kitchen Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 4902 3934 B Mol Mor
Vatisker
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0876 3736 u Camas
Shannageadh
Sub-peat feature Crofting
NB 0874 3732 u Camas
Shannageadh
Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 0855 3716 u Camas
Shannageadh
Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 1694 3708 u Breaclete Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0863 3679 u Camas na
Clibhe
Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 1721 3679a u Loch Risay Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 1464 3669a U Valasay Sub-peat feature Unknown
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NB 0858 3654 U Traigh na
Clibhe
Bone, Animal Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 5406 3640 S Shulishader Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 4446 3590 s Tong Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1027 3575 u Traigh na
Berie
Sub-peat feature Pre Clearance
NB 1098 3566 u Reef Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 1182 3537 u Reef Sub-peat feature Prehistoric
NB 1153 3510 u Teinish Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 5254 3510 s Shulishader Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1844 3378 u Tiddaborra Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 5603 3336 s Sheshader Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 4663 3330 s Stornoway
Airport
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0132 3317 u Skebadale Sub-peat feature Pre Clearance
NB 2062 3312b u Calanais Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1022 3279 u Carishader Sub-peat feature Modern
NB 2195 3269 u Tob nan
Leobag
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0416 3252 u Eornal Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0335 3248 u Carnish Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 0333 3243 u Carnish Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 1117 3241 u Geshader Sub-peat feature Pre Clearance
NB 0274 3240 u Carnish Sub-peat feature Modern
NB 0331 3237 u Carnish Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 2165 3233 u Calanais Sub-peat feature Crofting
NB 2191 3229 u Tob nan
Leobag
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0345 3199 U Carnish Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
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NB 0346 3195 U Carnish Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 0360 3184 U Cappadale Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0355 3161 u Cappadale Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0057 3126 u Mangersta Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 0097 3098 u Mangersta Sub-peat feature Pre Clearance
NB 4468 3073 s Holm Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 4458 3057 s Holm Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 0064 3037 u Loch
Sheilavig
Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NB 0064 3021 u Mangersta Sub-peat feature Medieval
NA 9957 2831 u Islivig Sub-peat feature Post Medieval
NA 9822 2783 u Islivig Sub-peat feature Unknown
NA 9902 2404a u Mealista Midden, Kitchen Sub-peat feature Medieval
NA 9946 2080 u Aird
Griamanish
Sub-peat feature Unknown
NB 1819 4361a u Laimishader Sub-peat feature, Cist? Unknown
NB 5260 6610 B Butt of Lewis Sub-peat feature, eroding
out of face
Post Medieval










NB 1447 3456c u Hacklete Stone Circle Neolithic
NB13SE 02 u Barraglom Stone Circle Neolithic
NB 0437 3445 u Crowlista Shell Stone concentration Unknown
NB 2065 3290 u Calanais Stone Dykes Neolithic
NB43SW 15 s Arnish Stone Object Unknown
NB 1386 4040 u Bostadh Stone row Unknown
NB 1413 3750 U Valasay Stone scatters Unknown
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NB24SW 16 B Rubha Tolaig
Beag
Stone Setting Prehistoric
NB03NW 03 U Bheannich Stone Setting Pre-historic
NB23SW 37 U Calanais Stone Setting Prehistoric
NB23SW 10 u Calanais Stone Setting Prehistoric
NB 1336 3092b u Rubh' an Tigh' stones with set orthostats Unknown





NB 4365 5942b B Galson Structure in section Prehistoric
NB 4365 5942c B Galson Midden, Kitchen Structure in section Prehistoric
NB 4365 5942c B Galson Midden, Kitchen Structure in section Prehistoric
NB23SW 18 U Calanais Sub-marine jetty Modern
NB24NE 03 B Teampull Eoin Teampull (ruined) Medieval
NB45NW 05 B Melbost Borve Teampull Bluigid Unknown
NB23SW 28 U Calanais Farm Test excavations Crofting






NB46SE 21 B Baile na Crois C Township Monitor
NB45NW 52 B Borve C Township Nil
NB24NE 08 B Bragar Township Crofting
NB 1950 4410 U Garenin Township Crofting
NB 2123 3432 U Calanais township cemetery Modern
NB 3994 5636 B Borve Track Crofting
NB 5229 4454 B Glen Tolsta Trackway Modern
NB 2333 3139 U Garynahine Trackway Modern
NB 2870 4875 B Port Mhor Traditional boat Modern
Bragar
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NB 1612 3777b U Breaclete traditional boats Crofting
NB 0460 3459 U Traigh nan
Sruban
Turf and stone dyke Pre Clearance
NB 2048 4550 u Garenin Turf Dyke Prehistoric
NB 2085 4470 B Dal Mor Turf Dyke Pre Clearance
NB 1480 3788 u Tobson Turf Dyke Unknown
NB03SW 20 u An Dunan Utilised natural islet Bronze Age
NB56NW 04 B Luchruban Wall Prehistoric
NB03NE 13 u Kneep Midden, Kitchen Wall Prehistoric
NB03NE 13 u Kneep Midden, Kitchen Wall Prehistoric
NB13NW 22 u Traigh na
Berie
Wall Unknown
NB 4568 3128 s Holm Wall Modern
NB52NW 01 s Bayble Wall Unknown
NB46SE 19 B Dunasbroc Wall enclosing a stack Unknown
NB 5341 4980 B Traigh
Geiraha
Wall eroding from dune Unknown
NB 4441 5948 B Galson Wall in section Unknown
NB 0450 3431 U Traigh nan
Sruban
walled islet Prehistoric
NB 1278 3085 u Stromacleit walled islet with causeway Prehistoric
NB 2333 3148 u Garynahine Weirs Post Medieval
NB 2182 3234 u Tob nan
Leobag
well Crofting
NB 1526 4004 u Croir Wooden boat hulk Crofting
NB 2210 3258a u Calanais Wooden Boat hulk Crofting
NB 4622 3172 s Holm wooden posts emerging
from shore
Unknown
NB 4622 3172 s Holm wooden posts emerging Unknown
from shore
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NB 0974 3659 U Kneep Metal Workshop Iron Age
NB 1473 3578 U Hacklete wreck - wooden boat Post Medieval
NB 5479 3689 s Flesherin Wreck, Hulk, Iron Modern
NB 4180 3281 s Stornoway WW2 blockhouse Modern
NB 4322 3069 s Arnish WW2 blockhouse Modern
NB 4305 3046 s Arnish WW2 blockhouse Modern
NB 2119 3517 u Breasclete WW2 Pillbox Modern
NB43SW 27 s Arnish WW2 twin gun
emplacement
Modern
NB 4414 3116 s Stoney Field WW2 Underground Modern
bunker
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Table 45: Count of monument classes recorded as part of the Cea(L) survey
Classification number of records

























Stone settings/ standing stones 3
Stray finds 82
Sub-peat features 63




APPENDIX 7: TABLES RELATING TO CALANAIS (WLLP)
Table 43: Gazetteer of sites recorded at Calanais (WLLP)
Sorted by classification and then by grid reference.
NGR Locale Classification Description Period
NB 20960 32980 Calanais Blackhouse Blackhouse Pre
Clearance




NB 21150 32950 Calanais Blackhouse early blackhouses Post
Medieval
NB 21200 35150 Breasclete Blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
NB 21240 32920 Calanais Blackhouse poly cellular blackhouses Post
Medieval
NB 21280 32810 Calanais Blackhouse remains of blackhouse including
cobbled floor
unknown
NB 21280 33200 Calanais Blackhouse stone built blackhouse crofting
NB 21290 33400 Calanais Blackhouse cultivation and blackhouse unknown
NB 21330 32900 Calanais Blackhouse partial remains of blackhouse Post
Medieval
NB 21330 33610 Calanais Blackhouse multi-phase blackhouse with partial crofting
remains of barn and large in-field
NB 21340 32870 Calanais Blackhouse turf remains of blackhouse unknown




NB 21360 32940 Calanais Blackhouse remains of blackhouse Post
Medieval
NB 21360 33350 Calanais Blackhouse two blackhouses with common
wall, on has small barn.
Post
Medieval
NB 21450 33010 Calanais Blackhouse blackhouse surrounded by square
cut cultivation
crofting
NB 21830 33120 Calanais Blackhouse blackhouse crofting
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NB 21830 33180 Calanais Blackhouse remains of blackhouse and
associated potato field
crofting
NB 21840 33170 Calanais Blackhouse precrofting blackhouse, polycellular Post
layout. Medieval
NB 21880 33130 Calanais Blackhouse remains of blackhouse crofting
NB 21350 32990 Calanais Burial chambered tomb in centre of the
Calanais stones
Neolithic
NB 20190 33040 Calanais Cairn constructed of large stones unknown
NB 20380 36020 Breasclete Cairn Cairn Post
Medieval
NB 20520 33600 Calanais Cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 20530 33160 Calanais Cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 20860 33090 Calanais Cairn Cairn Prehistoric
NB 20890 33870 Calanais Cairn small cairn on hill top Modern?
NB 21020 33210 Calanais Cairn two cairns unknown
NB 21020 33350 Calanais Cairn on small hill top measures 3.5 m
diameter
unknown
NB 21030 33330 Calanais Cairn rigging and small cairn unknown
NB 21040 33420 Calanais Cairn small arrangement of stones buried
in the peat
unknown
NB 21050 33380 Calanais Cairn rigging and cairns unknown
NB 21050 33420 Calanais Cairn wall, cairn and day shelter unknown
NB 21070 34070 Calanais Cairn in slight hollow, possible fire place unknown
NB 21070 34160 Calanais Cairn Stone dyke and cairn post-
medieval
NB 21120 33580 Calanais Cairn cairn measures 2x1.5m unknown
NB 21130 33140 Calanais Cairn rigging and cairn unknown
NB 21160 33370 Calanais Cairn cultivation and irregular cairns unknown
NB 21170 33100 Calanais Cairn 12 clearance cairns unknown
NB 21210 33860 Calanais Cairn lm x .5m unknown
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NB 21220 33920 Calanais Cairn small well built cairn unknown
NB 21260 33280 Calanais Cairn 4 irregular stone and turf mounds unknown
NB 21460 33220 Calanais Cairn stone mound, u-shaped, 4.5 x 12
metres
unknown
NB 21470 33550 Calanais Cairn rigging and clearance cairns unknown
NB 21490 32920 Calanais Cairn small clearance cairn Modern
NB 21500 33450 Calanais Cairn cultivation and cairns unknown




NB 21680 33560 Calanais Cairn three mounds of cairns forming a U
shaped feature 6 x4 metres
unknown
NB 21690 33790 Calanais Cairn Cairn Modern
NB 21750 32360 Tob nan
Leobag
Cairn cairn or possible building post-
medieval
NB 21880 32460 Tob nan
Leobag
Cairn cairn buried in peat post-
medieval
NB 21890 32520 Tob nan
Leobag
Cairn lazy beds and cairns post-
medieval
NB 22030 34220 Calanais Cairn alignment of stones terminating in
small cairn
unknown
NB 22040 33630 Calanais Cairn cairn measures 2x2 metres unknown
NB 22060 34480 Calanais Cairn large clearance cairn including
boulders
unknown
NB 22230 34500 Calanais Cairn series of cairns consisting of small
stones topped by one large stone
unknown
NB 22680 33970 Calanais Cairn oval shieling, 4.5x3 metres with
small cairn at centre
unknown
NB 22830 34000 Calanais Cairn small cairn on bedrock unknown
NB 22900 32900 Calanais Cairn possible long cairn consisting of
peat and turf over stones
unknown




NB 24110 33660 Calanais Cairn small collection of stones on unknown
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prominent knoll
NB 24200 33190 Calanais Cairn small collection of stones on
prominent knoll
unknown
NB 24430 33810 Calanais Cairn slight remains of curvilinear
shieling measures 3x2 metres, next
to remains of cairn
unknown
NB 24550 33990 Calanais Cairn linear clearance cairn? On edge of
bedrock
unknown
NB 26610 31550 Calanais Cairn Possible shieling remains,
rectilinear stone, buried in peat, 3x2
metres, immediately adjacent to a
cairn
unknown
NB 27540 32070 Flodavat Cairn rectilinear cairn 1.5x1 metres unknown
NB 28280 32300 Calanais Cairn Possible circular shieling, stone
built, and adjacent cairn
unknown
NB 28320 33570 Calanais Cairn small cairn unknown
NB 28370 33670 Calanais Cairn small cairn unknown
NB 28460 31800 Calanais Cairn cairn buried in peat 0.5x0.5 metres Prehistoric
?
NB 20390 35830 Breasclete Cellular Structure Cell Post
Medieval
NB 20470 33160 Calanais Cellular Structure Cell, turf built Unknown
NB 20500 33170 Calanais Cellular Structure promontory with many feannags
and possible cellular structure
Unknown
NB 20530 33160 Calanais Cellular Structure 3 Cell Prehistoric
NB 20690 33430 Calanais Cellular Structure two possible cells on hill top Unknown
NB 21310 33350 Calanais Cellular Structure possible early blackhouse 8x6
metres with entrance in the end
wall, nearby circular stone structure
2.5 metres in diameter
unknown
NB 21440 33200 Calanais Cellular Structure structure constructed of small
stones and pebbles 2.5 x 3 metres
unknown
NB 21730 32600 Tob nan
Leobag
Cellular Structure Cell Unknown
NB 24960 31820 Calanais Cellular Structure small stone circular cell 1 metre in unknown
diameter
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NB 22100 33830 Calanais Communications tracks unknown
NB 23330 31390 Garynahin
e
Communications Trackway Modern
NB 24710 34690 Calanais Communications stepping stones unknown
NB 20350 33600 Calanais Cultivation feannags Post
Medieval
NB 20450 33590 Calanais Cultivation Cultivation, Rigging Pre
Clearance
NB 20500 33170 Calanais Cultivation promontory with many feannags
and possible cellular structure
Unknown
NB 20550 33550 Calanais Cultivation feannags in valley next to sea shore post-
medieval
NB 20610 33920 Calanais Cultivation cultivation rigging post-
medieval
NB 20700 35300 Breasclete Cultivation Cultivation, Square Cut Post
Medieval
NB 20770 33240 Calanais Cultivation rigging Post
Medieval
NB 20810 33100 Calanais Cultivation Cultivation, Rigging Pre
Clearance
NB 20960 33080 Calanais Cultivation 2 lazybeds unknown
NB 20980 34200 Calanais Cultivation north facing valley with rig,
mounds and possible hut circles
unknown
NB 20990 33030 Calanais Cultivation Cultivation, Square Cut Pre
Clearance
NB 21030 33330 Calanais Cultivation rigging and small cairn unknown
NB 21040 33420 Calanais Cultivation
NB 21050 33380 Calanais Cultivation rigging and cairns unknown
NB 21060 33360 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds unknown
NB 21070 33160 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21090 33220 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21100 33560 Calanais Cultivation shieling and cultivation unknown
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NB 21120 32790 Calanais Cultivation cultivation, rigging unknown
NB 21120 33100 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21130 33140 Calanais Cultivation rigging and cairn unknown
NB 21150 33360 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21160 33180 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21160 33370 Calanais Cultivation cultivation and irregular cairns unknown
NB 21220 33080 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21230 33650 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21240 33140 Calanais Cultivation mound measures 15 x 27 metres
with one wall visible on top,
surrounded by rigging
unknown
NB 21260 32750 Calanais Cultivation feannags unknown
NB 21270 33000 Calanais Cultivation square cut cultivation crofting
NB 21270 33020 Calanais Cultivation platform enclosed by stone wall
enclosing rigging
unknown
NB 21270 33090 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21280 33100 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21280 33650 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21290 33180 Calanais Cultivation rigging close to associated
blackhouse
unknown
NB 21290 33400 Calanais Cultivation cultivation and blackhouse unknown
NB 21300 32970 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21330 33100 Calanais Cultivation cultivation, square cut Crofting
NB 21340 32890 Calanais Cultivation cultivation unknown
NB 21350 32980 Calanais Cultivation cultivation crofting
NB 21350 33130 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21350 34100 Calanais Cultivation rigging and three standing stones post-
medieval
NB 21370 32970 Calanais Cultivation square cut cultivation crofting
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NB 21400 33050 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21400 33200 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21400 33390 Calanais Cultivation collapsed stone enclosure measures
22x7 metres, surrounded by lazy
bedding
unknown
NB 21420 33720 Calanais Cultivation lazybeds unknown
NB 21420 33830 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21430 33220 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21450 33010 Calanais Cultivation blackhouse surrounded by square
cut cultivation
crofting
NB 21450 33720 Calanais Cultivation lazy beds unknown
NB 21470 33120 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21470 33550 Calanais Cultivation rigging and clearance cairns unknown
NB 21480 32390 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21500 33450 Calanais Cultivation cultivation and cairns unknown
NB 21500 33570 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21500 33900 Calanais Cultivation lazy beds Post
Medieval
NB 21510 33170 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21540 32920 Calanais Cultivation rigging and collapsed stone wall unknown
NB 21550 32970 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21550 33230 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21550 33570 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21560 33040 Calanais Cultivation Rigging unknown
NB 21570 33110 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21590 33330 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 21650 33170 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
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NB 21700 33080 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21700 33250 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21700 33350 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21720 33490 Calanais Cultivation square cut cultivation crofting
NB 21780 32300 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation rigging and walls post-
medieval
NB 21830 32320 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation lazy bedding post-
medieval
NB 21830 32830 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation lazy bedding post-
medieval
NB 21860 32930 Calanais Cultivation Cultivation, Square Cut Crofting
NB 21870 32340 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation lazy bedding post-
medieval
NB 21890 32520 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation lazy beds and cairns post-
medieval
NB 21900 33180 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21900 33280 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21910 33470 Calanais Cultivation square cut rigging crofting
NB 21920 32280 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation lazy bedding post-
medieval
NB 21920 33350 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21950 33140 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21950 33420 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21980 33250 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 21990 32260 Tob nan
Leobag
Cultivation cord rigging, lazy bedding modern?
NB 22000 33150 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 22000 35180 Calanais Cultivation square cut lazy beds crofting
NB 22030 34220 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 22160 32470 Calanais Cultivation Cultivation, Square Cut Crofting
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NB 22170 33660 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 22270 34100 Calanais Cultivation turf shieling in area of rigging unknown
NB 22310 34640 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 22560 34360 Calanais Cultivation rigging unknown
NB 23090 34400 Calanais Cultivation very faint rigging unknown
NB 23760 34710 Calanais Cultivation possible rigging unknown
NB 23970 33240 Calanais Cultivation rigging/lazy bedding unknown
NB 24500 33050 Calanais Cultivation cultivation platforms Crofting
NB 24570 32360 Calanais Cultivation Rigging unknown
NB 26550 31960 Calanais Cultivation Rigging cut into peat unknown




NB 27550 33580 Calanais Cultivation Rigging cut into peat unknown
NB 28720 31620 Calanais Cultivation possible rigging unknown
NB 20620 33120 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 20650 32770 Calanais Dyke stone wall or jetty/slipway on shore
edge
unknown
NB 20650 32900 Calanais Dyke Stone Dykes Neolithic
NB 20650 33060 Bratanish
mor
Dyke walls under peat and sea running
between island and shore and island
into sea
Neolithic
NB 20810 32850 Calanais Dyke wall under peat on island shore Neolithic
NB 20810 33100 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
NB 20860 33090 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Stone and Turf Post
Medieval
NB 20870 34390 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 20960 33080 Calanais Dyke possible township boundary unknown
NB 21000 32930 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
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NB 21050 32960 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 21050 33350 Calanais Dyke wall or clearance at foot of hill
slope
unknown
NB 21050 33420 Calanais Dyke wall, cairn and day shelter unknown
NB 21050 33580 Calanais Dyke remains of stone wall unknown
NB 21070 34160 Calanais Dyke stone dyke and cairn post-
medieval
NB 21110 32710 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 21130 32580 Calanais Dyke lines of rocks going into the sea prehistoric
?
NB 21130 32840 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
NB 21130 32840 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Stone and Turf Unknown
NB 21150 33640 Calanais Dyke grass covered wall unknown
NB 21240 32560 Calanais Dyke wall bellow hwm, possible fish trap prehsitoric
7
NB 21250 32490 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 21250 32490 Calanais Dyke stone dyke on the edge of the shore
running into the water
unknown
NB 21330 32900 Calanais Dyke larger stones of wall survive in




NB 21350 32630 Calanais Dyke remains of stone dyke unknown
NB 21350 34030 Calanais Dyke wall runs length of croft modern
NB 21370 33030 Calanais Dyke wall Crofting
NB 21380 33030 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 21380 33250 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 21380 33600 Calanais Dyke stone wall, old croft boundary crofting
NB 21400 32820 Calanais Dyke wall, buried in peat unknown
NB 21410 34030 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Crofting
NB 21480 33990 Calanais Dyke wall runs from shore into sea, prehsitoric
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submerged ?
NB 21540 32920 Calanais Dyke rigging and collapsed stone wall unknown
NB 21590 33010 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 21620 33710 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
NB 21640 32860 Dyke Wall Post-
medieval
NB 21650 32760 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 21730 33330 Calanais Dyke remains of stone wall unknown
NB 21750 33460 Calanais Dyke wall Modern
NB 21790 32740 Tob nan
Leobag
Dyke wall under peat neolithic
NB 21820 32150 Calanais Dyke over grown stone wall unknown
NB 21820 33910 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 21830 32640 Tob nan
Leobag
Dyke wall under peat neolithic
NB 21850 32670 Tob nan
Leobag
Dyke wall going under the peat neolithic
NB 21890 33140 Calanais Dyke stone wall and remains of possible
shelter on small knoll
unknown
NB 21900 32640 Dyke Wall under peat Neolithic
NB 21990 32160 Calanais Dyke wall running into water prehistoric
?
NB 22070 32680 Calanais Dyke Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 22140 34500 Calanais Dyke bank including large boulders unknown
NB 22420 32180 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke, Stone and Turf Post
Medieval
NB 22810 33850 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 22840 33810 Calanais Dyke buried in grass, possible wall unknown
NB 22970 31380 Garynahin Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
e Medieval
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NB 22990 32540 Dyke Wall under peat Neolithic
NB 23000 31340 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
NB 23040 31510 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
NB 23100 33250 Calanais Dyke wall running from eroding face into prehistoric
loch ?
NB 23130 31530 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke Prehistoric
NB 23220 31540 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke, Drystone Post
Medieval
NB 23340 31480 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke, Drystone Unknown
NB 23350 31500 Garynahin
e
Dyke Dyke, Drystone Modern
NB 23470 32810 Calanais Dyke running from eroding face of loch
into the water 12 parallel walls
prehsitoric
?
NB 23690 34070 Calanais Dyke wall on bedrock unknown
NB 24200 33010 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 24230 31860 Calanais Dyke curving turf and stone bank,
possibly forming two sides of an
enclosure
unknown
NB 24620 33200 Calanais Dyke small stone dyke projecting into a
loch
unknown
NB 24850 34500 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 25550 34140 Calanais Dyke two walls run into lock unknown
NB 26620 30770 Calanais Dyke stone wall at foot of peat cutting Prehistoric
NB 28370 31880 Calanais Dyke sub peat feature neolithic
NB 29100 32600 Calanais Dyke wall unknown
NB 29690 33080 Calanais Dyke stone wall under peat prehsitoric
NB 29700 33000 Calanais Dyke wall under peat Neolithic
NB 21230 34320 Calanais Ecclesiastical township cemetery Modern
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NB 20310 33600 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Rectilinear, Turf and
stone
Unknown
NB 20310 33600 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Rectilinear, Stone and
earth
Unknown
NB 20420 33610 Calanais Enclosure wall and possible enclosure on
beach.
unknown
NB 20530 33160 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Curvilinear, Stone and
earth
Prehistoric
NB 20590 33190 Calanais Enclosure Circular enclosure of stones on
beach 15m diam
unknown
NB 21020 33110 Calanais Enclosure fragmentary remains of turf and
stone curvilinear enclosure
unknown
NB 21020 33280 Calanais Enclosure possible stone enclosure unknown
NB 21110 32710 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Rectilinear, Turf and
stone
Unknown
NB 21110 33300 Calanais Enclosure agricultural enclosure measures
10x10m
unknown
NB 21180 32520 Calanais Enclosure remains of enclosure on shore unknown
NB 21210 33190 Calanais Enclosure apsoidal ended drystone enclosure
8 x5 metres with entrance in east
face
unknown
NB 21230 33400 Calanais Enclosure d shaped stone enclosure with
entrance in east side, 3x5 metres
unknown
NB 21240 34100 Calanais Enclosure remains or enclosure with modern
hearth
unknown
NB 21260 33290 Calanais Enclosure agricultural enclosure measures
4x6m
unknown
NB 21270 33020 Calanais Enclosure platform enclosed by stone wall
enclosing rigging
unknown
NB 21300 33260 Calanais Enclosure remains of early enclosure, possibly unknown
a house, have been reused as a shed
NB 21310 33080 Calanais Enclosure delimiting historic Scotland land modern
NB 21330 33080 Calanais Enclosure potato field Crofting
NB 21330 33120 Calanais Enclosure enclosure measures 15x17 metres unknown
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NB 21370 32690 Calanais Enclosure rectilinear stone built enclosure unknown
NB 21370 33370 Calanais Enclosure stone built rectilinear field, 15 x 17
metres
unknown
NB 21400 32580 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Curvilinear, Drystone Prehistoric
NB 21400 33390 Calanais Enclosure collapsed stone enclosure measures
22x7 metres, surrounded by lazy
bedding
unknown
NB 21450 33330 Calanais Enclosure square enclosure built of drystone,
no apparent entrance. 10 xlO
metres
unknown
NB 21470 33270 Calanais Enclosure rectilinear stone enclosure measures unknown
8x6 metres
NB 21480 34100 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Curvilinear Unknown
NB 21590 32920 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Rectilinear, Drystone Crofting
NB 21690 32720 Calanais Enclosure Enclosures? Unknown
NB 21790 33510 Calanais Enclosure two circular enclosures measuring 8
metres an 10 metres diameter, the
smaller overlying the larger
unknown
NB 21800 32590 Tob nan
Leobag
Enclosure possible enclosure post-
medieval
NB 21800 33320 Calanais Enclosure rubble filled enclosure measures
6x5 metres one entrance in west
wall
unknown
NB 21820 32330 Tob nan
Leobag
Enclosure field with gate post-
medieval
NB 21820 32340 Tob nan
Leobag
Enclosure Enclosure, Rectilinear, Drystone Crofting
NB 21860 32370 Tob nan
Leobag
Enclosure field, drystone wall post-
medieval
NB 21930 33220 Calanais Enclosure stone enclosure measures 5x6
metres
unknown
NB 21950 33010 Calanais Enclosure Enclosure, Rectilinear, Drystone Crofting
NB 21960 33810 Calanais Enclosure possible boulder enclosure unknown
NB 21980 32200 Calanais Enclosure curvilinear wall possibly enclosure neolithic
running under peat
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NB 22810 33330 Calanais Enclosure built against low mound this
enclosure measures 4x4 metres
unknown
NB 23240 33130 Calanais Enclosure remains of rectilinear enclosures on
shore of a loch llxl metres with 3
separate partitions. Possible fishtrap
or submerged enclosure
unknown
NB 23380 32350 Calanais Enclosure curvilinear turf and stone enclosure
1 metres radius is overlain by a turf
and stone dyke fragment 20 metres
long
unknown
NB 23670 33010 Calanais Enclosure rectilinear drystone enclosure, 13x6 unknown
metres
NB 23670 33010 Calanais Enclosure possible remains of blackhouse on
corner
unknown





Field System Field System Prehistoric
NB 20470 33160 Calanais Field System Field System Unknown
NB 20480 35730 Breasclete Field System Field System Modern
NB 20480 36150 Breasclete Field System Field System Post
Medieval
NB 21460 33870 Calanais Field System Field System Crofting
NB 21890 32420 Calanais Field System Field System Crofting
NB 21910 32740 Calanais Field System Field System Bronze
Age
NB 20950 32950 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
blackhouse barn and kale yard Post
Medieval
NB 20960 33280 Calanais Flabitational
Enclosure
old blackhouse and barn, with
attached kale yards etc
Post
Medieval





NB 21160 32590 Calanais Habitational Enclosure, Habitational, Unknown
Enclosure Curvilinear, Stone and earth core
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NB 21200 33820 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure




NB 21280 33150 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
remains of blackhouse, 15x6 metres crofting
NB 21300 33120 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
remains of old blackhouse Post
Medieval
NB 21310 33350 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
possible early blackhouse 8x6
metres with entrance in the end
wall, nearby circular stone structure
2.5 metres in diameter
unknown
NB 21390 32760 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure




NB 21410 32960 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
remains of blackhouse with earlier
structures underneath
unknown
NB 21410 33950 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
upstanding house with roof still
partially intact
unknown
NB 21420 32820 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
remains of two circular huts or
houses circa 8 metres in diameter
unknown
NB 21450 32970 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
remains of collapsed blackhouse
with corrugated iron roof, measures
12 x 6 metres
Crofting
NB 21450 33200 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
shieling or small blackhouse,
measures 3x6 metres
unknown
NB 21450 33940 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
remains of blackhouse, now sheep
dip
unknown
NB 21520 33190 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure




NB 21810 33420 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
small two room whitehouse built in
to part of a blackhouse
Modern







NB 21820 33440 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
small blackhouse measures 3 x5
metres with entrance through byre
unknown








NB 21890 32420 Tob nan Habitational Enclosure, Habitational, Modern
Leobag Enclosure Rectilinear, Drystone
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house build 1936, two stories modern
NB 22110 33380 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
roofless house with later reuse as
pig sty/chicken house
Modern
NB 22380 33910 Calanais Habitational
Enclosure
two cell blackhouse, 13x4 metres unknown






NB 20990 34200 Calanais Hut
platform/circle
possible hut platform Prehistoric
NB 21360 32030 Calanais Industrial Feature remains of a kiln unknown
NB 22300 34500 Calanais Industrial Feature estate dam modern
NB 22900 33740 Calanais Industrial Feature orthostat quarry, possible site of
quarry for the Calanais stones,
many orthstats still on the site
prehsitoric
?
NB 22970 30420 Breasclete Industrial Feature factory hand crane Modern
NB 24360 33000 Calanais Industrial Feature remains of estate dam unknown
NB 24690 34700 Calanais Industrial Feature estate dam Modern
NB 26030 34170 Calanais Industrial Feature estate dam modern
NB 26040 34180 Calanais Industrial Feature estate dam Post
Medieval
NB 29070 32620 Calanais Industrial Feature estate dam Modern
NB 34100 24350 Calanais Industrial Feature estate dam modern
NB 22360 34300 Calanais Man Made Island
NB 20490 35590 Breasclete Marine Industry
Feature
Marine industry features Crofting




NB 21020 32910 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
two boat nausts Post
Medieval
NB 21200 32480 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Sub-marine jetty Modern
NB 21230 32520 Calanais Marine Industry landing stage Crofting
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Feature
NB 21250 32490 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
cleared landing area unknown
NB 21250 32490 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
cleared boat hall and naust unknown




NB 21420 32680 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
slipway unknown
NB 21430 32780 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
boat slipway unknown
NB 21450 32690 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
cleared boat landing area on the
shore
unknown
NB 21450 32780 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
slipway with wall on one side unknown




platform or jetty on the shore post-
medieval




NB 21660 32290 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Landing stage Crofting
NB 21660 32290 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Landing stage Crofting
NB 21670 33050 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
boat slipway unknown








NB 21900 32970 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Boat Naust Crofting
NB 21940 32670 Marine Industry
Feature
Wall, fish trap Neolithic
NB 22070 32700 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Landing stage Crofting
NB 22070 32700 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Landing stage Crofting
NB 22100 32580 Calanais Marine Industry Wooden Boat hulk Crofting
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Feature
NB 22100 32580 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
Harbour Crofting
NB 22970 30420 Breasclete Marine Industry
Feature
factory pier Modern










Marine industry features Post
Medieval
NB 23300 33100 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
unknown
NB 23700 34250 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
unenclosed platform settlements
overlook lock to east and several
fishing stances
prehsitoric
NB 24740 34910 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
fishing stance unknown
NB 27200 35700 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
boat naust or fish trap unknown
NB 28630 33540 Calanais Marine Industry
Feature
fishing stance unknown
NB 21190 35170 Breasclete Military WW2 Pillbox Modern
NB 20770 34400 Calanais Miscellaneous
Feature
breakwater Unknown
















Arch. Research Centre Modern





NB 21420 32940 Calanais Miscellaneous
Feature
drainage unknown
NB 21770 32280 Tob nan Miscellaneous breakwater Crofting
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Leobag Feature















NB 22000 32750 Calanais Miscellaneous
Feature
Breakwater Crofting
NB 22040 33630 Calanais Miscellaneous
Feature
stone lined drainage ditch unknown
NB 22170 33140 Calanais Miscellaneous
Feature
drainage ditch unknown
NB 22830 34820 Calanais Miscellaneous
Feature
stone lined drainage ditch unknown












NB 20960 34050 Calanais Platform Feature rectilinear turf platform, on north
facing slopes
unknown
NB 20980 34200 Calanais Platform Feature north facing valley with rig,
mounds and possible hut circles
unknown
NB 21820 32310 Tob nan
Leobag
Platform Feature 2 rectilinear stone platforms unknown
NB 23700 34250 Calanais Platform Feature unenclosed platform settlements
overlook lock to east and several
fishing stances
prehsitoric
NB 25480 33360 Calanais Platform Feature possible platform defined by stone
feature, 12x4 metres
unknown
NB 28370 33670 Calanais Platform Feature platform measuring 15x45 metres
south facing
unknown
NB 28780 32880 Calanais Platform Feature two platforms and associated cairns
and mounds
Prehistoric
NB 20500 33170 Calanais Promontory promontory with many feannags Unknown
Enclosure and possible cellular structure
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ditch cutting off small promontory unknown
NB 20980 34200 Calanais Settlement north facing valley with rig,
mounds and possible hut circles
unknown




NB 21610 32980 Calanais Settlement Settlement Crofting
NB 21890 32420 Tob nan
Leobag
Settlement Settlement Crofting




NB 27480 33500 Calanais Settlement remains of shieling or small long
house constructed of stone and turf,
10x6 metres
unknown
NB 30710 33200 Calanais Settlement enclosures of promontory with
shieling and wall features
unknown
NB 20980 34200 Calanais Settlement
Mound
north facing valley with rig,
mounds and possible hut circles
unknown
NB 21240 33140 Calanais Settlement
Mound
mound measures 15 x 27 metres
with one wall visible on top,
surrounded by rigging
unknown
NB 21800 33530 Calanais Settlement
Mound
mound of earth and stone
measuring 12 x 20 metres
unknown
NB 24840 34120 Calanais Settlement
Mound
Possible settlement mound unknown
NB 25030 34080 Calanais Settlement
Mound
Possible settlement mound unknown
NB 25380 34280 Calanais Settlement
Mound
Possible settlement mound unknown
NB 26290 33930 Calanais Settlement
Mound
long low mound, 8x22 metres unknown
NB 26400 34230 Calanais Settlement
Mound
mound, 13x20 metres unknown
NB 27390 33670 Calanais Settlement turf mound 14x10 metres and 2 unknown
Mound metres high
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NB 28690 34680 Calanais Settlement
Mound
mound measures 8 metres diameter
2 metre high
unknown
NB 28730 34680 Calanais Settlement
Mound
mound 12 metres diameter, 3
metres high
unknown
NB 30720 32070 Calanais Settlement
Mound
44 metre diameter mound unknown
NB 30760 33180 Calanais Settlement
Mound
turf mound unknown
NB 30810 31930 Calanais Settlement
Mound
16 metre diameter mound unknown
NB 20430 33220 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
Shieling Unknown
NB 21080 34080 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
day shelter unknown
NB 21100 33560 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
shieling and cultivation unknown
NB 21110 32710 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
Shieling Unknown
NB 21170 32640 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
remains of rectilinear day shelter unknown
NB 21200 33840 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site




NB 21200 33860 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone day shelter post-
medieval
NB 21200 34120 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval stone and turf shieling, single
cell
unknown
NB 21320 33970 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
shieling unknown
NB 21450 33240 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone shieling unknown
NB 21500 33900 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
3x5m rectilinear stone shieling Post
Medieval
NB 21560 32920 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
remains of shieling or cairn,
measures 2.5x1 metres
unknown
NB 21650 32900 Shieling/ Shieling? post-
transhumance site medieval
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NB 22070 33750 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
stone shieling, 3x2 metres unknown
NB 22160 33190 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
two structures, 2x 3 metres and 2x2
metres
unknown





NB 22270 34100 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf shieling in area of rigging unknown
NB 22490 33860 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval shaped single cell shieling,
measuring 3x2 metres
unknown
NB 22680 33970 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval shieling, 4.5x3 metres with
small cairn at centre
unknown
NB 22810 33330 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
possible shieling or shepherds day
shelter, measures 1.5xlmetres
unknown
NB 22810 33330 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
shieling or day shelter, built on
bedrock, 2x2 metres
unknown
NB 23270 32780 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
two walls 2 metres long rung at
right angles to a rock face form a
day shelter
unknown
NB 23800 33320 Calanais Shieling/ measures 3x2.5 metres roughly oval unknown
transhumance site turf built stone lined with opposing
entrances
NB 23840 33300 Calanais Shieling/ measures 2.5x2 metres, circular
transhumance site cellular shieling
unknown
NB 23870 32990 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular shieling, of turf and stone,
3 metres diameter
unknown
NB 23880 32990 Calanais Shieling/ circular/oval shieling with opposing unknown
transhumance site entrances, constructed mostly of
turf, 4 metres diameter
NB 23940 32880 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone shieling, 4x3
metres
unknown
NB 23940 32880 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular shieling, 2 metres diameter unknown
NB 23970 32470 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval shieling, stone and turf,
measures 3x2metres
unknown
NB 24160 34650 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf and stone shieling, 4x3 unknown
transhumance site metres
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NB 24200 32950 Calanais Shieling/ fragmentary remains of rectangular unknown
transhumance site stone shieling, 4x3 metres
NB 24210 33720 Calanais Shieling/ wall running along a stream shore
transhumance site with a rectilinear shieling built into
it
unknown
NB 24290 34100 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with no
transhumance site apparent entrances, 1 wall is made
up by bedrock, 3x2 metres
unknown
NB 24330 34060 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with two possible cells. Measures
2.5x2 metres
unknown
NB 24380 33320 Calanais Shieling/ 3x3 metre square shieling of stone
transhumance site and turf
unknown
NB 24400 33730 Calanais Shieling/ fragmentary remains of stone and
transhumance site turf shieling, oval, 4x2 metres
unknown
NB 24430 33810 Calanais Shieling/ slight remains of curvilinear
transhumance site shieling measures 3x2 metres, next
to remains of cairn
unknown
NB 24450 32500 Calanais Shieling/ small stretch of drystone wall
transhumance site possibly day shelter
unknown
NB 24460 33630 Calanais Shieling/ 3x2.5 metre stone and turf
transhumance site rectilinear shieling, with opposing
entrances
unknown
NB 24460 34170 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 4x2.5 metres
unknown
NB 24530 32590 Calanais Shieling/ remains of curvilinear, turf shieling
transhumance site with some stone, oval, 2x3 metres
unknown
NB 24550 33970 Calanais Shieling/ two cell oval shieling, one 3x2
transhumance site metres and one 5x3 metres. Both
are stone and turf
unknown
NB 24580 33950 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf and stone shieling 3
transhumance site metres diameter
unknown
NB 24640 33970 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf and stone lined
transhumance site shieling, opposing entrances 5x4
metres
unknown
NB 24730 33250 Calanais Shieling/ remains of turf shieling overlain by unknown
transhumance site stone rectilinear shieling, 5 x 3.5
meters, opposing entrances
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NB 24760 33660 Calanais Shieling/ two oval stone and turf cells, 3x2.5 unknown
transhumance site metres and 2x3 metres
NB 24770 32840 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear shieling of turf with
transhumance site some stone at one end. 4.5x3
metres, opposing entrances
unknown
NB 24790 34190 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with opposing entrances, 5x3
metres
unknown
NB 24820 33660 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling 2.5x4
transhumance site metres
unknown
NB 24820 33660 Calanais Shieling/ 3 metre diameter circular shieling
transhumance site
unknown
NB 25000 32680 Calanais Shieling/ circular stone shieling, no
transhumance site discernable entrance, 3x2.5 metres
unknown
NB 25100 33030 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf built stone lined
transhumance site shieling with opposing entrances,
4x3 metres
unknown
NB 25100 33030 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf shieling, no visible
transhumance site entrance, 4 metres diameter
unknown
NB 25190 33420 Calanais Shieling/ oval shieling situated on a bed rock
transhumance site knoll, constructed of turf,3 x 4
metres
unknown
NB 25250 33810 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with opposing entrances, 5x3
metres
unknown
NB 25280 33600 Calanais Shieling/ fragmentary remains of a turf and
transhumance site stone shieling with opposing
entrances, 4x3 metres
unknown
NB 25310 33510 Calanais Shieling/ Oval, turf shieling built on a rock
transhumance site outcrop, no apparent entrances, 4x3
metres
unknown
NB 25320 34570 Calanais Shieling/ two curvilinear turf shillings with
transhumance site one stone wall measure 4 metres in
diameter
unknown
NB 25340 34720 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf and stone shieling
transhumance site with opposing entrances, 6x4
metres
unknown
NB 25350 34310 Calanais Shieling/ stone rectilinear shieling unknown
transhumance site
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NB 25370 33590 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval shieling turf built, 3x2 metres unknown
NB 25410 33560 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf and stone circular shieling 2
metres diameter
unknown
NB 25410 34550 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval shieling on mound, 6x4 metres unknown
constructed of turf
NB 25420 33470 Calanais Shieling/ irregular curvilinear turf and stone
transhumance site shieling, 2 possible entrances, 5x6
metres
unknown
NB 25420 33470 Calanais Shieling/ stone built rectilinear shieling,
transhumance site opposing entrances, 4x5.5 metres
unknown
NB 25450 33540 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval, turf and stone shieling, 5x2
metres
unknown
NB 25450 33560 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
square turf and stone shieling,
fragmentary remains, 3x3 metres
unknown
NB 25560 31390 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf shieling, 3 metres
diameter
unknown
NB 25640 31360 Calanais Shieling/ stone lined, turf rectangular
transhumance site shieling, single entrance, 4.5x3
metres
unknown
NB 25710 33650 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
Turf built shieling with two cells
each measuring 5x7 metres
unknown
NB 25720 34770 Calanais Shieling/ stone built rectangular shieling with unknown
transhumance site opposing doors, 4x3 metres
NB 25750 34040 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf built circular shieling, 4 metre
diameter
unknown
NB 25750 34040 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf built oval shieling, 4x6 metres unknown
NB 25780 34040 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf mound, possible shieling 4x2
metres
unknown
NB 26120 32700 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval shieling, turf built, 4x3 metres unknown
NB 26190 33610 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf shieling, 5x6 metres unknown
NB 26210 33610 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf shieling, 5,4, metres unknown
transhumance site
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NB 26210 34130 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval turf shieling on bedrock knoll,
4x3 metres
unknown
NB 26260 33740 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
Oval turf shieling, 5x3 metres unknown
NB 26260 33740 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
Oval turf and stone shieling, 4x3
metres
unknown
NB 26260 33740 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval turf shieling, 5x4 metres unknown
NB 26360 32850 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf built circular shieling, with
small amounts of stone in the walls,
4x5 metres
unknown
NB 26400 33160 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectangular, turf and stone shieling,
3x2 metres
unknown
NB 26400 34240 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone shieling, single
entrance, 5x4 metres
unknown
NB 26460 33010 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular shieling turf built with
some stone, 2 metres internal
diameter and 4x5 metres externally
unknown
NB 26510 32970 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular turf built, stone lined
transhumance site shieling with single entrance, 5x3
metres
unknown
NB 26540 31960 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular shieling, 4x3 metres unknown
NB 26540 33750 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf shieling with very little unknown
stone, 4 metres diameter
NB 26540 33750 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone and turf shieling,
3x4 metres
unknown
NB 26540 33750 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf shieling, 4 metres
diameter
unknown
NB 26550 31960 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf mound, 3 metres
diameter
unknown
NB 26560 31960 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf mound, 3 metres
diameter
unknown
NB 26570 33570 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with opposing entrances, 3x4
metres
unknown
NB 26600 31800 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf shieling with unknown
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transhumance site opposing entrances, 4x3 metres
NB 26600 32550 Calanais Shieling/ Stone lined, turf built shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 4x3 metres
unknown
NB 26610 31550 Calanais Shieling/ possible shieling remains,
transhumance site rectilinear stone, buried in peat, 3x2
metres, immediately adjacent to a
cairn
unknown
NB 26680 31850 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf mound, 2 metres
transhumance site diameter
unknown
NB 26680 31900 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf mound, 3x4 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 26680 31900 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf mound, 2x3 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 26700 32050 Calanais Shieling/ small turf shieling with entrance to
transhumance site north, 1.25 metres diameter
unknown
NB 26700 32130 Calanais Shieling/ oval mound 6x4 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 26750 30920 Calanais Shieling/ shieling, rectilinear, stone 3x2
transhumance site metres
unknown
NB 26830 32610 Calanais Shieling/ Oval turf shieling, 6x4 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 26880 32170 Calanais Shieling/ turf built,stone lined, rectilinear
transhumance site shieling with opposing entrances,
3x4.5 metres
unknown
NB 26960 32160 Calanais Shieling/ oval/boatshaped shieling of stone
transhumance site construction, with opposing
entrances and two ambreys. 4x5.5
metres
unknown
NB 27060 32540 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf shieling, 3x 4 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 27060 32540 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf shieling, 3x2 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 27170 33770 Calanais Shieling/ oval stone and turf shieling, 6x4
transhumance site metres
unknown
NB 27180 32860 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf mound, 5x2 metres by 2
transhumance site metres high
unknown
NB 27200 32860 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf mound, 5 metres unknown
transhumance site diameter
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NB 27300 33750 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf and stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 5 metres
diameter
unknown
NB 27450 33780 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf built, stone lined
transhumance site shieling, 3x 2 metres
unknown
NB 27450 34040 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear turf built shieling with
some stone detail, 4x7 metres
unknown
NB 27460 32150 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 5x3 metres
unknown
NB 27460 32150 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone and turf shieling unknown
NB 27470 33730 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
turf built shieling with stone lining unknown
NB 27480 33500 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
remains of shieling or small long
house constructed of stone and turf,
10x6 metres
unknown
NB 27520 33550 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf mound, shieling unknown
NB 27520 33580 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf mound, shieling unknown
NB 27540 32020 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear shieling with apsoidal
end, stone built, opposing
entrances, 3x5.2 metres
unknown
NB 27540 32070 Calanais Shieling/ turf built rectilinear shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 4x4.5 metres
unknown
NB 27550 31940 Calanais Shieling/ turf built rectilinear shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 7.5x5 metres
unknown
NB 27550 32170 Calanais Shieling/ turf built stone lined rectangular
transhumance site shieling with opposing entrances
unknown
NB 27550 33580 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
circular turf mound, shieling,
possible 3 cells, 6 metres in
diameter
unknown
NB 27580 32090 Calanais Shieling/ stone built shieling, rectangular unknown
transhumance site 5.5x5 metres opposing doors
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NB 27630 34610 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone shieling with
transhumance site single entrance and one ambrey,
3.5x3 metres
unknown
NB 27650 30970 Allt na
Gile
Tioram
Shieling/ remains of curvilinear stone and
transhumance site turf shieling
unknown
NB 27650 30970 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf mound
transhumance site
unknown
NB 27650 30970 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf shieling with one entrance
transhumance site
unknown
NB 27670 31400 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf built stone lined
transhumance site shieling with opposing entrances
and single ambrey 4.5x4 metres
unknown
NB 27680 33370 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular turf and stone shieling,
transhumance site 5x4 metres, possible opposing
entrances
unknown
NB 27740 31600 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear turf and stone shieling,
transhumance site 5x3.5 metres
unknown
NB 27790 31860 Calanais Shieling/ stone built sub-rectilinear shieling
transhumance site with two entrances, 4x3 metres
unknown
NB 27940 32840 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 5x3 metres
unknown
NB 28160 33500 Calanais Shieling/ remains of apsoidally ended
transhumance site shieling with opposing entrances,
5x3 metres
unknown
NB 28180 33820 Calanais Shieling/ fragmentary remains of stone and
transhumance site turf shieling, 2x2 metres
unknown
NB 28190 35000 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf shieling
transhumance site
unknown
NB 28190 35000 Calanais Shieling/ circular turf shieling
transhumance site
unknown
NB 28200 33650 Calanais Shieling/ remains of turf and stone
transhumance site rectangular shieling
unknown
NB 28210 33650 Calanais Shieling/ remains of turf and stone
transhumance site rectangular shieling
unknown
NB 28210 33660 Calanais Shieling/ remains of turf and stone unknown
transhumance site rectangular shieling
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NB 28250 33890 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances and 4 ambreys,
6x4.5 metres
unknown
NB 28280 32300 Calanais Shieling/ possible circular shieling, stone
transhumance site built, and adjacent cairn
unknown
NB 28340 32270 Calanais Shieling/ shieling or day shelter, circular 1.5
transhumance site metres diameter
unknown
NB 28350 32250 Calanais Shieling/ stone built day shelter, 2x1 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 28410 31460 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with opposing entrances, 4x3
metres
unknown
NB 28560 32800 Calanais Shieling/ remains of rectilinear stone shieling unknown
transhumance site 3x3 metres
NB 28630 33530 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 5.5x3 metres
unknown
NB 28700 33600 Calanais Shieling/ square, stone shieling, 4x4 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 29180 32580 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone shieling, single
transhumance site entrance, 4x3 metres
unknown
NB 29210 33600 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances, 3x4 metres
unknown
NB 29300 31290 Calanais Shieling/ remains of rectangular stone
transhumance site shieling, 5x4 metres
unknown
NB 29300 33200 Calanais Shieling/ boatshaped/ovoid shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances and 4 ambreys,
6x4 metres
unknown
NB 29370 31190 Calanais Shieling/ oval turf mound 8x4 metres,
transhumance site
unknown
NB 29380 31170 Calanais Shieling/ sub rectilinear stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing doors and 3 ambreys in
the end wall, 4x5 metres
unknown
NB 29400 33500 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with opposing entrances, 7x4
metres
unknown
NB 29420 33510 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear shieling with opposing unknown
transhumance site entrances, 5x4 metres
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NB 29500 33200 Calanais Shieling/ stone built square shieling,
transhumance site opposing entrances, 2 ambreys, 4x4
metres
unknown
NB 29600 33100 Calanais Shieling/ stone built rectilinear shieling,
transhumance site opposing entrances, 3.5x5 metres
unknown
NB 29610 32180 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular shieling, 4x5 metres
transhumance site
unknown
NB 29630 32580 Calanais Shieling/ oval shieling
transhumance site
unknown
NB 29800 32370 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone and turf shieling
transhumance site with apsoidal ends
unknown
NB 29870 32190 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling, opposing
transhumance site entrances, 5.25x4 metres
unknown
NB 29900 33100 Calanais Shieling/ two celled stone built circular
transhumance site shieling, 4 metres diameter
unknown
NB 30150 32820 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with
transhumance site opposing entrances and one
ambrey, 5x4.5 metres
unknown
NB 30170 33710 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with
transhumance site apsoidal ends, 5x4 metres
unknown
NB 30170 33710 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling with one
transhumance site apsoidal end, 5.5x3.5 metres,
opposing entrances, 2 ambreys
unknown
NB 30270 32070 Calanais Shieling/ rectilinear stone shieling or day
transhumance site shelter, 4x2 metres
unknown
NB 30270 32070 Calanais Shieling/ curvilinear remains underneath
transhumance site rectilinear shieling, 6x5 metres
unknown
NB 30270 32070 Calanais Shieling/ fragmentary remains of shieling,
transhumance site 5x4 metres
unknown
NB 30280 32110 Calanais Shieling/ fragmentary remains of rectilinear
transhumance site stone shieling, 5x 3 metres
unknown
NB 30300 32060 Calanais Shieling/ curvilinear multi-cellular shieling
transhumance site with associated turf features, 5x4
metres
unknown
NB 30490 32900 Calanais Shieling/ rectangular stone shieling, opposed
transhumance site entrances 4.5x4 metres
unknown
NB 30610 32980 Calanais Shieling/ oval shieling of stone and turf unknown
construction, 4x3 metres, with
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transhumance site opposing entrances
NB 30670 32450 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
amorphous stone mound unknown
NB 30710 33200 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectangular stone shieling, opposing unknown
entrances, 4x3 metres
NB 30870 33170 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
rectilinear stone shieling, 5x3
metres
unknown
NB 30900 33160 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval stone shieling, 5x4 metres unknown
NB 30940 33090 Calanais Shieling/
transhumance site
oval setting of stones 5x 3 metres unknown
NB 20620 33120 Calanais Stone Alignment Stone Alignment Unknown
NB 21450 33980 Calanais Stone Alignment submerged wall prehsitoric
?
NB 21650 32330 Calanais Stone Alignment Stone Alignment Crofting
NB 21670 33740 Calanais Stone Alignment submerged wall prehistoric
7
NB 21910 32080 Calanais Stone Alignment wall under peat neolithic
NB 21910 32290 Tob nan
Leobag
Stone Alignment Stone Alignment Unknown
NB 21950 32690 Tob nan
Leobag
Stone Alignment Stone Alignment Unknown
NB 22030 34220 Calanais Stone Alignment alignment of stones terminating in
small cairn
unknown
NB 22100 33830 Calanais Stone Alignment possible wall underneath the peat neolithic
NB 22550 33110 Calanais Stone Alignment wall running into the peat neolithic
NB 22970 33470 Calanais Stone Alignment stone alignment set into peat prehistoric
?
NB 24800 34950 Calanais Stone Alignment
NB 26750 32130 Calanais Stone Alignment stone alignment, partially covered
with peat
prehistoric
321220 Calanais Stone Setting fallen standing stone neolithic
NB 20960 33330 Calanais Stone Setting possible standing stone on a hill top prehsitoric
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near Calanais 1
NB 21000 33360 Calanais Stone Setting standing stone in valley bottom unknown




NB 21200 34100 Calanais Stone Setting stones set on edge on top of a low
rise
unknown
NB 21250 34070 Calanais Stone Setting 3 upright stones partly buried in
peat
prehistoric




NB 21350 32990 Calanais Stone Setting Calanais stone circle Neolithic
NB 21350 34100 Calanais Stone Setting rigging and three standing stones post-
medieval
NB 21370 33830 Calanais Stone Setting possible fallen standing stones prehistoric
NB 21500 34100 Calanais Stone Setting Stone Setting Prehistoric
NB 21750 34630 Calanais Stone Setting Stone Setting Prehistoric
NB 24650 32230 Calanais Stone Setting recumbent standing stone Prehistoric
?
NB 21240 34100 Calanais Stray Find remains of enclosure with modern
hearth
unknown
NB 21500 34700 Calanais Stray Find Quartz Scatter Prehistoric
NB 21760 34630 Calanais Stray Find hearth eroding Unknown
NB 21890 33780 Calanais Stray Find Betula in the base of a peat cutting Holocene
NB 30940 33090 Calanais Stray Find betula twigs at the base of peat
cutting
Holocene





NB 23670 33010 Calanais Utilised Natural
Island
causewayed natural island unknown
NB 27890 35100 Calanais Utilised Natural
Island
NB 28970 33540 Calanais Utilised Natural causewayed natural island unknown
Island
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NB 29000 33550 Calanais Utilised Natural
Island
NB 29650 33150 Calanais Utilised Natural
Island
NB 21770 33330 Calanais Well well unknown
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Table 44: Count of monument classes at Calanais (WLLP)
Classification number ofrecords

























Stone settings/ standing stones 13
Stray finds 5
Sub-peat features 12
Utilised natural islands 3
Wells 1
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APPENDIX 8: TABLES RELATING TO AlRD UlG (ULS)
Table 39: Gazetteer of sites recorded at Aird Uig (ULS)
After Burgess and Church 1996 (with small amendments)
Sorted by classification and then by grid reference
NGR Classification Description Reference
NB 0532 3308 "sea wall" Defensive wall protecting machair from sea.
Fell into disrepair in many places and






NB 0993 3643 Artefacts 2 scatters of pottery in vicinity of the Norse
cemetery situated at the summit of Sron
Cnip. 1 scatter was associated with a
concentration of shells so may represent a
midden; both imply prehistoric activity in
the area. The erosion in the area is
particularly severe, with slumping and sand
deflation covering up the machair grass.




NB 0477 3411 Artefacts Small fragments of hand made pottery were Field walking
found in an erosion scar that is cut into a 29.3.95
hand dug lazy bed at this grid reference. No
diagnostic pieces were recovered and it is
certain that these pieces were re deposited in
the bed either from a local site or due to
manuring.
NB 0497 3375 Artefacts Noted in the NMRS as pottery eroding from






NB 0503 3329 Artefacts Noted in the NMRS as pottery eroding from Field walking




NB 0467 3673 Artificial This artificial island is completely Diving 4.4.95
island/Crannog submerged in the north west corner of Loch
Mheacleit. A causeway can be seen to the
west of the site though it is heavily silted up.
This site consists mostly small irregular
rocks and stones and measures 11.0 metres
in diameter. Several islands in this loch are
modified by humans though all appear to be
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modern features.
NB 0519 3534 Bank and Cairn This monument is represented by a curved
length of bank that runs for 100 metres
starting in an easterly direction and ending
up running south. This bank is of turf
construction and measure 0.5 metres in
thickness. At the west end of the bank there
is a large pile of loose stones.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0519 3534 Bank and Cairn This monument is represented by a curved
length of bank that runs for 100 metres
starting in an easterly direction and ending
up running south. This bank is of turf
construction and measure 0.5 metres in
thickness. At the west end of the bank there
is a large pile of loose stones.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0342 3534 Bank/erosion
feature
This 8.0 metre long feature may be the result Field walking
of water erosion from a nearby water course. 25.3.95
NB 0480 3520 Blackhouse Situated on a hilltop near grazing and Field walking
cultivated land (to the east) this structure 28.3.95, O.S.
measures 16.0 metres north - south and 5.0 Present
metres east - west. It is constructed of turf edition
and stone. An internal division can be seen 1:10000 maps,
near the south end of the site. To the west of
the north end of the monument is an area of
disturbed ground that may represent further
structures related to the main house.
NB 0438 3472 Blackhouse This blackhouse is of stone construction and Field walking
measures 15.0 metres west - east and 8.0 30.3.95
metres north to south. No internal divisions
can be seen within the structure, but two D-
shaped enclosures can be seen on the
exterior of the building. The first is situated
at the east end of the north wall and
measures 10.0 metres east - west and 3.0
metres north - south. The second is situated
at the west end of the south wall and
measures 5.0 metres west - east and 4.0
metres north - south. An entrance leads from
each of these enclosures into the interior of
the main structure.
NB 0475 3465 Blackhouse Lying on the east shore of the Triagh nan Field walking
Sruban is this pre clearance blackhouse that 26.3.95
survives as a turf and earth bank enclosure
measuring 10.0 metres west - east and 4.5
metres north - south. There are no visible
internal divisions within this structure and
not attached external structures. There is an
entrance to this structure at the west end of
the north wall. Adjacent and to the south of
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this building is an enclosed area marked out
by orthostatic stones that may be a kale or
stack yard.
NB 0495 3460 Blackhouse Situated next to a stream, this blackhouse Field walking
consists of two houses built against each 27.3.95
other. Orientated north - south, the southern
dwelling has an entrance in its east wall. The
northern dwelling has an entrance in the
centre of its north wall.
NB 0475 3456 Blackhouse This Turf and stone blackhouse stands up to Field walking
1.5 metres high, is rectilinear and measures 27.3.95
16.0 x 6.5 metres. There is an entrance in the
centre of the east wall. Within the structure
there is one sub division, stone built after the
original construction creating a small room
in the north end of the structure.
NB 0475 3455 Blackhouse Blackhouse Field walking
26.3.95
NB 0470 3453 Blackhouse Measuring 7.0 x 13.0 metres this turf Field walking
blackhouse has a smaller structure 26.3.95
measuring 7.0 x 3.5 metres attached to the
north end of the east wall. This second
structure appears to be roughly
contemporary to the main dwelling and
houses a small circular kiln measuring 1.2
metres in diameter. There is an entrance
between the main dwelling and this ancillary
structure.
NB 0466 3448 Blackhouse This blackhouse and associated kale yard is Field walking
part of the cluster of houses including 27.3.95
monuments 221. This site is discussed in
detail in section 2.
NB 0459 3445 Blackhouse This pair of blackhouses, Orientated north - Field walking
south share a common wall. The western 05.4.95
one measures 12.0 x 5.0 metres and the
eastern one measures 5.0 x 7.0 metres, both
structures have attached barns. The eastern
structure is the earlier of the two with the
western on being built on to it.
NB 0461 3445 Blackhouse This poly - cellular blackhouse consists of 4 Field walking
enclosures of which three are domestic and 05.4.95
one is agricultural. The main blackhouse
measures 9.0 x 4.6 metres, is Orientated
north - south and has one later internal
division at the south end of the structure.
The only entrance to this house is at the
north end of the east wall and opens into a
later structure that is built onto the east wall
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of the house and is possibly a bam. To the
south of this structure is a third structure is
built against the south-east structure of the
house. To the south is a kale yard measuring
22.0 meters north - south and 15.0 metres
west - east. A full description of this site and
all the other structures in the abandoned
village on the east shore of Traigh nan
Sruban in section 2. Field walking 05.4.95
NB 0461 3445 Blackhouse This house survives only as an enclosure of Field walking
evenly spaced large rocks that made up the 05.4.95
footings of the walls.
NB 0465 3445 Blackhouse Measuring 11.0 x 5.0 metres this blackhouse
is part of the deserted village on the east
shore of Traigh nan Sruban. This structure
has opposing entrances on its east and west
walls and survives as an earth core of a two
faced earth cored construction. The only
internal feature to this structure is an ambry
situated in the east wall immediately to the
north of the door in that wall.
Field walking
31.3.95
NB 0352 3381 Blackhouse Measuring 8.0 metres south-west - north- Field walking
east and 5.5 metres south-east - north-west 30.3.95
This dry-stone structure stands to a height of
1.25 metres. The south-westerly end is
slightly apsoidal and the opposite end of the
structure has a small secondary enclosure
built against it measuring 2.0 metres by 5.0
metres. This secondary enclosure stands no
higher than 0.20 metres high.
NB 0576 3285 Blackhouse This blackhouse, is shorter and more Field walking
randomly shaped than one might expect for 08.4.95
such a site measuring 8.0 x 6.5 metres.
Constructed of dry-stone the walls stand to
1.5 metres and are highly vegetated.
NB 0492 3275 Blackhouse This recent blackhouse measures 14.0 x 7.0 Field walking
metres and stands up to 1.5 metres in height. 08.4.95
Constructed of a double faced earth core
wall the roof has been removed and the
walls are starting to collapse.
NB 0492 3275 Blackhouse This recent blackhouse measures 8.0 x 5.0 Field walking
metres and shows evidence of being situated 08.4.95
on the site of an earlier undefined structure.
NB 0485 3390 Blackhouse/cha This rectilinear structure measures 9.0 x 4.0 Field walking
pel metres and is Orientated north - south. The 31.3.95, O.S.
walls are of dry-stone construction surviving present edition
up to 1.3 metres high and 0.8 metres wide. 1:10000 map.
The presence of a manse on the map may
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suggest that this is the site of an old church
backed up against a bedrock ridge though
from its form it could just as easily be a pre
crofting blackhouse.
NB 0452 3516 Blackhouse/ This structure measures 10.0 metres north - Field walking
settlement south and 5.0 metres west - east. It is 29.3.95
rectilinear in shape and is cut into the
ground at its north end; the south end is
apsoidal. The walls are constructed of soil,
stone and turf and are 1.5 metres in
thickness. One internal division may be seen
but no entrance into either chamber can be
defined.
This structure is situated on the south-west Field walking
facing slopes above Loch Barabhat and 29.3.95
measures 7.0 x 4.0 metres. Two cells may be
seen internally, both of which measure 3.0
metres square and are entered by doors in
the south wall. The northern cell also has a
second entrance opposing the first in the
west wall. The construction is of turf and
soil.
NB 0325 3453 Boat landing This boat landing makes use of natural Field walking
bedrock and back slope on the south side of 30.3.95
Loch Buiale nan Caorach. This natural
feature is paralleled by a stone wall which
goes out into the loch for 8.0 metres. The
wall is constructed of a single course of
large stones.
NB 0515 3920 Building Situated on the highest ground on the cliffs Field walking
above the north end of the Aird Uig 11.4.95
Peninsula, within the boundary of the RAF
base, this building is of stone and mortar
construction. Measuring 5 metres by 3.5
metres, it stands up to its original height of
2.5 metres. Consists of two chambers of
equal size, the first being an open courtyard
area and the second, entered from the first,
was originally roofed though the roof has
since been removed. It is likely that this
structure was part of a radar and listening
post built on this site during World War
2.This structure is located on an older
structure, the remains of which can be seen
as foundations. This sub-rectilinear, cellular
structure measures 3 metres square and has a
small annex on its south side measuring 2
metres square. This monument sits less than
10 metres to the north of monument 2.
NB 0578 3894 Building A series of recent military building may be Field walking
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seen at this site. These buildings have not 11.4.95
been measured, and represent the immediate
precursor of the modern military activity on
the site. The buildings include the remains
of what appear to be fuel bunkers for a very
large generator and the tether blocks for
guys that supported a mast or aerial that was
situated on the roof. These buildings were
constructed after 1960.
NB 0449 3766 Buildings and These two old RAF buildings are 286 metres
ditch apart and are linked by a ditch 0.5 metres
wide that may have been a conduit for
communications or services between the two
structures. These buildings are of concrete
and flat roof construction and housed
transmission and generation equipment.
They are marked on the present Ordnance
Survey 1:10000 map.
NB 0400 3780 Burial This small grave is Orientated north - south Field walking
and measures 1.0 x 0.5 metres. Constructed 28.3.95
of regular square stones it has an unmarked
headstone at its south end. 5.0 metres to the
north is a small setting of edge set slabs
measuring 0.7 metres square. This setting
may be a hearth.
NB 0348 3642 Burial Situated immediately above west facing sea Field walking
cliffs is a burial marked by a 0.30 metre 27.3.95
headstone and foot stone. This burial is
about 2.0 metre long and set back from the
cliffs by a bout 2 metres. This feature is
typical of 19th and early 20th century
burials of victims of drowning found all
along the west coast of Lewis.
NB 0990 3630 Burial Arrangement of stones within an actively Field walking
eroding sand deflation scar that may 10.4.95
represent the end of a grave and rests on top
of a palaeosol; possibly the same one noted
under the kerb cairn immediately to the
north ( monument 60).
NB 0492 3870 Cairn This cairn measures 3.0 metres by 2.5 Field walking
metres and appears to have a bank running 11.4.95
from it for 10 metres in a westerly direction.
It stands up to 0.50 metres in height. Small
stones can be seen to be eroding out from
the top of the monument.
NB 0375 3810 Cairn This small kerbed cairn measures 1.5 metres Field walking
in diameter and is constructed largely of 28.3.95
small stones with a small pile of larger
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NB 0587 3792 Cairn This tiny cairn is a modern walkers' cairn









NB 0386 3786 Cairn This triangular walkers' cairn has sides 1.0
metres long and is 1.2 m. high.
Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0570 3778 Cairn This small cairn measures 1.0 metres in
diameter and is 0.5 metres high. This feature
appears to be modern.
Field walking
24.3.95
NB 0370 3745 Cairn This circular cairn measuring 2.0 metres in




NB 0366 3731 Cairn This small cairn measures 0.5 metres in




NB 0375 3700 Cairn This small cairn measures 1.5 x 0.75 metres
and stands 0.6 metres tall. It is covered with




NB 0345 3690 Cairn Modern Cairn measuring 1.5 metres square. Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0495 3610 Cairn This small cairn measures 0.5 metre in




NB 0449 3607 Cairn This small cairn is roughly circular and
measures 1.0 metres in diameter.
Field walking
25.3.95
NB 0448 3595 Cairn This small cairn measures 0.80 metres in
diameter and appears to be modern.
Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0504 3585 Cairn Consisting of 4-6 slabs of rock this cairn
measures 1.0 metre in diameter.
Field walking
29.3.95
NB 0541 3581 Cairn This modern walkers' cairn measures 0.5
metres square and is 0.6 metres high.
Field walking
27.3.95
NB 0840 3580 Cairn Cairn field Armit 1994




NB 0603 3553 Cairn This small walkers' cairn is constructed of Field walking
only three stones and stands to 1.0 metres
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high and is 1.0 metre square. 27.3.95
NB 0480 3525 Cairn This walkers' cairn is situated on a hilltop
and measures 1.0 metres square.
Field walking
28.3.95




NB 0825 3512 Cairn This modern cairn measures 1.0 metres
square and stands 2.0 metres high.
Field walking
11.4.95
NB 0830 3512 Cairn This walkers' cairn measures 1.0 metres in
diameter and stands 1.6 metres high.
Field walking
31.3.95
NB 0830 3507 Cairn Measuring 1.0 metres in diameter this




NB 0293 3464 Cairn Situated on the top of Lingal Mor , this cairn
measures 2.o metres in diameter and is
constructed of several stones over 1.0 metres
in length and many smaller stones.
Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0331 3461 Cairn The remains of this small circular cairn
measure 2.0 metres in diameter.
Field walking
27.3.95
NB 0505 3460 Cairn This small cairn measures 0.5 metres in
diameter and stands just to the west of a




NB 0670 3460 Cairn This stone is 1.0 metres high, 0.5 metres in
diameter and consists of small stones.
Field walking
27.3.95
NB 0471 3456 Cairn This earthen mound contains lots of smallish
stones protruding from the surface measures
3.0 metres in diameter.
Field walking
27.3.95
NB 0385 3441 Cairn These two small cairns are situated 3.0




NB 0324 3440 Cairn This very denuded cairn measure 1.2 x 0.7




NB 0255 3415 Cairn This cairn is situated on south facing sea
cliffs on the south side of Sheilavig hill.
Measuring 3.0 metres in diameter the
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NB 0308 3414 Cairn Small platform of stones with 4 large corner Field walking
stones and smaller stones filling in the 28.3.95
rectangle. This feature looks like the base of
a cairn which has been heavily denuded now
measures 1.0 x 1.2 metres.
NB 0520 3435 Cairn or This kerbed cairn or shieling measures 3.0 x Field walking
shieling 2.9 metres and stands 0.3 metres high. The 30.3.95
centre of this feature is filled with earth and
stones and is covered with grass.
NB 0380 3810 Cairn/cell This rectangular walkers' cairn measures 1.5 Field walking
x 2.0 metres and is 0.2 metres high. This 28.3.95
cairn is constructed within a sub-circular
setting of stones that may be a cell related to
the chapel, monument 17.
NB 0385 3785 Cairn/cell This small rectangular walkers' cairn Field walking
measures 1.0 x 0.5 metres and 0.5 metres 28.3.95
high. This feature sits within a sub
rectilinear setting of stones measuring 2.0 x
3.0 metres which maybe a cell related to
monument 17 (Chapel).
NB 0560 3750 Cairn/shieling This sub-circular stone feature measures Field walking
10.0 metres north-west - south-east and 13 24.3.95
.0 metres south-west - north-east. It cannot
be easily interpreted due to peat that is
covering it.
NB 0324 3442 Cairn/shieling This cairn is roughly circular and measures Field walking
4.0 metres in diameter, consisting of a grass 29.3.95
covered mound with a smaller stone cairn
2.0 metres in diameter on its top it is
possible that this feature is actually a
shieling with a more modern cairn situated
on top of it.
NB 0493 3357 Cairn/shieling This grass covered oval feature on a hilltop Field walking
measures 2.5 x 2.0 metres. 07.4.95
NB 0458 3390 Cairn? This high round topped mound with stones Field walking
protruding from its summit measures 3.0 x 29.3.95
6.0 metres and stands 3.0 metres high. It is
likely that this feature is either a
comparatively modern dump or a natural
feature.
NB 0420 3770 Cairns These two small clearance cairns are Field walking
situated 3.0 metres apart; the southern one 28.3.95
measures 0.6 metres and the northern one
measures 1.0 metres in diameter.
NB 0529 3741 Cairns These two cairns measuring 5.0 x 7.0 metres Field walking
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and 10.0 x 5.0 metres are found within the
confines of peat cutting activity and may be
stone removed from the cuttings as they
were exploited.
24.3.95
NB 0454 3388 Cairns These two cairns are situated on a ridge
above the east shore of Traigh nan Sruban,
less than 2.0 metres apart, the westerly site
measures 1.3 x 1.2 metres and the easterly
site measures 1.0 metre in diameter.
Field walking
29.3.95
NB 0435 3450 Causeway This small stone causeway across a stream
on the mud flats of Traigh nan Sruban
measures 3.0 x 1.5 metres.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0465 3450 Causeway This small boulder construction possibly a
causeway runs over eroding peat from The




NB 0466 3431 Causeway This small causeway crosses the stream that
runs into Traigh nan Sruban at its north end.
Measuring 11.0 metres in length and 2.0
metres in width with a gap of 1.0 metres at
its centre to allow water to flow through.
Field walking
31.3.95
NB 0737 3613 Causeway and
natural islet.
This causeway runs for 25.0 metres from the
east shore of Loch Mor to a completely





NB 0413 3250 Cell The entrance to this cell is eroding out of Field walking
stable dune behind the Uig sands in the area 08.4.95
where the Lewis chessmen were discovered.
The entrance is 0.8 metres wide and the dry-
stone door piers stand to 0.4 metres in
height.
NB 0515 3720 Cell/mill Situated immediately to up stream of 35 Field walking
(still) is a small cell of rough construction 27.3.95
and measuring 4.0 x 4.0 metres It is
possible, given this structures proximity to
the stream running from Loch Mheacliet to
the sea, that this structure is a mill.
NB 0337 3610 Cell/ Shieling 10.0 metres to the south of 76 (Guinnerso) is Field walking
a cellular structure of similar nature as those 27.3.95
associated with monument 76, measuring
2.0 metres by 1.5 metres and constructed of
edge set slabs. This feature is situated below
east facing rock faces.
NB 0380 3793 Cell/ shieling? This survives as a single course of rough Field walking
stone in a sub-rectilinear arrangement. The 28.3.95
cell is imbedded in the turf and measures 3.0
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metres west - east and 2.5 metres north -
south. This monument is in the immediate
vicinity of 17 (Chapel) and may be part of
that complex.
NB 0375 3815 Cells/ shieling? These two cells are separated by 16.0 metres Field walking
and are of similar edge set slab construction. 28.3.95
The cell to the south is rectilinear and
measures 2.2 metres north - south and 1.2
metres west - east. The second cell is
circular and is 1.5 metres in diameter. Both
of the cells may be part of the chapel
complex (monument 17).
This feature is situated on the south facing Field walking
terraces above Loch Ruadh Guinnerso about 27.3.95
50 metres to the east of eroding west facing
sea cliffs. Measuring 3 metres in diameter,
the structure has a central chamber
constructed of edge set slabs that measures
1.0 metres square with small ambries or
galleries on its north, south and east sides.
There is a passage on the west side of the
chamber that is 0.75 metres wide and 1.5
metres long. On the south-west and north¬
west side the remains of a cairn may be seen
piled against the chamber. This cairn
consists largely of small stones covered with
grass.
NB 0390 3790 Chapel complex This ruined dry-stone chapel sits on the
south shore of a small unnamed loch and
measures 7.0 metres west - east by 5.0
metres north - south. It stands up to 1.5
metres high. The interior is filled with
rubble which must represent the remainder
of the roof and walls. The entrance at the
east end of the south wall, has been blocked
by the construction of a small round cell
within the chapel. This cell measures 0.7
metres in diameter. 3.0 metres to the east of
the chapel are a group of sub-circular cells
measuring 2 metres by 5 metres. Elsewhere
within the immediate vicinity of the chapel
are 12 other cells of similar dry-stone
construction.
NB 0536 3751 Cultivation Situated on a west facing slope, this Field walking
platform measures 13 metres west - east and 24.3.95
7.0 metres north - south. On its south side a
denuded wall or clearance feature may be
seen running the width of the platform.
NB 0542 3713 Cultivation This rig is cut into a west facing slope at the Field walking
foot of Rubha Mor and measuring 6.0 24.3.95
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metres north - south and 15 metres west -
east. This feature may be accentuated by
mass movement caused by water from a
stream that runs immediately to the east of
the feature.
NB 0520 3560 Cultivation Hand dug bedding runs in all directions,
around the spur of land between Loch
Druim Coladale and Allt Liana Steishal.
This bedding is not as regular and enclosed
as the bedding of monument 263 (NB 0533
3414) and may be of earlier date.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0440 3503 Cultivation This area of hand dug lazy beds is enclosed
by a modern wire fence. Two sets of
bedding are to be found within this
enclosure, the first on the west of the
enclosure run north - south for 45.0 metres
and consist of 4 beds. The second area of
rigging runs west - east for 50 metres in the




NB 0459 3495 Cultivation These south facing rows of hand dug lazy Field walking
bedding have a wave length of 2.0-3.0 28.3.95
meters and run irregularly for 100.0 metres
between the 20.0 and 40.0 metre contour.
NB 0445 3494 Cultivation Situated on the steep slopes immediately to
the west of the Traigh nan Sruban are a
series of rigs running both west - east and
north - south. These beds run from the road




NB 0521 3494 Cultivation Situated on south west facing slopes are a
series of hand dug lazy beds measuring
some 35.0 metres in length (east - west) and
with a 2.0 - 3.0 metre wave length. A
fragmentary boundary wall of turf
construction runs along the south side of the




NB 0422 3475 Cultivation This lazy bedding runs north - south on the Field walking
west facing slopes above Loch Barabhat. 29.3.95
NB 0430 3467 Cultivation These Lazy beds run from the crest of Cadh
Ruadh east towards the road that runs along




NB 0523 3457 Cultivation Immediately to the north of the church in Field walking
Timsgarry are a series of hand dug lazy beds 30.3.95
Orientated north - south and running for
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15.0 metres. These beds have a wave length
of 2.5 metres and are bounded by a modern
fence to the east and a turf dyke to the west.
NB 0397 3436 Cultivation This hand dug lazy bedding runs east - west Field walking
for up to 230.0 metres, have a wave length 30.3.95
of 3.0 metres and is bound on its north edge
by a stone dyke.
NB 0449 3432 Cultivation Crossing the mud flats at the north end of Field walking
the Traigh nan Sruban is this turf wall 58.0 30.3.95
metres long that separates an area of lazy
bedding from the mud flats.
NB 0330 3420 Cultivation This area of hand dug lazy beds covers Field walking
approximately 300.0 x 200.0 metres of 28.3.95
ground with rigs running in a north - south
direction. These rigs are 1.5 metres wide,
have a wave length of 3.5 metres and stand
to a height of 0.5 - 0.8 metres.
NB 0360 3420 Cultivation This series of hand dug lazy beds has a wave Field walking
length of 5.0 metres. 29.3.95
NB 0460 3420 Cultivation This area of hand dug lazy beds situated on Field walking
west facing slopes, runs in a westerly 28.3.95
direction form the site of monument 374
(NB 0475 3407) to the shore of the east side
of Traigh nan Sruban.
NB 0353 3415 Cultivation This series of short lazy beds lying between Field walking
two hillocks cover an area of 35.0 metres 29.3.95
and run from north - south.
NB 0459 3407 Cultivation Running down the west facing slopes on the
east shore of Traigh nan Sruban is this small
patch of hand dug lazy beds with a wave
length of 3.0 metres.
Field walking
31.3.95
NB 0340 3405 Cultivation Surrounding a modern sheepwash is an area Field walking
of hand dug lazy beds that run in a north- 29.3.95
west - south-east direction. The sheepwash
is built on older structure monument 276
(NB 0340 3405). There is a very faint
boundary wall surrounding this area.
NB 0382 3403 Cultivation Cultivation platforms Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0382 3403 Cultivation Square cut lazy bedding on Druim Rangarro Field walking
immediately to the west of Crowlista 30.3.95
consisting of beds 3.0 - 4.0 metres wide
separated by ditches 1.0 metres wide and 0.1
metres deep.
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NB 0340 3400 Cultivation Cultivation Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0350 3385 Cultivation An area of hand dug lazy bedding situated
on the shore immediately to the west of




NB 0375 3378 Cultivation This lazy bedding runs through marsh
ground in a northerly direction for 130.0
metres from the shore
Field walking
31.3.95
NB 0503 3361 Cultivation The area of cultivation is bounded by a
series of walls measuring up to 18.0 metres
in length. The wall to the north-west of the
cultivation is 13.0 metres long
Field walking
07.4.95








NB 0496 3342 Cultivation and Two structures associated with rigging and a Field walking
shielings head dyke which delimits the rigging. One 07.4.95
structure is circular and is of turf
construction with internal measurements of
2.5 x 2.5 metres and is being eroded by the
sea with the west wall falling into the
estuary. The second structure is square and
constructed of dry-stone walls up to three
courses (about 0.75 metres) high and is
probably a shelter for watching the sheep
Two structures associated with rigging and a Field walking
head dyke which delimits the rigging. One 07.4.95
structure is circular and is of turf
construction with internal measurements of
2.5 x 2.5 metres and is being eroded by the
sea with the west wall falling into the
estuary. The second structure is square and
constructed of dry-stone walls up to three
courses (about 0.75 metres) high and is
probably a shelter for watching the sheep
Two structures associated with rigging and a Field walking
head dyke which delimits the rigging. One 07.4.95
structure is circular and is of turf
construction with internal measurements of
2.5 x 2.5 metres and is being eroded by the
sea with the west wall falling into the
estuary. The second structure is square and
constructed of dry-stone walls up to three
courses (about 0.75 metres) high and is
NB 0496 3342 Cultivation and
shielings
NB 0496 3342 Cultivation and
shielings
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probably a shelter for watching the sheep
NB 0359 3383 Cultivation This cultivation platform has a stone Field walking
platform revetment along its downhill or southern 31.3.95
edge. It is likely that edge of platform was
walled as there is tumble beneath the
revetment to the south of the site. The
platform measures 7.0 x 8.0 metres.
NB 0355 3390 Cultivation This series of square cut lazy beds is situated Field walking
platforms on south facing slopes above Allt Ranngaro. 31.3.95
NB 0770 3530 Dam This is situated at the north end of western Field walking
loch of the three lochs with no name. It 28.3.95
stands below the summit of Lochan a Bhide
Ruaidh and is a turf dyke breached by a
stream that runs from the loch to Loch an
Fheadain Ghlais. The Dam is 10.0 metres
long and has a breach 2.0 metres wide 1.0
metres from its east end.
NB 0370 3502 Dam Build up of stones narrowing the burn Field walking
between Loch Barabhat and Loch Camasord 27.3.95
to facilitate an increase in water volume for
the mills between the two lochs. Where the
burn forks, the south fork has been dammed
to increase flow to north fork which runs to
the mills. An engraved stone seems to bear
initials "AMO", this may be an early OS
benchmark.
NB 0318 3490 Dam This turf and dry-stone dam is situated at the Field walking
west end of Loch Camasord. As with many 25.3.95
of these estate dams it has been breached,
and measures in total 21.0 metres including
a 2.4 metre gap in its centre.
NB 0335 3460 Dam Situated at across the stream that runs from Field walking
the north side of Loch Buaile nan Caorach to 27.3.95
Loch Camasord are three dams. The most
southerly dams stand 4 metres apart and are
of dry-stone measuring 0.7 metres in width.
12.0 metres to the north is the third dam
constructed of stone and earth and has been
breached. Each of these features is 8 meters
in length.
NB 0469 3552 Dam or Situated at the north end of the unnamed Field walking
causeway loch to the south of Loch Steishal is a dam 28.3.95
or causeway that crosses the north end of the
loch in an west - east direction. Measuring
1.0 metres thick and 5.0 metres long it is
constructed of small stones and is mirrored
by a second, less substantial feature 2.0
metres to the north.
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NB 0260 3418 Dam? This man made dam appears to block a Field walking
hollow in the southern slopes of Sheilavig 28.3.95
Hill, consisting of a rough rubble wall
measuring 2.0 metres in length between two
pieces of bedrock. It is possible that this
feature is natural.
NB 0510 3553 Drainage ditch This man-made drainage ditch is part of a Field walking
system of drains that are marked on the 30.3.95, O.S.
modern Ordnance Survey maps. The ditch Present
runs east - west for 300 metres and edition
terminates where it meets Allt Loch Druim 1:10000 map.
Coladale.
NB 0506 3325 Dun Borranish This Atlantic roundhouse displays extensive Field walking
re-use and structural modification. There are 07.4.95
eroding faces on the north-west and south¬
east sides which are removing midden
material and pottery. A full description of
this site may be found in section 2.
NB 0590 3661 Dyke This stone and turf dyke runs north-east Field walking
from Loch Laina na Duch, NB 0589 3659 to 25.3.95, O.S.
an Airigh t-Sluic for 300m to NB 0615 Present
3675, following the modern fence line. The edition
name suggests that this feature may be 1:10000
sluice of some description. This feature is
marked on the modern O.S. map.
NB 0538 3660 Dyke Constructed of turf and stone, this wall runs Field walking
for 70.0 metres along the south side of a 27.3.95
modern boundary fence (marked on the
modern O.S. 1:10000 map). Stone faced on
the east side the wall is 1.5 metres wide
running from NB 0520 3658 east to NB
0590 3661.
NB 0511 3659 Dyke This wall runs along the east side of a small Field walking
burn that flows in to Loch Mheacliet. 27.3.95
Orientated north - south the wall runs for
14.0 metres and stands up to 0.3 metres in
height.
NB 0522 3645 Dyke Turf wall or revetment that runs south for 15 Field walking
metres from the stream that runs into the 29.3.95, O.S.
south east corner of Loch Mheacleit before Present
turning and terminating. This feature edition
appears to be marked on the modern O.S. 1:10000
Map.
NB 0348 3630 Dyke The slight remains of a field wall are Field walking
situated to the east of 76 (Guinnerso), 27.3.95
running for 27.0 metres in a westerly
direction before turning north and running
for 24.0 metres. It terminates on the shore of
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the unnamed loch at NB 0345 3610.
NB 0325 3615 Dyke Wall running east from the west facing sea
cliffs of the Aird Uig peninsula towards 76
(Guinnerso) for 100.0 metres. It consists of
an alignment of single stones buried in the
peat and is occasionally reinforced by
collections of smaller stones. The wall has at




NB 0755 3577 Dyke Running north from a bedrock face for 7.0
metres, this stone dyke stands 0.33 metres
high and terminates against the south shore
of an unnamed water course on the west side
of Cnoc nan Glas Allt.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0780 3540 Dyke Field walking
25.3.95
NB 0342 3539 Dyke This turf dyke is 1.6 metres wide, 0.4 metres
high and runs in a northerly direction for 50
metres from NB 0342 3534 along the
bottom of a water course until it appears to
terminate where it crosses the water course.
Field walking
25.3.95
NB 0495 3531 Dyke This stone and turf dyke stands up to 1.0
metres high and runs east west for about
15.0 metres before becoming fragmentary.
Like many of these old dykes this
monument appears to stop and start without
relationship to the surrounding landscape.
Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0531 3517 Dyke Running for 200.0 metres in an east - west
direction this field wall closely follows the
course of a drainage channel that is situated
very slightly to the south.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0536 3512 Dyke This turf dyke runs for 97.0 metres in a Field walking
north - south direction. It is irregular in form 30.3.95
and appears to serve no purpose.
NB 0433 3510 Dyke This dyke runs from the west side of Loch
Barabhat for 300.0 to the top of the ridge
that overlooks Triagh nan Sruban. The wall
is stone construction and is broken in 4
places, apparently deliberately. The wall
runs from NB 0408 3489 to NB 0450 3510.
Field walking
29.3.95
NB 0860 3510 Dyke Stone wall standing 0.5 - 1.0 metres in Field walking
height on west shore of Loch Sgaillen. 28.3.95
NB 0570 3500 Dyke This boulder built dyke runs for 85.0 metres Field walking
in a north - south direction along the west 28.3.95
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shore of the stream called Sidean Tunga.
NB 0860 3480 Dyke This grass covered wall runs for 35.0 metres Field walking
in a west - east direction. 28.3.95
NB 0510 3470 Dyke Running south - north this dyke is
constructed of authostatic stones standing up
to 0.75 metres in height. At its north this




NB 0855 3465 Dyke Remnants of old wall following current Field walking
fence line. 31.3.95
NB 0293 3464 Dyke The fragment of dry-stone dyking runs for
16.0 metres on a north westerly direction.
With no apparent start or end it would
appear to be part of a heavily eroded field
system that has largely disappeared.
Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0335 3460 Dyke This bank runs north form Loch Buaile nan
Caorach for 230 metres to the southern edge
of Loch Camasord. The dyke is constructed




NB 0433 3452 Dyke This dyke runs across a marsh running east - Field walking
west for 25.0 metres breaking occasionally 30.3.95
for bedrock intrusions. This wall is of dry-
stone construction.
NB 0420 3446 Dyke Dyke Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0295 3430 Dyke The ruins of this old wall stand between Field walking
0.05 and 0.20 metres above the ground and 28.3.95
runs in a sporadic line for 63.0 metres in a
west - east direction. It is likely that this wall
is part of a disused field system.
NB 0328 3420 Dyke This length of dry stone wall 3.0 metres long Field walking
and 0.3 metres thick is buried deep in the 28.3.95
peat. This feature disappears into the peat at
either end of this short stretch
NB 0323 3410 Dyke Constructed of turf with a stone face on its Field walking
west side this dyke runs for over 100.0 29.3.95, O.S.
metres in a north - south direction from NB Present
0330 3426 - NB 0319 3402 along the west edition
side of an area of cultivation monument 283 1:10000
(NB 0340 3400). This wall separated
monument 283 from a stream that is
unnamed but marked on the map.
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NB 0366 3409 Dyke This wall runs intermittently for 110.0
metres in a north-west - south-east direction






NB 0293 3406 Dyke This dry-stone dyke runs in a south-west - Field walking
north-easterly direction for 20.0 meters 28.3.95
being constructed in the furrows between the
5 rigs of that run north - south. This wall (or
walls) stand only as high as the rigs it is
built between (0.30 metres).
NB 0320 3400 Dyke This denuded wall jutting out from machair Field walking
grassland on the coastal margin. The 29.3.95
walling itself is very rough, using beach
stones and inland stones with evidence of
coursing. The wall is very fragmentary and
reaches about 0.3 metres in height.
NB 0358 3390 Dyke Running from west - east across a slope for Field walking
8.0 metres this alignment of stones begins 31.3.95
and ends in no particular landscape location
and is probably the fragmentary remains of
an ancient and now largely buried or
destroyed field system.
NB 0375 3378 Dyke Skirting an area of marshy ground this dyke Field walking
runs 10.0 metres in an east - west direction. 31.3.95
This stone and earth dyke begins and ends
at no particular point in the landscape.
NB 0360 3376 Dyke This very denuded wall on is situated on the Field walking
south facing hill slopes overlooking the 31.3.95
northern side of Camas Uig. There are two
cultivation platforms on the slope above the
wall itself which has two surviving courses
which stand to 0.2 metres.
NB 0360 3376 Dyke This very denuded wall on is situated on the Field walking
south facing hill slopes overlooking the 31.3.95
northern side of Camas Uig. There are two
cultivation platforms on the slope above the
wall itself which has two surviving courses
which stand to 0.2 metres.
NB 0485 3370 Dyke This wall appears to be associated with Field walking
monument 300 (NB 0455 3380) running east 30.3.95
from that monument for over 10 metres in to
the sea loch at Sgeir na Cille. This feature is
constructed of stone.
NB 0512 3347 Dyke This stretch of wall (2.0 - 3.0 metres long) Field walking
runs into the eroding machair plain. 07.4.95
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NB 0443 3296 Dyke Possible wall eroding out of isolated dune Field walking
rampart within the Uig sands; hence is a 08.4.95
very unstable site. Does not seem to form
any sort of coherent structure.
NB 0579 3295 Dyke Wall line which runs for at least 1 km. Its Field walking
preservation varies with its proximity to 08.4.95
modern settlement.
NB 0410 3488 Dyke and This dyke runs south - north for 57.0 metres Field walking
cultivation before breaking for 1.5 metres and then 29.3.95
resuming again for a further 15.0 metres.
Standing less than 0.5 metres high this wall
runs along the west side of an area of hand
dug rig and furrow or lazy bedding.
NB 0410 3488 Dyke and This dyke runs south - north for 57.0 metres Field walking
cultivation before breaking for 1.5 metres and then 29.3.95
resuming again for a further 15.0 metres.
Standing less than 0.5 metres high this wall
runs along the west side of an area of hand
dug rig and furrow or lazy bedding.
NB 0515 3488 Dyke and This stone built dyke runs for 100.0 metres Field walking
cultivation in a south-westerly direction along the west 30.3.95
side of an area of lazy bedding. The seven
beds are Orientated north - south, stand 1.0
metres high, 1.5 metres wide, have a wave
length of 3.0 meters and appear to be hand
dug. This cultivation is completely enclosed
by a second stone dyke that creates a field
measuring 50.0 x 80.0 metres.
NB 0515 3488 Dyke and This stone built dyke runs for 100.0 metres Field walking
cultivation in a south-westerly direction along the west 30.3.95
side of an area of lazy bedding. The seven
beds are Orientated north - south, stand 1.0
metres high, 1.5 metres wide, have a wave
length of 3.0 meters and appear to be hand
dug. This cultivation is completely enclosed
by a second stone dyke that creates a field
measuring 50.0 x 80.0 metres.
NB 0533 3414 Dyke and These two enclosed fields of hand dug lazy Field walking
cultivation beds are situated on the north side of the 30.3.95
road to Crowlista. The western field has 13
beds and the eastern filed has 14 beds, al of
which stand approximately 0.25 metres
high, are 1.25 metres wide and have a wave
length of 3.0 metres. The boundary walls are
of turf and stone are 0.5 metres high and
1.25 metres wide. These beds are south
facing and are Orientated north - south. The





150.0 metres along the side of the road.
NB 0533 3414 Dyke and These two enclosed fields of hand dug lazy Field walking
cultivation beds are situated on the north side of the 30.3.95
road to Crowlista. The western field has 13
beds and the eastern filed has 14 beds, al of
which stand approximately 0.25 metres
high, are 1.25 metres wide and have a wave
length of 3.0 metres. The boundary walls are
of turf and stone are 0.5 metres high and
1.25 metres wide. These beds are south
facing and are Orientated north - south. The
fields are ca. 50.0 in length and run for
150.0 metres along the side of the road.
NB 0399 3474 Dyke or This revetment runs for 24.0 metres along Field walking
revetment the west shore of Loch Barabhat before 29.3.95 O.S.
heading onto a small headland that juts into Present
the loch for 8.0 metres before it and the wall edition
end in a cairn that is marked on the modern 1:10000 map
Ordnance Survey map.
NB 0515 3532 Dyke, Mill Situated on the north side of the stream Field walking
race? called Allt Liana Stieshal is a stone 30.3.95
revetment that runs for 24.0 metres and is
4.0 metres at its widest. This revetment
faces away from the stream and creates a
level piece of ground between its face that
stands up to 1.0 metre in height. This
structure appears to serve no purpose but
may conceivably be part of a water control
feature designed to channel water to a mill
that can no longer be identified.
NB 0473 3660 Dyke/revetment Running north from NB 0473 3651 for 27 Field walking
metres to NB 0473 3677 before turning west 27.3.95
and running for a further 11.0 is a rough dry-
stone wall. This wall/dyke is situated on the
west shore of Loch Mheacleit and where it
turns there is a large mooring stone on the
waters edge.
NB 0475 3670 Dykes This series of short walls has been built Field walking
around a natural outcrop on the west shore 27.3.95
of Loch Mheacleit. The walls range in
length from 8.0 metres to 1.0 metres and
appear to serve no function and stand no
more than 0.75 metres high.
NB 0383 3570 Dykes This loose scatter of stones forms a linear Field walking
alignment 14.0 metres long. It is possible 25.3.95
that these stones are the remains of a turf
and stone dyke.
NB 0380 3557 Dykes This series of stone alignments runs along a Field walking
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water bed for 25 metres and may be the 25.3.95
result of water washing.
NB 0295 3490 Dykes A system of banks constructed of raised Field walking
mounds of turf and reinforced intermittently 28.3.95
with dry stones has been constructed on the
south side of the stream that runs between
Loch Camasord and the sea to the west.
NB 0461 3455 Dykes These two dykes are Orientated south-east - Field walking
north-west and are 50.0 metres in length. 31.3.95
The southern dyke is of stone construction
and the northern dyke is of turf and stone
construction. The two are situated 4.0 metres
apart. These dykes seem to separate two
areas of cultivation.
NB 0345 3437 Dykes Stone dykes intersect at a valley floor next Field walking
to Loch Buiale nan Caorach. These walls are 30.3.95
heavily denuded and only consist frequently
of a single line of stones.
NB 0515 3915 Enclosure This sub-rectilinear enclosure measures 5.5 Field walking
x 5.0 metres and is of orthostatic and dry- 11.4.95
stone construction. Situated 15 metres to the
south of monument 1 (NB 0515 3920) there
appears to be an earlier structure underneath,
though it is difficult to define. It seams
likely that this structure is part of a complex
including the earlier structure recorded at
monument 1.
NB 0488 3680 Enclosure This sub-rectilinear enclosure measures 13.0 Field walking
metres north - south and 11.0 metres west - 27.3.95
east and is constructed of dry-stone up to 5
courses high. The remains of one internal
division may be seen in the south west
corner of the structure. Running from the
centre of the south wall for 27.0 metres to
the edge of Loch Mheacleit is a similarly
constructed wall.
NB 0733 3628 Enclosure This complex of turf and stone walls forms Field walking
an enclosure on the east side of Loch Mor 29.3.95
that measures 8.0 x 12 metres.
NB 0480 3548 Enclosure This small egg-shaped enclosure, measures Field walking
8.0 x 4.0 metres externally and is formed by 28.3.95
a low turf bank standing up to 0.3 metres
high. On the west, north-west and north-east
the bank is barely visible. A very slight
irregularly shaped mound is also visible at
the centre of the structure standing not more
than 0.1 metres. The bank of the enclosure
is broken on the south end of the west and
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east sides and in the centre of the south side.
15.0 metres to the north are similar banks
with some stone scatters but these banks
form no obvious enclosure.
NB 0511 3545 Enclosure Measuring 12.0 metres north - south and 4.5 Field walking
metres west - east, this rough oval enclosure 28.3.95
is situated on the south west facing slopes to
the west of Allt Liana Stieshal. Consisting of
an earthen bank measuring 2.0 metres across
there is some evidence of stone construction
at the south end of the feature. Much of the
east side of this site is constructed against a
bedrock outcrop.
NB 0470 3530 Enclosure Situated on west facing slopes, the D shaped
stone enclosure is attached to the side of a
poorly preserved wall and measures 4.5 x
6.0 metres.
NB 0381 3493 Enclosure The remains of this dry-stone wall with turf Field walking
backing runs from monument 149 (NB 0381 27.3.95
3493) in a westerly direction to monument
135 (Mill). The wall has the effect of
creating an enclosure against a crag as it
runs into Loch Barabhat at its east end.
NB 0381 3493 Enclosure This oval structure is built into side of a Field walking
rocky outcrop just by the west shore of 27.3.95
Loch Barabhat. There is an apparent
entrance facing the loch. The structure is
well sheltered and may be a shieling.
Measuring 6.0 metres north - south and 3.5
metres west - east, this feature is of dry-
stone construction and stands up to 5
courses high in places.
NB 0354 3480 Enclosure This turf built stone lined enclosure Field walking
measures 6.0 metres north - south, 4.0 31.3.95
metres west - east and is situated
immediately on the edge of the beach to the
west of Crowlista.
NB 0438 3472 Enclosure The large enclosure measure 11.0 metres Field walking
square and is constructed of dry-stone. It has 30.3.95
entrances on the centre of the west and north
wall one internal feature, a small shieling is
situated in the south-east corner. A large pile
of rubble can be seen in the south-west
corner.
NB 0385 3446 Enclosure This semi-circular enclosure is built against
a north facing bedrock outcrop and measures
12.0 metres west - east and 11.0 metres
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and has a small entrance in its east wall.
NB 0363 3441 Enclosure This small sub rectilinear structure measures Field walking
2.0 x 2.1 metres and is built of dry-stone 29.3.95
directly onto bedrock. A blocked entrance is
visible in the south wall.
NB 0281 3415 Enclosure Situated on the edge of Loch Braigh a'Mhill Field walking
this enclosure measures 9.0 metres in 28.3.95
diameters and is built against an north facing
outcrop face. The construction is very poor
quality as the stones used are mostly beach
stones and therefore collapse easily. There
are no structures apparent in the enclosure.
Running from the west side of the enclosure
in a northerly direction for 27.0 metres is a
dry-stone wall that links the outcrop to the
loch, at the end of this wall a 2.0 metre long
causeway links a small island to the loch
shore. Monument 265 (NB 0284 3413) lies
10.0 metres to the west.
NB 0340 3405 Enclosure The remains of older structures have been Field walking
reused in the building of these sheep 29.3.95
enclosures. The older structure appears to be
12.0 metres length and is Orientated south¬
east - north-west. It is likely that this feature
is the remains of an old, pre enclosure
blackhouse.
NB 0387 3397 Enclosure Situated against a north facing bedrock Field walking
outcrop this D - shaped enclosure measures 31.3.95
2.5 x 3.0 metres and is constructed of dry-
stone with no apparent entrance.
NB 0383 3386 Enclosure Constructed on a cultivation platform Field walking
situated to the south of a bedrock outcrop 30.3.95
this rectangular enclosure measures 5.0
metres north - south and 9.0 metres west -
east. Constructed of dry-stone the walls
stand up to 1.5 metres high.
NB 0383 3386 Enclosure This rectilinear enclosure constructed of Field walking
small and medium sized stones measures 5.0 30.3.95
metres square and has a slight bulge in its
south-west corner. There is no visible
entrance, and in its interior there are trees
growing.
NB 0356 3380 Enclosure This rectangular dry-stone building is set Field walking
into the slope to form a flat floor and is 31.3.95
situated only a few metres from the eroding
edge of the beach and facing the sea. The
back wall, built into the slope, is still
upstanding to about 1.4 metres and is
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constructed of larger blocks with smaller
stones filling in the gaps standing at least 5
layers of coursing high. There is no obvious
entrance and the interior is filled with
rubble. The sides and front walls are more
denuded though do still show coursing.
Attached to the seaward side appears to be a
smaller annex, a rectangular enclosure
which itself seems to show 2 phases of
building with a larger more fragmentary
structure underneath. There is a large
boulder forming the south south-east corner
of this annex which has rubble, probably
collapse from the major building, within it.
There is tumble around the whole structure
which measures 7.0 metres north - south and
4.0 metres west - east.
NB 0503 3328 Enclosure This unusual oval structure with one main
chamber and a pile of stones at its north end
which may represent a cell measures 7.0 x
11.0 metres with walls up to 1.0 metres high
and 1.5 - 2.0 metres thick. This site
overlooks the shore end of the causeway to
Dun Borranish.
NB 0545 3296 Enclosure The remains off the oval shaped dry-stone Field walking
enclosure measure 6.0 metres west - east and 08.4.95
7.0 metres north - south externally, the walls
are collapsed and are 2.0 metres thick. The
structure is truncated at its north end by a
later stone field boundary.
NB 0576 3285 Enclosure This oval structure has an entrance in its Field walking
north wall and measures 6.0 metres west - 08.4.95
east and 8.0 metres north - south. It has
walls constructed of turf with an internal
facing of stone that are up to 1.5 metres in




NB 0502 3273 Enclosure Relatively modern rectilinear sheep Field walking
enclosure with internal dimensions of 12.0 x 08.4.95
8.0 metres constructed of dry-stone walling
standing to 1.25 metres in places.
NB 0538 3245 Enclosure This modern stone walled sheep enclosure Field walking
measuring 7.0 x 3.5 metres and seems to 08.4.95
have been built over an older oval enclosure.
NB 0420 3480 Enclosure and
cultivation
Orientated north - south this enclosure Field walking
measures 35.0 metres in length and 25.0 27.3.95
metres in width and is constructed of earth.
The bank encloses an area of lazy bedding.
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NB 0420 3480 Enclosure and Orientated north - south this enclosure
cultivation measures 35.0 metres in length and 25.0
metres in width and is constructed of earth.
The bank encloses an area of lazy bedding.
Field walking
27.3.95
NB 0275 3415 Enclosure and This platform measures 28.0 metres west -
platform east and 12.0 metres north - south and has
on its east side a enclosure. The enclosure
measures 15.0 metres north - south by 5.0
metres west - east and is constructed of
rough dry-stone walling up to 0.5 metres in
thickness. Much of the west wall of this
enclosure has collapsed. In the south-east
corner of this enclosure is an oval cell or
shieling measuring 4.0 x 2.0 metres within
which no features can be seen.
Field walking
28.3.95
NB 0518 3477 Enclosure and This enclosure measuring 22.0 x 16.0 metres Field walking
shieling and constructed of turf and stone walling of 26.3.95
a very fragmentary nature. To the north-west
on a natural outcrop there is a small turf
shieling measuring 2.0 metres in diameter.
NB 0436 3501 Enclosure or Measuring 6.0 metres west - east and 5.0 Field walking
shieling metres north - south, this D-shaped 29.3.95
enclosure is open on its east side and is of
dry-stone construction.
NB 0860 3470 Enclosure/Black This sub rectangular dry-stone construction Field walking
house stands 7 courses high. Measuring 5.0 metres 31.3.95
x 4.0 metres externally this building has one
entrance in its south wall.
NB 0841 3444 Enclosure/shieli Directly to the south of large boulder with a Field walking
ng roughly rectangular. Top surface is a sub 31.3.95
rectilinear setting of small stones measuring
2.0 metres square. The area is somewhat
sheltered by spurs running towards Loch
Sgailler. The stones are overgrown and
partially embedded in surrounding peat.
This rectangular structure measures 3.0 Field walking
metres north - south and 4.5 metres west - 30.3.95
east. It is situated at the north end of an area
of hand dug lazy bedding that runs west -
east for 330.0 metres on the west facing
slopes of Baile na Cille and cover an area
400.0 metres to the south of the enclosure.
The enclosure, rectangular in shape, is built
into a stone field wall and is of dry-stone
construction, no entrance can be discerned.
NB 0339 3483 Fishing Stance Situated on the south side of Loch Camasord Field walking
and Boat is a fishing stance measuring 2.5 metres 27.3.95
north - south and 2.0 metres in width, an
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Landing area to the west of this feature has been
cleared of stones to allow the beaching of
boats.
NB 0390 3480 Fishing Stance/
Causeway
This dry-stone fishing stance runs from the
south side of Loch Barabhat for 5.0 metres
before disappearing under the water. This
feature is 1.5 metres wide.
Field walking
30.3.95
NB 0284 3413 Grave This grave measures 2.6 x 0.6 metres and is Field walking
marked by a rectangle of small beach 28.3.95
cobbles. It is said locally that this is the
grave of a lawyer from south Harris who
killed himself after being spurned by his
wife/lover.
NB 0340 3607 Guinnerso Situated on the north facing slopes above the Field walking
(Settlement) south side of Loch Ruadh Guinnerso is a 25.3.95
multi-cellular structure that manifests itself
as a mound of stones standing 2.50 metres
high and measuring 10.0 metres in diameter.
Several cells can be seen, some on the south
side and some on the east and north sides.
All are of edge set slab construction and
measure 3.0 metres in diameter. The cells on
the south side appear to be arranged in a
shamrock pattern, though it is possible that
these three features are actually an entrance
to the site with two cells either side of it.
The ground between this site and the Loch
200 metres to the north has been cleared and
low cultivation ridges may be seen (with a
wave length of over 10. metres). Within the
large clearance cairns several other possible
cells may be seen.
NB 0439 3514 Hut/ Shieling Measuring 4.0 metres in diameter, this Field walking
structure is circular and of turf and 29.3.95
occasional stone construction. An entrance
can be seen in the south side of the
monument which is situated on the south¬
west facing slopes at the south end of Druim
Mor. It is possible that this structure is
Prehistoric in date.
This jetty or fishing stance juts into Loch Field walking
Mor from its northern tip for 5 metres. 29.3.95
Immediately to the west a revetment 5.0
metres long may be seen.
NB 0790 3530 Jetty/Fishing Running into the west side of the eastern Field walking
Stance loch of the three lochs immediately below 29.3.95
the summit of Lochan a Bhide Ruaidh, this
jetty is of dry-stone construction and runs
into the loch for 3.0 metres.
NB 0731 3639 Jetty and
revetment.
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NB 0459 3445 Kale/stack yard Measuring 11.0 x 13.5 metres this enclosure Field walking
has walls marked by extremely large stones. 04.4.95
There is no apparent entrance to this
enclosure.
NB 0998 3636 Kerbed cairn Remains of the kerb cairn excavated by Field walking
Close-Brookes in 1970's. Erosion is 10.4.95; Armit
occurring at all points (sand deflation) and at (1994), site 02
present the edge of the eroding scar is 15 m.
from west of the kerb.
NB 0454 3450 Kiln The remains of this truncated structure Field walking
measures 6.0 metres x 8.0 metres and is 05.4.95
Orientated south-east - north-west. All of the
stone in the walls and the chamber of this
site have been robbed away.
NB 0390 3484 Man made Situated in Loch Barabhat on its south side Field walking
island is this large crannog. Measuring 18.0 metres 03.4.95 O.S.
north - south and 14.0 meters west - east, Present
this island is constructed of small rocks this edition
island stands clear of the loch surface by up 1:10000 map
to a metre. A large dry-stone construction RCAHMS,
standing in places 10 courses high fills most NMRS
of the surface of the island. There is no NO03SW4
causeway linking this island to the shore
60.0 metres to the south, but a boat noost
can be seen on the islands northern shore.
NB 1007 3640 Midden Lenses of this midden identified by Armit Field walking
(1994) survive though up to 3.0 metres have 11.4.95; Armit
been eroded and still are being actively (1994), site 22
eroded by the sea. This is a highly unstable
site which is eroding very quickly. It
measures 9.0 metres in length and varies in
thickness from 0.1 metres to 0.3 metres.
NB 1006 3626 Midden Situated on a small bedrock islet at the west Field walking
end of Traigh na Berie is this eroding shell 10.4.95
midden. Consisting of a layer of mixed
whole shells 0.3 - 0.5 metres thick, the
midden includes bone, charcoal, cramp and
some possibly worked quartz. The site sits
on a brown sandy soil up to 0.15 metres
thick.
NB 0372 3504 Mill The first in a series of mills constructed Field walking
between Loch Barabhat and Loch 24.3.95, O.S.
Camasord. This site has been heavily Present
demolished and measures 4 metres square Edition
with a wheel cell measuring 1.5 metres by 1:10000
2.0 metres. The water passed through this
site from north-east to south-west before
running on to a second mill on the shore of
Loch Camasord ( see the survey described in
778
section 2.2) Immediately to the north of this
structure is a platform that may be an earlier
mill on the same site. To the west is a dam
that has been breached to take the water
from the site along a leat to the mill at Loch
Camasord.
Reference
NB 0358 3496 Mill This mill stands on the shore of Loch Field walking
Camasord immediately to the north of 151 25.3.95, O.S.
(see description in section 2.2 for full Present
relationship). This mill measures 3.5 x 2.3 Edition
metres and stands up to 1.5 metres in height. 1:10000
NB 0361 3492 Mill This stone built horizontal mill measuring
4.0 x 3.0 metres is the second in a series of
two ( the first being monument 135 ). This
mill is a good example of those typical to
the west Uig area not having a corbelled mill
Chamber of stone construction upon which
the stone would have stood, but having
instead an open straight sided chamber that
was presumably covered with a wooden
floor for the mill stones to sit on. 5.0 metres
to the north of this mill is the remains of a






NB 0338 3475 Mill The remains of this mill, built with dry Field walking
stone, are situated between Loch Buaile nan 27.3.95
Caorach and Loch Camasord. Measuring 2.2
metres square the mill chamber is unusual as
it bulges on its left side (facing down flow)
apparently directing the water flow across
the chamber (it is not clear where the
horizontal turbine was situated or which way
it turned. On the floor of the chamber are the
remains of one mill stone.
NB 0753 3460 Mill Orientated south south-west - north north- Field walking
east this mill is situated on the edge of the 04.4.95
cliff that forms the north side of the Glen
Bahltos. Measuring 3.0 x 2.0 metres
internally the chamber of the mill is open
and two mill stone fragments may be seen
within it. To the north of the site a sluice and
leat runs for 10.0 metres to where water was
taken from a natural burn.
NB 0555 3302 Mill Part of an extended mill complex with Field walking
monuments 324, with associated channels 08.4.95, O.S.
and sluice. The mill measures 5.0 x 5.0 Present
metres and has a hint of an internal edition
scarcement. 1:10000 map
NB 0553 3296 Mill Part of an extended mill complex this site Field walking
measures 6.0 x 5.5 metres with internal 08.4.95, O.S.
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scarcement still showing and has associated Present
banks and sluice for diversion of water. edition
1:10000 map
NB 0306 3490 Mill and dam This mill lies 100.0 metres to the west of Field walking
Loch Camasord and was originally fed by a 25.3.95
system of Dykes and Leats that took water
from behind the Dam monument 156 (NB
0318 3490). The mill itself is 4.0 metres
square with a wheel cell that measures 1.0
metres square. Running from the north wall
of the mill for 50 metres is a substantial
stone and turf dyke or dam that appears to
be to prevent flooding of the mill which is
situated on very flat ground.
NB 0520 3725 Mill/still Situated on the east bank of the stream that Field walking
runs from Loch Mheacliet north to the sea, 27.3.95
approximately 500 metres north of the loch,
are the remains of a structure. Measuring 6.0
metres west - east and 4 metres north -
south, the building is situated under a north
facing outcrop and has two identifiable
internal areas. While the inflow is not
visible, the outflow may be seen exiting the
structure on its north-west corner and
running for 1.5 metres to the stream. It is
possible, given this structures location and
size, that it is actually a smithy and/or an
illicit still, similar to those recorded at
Garenin.
NB 0592 3446 Miscellaneous Drainage ditch Field walking
04.4.95
NB 0525 3255 Piers/causeways A series of 4 stone piers ( probably for Field walking
fishing) set into estuary of Uig sands. Each 08.4.95
pier is of dry-stone construction is 4.0 - 5.0
metres long and 2.0 metres wide.
NB 0380 3386 Platform These three cultivation platforms are Field walking
situated on south-east facing hillside 31.3.95
overlooking Crowlista. Two have no
revetments, only turf faces whereas one is
revetted with dry-stone of 2-3 courses.
NB 0492 3355 Platform This platform with a wall slumping at its Field walking
eroding edge measures 5.0 x 4.0 metres and 07.4.95
is situated 10.0 metres to the north of 313
(NB 0492 3355). Some hand made pottery
was collected from the eroding face of this
site.
NB 0779 3572 Platform/revetm This east facing semi circular stone Field walking
ent revetment measures 8.0 metres in diameter. 30.3.95
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Built up against a bedrock face, this
platform has no apparent function
(agricultural??).
NB 0805 3591 Platforms These two west facing platforms are cut into Field walking
the hillside and built up with stone at the 30.3.95
front. One measures 8.0 metres across and
the other measures 5.0 metres and they are
situated 10.0 metres apart.
NB 0293 3406 Promontory This promontory protrudes in a southerly Field walking
Enclosure direction for 40.0 metres in to the bay at 28.3.95
Camas Uig. Its neck is cut by a turf and
earth wall standing 0.40 metres high and
about 1.5 metres in width. This wall runs for
8.0 metres in a westerly direction and then
turns south-west and runs for 17.0 metres to
the sea. The interior of the enclosed area is
largely bare rock and no structures can be
seen within it.
The promontory called Tolanais, centred at Field walking
NB 0450 3380 is demarked from the 29.3.95
mainland to the north by a turf and stone
dyke that runs in and easterly direction from
NB 0415 3383 for 83.5 metres to NB 0423
3382. This wall has a break of 3.5 metres at
its centre point that has been forced to allow
the passage of modern farm machinery but
other wise runs uninterrupted from shore to
shore of the promontory. No features other
than monument 304 (NB 0450 3375) can be
seen on the promontory and it is possible
that this feature is agricultural.
NB 0315 3400 Promontory fort Set on a promontory that is Orientated north Field walking
- south and is itself separated from the 29.3.95
mainland mass by a boulder beach. This
natural spur which commands the northern
approached to the Camas Uig is cut by a
wall that is up to 0.5 metres high which runs
the width of the promontory. This wall has
two visible faces and is 20.0 metres long
with a possible entrance 8.0 metres from its
east end. Behind this wall is a second wall
that is visible as a face , facing the north.
The west side of this monument is revetted
to prevent it slipping into the sea. A full
description of this site is given in section
2.3.
NB 0455 3380 Promontory
enclosure/fort
NB 0480 3820 RAF base This tight group of abandoned buildings of Field walking
various shapes and sizes sits 50 metres to the 29.3.95,
south of the RAF broadcasting station at the Ordnance
north end of the Aird Uig peninsula. Survey.
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Constructed between 1954 and 1956 it was present edition
abandoned in 1960. It consists largely of 1:10000 map.
single storey flat roofed structures made of
re-inforced concrete with iron window
frames. These buildings represent the offices
and barracks for the late 1950s radio base at
the headland. The only unusual buildings on
this site are 4 prefabricated huts by the road
on the north side of the site. These huts are
separated from the camp by a wire fence and
may represent an earlier phase of use.
NB 0425 3685 Revetment Running north west from Loch Mheacleit Field walking
along the south side of a small stream for 27.3.95
35.0 metres is a revetment constructed of
dry-stone construction standing up to 5
courses high (0.5 metres high).
NB 0750 3589 Revetment This small revetment faces north and is Field walking
situated on the northern slopes of Carnan 30.3.95
Theugadail. Running west - east for 2.0
metres, it stands 3 courses high and has no
apparent function.
NB 0300 3499 Revetment This stone revetment runs along the north Field walking
side of the valley that carried the mill run 25.3.95
west from Loch Camasord. Measuring 2.0
metres wide, 0.25 - 0.4 metres high, it runs
120.0 metres from NB 0298 3499 to 0312
3500.
NB 0305 3464 Revetment About 5.0 metres below summit of Lingail Field walking
Mor, on the south-east side there appears to 27.3.95
be a wall, or revetment.
NB 0538 3691 Scoop and This feature is a gouge in the peat measuring Field walking
cairns 16 metres west - east and 8 metres north to 25.3.95
south and is up to 1.65 metres deep. Along
the south side is a bank or elongated cairn
measuring 12.0 x 3.0 metres. On the north
west corner of the feature is a cairn
measuring 6.0 metres by 5.0 metres.
NB 0538 3691 Scoop and This feature is a gouge in the peat measuring Field walking
cairns 16 metres west - east and 8 metres north to 25.3.95
south and is up to 1.65 metres deep. Along
the south side is a bank or elongated cairn
measuring 12.0 x 3.0 metres. On the north
west corner of the feature is a cairn
measuring 6.0 metres by 5.0 metres.
NB 0450 3375 Scooped Situated with in the boundaries of the Field walking
platforms Tolanais promontory on north facing slopes 29.3.95
of the southerly hill of the two that occupy
the promontory are 2 possible scooped
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platforms measuring no more than 5.0
metres in diameter. One of these platforms
shows the slight remains of circular turf
structure.
These three scoops are situated in a line Field walking
running north - south. All three scoops 07.4.95
measure 4.0 mete in diameter and none have
any structural features upon them.
NB 0272 3442 Settlement Situated in a sheltered valley immediately Field walking
adjacent to the coast structure in valley just 28.3.95
by coast and surrounded by reasonable
grazing land; This structure measures 9.0
metres north - south and 5.0 metres west -
east. At the north end of this mound is a
circular cell or shieling measuring 2.0 -2.5
metres internally, to the south of this several
other less distinct features or cells may be
seen. While the mound appears to be largely
of earth construction the cellular features
appear to be dry-stone in nature. It is
possible that this feature is a multi cellular
shieling, though these are very rare in this
area.
NB 0496 3375 Scooped
platforms
NB 0492 3355 Settlement This enclosure measures 30.0 metres west - Field walking
east and 19.0 metres north - south. 07.4.95
Incorporated within the west end of the
north wall are a series of scoops or cells that
range in size from 2.0 metres to 4.0 metres
in diameter and may represent the remains
of a poly-cellular building constructed of
turf. Immediately to the north of this site
several fragments of handmade pottery were
found in the eroding dune face.
NB 0998 3634 Settlement This settlement mound was identified by Field walking
mound Armit (1994) and is becoming increasingly 11.4.95; Armit
prone to erosion due to increase in rabbit (1994), site 20
activity. Site stable but potentially sand
deflation could set in if rabbit scrapes big
enough.
NB 0988 3616 Settlement This site is as described by Armit (1994) and Field walking
mound is stable, though there is some rabbit damage 10.4.95; Armit
to the mound. (1994), site 18
NB 0712 3610 Settlement? This sub circular mound of stones measures Field walking
9.0 metres in diameter and is situated on the 30.3.95
east facing slopes above the village of Cliff
on the Bhaltos Peninsula. Within the mound,
several cells may be seen; these structures
are roughly 3.0 metres in diameter. It is
possible that this site is similar in type to
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that of (76) Guinnerso.
NB 0574 3821 Shieling This rectilinear shieling measures 4.0 metres Field walking
west - east and 5.0 metres north - south and 25.3.95
is of rough, heavily denuded dry-stone
construction. This site is situated on the top
of the north facing sea cliffs of Ruhba Mor.
NB 0662 3771 Shieling Situated immediately to the north of Field walking
monument 26 (Shieling NB 0652 3755) is a 25.3.95
shieling measuring 3.0 metres square. This
structure is situated below the east-facing
outcrop immediately below the summit of
Rubha Mor.
NB 0652 3755 Shieling This sub-circular shieling is situated below Field walking
the summit of Rubha Mor on its east facing 25.3.95
slopes. It measures 3.0 metres in diameter
and has a possible north facing entrance.
The interior of the south wall is marked by
an ambry.
NB 0718 3689 Shieling Situated on east facing slope above the Field walking
eastern sea cliffs of the Aird Uig peninsula 29.3.95
is this rectangular shieling. Orientated south¬
west - north east the structure measures 3.0
metre by 2.0 metres and has an entrance at
the west end of the south wall. Constructed
of 0.40 metres dry-stone walling there is an
ambry in the east end of the south wall.
NB 0464 3619 Shieling This large stone and turf shieling measures Field walking
5.0 metres west - east and 4.0 metres north - 28.3.95
south and is roughly circular in shape.
Situated on the south shore of Loch
Mheacleit, it has been truncated on its east
side by the stream that runs from the loch
towards the south.
NB 0541 3580 Shieling This dry-stone sub-rectilinear enclosure Field walking
measures 2.0 metres square and stands 27.3.95
between 0.5 - 1.0 metres in height. There is
a possible entrance at the south end of the
east wall and a small ambry may be seen in
the centre of the interior of the north wall.
This monument is built against a south
facing rockface.
NB 0440 3550 Shieling This sub-circular turf structure measures 6.0
x 5.0 metres externally and has a depression
measuring 1.0 x 2.0 internally. There is no
visible entrance. The location of this
monument is only to the nearest 100 metres.
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Loch Sgailler, this dry-stone shieling 28.3.95,0.S.
measures 2.0 metres north - south and 1.75 Present
metres west - east internally. There is an edition
entrance 0.5 metres wide in the centre of the 1:10000
east wall.
NB 0464 3539 Shieling This pair of structures are approximately Field walking
10.0 metres apart at the south-west corner of 28.3.95
the unnamed Loch immediately to the south
of Loch Steishal. They are both sub-circular
and measure approximately 5.0 metres in
diameter. Being constructed of turf and
pebbles these sites have several associated
walls of small stone that jut out on to the
unnamed loch.
NB 0451 3538 Shieling Situated on the slight east facing slope Field walking
above the nameless loch to the south of 28.3.95
Loch Steishal is this circular shieling of turf
construction. It measures 3.0 metres in
diameter and there is a possible entrance on
the west side of the monument.
NB 0462 3538 Shieling This pair of structures are approximately Field walking
10.0 metres apart at the south-west corner of 28.3.95
the unnamed Loch immediately to the south
of Loch Steishal. They are both sub-circular
and measure approximately 5.0 metres in
diameter. Being constructed of turf and
pebbles these sites have several associated
walls of small stone that jut out on to the
unnamed loch.
NB 0434 3526 Shieling These two shielings are situated 5 metres Field walking
apart. The southern monument is sub- 24.3.95
circular, 4 metres in diameter, is of turf and
stone lined construction and is heavily
eroded. The northerly monument is
rectangular measuring 5.0 metres west - east
and 4.0 metres north - south and is of dry
stone construction. This second shieling is
also heavily denuded.
NB 0434 3525 Shieling These two shielings are situated 5 metres Field walking
apart. The southern monument is sub- 24.3.95
circular, 4 metres in diameter, is of turf and
stone lined construction and is heavily
eroded. The northerly monument is
rectangular measuring 5.0 metres west - east
and 4.0 metres north - south and is of dry
stone construction. This second shieling is
also heavily denuded.
NB 0437 3515 Shieling This shieling measures 5.0 metres west - Field walking
east and 4.0 metres north - south. It is 29.3.95
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constructed of rough stone and stands up to
1.0 metres in height. There is a possible
entrance in the east end of the north wall
measuring 1.0 metres across. This site is
situated 4.0 metres to the north of 126 (NB
0439 3514).
NB 0440 3514 Shieling This structure is rectilinear and measures 3.5 Field walking
x 3.0 metres externally and 2.0 x 1.5 metres 29.3.95
internally. The walls are constructed of
rounded stones and no entrance can be seen.
NB 0437 3488 Shieling This circular structure measures 5.0 metres Field walking
in diameter, has walls 1.0 metres in width 29.3.95
and 0.5 metres in height. There is an
entrance on the east side of the monument
which is largely constructed of stone. 4.0
metres to the south-west is a small stretch of
semi-circular wall measuring 3.0 metres in
length, 1.0 - 0.5 metres in width and 0.5
metres in height.
NB 0364 3480 Shieling Constructed against a bedrock face this Field walking
rectangular structure measures 1.5 x 2.5 30.3.95
metres externally and is constructed of dry-
stone.
NB 0441 3476 Shieling Situated on the ridge to the west of Traigh Field walking
nan Sruban this site is rectilinear and 29.3.95
measures 2.0 metres x 2.5 metres and is
stone in construction though the remains of
the wall are covered with turf. The interior
of this site is filled with rubble. An entrance
can be seen at the south end of the west
wall. Immediately to the west of this site is a
small circular cairn measuring 1.0 metres in
diameter.
NB 0365 3475 Shieling The remains of this oval turf and stone Field walking
shieling are built against an east facing 30.3.95
bedrock face and measure 1.5 x 2.0 metres.
NB 0283 3474 Shieling This small shieling is situated in a valley Field walking
next to stream and short distance from small 28.3.95
loch both of which are nameless. The walls
are of turf and have an internal facing
standing up to 3 courses, maximum height
of 0.4 metres. The structure is sub circular
measuring 2.5 metres in diameter, 1.5
metres in internal diameter and has an
entrance on its south side.
NB 0405 3468 Shieling This two celled shieling is Orientated north - Field walking
south, with the main cell measuring 4.0 26.3.95
metres in diameter being situated to the
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south. This main cell is of stone construction
where the northern cell is smaller and is
partially constructed of turf. To the north of
the structure is the faint remains of a third
circular cell constructed from turf.
NB 0473 3456 Shieling This turf shieling stands up to 0.20 metres Field walking
high and is rectilinear in shape measuring 27.3.95
1.0 x 2.0 metres.
NB 0740 3455 Shieling This rectilinear structure measures 3.0 x 4.5
metres externally and is of dry-stone
construction. No entrance can be discerned
as the site is heavily collapsed.
Field walking
04.4.95
NB 0338 3448 Shieling This oval structure measures 3.0 x 2.0 Field walking
metres externally and 2.0 x 1.0 metres 30.3.95
internally, stands 0.3 metres high and is of
rough dry-stone construction but is largely
collapsed.
NB 0388 3447 Shieling This oval stone built shieling measures 4.0 Field walking
metres north - south and 3.0 metres west - 30.3.95
east and has walls that stand up to 0.5 metres
height. There is a possible entrance 0.5
metres wide in the north-east corner of the
site.
NB 0352 3443 Shieling Built against two bed rock faces and is of Field walking
dry-stone construction. Measuring 2.0 29.3.95
metres square this site faces north-east.
NB 0640 3440 Shieling This sub rectilinear structure measures 3.0 Field walking
metres by 3.0 metres with walls constructed 04.4.95
of turf standing up to 0.25 metres in height
and 0.75 metres in width. A break in the
north wall measuring 1.50 metres is
probably an entrance.
NB 0433 3437 Shieling Built into a stone dyke that runs for 100.0 Field walking
metres north from a south facing rock 30.3.95
outcrop. Situated 5.0 metres from the south
end of the dyke is a circular structure
measuring 2.5 metres in diameter and has an
entrance 0.5 metres wide in its west side.
NB 0618 3435 Shieling This small sub rectilinear structure measures Field walking
2.0 x 1.5 metres internally and is constructed 04.4.95
of dry-stone that survives to a height of 1
course. There is a break in the centre of the
south wall that measures 0.60 metres wide.
This site is situated 15 metres to the south¬
east of monument 233
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NB 0450 3434 Shieling This small stone built shieling overlooks Field walking
Traigh nan Sruban from its east shore and 31.3.95
measures 2.0 x 2.0 metres and has no
apparent entrance. This site is situated
within the boundary of monument 243 (NB
0457 3434).
NB 0611 3432 Shieling This rectilinear structure has dry-stone Field walking
constructed walls standing up to 1.5 metres 04.4.95
in height. Measuring 2.0 x 1.5 metres
internally no entrance can be seen though
the south wall is heavily collapsed.
NB 0428 3431 Shieling This possible shieling located on the shore Field walking
of Traigh nan Sruban measures 2x2 metres. 31.3.95
The walls are 0.5 metres thick and re
constructed of turf and stone. An entrance
1.0 metres wide can be seen on the north
side of the structure.
NB 0482 3428 Shieling The remains of this rectangular turf structure Field walking
measures 4.0 metres north - south, 2.0 27.3.95
metres west - east and stands to about 0.5
metres in height. There is a possible
entrance visible on the north side, though the
feature is indistinct in this area.
NB 0337 3407 Shieling This circular shieling consists of a mound Field walking
4.5 metres in diameter with a bank 1.0 28.3.95
metres wide forming an enclosure 2.5 metre
in diameter in the mounds centre, an
entrance 1.0 metres wide can be seen in the
centre of the south-east side of the
enclosure.
NB 0452 3407 Shieling Situated on the east shore of Traigh nan Field walking
Sruban is this small rectangular shieling 31.3.95
measuring 3.0 metres by 2.0 metres. This
structure is of turf construction standing up
to 1.0 metres and has a small entrance at the
north end of the west wall.
NB 0459 3404 Shieling Measuring 2.0 metres square this stone built Field walking
shieling is situated on the east shore of 31.3.95
Traigh nan Sruban. This structure stands 0.5
metres high and has no apparent entrance
though its south and east sides are heavily
collapsed.
NB 0475 3390 Shieling This rectangular turf built shieling measures Field walking
2.0 x 2.5 metres and exhibits no apparent 31.3.95
entrance. It is possible that the structure was
originally stone lined.
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NB 0456 3383 Shieling This stone and turf shieling beside Traigh Field walking
nan Sruban measuring 2.0 metres x 3.0 31.3.95
metres. A second shieling site can be seen
6.0 metres to the south-east.
NB 0457 3383 Shieling This stone and turf shieling beside Traigh Field walking
nan Sruban measuring 2.0 metres x 3.0 31.3.95
metres. A second shieling site can be seen
6.0 metres to the south-east.
NB 0510 3354 Shieling Small "sheep-watch" overlooking eroding Field walking
machair plain. Walls are stone lined with 07.4.95
turf and measure internally 1.0 x 1.5 metres.
NB 0500 3335 Shieling This oval turf shieling measures 1.5 x 2.5 Field walking
metres externally and 1.0 metres diameter 07.4.95
internally and is situated at the summit of
Borranish a Muigh.
NB 0579 3296 Shieling This rectilinear stone shieling measures 4.0 Field walking
x 3.5 metres and is constructed against a 08.4.95
south facing bed rock face..
NB 0579 3295 Shieling This multi-cellular shieling is Orientated
north south and measures 8.0 x 3.5 metres
overall. Built against an east facing outcrop
the site consists of 2 cells, the northerly one
measuring 2.0 metres in diameter internally
and the southern on measuring 2.5 metres in
diameter internally. There is a possible
entrance in to the southern cell at the south¬
west corner of the site.
Field walking
08.4.95
NB 0502 3246 Shieling This turf shieling measures 2.0 x 3.0 metres. Field walking
08.4.95
NB 3403 456 Shieling /cairn This structure survives as a series of stones
embedded in the ground surface in an ovoid
pattern measuring 3.0 metres north - south,
2.0 metres west - east and may be the




NB 0458 3403 Shieling/Blackh
ouse
This stone and turf built rectangular
structure measures 4.0 x 3.0 metres and
stands 1.5 metres high. This structure is
apparently to small to be a blackhouse and
to large to be a shieling.
Field walking
31.3.95
NB 0422 3475 Shieling/Bothy Measuring 2.0 x 2.5 metres externally and
1.25 metres square internally this small
structure is built into an dry-stone dyke that
runs north - south. There is no apparent
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NB 0494 3365 Shieling/Bothy Built into a field wall this structure measures Field walking
1.5 metres square externally and 1.0 metres 31.3.95
square internally and is of dry-stone
construction with a possible entrance on the
north side.
NB 0510 3353 Shieling/cairn This denuded cairn or shieling measures 4.0 Field walking
x 2.0 metres and is oval in shape. 07.4.95
NB 0456 3415 Shieling/cell This oval structure is constructed of turf Field walking
stone and wood and measures 2.5 metres 29.3.95
north - south and 2.0 metres west - east.
There is a possible entrance less than 1.0
metres wide situated on the south-east side
of the site from which a semi circular
alignment of stone runs for 1.3 metres in a
southerly direction.
NB 0481 3368 Shieling/cell This stone built structure is constructed on Field walking
bedrock and is sub-oval in shape, measuring 29.3.95
3.5 x 3.0 metres. Orientated west - east the
site has no apparent entrance, and is flatter
on it south side and bulbous on its north
side.
NB 0475 3407 Shieling/Hut The fragmentary remains of this circular turf Field walking
structure stand no higher than 0.25 metres 29.3.95
and measure 3.0 metres diameter internally
and 5.0 metres diameter externally, there is
an indication of a possible entrance way on
the north-west side of this structure.
NB 0490 3440 Shieling/kiln Built into a turf and stone dyke is a circular Field walking
structure 2.0 metres in diameter constructed 26.3.95
of stone with an turf or earth core. This
structure has an entrance 0.5 metres wide on
its north-east side and may be a shieling or
possibly a corn drying kiln.
NB 0480 3530 Shieling/Kiln? This stone and turf shieling measures 3.0 Field walking
metres east - west, 2.5 metres north - south 28.3.95
and is roughly oval in shape. A possible
entrance may be seen in the north wall. It is
possible that this structure had some other
function such as a kiln or day shelter as it
appears to be part of the surrounding pre-
crofting landscape.
NB 0627 3435 Shieling/Shelter This sub-rectangular arrangement of stones Field walking
stands 1 course high measures 1.8 x 0.5 04.4.95
metres and is Orientated east - west. This
site may be a day shelter or shieling.
NB 0567 3255 Shieling/shelter This dry stone structure is U shaped and Field walking
measures 2.5 x 3.5 metres and is open to the
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south. 08.4.95
NB 0470 3470 Shieling? Measuring 3.0 metres in diameter externally Field walking
this circular stone shieling is situated on top 27.3.95
of a low rocky knoll.
NB 0432 3437 Shieling? This D shaped enclosure is built against a Field walking
south facing outcrop 7.0 metres to the east 30.3.95
of monument SS (NB 0433 3437). This
feature is 2.0 metres in diameter, has no
apparent entrances and is constructed of
dry-stone and earth.
NB 0284 3413 Shielings The remains of these two shielings are Field walking
situated 7.0 metres apart on edge of south 28.3.95
west facing sea cliffs on the north side of the
Camas Uig . Both have two cells arranged in
a figure of 8 pattern. The remains now are
heavily denuded, but the basic outline can
still be seen in the turf. The westerly
structure is Orientated west to east and
measures 3.5 metres in length and 1.5
metres in width. The eastern structure is
Orientated north - south and measures 8.5
metres in length and 4.0 metres in width.
NB 0286 3413 Shielings The remains of these two shielings are Field walking
situated 7.0 metres apart on edge of south 28.3.95
west facing sea cliffs on the north side of the
Camas Uig . Both have two cells arranged in
a figure of 8 pattern. The remains now are
heavily denuded, but the basic outline can
still be seen in the turf. The westerly
structure is Orientated west to east and
measures 3.5 metres in length and 1.5
metres in width. The eastern structure is
Orientated north - south and measures 8.5
metres in length and 4.0 metres in width.
NB 0505 3355 Shielings These three shielings are of turf construction Field walking
in 2 cases and stone lined turf construction 07.4.95
in the third case and are all built against
outcrop faces on the summit of Borranish a
Stigh. All three sites measure about 2.0 x 1.5
- 2.0 metres externally and have walls up to
0.6 metres thick.
NB 0506 3355 Shielings These three shielings are of turf construction Field walking
in 2 cases and stone lined turf construction 07.4.95
in the third case and are all built against
outcrop faces on the summit of Borranish a
Stigh. All three sites measure about 2.0 x 1.5
- 2.0 metres externally and have walls up to
0.6 metres thick.
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NB 0504 3354 Shielings These three shielings are of turf construction Field walking
in 2 cases and stone lined turf construction 07.4.95
in the third case and are all built against
outcrop faces on the summit of Borranish a
Stigh. All three sites measure about 2.0 x 1.5
- 2.0 metres externally and have walls up to
0.6 metres thick.
NB 0458 3834 Shieling/mill? Measuring 1.5 x 2.0 metres, this rectilinear Field walking
dry-stone construction is situated 29.3.95
immediately to the north of a small stream
that runs to the east cliff ca. 25.0 metres to
the west. This structure sits on the line of a
dry stone wall that runs along the north side
of the stream for 20.0 metres to the west
and 26.0 metres to the east before crossing
the wall and continuing east for a further
23.0 metres. It is possible that this wall is
the dyke for a water control system for a
mill and the structure is the mill that it feeds.
NB 0485 3540 Standing This edge set marker stone is 0.5 metres Field walking
stone/marker high and measures 0.3 x 0.15 metres and is 28.3.95
sported by 4 smaller stones set wholly in the
ground. The stone is roughly triangular in
shape and is set along the intermittent
boulder alignment 90 (NB 0483 3560)
NB 0642 3678 Stepping stones These stones run north - south for 10.0 Field walking
metres through marshy ground and across a 25.3.95
small stream on the south side of Loch
Deireadh Banaig.
NB 0483 3623 Stepping stones This set of stepping stones crosses the Field walking
stream that runs from the south end of loch 29.3.95
Mheacleit, approximately 6.0 metres to the
south of the loch.
NB 0761 3550 Stepping stones Crossing the mouth of the stream that runs Field walking
from the north in to the unnamed loch to the 30.3.95
west of the summit of Druim an Rithaic, is a
line of stepping stones 5.0 metres long.
NB 0355 3626 Stone alignment A line of stones embedded in the Loch shore 5Field
runs north-east - south-west below raised walking
terrace on the south-west side of Loch 25.3.95
Ruadh Guinnerso for 5.0 metres. This
feature appears to mark one side of a slight
hollow that may have been a fish trap,
possibly related to 76 (Guinnerso).
NB 0483 3560 Stone alignment This intermittent line of large boulders Field walking
(many over 0.5 metres in height) runs for 28.3.95
over 300.0 metres and has 1.0 - 2.0 metres
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gaps where best preserved.
NB 0510 3553 Stone platform This concentration of stones forms a Field walking
platform measuring 4.0 x 4.0 metres that sits 28.3.95
on the west facing slopes above Allt Liana
Stieshal.
NB 0318 3429 Stone Setting This irregular circular arrangement of stones
of varying shapes and sizes does not appear
to make full circle over the large knoll on




NB 0489 3397 Stone spread The remains of this site survive as a spread Field walking
of stones that may mark the location of a 29.3.95
denuded cairn though it is possible that the
scatter is a natural effect of erosion.
NB 0378 3585 Stone structure This rectilinear stone structure, measuring
2.5 metres south-west - north-east and 1.5
metres south-east - north-west, is
waterlogged and may have been excavated.
Field walking
25.3.95
NB 0389 3515 Stone structure This structure appears as two pieces of oval
walling 4m & 2m in length and 1.5m apart.
It is situated on a craggy outcrop of Cnoc
Mairstean 100m from Loch Barabhat with
extensive views from north to south-west. .
Field walking
27.3.95
NB 0463 3841 Stone wall Orientated west - east this low stone wall
runs from the west edge of the parcel (sea
cliffs) and matches the orientation of the
northern fence in the parcel for 108 metres.
Consisting of loose stone and boulders the
wall is 0.5 metres wide and is marked on the
modern OS 1:10000 map.
Field walking
29.3.95
NB 0415 3810 Stone wall This stone wall stands up to 0.7 metres high Field walking
and runs for 170.0 metres in a northerly 28.3.95,
direction from the northern corner of Loch Ordnance
Bheannaich at NS 0414 7398 to the north Survey,
facing sea cliffs at NS 0418 3814, cutting Present
off a promontory. This wall is not as well edition
constructed as monument 22 but, in concert 1:10000
with Loch Bheannaich, it truncates the
headland to the west. Within this
demarcated area stands the Chapel
monument 17.
NB 0382 3774 Stone wall This substantial wall runs from the cliff edge Field walking
at NS 0384 3772 in a north-easterly 28.3.95,
direction for 80.0 metres before it terminates Ordnance
on the shore of Loch Bheannaich at NS 0390 Survey.
3777. The wall is of double faced dry-stone Present
construction with a small stone core, is well edition
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constructed to a thickness of 1.0 metre and 1:10000
stands to a height of 1.5 metres.
Approximately 6 metres from the east end is
a deliberately constructed break or gate
measuring 1.0 metre in width.
NB 0695 3729 Stone wall This old field boundary mimics the line of a Field walking
modern fence some 15 metres to the north, 29.3.95
running in irregular line for 70.0 metres
south-west from the sea cliff.
NB 0515 3715 Stone wall This stretch of stone dyking stands up to 0.6 Field walking
metres wide and one course high. It runs for 27.3.95
only 18.0 metres starting and stopping with
no apparent purpose. This wall is a vestige
off a field boundary of some antiquity and is
deeply embedded in the peat.
NB 0484 3620 Stone wall This stretch of stone walling runs for 8.0 Field walking
metres along the west bank of the stream 28.3.95
that runs between Loch Mheacleit and Loch
Steashal. The wall is of dry-stone
construction and appears to be associated
with a causeway across the stream.
NB 0451 3538 Stone wall This stone and turf wall runs north - south Field walking
for 41.0 metres along the west shore of the 28.3.95
unnamed loch to the south of Loch Steishal.
NB 0546 3486 Stone wall This stone dyke runs for 150.0 metres in a Field walking
northerly direction from the Crowlista road 30.3.95
to the Aird Uig road. It is of dry-stone
construction standing 1.0 metres wide and
1.0 metres high and appears to be an
abandoned field boundary.
NB 0324 3491 Stone wall/jetty The remains of this low dry stone wall stand Field walking
about 0.4 metres above surface of Loch 27.3.95
Camasord. It appears likely that this
monument was constructed to provide a
"bridge' to get out to the piece of bedrock
standing above the loch level 3.0 metres
from the shore, possibly for fishing in the
loch.
NB 0383 3581 Stone This star shaped arrangement of walls is 3.5 Field walking
walls/cairn metres in diameter and is heavily eroded. 25.3.95
This may be a large eroded cairn but the
presence of timber macrofossils may
indicate that the site is a burnt mound.
NB 0383 3581 Stone This star shaped arrangement of walls is 3.5 Field walking
walls/cairn metres in diameter and is heavily eroded. 25.3.95
This may be a large eroded cairn but the
presence of timber macrofossils may
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indicate that the site is a burnt mound.
NB 0403 3474 Structure This partially submerged stone enclosure
juts into Loch Barabhat from its west shore.
It is rectilinear in shape and measures 8.0
metres west - east and 4.0 metres north -
south, the walls stand to a height of 0.25
metres and are of stone construction.
Field walking
29.3.95
NB 0365 3546 Structure and This sub-rectangular structure measures 3.0 Field walking
cairn x 4.0 metres and has a small walkers' cairn 25.3.95
set within it.
NB 0595 3819 Structure/cairn. Group of stones on bedrock measuring 2.5 x
3 metres, situated immediately above the
north facing sea cliffs of Rubha Mor. This




NB 0718 3689 Structure/Day Situated below an east facing rock face on Field walking
shelter the northern slopes of Gleann Gruide Batail 29.3.95
is a small semi-circular structure measuring
11.0 metres in radius.
NB 0457 3434 Structure/shielin This stone structure measures 3.0 x 2.25 Field walking
metres and has no apparent entrance. 31.3.95
NB 0370 3502 Sub-peat feature Stone Alignments? Jutting into Loch
Barabhat by up to 4.0 metres is a stone
embankment that may be a fishing stance or
jetty. Running along the loch side from this




NB 0403 3491 Utilised Natural Situated in Loch Barabhat on its east side Field walking
Island this utilised natural islet measures 15.0 03.4.95 O.S.
metres north - south and 12.0 metres west - Present
east. To the south of this island are two edition
smaller unused islands. This island has a 1:10000 map
small apparently modern H-shaped shooting RCAHMS,
butt built upon it. this island is connected to NMRS
the east shore of the loch by an dry-stone NO03SW3
causeway 34.0 metres long.
NB 0454 3458 Utilised natural This natural island is sited on the mud flats
island/Crannog at the north end of the Traigh nan Sruban
about 10.0 metres from its east shore. The
island is built up with small stones and has
a small rectilinear structure measuring 5.5 x
3.0 metres on its summit. A causeway can
be seen eroding in the stream on the mud
flats running from the east side of the
structure to the shore. A full description of
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NB 0363 3434 Utilised Natural
island/ Crannog
Situated on the north shore of Loch Cleider
is this utilised natural island. This loch has
suffered heavy silting and the island that
was once connected to the shore of this loch
by a causeway is now situated on the loch
edge. The causeway can be seen running in
a northerly direction form the island for 19.0
metres. This island itself is a bedrock knoll
measuring 20.0x 12.0 metres upon which an
arc of stones creates a level platform, at the
heart of this platform it is possible to make
out the rough outline off a small shieling
like structure. The platform measures 9.0






NB 0505 3740 Wall This wall runs west from NS 0492 3740 for
52.0 metres and has been heavily robbed out
and stands only one or two courses high.
Turning to the south, the wall runs under a




NB 0349 3642 Wall Running south-east from monument 57
(Chambered Cairn) is a fragmentary wall
that is confused by the boulder
concentrations found on the terraces above
Loch Ruadh Guinnerso. This wall is 93.0




NB 0342 3534 Wall This earthen bank is 1.6 metres across and Field walking
0.4 metres tall. It is followed by a burn as it 25.3.95, O.S.
snakes northwards for 40.0 metres where it Present
becomes dry-stone in construction some 0.8 edition
metres in height. Running sporadically for a 1:10000
further 180 metres the wall ends at NB 0328
3545 and is illustrated on the modern O.S.
map.
NB 0510 3528 Wall These parallel fragments of rough dry-stone
walling stand 0.5 metres high, 1.5 metres
apart and run from NB 0510 3525 in a south




NB 0381 3493 Wall This well-built wall, stands up to 0.4 metres Field walking
high and runs east - west between two 27.3.95
bedrock outcrops (one in loch Barabhat and
one on the shore).
NB 0661 3485 Wall Running west - east for 80.0 metres this Field walking
wall consists of an alignment of large edge 27.3.95
set boulders that stand up to 0.50 metres
high and are up to 1.5 metres wide, this wall
is probably the remains of an early boundary
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wall similar to the modern boundary situated
just to the north
NB 0740 3455 Wall and cairn This 7.0 metre long stretch of dry-stone Field walking
wall line stands 2 metres high and lies 04.4.95
immediately to the east of a small stream
descending into the Glen Bhaltos. 20.0
metres to the north is a small cairn
measuring 1.0 x 1.0 metres, this cairn is
unremarkable.
NB 0740 3455 Wall and cairn This 7.0 metre long stretch of dry-stone Field walking
wall line stands 2 metres high and lies 04.4.95
immediately to the east of a small stream
descending into the Glen Bhaltos. 20.0
metres to the north is a small cairn
measuring 1.0 x 1.0 metres, this cairn is
unremarkable.
NB 0325 3455 Wall or This wall runs into Loch Buiale nan Caorach Field walking
Causeway for 8.0 metres in a northerly direction and is 30.3.95
constructed of dry-stone.
NB 0457 3434 Walled island This island or promontory situated on the Field walking
inter tidal mud flats of Traigh nan Sruban 31.3.95
measures 42.0 metres x 49.0 metres with
traces of walling around the 80 % of its
shore. Some small fragments of hand made
pot of uncertain date were found in erosion
scars within the walls of the site. A full
description of this site can be found in
section 2.
NB 0564 3744 Walling This complex of walling is situated on the Field walking
east side of a small stream. It consists of two 24.3.95
stretches of turf covered walling of
indeterminate nature. The feature is abutted
up to or truncated by the stream. The
northern wall is 1.25 metres thick and runs
for 6 .0 metres before turning south for 5
metres. At the turn there is a small cairn
built in the wall line. The southern wall is
3.0 metres long and 1.5 metres thick.
Between the two walls is a large amount of
tumble that may have come from the north
wall.
NB 0444 3500 Walling/Shielin Running east - west for 5 metres this L- Field walking
g? shaped wall turns 90 degrees to the south 29.3.95
and runs for a further 4.5 metres. This dry-
stone walling is 1.0 metres high and 1.0
metres wide. It is possible that this walling
is two sides of a shieling or enclosure.
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Table 46: Count of monument classes at Aird Uig (ULS)
Classification number ofrecords

























Stone settings/ standing stones 2
Stray finds 11
Sub-peat features 7




Table 47: Gazetteer of sites recorded by I Armit's survey of Bhaltos (1989-
1991)
After Armit 1994 (transcribed and abridged)
NGR Classification Notes Period NMRS
reference
NB 0979 3660 Atlantic round house Cnip wheelhouse late Iron Age NB03NE 17
NB 0852 3641 Atlantic round house Site of Dun Clibhe Iron Age NB03NE 09
NB 0830 3610 Atlantic round house Site of Dun Clibhe Iron Age
NB 1023 3568 Atlantic round house Calum McLeod's
Wheelhouse
late Iron Age NB13NW 04
NB 0988 3533 Atlantic round house Dun Barabhat Iron Age NB03NE 04
NB 1035 3517 Atlantic round house Broch na Berie Iron Age NB13NW 03
NB 0990 3640 Burial Norse Cemetery Norse
NB 0970 3638 Burial Bronze age cist early
prehistoric
NB 0850 3630 Burial Norse Burial Norse NB03NE 1
NB 0864 3647 Cairn Small cairn unknown
NB 0970 3638 Cairn Kerbed Cairn early
prehistoric
NB 0840 3580 Cairn Cairn field post-
medieval
NB 1009 3575 Cairn Small cairn unknown
NB 1009 3571 Cairn Small cairn unknown
NB 1000 3630 Dyke Dyke fragment unknown
NB 0988 3602 Dyke Curving dyke or levee unknown
NB 0891 3673 Ecclesiastical Teampul Bhaltos medieval NB03NE 2






NGR Classification Notes Period NMRS
reference
crofting
NB 0943 3618 Enclosure rectilinear structure unknown
NB 0947 3617 Enclosure "Annular" stone structure unknown
NB 1151 3539 Enclosure Rectilinear structure unknown
NB 0900 3600 Field-system Agricultural landscape medieval,
post-
medieval




NB 1027 3532 Habitation enclosure early blackhouse medieval,
post-
medieval
NB 0975 3663 Industry Metalworking industry post-
medieval
NB 1002 3628 Marine industry Boat naust post-
medieval
NB 0990 3540 Mill "Norse" mills post-
medieval
NB 1110 3505 Mill "Norse" mills post-
medieval
NB 0840 3640 Platform Hut circles early
prehistoric
NB 0993 3635 Platform Hut circles early
prehistoric
NB 1015 3568 Platform Hut circle or cairn early
prehistoric
NB 0975 3663 Settlement Settlement post-
medieval
NB 0975 3625 Settlement Blackhouse settlement post-
medieval,
crofting




NGR Classification Notes Period NMRS
reference
NB 0968 3602 Settlement Blackhouse settlement post-
medieval
NB 0980 3588 Settlement Blackhouse settlement post-
medieval,
crofting
NB 1039 3545 Settlement Blackhouse settlement post-
medieval,
crofting
NB 1027 3535 Settlement Blackhouse settlement Post-
medieval,
crofting




NB 0988 6316 Settlement mound Settlement mound Norse NB13NW4
NB 0885 3644 Settlement mound Stone settlement mound
or building
Unknown
NB 0988 3634 Settlement mound Settlement mound Norse
NB 1036 3552 Settlement mound Settlement mound Norse
NB 1066 3546 Settlement mound Settlement mound Norse
NB 1059 3536 Settlement mound Settlement mound? Norse
NB 1066 3536 Settlement mound Settlement mound Norse
NB 0798 3638 Shieling rectilinear enclosure unknown
NB 0943 3618 Shieling "recent bothie" post-
medieval,
crofting
NB 0879 3683 Souterrain Souterrain late Iron Age NB03NE 03
NB 0880 3670 Souterrain Souterrain late Iron Age NB03NE 07
NB 1007 3640 Stray find midden early
prehistoric
NB 0990 3630 Stray find buried soil Unknown




Classification Notes Period NMRS
reference
prehistoric
NB 1015 3588 Stray find Midden early
prehistoric
NB 1160 3520 Stray find midden early
prehistoric
Stray find midden late NB13NW 4
prehistoric




Table 48: Count of monument classes at Bhaltos (Armit Survey 1989-1991)
Cy ■■ . ■ ; ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■
Classification number ofrecords

























Stone settings/ standing stones 2
Stray finds 0
Sub-peat features ^








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 22: Abbreviations used in Table 21
■ : •:: ■ :v;:
Response Abbreviation
:
. . ■ i: § ill W& 1
Notes
yes ( "y" iflH
yes where this response represents the main criteria
for locating a sub-class
no 1 "n"
possibly "p"
Loch Roag I i.R" in relation to ritual landscapes
Broad Bay "BB" in relation to ritual landscapes












All phases "ALL" Where a sub-class may be found in all phases
Local "L" In relation to the distribution type, a full




i i : ■■ : Y:: ' :
In relation to the distribution type, a full
explanation is given below in section 7.1.2.2
National "N" In relation to the distribution type, a full
explanation is given below in section 7.1.2.2
Pseudo Regional "PR" In relation to the distribution type, a full
explanation is given below in section 7.1.2.2
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Features that are only revealed when
the ground is disturbed by erosion or
agriculture. Distributions of such








Features that generally only show
when the ground is disturbed (erosion
etc) but may on occasion be slightly
visible where there has been no







Small structures and sites that may be
missed unless one is in their immediate
proximity. Sites that may disappear in






Small structures, not easily missed
close to but not visible over great
distances due to there construction








Larger structures and features that are









Monumental features visible over









Table 24: Example 1, sites found on Loch terrain
Monumentclasses Sub-classes wide Local/Island- ArchaeologicalVisibility represented Well Assoc.RitualLandscapes Assoc.Place-names Assoc.withclass Assoc.withphase
complex Atlantic
| round house






cairns | single ■1 - 3 H n Wmm unkn






Communications bridges L 2-3 y n n PC,CM
stone 13-4 In crofting
townships, mills





industry dams L 3 y n n mills M,PC,C





























13 In J settlement

















inland L 2-3 n n n EM
Settlement early prehistoric
settlement
L 0-1 n LR n EPH
settlement later prehistoric
settlement




sub-peat fea lures i (sub-peat featues) 0-1 |lr
stray finds ceramic PR 0-1 V n n Settlement
■ j
ALL
stray finds chipped stone PR 0-1 y n n EPH,LP
H
stray finds polished stone PR 0-1 n LR,B
B
n Ritual features EPH
stray finds querns/mill stones PR 0-1 n n n Settlement.
Mills
stray finds wood PR 0-1 y lr n EPH
UNI with structural
remains




L 3 V n n PH, PC,
C,mod
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Shader, Bost. field C1n Buaile systems
1 Buaile, Shader, pre-crofting C
Bost settlement
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Bost township
n Bosta, Shader other LPH,
settlmenet N,
evidence EM
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BB cairn burials
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APPENDIX 11: Tables relating to the Bernera Survey (BBP)
Table 49: Gazetteer of sites recorded on Great and Little Bernera
















NB 1829 3399 Tiddaborra Atlantic
round house
Site of Dun Late pre¬
historic


























Dun Baravat Iron Age





Located at the north end of an
peninsula or island are the
remains of this sub-circular
Ironage
complex atlandtic round house.
Measuring 15 metres in
diametre and standing up to 2
metres high. In the area of the
entrance on the the east side of
the site marine erosion has
caused extensive damage
revealing the foundations of
the structure. A later cairn has
been built on top of the walls
at the west of the site. This site
appears to be located to take
advantage of the natural
protection afforded by the Ion
island it is situated on. This
sisaldn is over 500 metres long
and at its widest measures 100
metres. Toady this island is
cnected to Bernera by a shingle
bank and a causeway both
situated at its southern end.








NB 1872 3371 Tiddaborra blackhouse Blackhouse Post
Medieval





NB 1830 3402 Tiddaborra blackhouse Blackhouse Post-
medieval
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NB 1830 3402 Tiddaborra blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
enclosure
NB 1830 3402 Tiddaborra blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure
NB 1825 3403 Tiddaborra blackhouse Blackhouse Post
Medieval




blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure



























NB 1891 3437 Totarol,
Kirkibost
blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
















NB 1765 3449 Leathad
Sgealaval
blackhouse Blackhouse Unknown
NB 1765 3449 Leathad
Sgealaval
blackhouse Blackhouse Unknown
NB 1889 3445 Totarol,Kir
kibost
blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1889 3445 Totarol,Kir
kibost
blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure





















NB 1884 3456 Kirkibost blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 23 x 7 metres this Post-
large blackhouse is medieval/p
orinientated from north to re-
south. Surviving mostly as turf crofting/cr
banks with the stone faces ofting
being only sporadically visible
this feature has a barn
constructed near the centre of
the west wall that measures 13
x 4.5 metres.
NB 1900 3459 Leathad
Mor,
Kirkibost
blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure

























NB 1689 3462 Kirkibost blackhouse Blackhouse/
croft house
Measuring 19 x 7 metres this
blackhouse is orinetated from
Crofting/m
odern
north to south and has
opposing entrances near the
north ends of its west and east
walls. A small later croft house
has been constructed against
the structures south wall. This
croft house measures 4 x6
metres and has gables at its
north and south ends and a
single entrance located at the
east end of its north wall
(allowing entrance from the
disused blackhouse) and a
window in the centre of its east
wall.
NB 1528 3464 Hacklete blackhouse Blackhouse This heavily modified structure
is orientated from south-east to
north-west and measures 14 x
5 metres, It is truncated at its
south-east end by a modern
corft house. An ancillary
structure is constructed at the
centre of the north-east wall.
This building runs in a north¬
easterly direction for 16 metres
and is 5 metres wide. This
ancillary structure has a single
entrance at the south-west end










NB 1512 3465 Hacklete blackhouse Blackhouse This heavily robbed
blackhouse is orientated from
north-west to south-east and
measures 16 x 5 metres,
standing to 0.3 metres. A barn
is constructed against the
south-east end of the south
west wall that measures 5x4
metres. This structre has a
single entrance located towards
the south-east end of the
northeast wall. A seceond door
is located opposite this in the
south-west wall and provides




NB 1882 3467 Kirkibost blackhouse Blackhouse/
croft house
Orinetated from west to north
the remains of this blackhouse
measure 17 x 7 metres. This
structure has largely been
reused in the construction of a
more recent croft house at its
south end. This more recent
dwelling measures 12 x 7
metres and is a one and a half
storey building with two
dormas on its east side.
Crofting/m
odern
NB 1540 3468 Hacklete blackhouse Blackhouse/
Grey house
This much modified
blackhouse is orientated from
north north-west to south
south-east and measures 18 x 7
metres overall. The southern
end of this site has been
modified to form a grey house
with an internal partition and at
least one window. This
dwelling has suffered heavy
collapse but measures circa 13
x 7 metres. The northern end
of the black house has been
coverted into an ancilarry
structure that measures 4x4
metres and has a single
entrance located at the south




NB 1538 3470 Hacklete blackhouse Blackhouse/
Grey house
This modified blackhouse
measures 25 x 7 metres is
orientated from west to east.
There are the fragmentry
remains of a barn constriucted
at the centre of the structures
north wall that measure 20 x 5
metres. Later modifications
including a nnew chimeed
gable at the houses west end
and a new chimneed partition 8
metres from the west end of
the house indicated later
conversion of the structure.
Large areas of tumble preclude





NGR, NMRS Locale Class
Structure
elements
Artefact ,, . .
Elements DescnP«°n Period
of the site but a single entrance
can be seen near the west end
of the south wall.
















NB 1880 3477 Leathad
Mor,
Kirkibost
blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure
NB 1555 2480 Hacklete blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated from south-west to Pre-
north-east the remains of this crofting/cr
blackhouse measure 18 x 5 ofting
metres and stand to 1.5 metres
high. The site is extremely
overgown but it is possible to
decern two oppossing
entrances located in the centre
of the north-west and south¬
east walls. There are no
decernable ancillary structures.
NB 1866 3489 Kirkibost blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated from north to south Pre-
this house measures 22 x 6 crofting/cr
metres and has a barn ofting
constructed at the south end of
its west wall that measures 17
x 4 metres. This house has two
entrances in its east wall, one
near the centre and later one
neath the walls north end.
Overall the structure has been
heavily robbed. On the west
side of the side is the remains
of a rectilinear kale yard that
measures 25 x 15 metres and is
constructed of turf and stone.








NB 1547 3490 Hacklete blackhouse Blackhouse This heavily robbed Pre-
blackhouse is marked by crofting/cr
earthern banks formed of its ofting
wall cores. The site is
orientated from south-west to
north-east and measures 15x6
metres and stands to 0.3 metres
high. There are no decernable
entrances or features such as
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NB 1880 3529 Kirkibost blackhouse Blackhouse Orinetated from west to east
this blackhouse measures 17 x




located in its south wall an a
single window at the west end
of the same wall. A barn 13 x 4
,etres is constructed at the west
end of the north wall. A later
whitehouse has been
constructed at the west end of
this blackhosue. This feature
measures 9x5 metres and has
a single entrance in the centre
of its south wall that is falnked
by windows.
NB 1863 3571 Kirkibost blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 15 x 6 metres this
blackhouse is orientated from
north to south. There is a small
ancillary stucture or barn
constructed at the south end of
the east wall that measures 9 x
5 metres. This structure has
had its stone wall faces robbed
and survives only as mounds
of collapsing wall core. Walled
garden, site NB 1862 3571 is
situated immediatley to the
south and an enclsoure, site
NB 1863 3571b may be seen
on the east side of the bam and
house.
NB 1878 3593 Kirkibost blackhouse Greyhouse Orientated from south-east to
north-west this blackhouse
measures 26.5 x 6 metres and
has been converted into a
greyhouse with the insertion of
a partition with a chminee
breast 13 metres from the
south-east end of the site.
There is a barn located in the
centre of the south-west wall
that measures 8x6 metres.
This house has two entrances
(one to the byre and one to the

















and has two windows in its
north-east wall and one
window in its south-west wall.
NB 1496 3624 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 15 x 6.5 metres the Pre-
remains of the old blackhouse
are orientated from north to
south. There is a barn
constructed at the centre of the
west wall that measures 5x4
metres and has an entrance at
the east end of its north wall. A
later ancillary structure has
been built on to the south end
of the bam. This building
measures 8 x g metres and
possibley had an entrance at
the centre of its west wall.
crofting/cr
ofting
NB 1450 3646 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse/
greyhouse
Orientated from north to south
the remains of this heavily
modified blackhouse measure
18 x 5 metres. The structure
has had a gable added at its
north end and two internal
stone partitions 3.5 and 8
metres from the north end, all




NB 1454 3647 Valasay blackhouse Settlement Measuring 7 metres from
south-west to north-east this
structure tapers from 3.25
metres at its south-west end to
2.5 metres at its north-east end.
The walls of this building are
stone faced and earth cored
and stand in places to 1.65
metres high. There is a single
entrance at the centre of the
north-west wall. Attached to
the east side of the house is an
irregular curvilinear enclosure
measuring 56 metres around its
circumfrence. This enclosure is
stone built and stands to 1.1
metre. Form suggests that this
structure is of considerable
age, preservation suggests that






NB 1458 3649 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse Modem
NB 1462 3649 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse Orienated from west to east the Medieval/p
fragmentry remains of this ost-
structure measure 10 x 3 medieval/p
metres. The eastern end of this re-crofting
feature has been totally
removed or destroyed.
NB 1533 3950 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Situated 6 metres to the south Pre-
of blackhouse site NB 1533 crofting/cr
3950a this house is orientated ofting
from north to south and
825





measures 10 x 5 metres. It has
a single entrance close to the
north end of the west wall.
NB 1468 3652 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse This blackhouse is orientated
from south-west to north-east
and is truncated at its north¬
east end. Measuring 13 x 4
metres the structure has
evidence of bams or ancilliary
buildings on both its north¬
west and south-east side
measuring 6 x 2.5 and 3x2
metres respectivley. A modem
shed has been constructed








north to south and measures 21
x 5.5 metres. There is a barn
constucted at the centre of the
west wall that measures 6.5 x 3
metres. The dwelling is located
at the south end of the main
stmcture and has a gable at its
south end and 11 metres ot the
north a partition constructed of
stone and mortar, both have
hearths and chimnees. The
house has opposing entrances
in its east and west wall
immediately to the north of the
dwelling partition. The west
entmace goes into the bam and
it further mirrored by an





NB 1453 3662 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse Located immediatley to the
south of blackhosue site NB
1456 3661, the ephemeral
remains of this site srvive as
grassy banks formed by the
remains of the houses wall
cores. Orientated from south¬
west to north-east the house
measures 11 x 5 metres, there
is a barn constructed at the
centre of the north-west wall,
the remains of which measure
3 x 2.5 metres. These
stmctures are tmcated
serverley on their north-east
side, an a modern croft
bboundary cuts the site in half










NB 1449 3671 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse This blackhouse is orientated Pre-
from west to east and measures crofting/cr
826
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16 x 5.5 metres. There is a ofting
banr constructed in the centre
of the north wall that measures
12 x 3.5 metres. The house has
a single entrance towards the
east end of the south wall and
from the house to the basrn in
the centre of the north wall.
The barn has an entrance at the
south end of its east wall.
Internally the house has a floor
drain at its east end suggesting
that the this end of the
structure was the byre and that
the dwelling was located at the
houses west end.
NB 1449 3674 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse Pre
Clearance





NB 1627 3687 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting





NB 1638 3699 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1638 3699 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
enclosure
NB 1456 3690 Valasay blackhouse Blackhouse The fragmentry remains of this Pre-
blackhouse are located crofting/cr
immediatley ot the north of ofting
crofthouse site NB 1456 3689.
These remains are orientated
from north to south and
measure 6.5 x 5 metres and
survive as stone faced earth
core wall on the east and south
sides only. There is an
aentrance located in the centre
of the east wall.
NB 1638 3699 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1606 3707 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
enclosure








NB 1598 3720 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1620 3720 Loch Beag
Breaclete
blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
NB 1612 3742 Loch Beag blackhouse Blackhouse Crofting
Breaclete
827









NB 1385 3751 Poll Ula blackhouse Blackhouse Constructed at the back of a
north facing shingle beach this
house is orientated from south¬
west to north-east, measures 13
metres in length, 7 metres at its
south-west end and 5.5 metres
at its north-east end. The walls
are constructed of stone wilth
and earth and pebble core and






NB 1608 3759 Breaclete blackhouse Blackhouse Post
Medieval






NB 1403 3783 Camas
Sandig




behind the west facing shore of
Bemera is the remains of this
blackhouse constructed of
drystone walls with earthern
cores. This house is orinetated
from west to east and measures
12 x 5 metres. This structure
has a gable at its east end and
is heavily collapsed at its west
(beach) end. There is evidence
that there was an internal
partition within the structure
circa 5 metres from the east
end.
ofting
NB 1405 3787 Camas blackhouse
Sandig
Blackhouse Located immediatley to the
south of the blackhouse site
NB 1405 3787, this free
standing structure is orientated
west to east and measures 9x4
metres. It has single entrance
in the centre of its west wall
but shows no sign of any
internal partotions.lt is not
clear whether this feature is a





NB 1405 3787 Camas blackhouse
Sandig
Blackhouse Constructed of drystone walls
with an earth core this house is
oreientated west to east and
measures 12 x 5 metres. It has
a single entrance in the cnetre
of its west wall and internally
there is a partition that crosses
the centre of the building and
differensiats between the byre
in the west and the dwelling at
the east end of the structure.
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measureing 7x3 metres
standing independantly of the
house immediatley to its north.
This ancillary structure has a
single entrance in the centre of
the north wall.
NB 1575 3805 Loch na
Crich
blackhouse Blackhouse This poly-cellular blackhouse
is orientated west to east and
measures 8x3 metres. The
main building has a door in the
centre of its north wall and a
winowing hole towards the
east endof the same wall.
There is a barn attached to the
south wall at its west end that
measures 6x3 metres and is
accessed through the house.
Another small ancillary
structure is located at the east




NB 1414 3811 Tobson blackhouse Blackhouse/ This black house has a later Crofting
greyhouse croft house built into its extent,
and measures 15 x 5 metres
overall. The strcuture is
orientated from north to south
and has a barn constructed at
the north end of the west wall
that measures 10 x 3 metres.
The Greyhouse is located in
the south end of the structure
and has gables at either end. It
measures 10 x 6 metres and
has an entrance un the centre
of its east wall.





NB 1408 3832 Tobson blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 13 x 7 metres this Post-
blackhouse is orientated from medieval/p
north-east to south-west and re-
has a single entraces located crofting/cr
near the northern end of the ofting
south-east wall. There is a
semi-circular yard attached to
the south-east side of this
structure that has a raduis of 10
metres. Both blackhouse and
enclosure survive primarily as
turf banks.
NB 1450 3833 Druim nam
Buailtean,
Tobson
blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure





NB 1351 3842 Beinn an
Toib
blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated south-east to north
west this blackhouse measures
Medieval/p
ost-
17 x 7 metres and has a single medieval/p
829





entrance at the north-west end
of the north-east wall.the
south-east end of this structure
is heavily collapsed and an
internal partition of stone
seperates this end of the





NB 1390 3845 Tobson blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated north to south this
house measures 15 x 7 metres.
It has opposing entrances in
the centres of its west and est
walls that entre into a byre.
The dwelling area is located at
the north end of the structure
and measures7 metres in
length. This structure ahs no
roof and stands to aheight of 1
metre. There is an oval kale
yard lcated on the west side of
the house that measures 19
metres in diametre and a
walled garden immediately to
the south-east that measures 11
x 11 metres and has an
entrances at the west end of its










NB 1400 3852 Tobson blackhouse Blackhouse This blackhouse is orientated
from east to west and measures
18 x 6 metres overall. It has
been shortened with 7 metres
of the west end of the structure
being abandoned. The Shorter
dwelling has an entrance at the
west end of the north wall.
There are the remains of a barn
attached tot the south side of
the abandoned part of the
structure. This ancillary
building measures 8x3 metres
and has an entrance in its north
wall. Also attached to the
south side of the building is a
sub-rectilinear kaleyard that
measures 24 x 27 metres and is



















NB 1409 3854 Tobson blackhouse Blackhouse The fragmentry remains of this
blackhouse are orientated north
to south and measure 21 x 5
metres. Due to its ruinous state
no features can be descerned.
Immediatley north of this
house is a rectangular field or
enclosure that measures 15 x
18 metres and is constructed of
drystone with its west face





NB 1413 3854 Tobson blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 13 x 6 meters this Post-
blackhouse is orientated from medieval/p
north to south. There is single re-
entrance located near the north crofting/cr
end of the east wall and an ofting
ancillary structure is
constructed against the west
wall that measures 8x5
metres. These structures
survive only as turf banks.




NB 1428 3857 Gleann an blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
Toib, enclosure
Tobson
NB 1372 3861 Beinn an blackhouse Blackhouse
Toib
The remains of this long
blackhouse measure 19 x 5
metres and are orientated north
to south. Much of the origonal
structure has been dismantled
to provide materials for the
construction of a white house
that now sites over the centre
of the structure and measures 7
x 5 metres. There are the
possible remains of a barn on
the west side of the house








NB 1376 3864 Beinn an
Toib
blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated north to south this
blackhouse measures 111 x 5
metres. This structure has two
doors in its east wall and a
window near the north end of
its west wall. Within its
interior a stove may be seen in
the centre of the floor. A small
harled structure with a roof is
attached to the north end of
this house, this more recent
feature is accessed through a

























blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
enclosure




NB 1492 3872 Loch
Chnuic
blackhouse Blackhouse This blackhouse is orientated
from north to south and
measures 15 x 5 metres. It has
been heavily modified with a
later gry house being
constructed within it that
measures 12 x 5 metres. The
latter structure is entred
through a door in the centre of
its west wall. This house is
surrounded on the north, east
and south sides by a rectilinear
enclosure of stone and surf. In
the north-west corner of this
enclosure there are the remains









NB 1533 3950 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Located 15 metres to the
south-east of Blackhouse site
NB 1533 3950b this house is
orientated south-east to north¬
west and measures 14 x6
metres. It has a single entrance
at the centre oif its north-east
wall and an internal partiftion
of stone that crated a room 2.5





NB 1533 3950 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated fron south-east to Pre-
north-west this structure crofting/cr
measures 11 x 6.5 metres and ofting
is sufferinh heavy collapse
making the identification of
features impossible.
NB 1533 3950 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated west to east this
blackhouse measures 16 x 8
metres and has an open stone
enclosure constructed on its





NB 1534 3950 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Located immediatley west of Pre-
blackhouse site NB 1533 3950 crofting/cr
this blackhouse is orinetated ofting
from south-east to north-west.
It measuresl3 x 5 metres and
has one internal partition 3.5
832
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metres from its north-west end.
This structure has ancillary
buildings constructed against
bothits north-east and south¬
west walls. These measure 3 x
6 metres and 2.5 x 6 metres
respectivley.
NB 1379 3954 Stiogha
Chnap
blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 14 x 4 metres and
orientated north to south this
blackhouse shows no signs of
any ancillary structures, barns
etc. There are the remains of a
single entrance located in the
centre of the west wall though
heavy collapse of the walls has




NB 1533 3963 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Situated on steep west facing
slopes on the east side of the
Croir road are th remains of
this stone and turf house.
Orientated west to east and
measuring 16 x 5 metres this
structure has a barn in the
centre of its north wall and ana
second ancilliary structure at




NB 1534 3969 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Located 100 metre to the north
of NB 1533 3950 the sub-
rectilinear remains of this
structure measure 8x5 metres.
Orinetated from south-east to
north west the structure is
broader at its north-western
end and has an internal
partition 3.5 metres from that
end.
Medieval
NB 1559 3971 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated west to east the
remains of this blackhouse
measure 10 x 6 metres and
have been heavily robbed in
the construction of the
whitehouse/greyhouse attached
to its west end, site NB 1559
3971b. A small ancillary
structure, possibly a barn, is




NB 1378 3972 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 8 x 12 metres this
stone and earth blackhouse is
orientated north to south and is
situated on west facing slopes




construction of breaze blocks





NB 1377 3973 Loch Sgal blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated north to south this Medieval/p
structure measures 15 x 10 ost-
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Mannus metres and is formed of two
houses shareing a common
wall. The westerly house
extends beyong the easterly
one at their north end by 1.5
metres and has an entrance at
in its eas wall at its north end.
The easterly house has a single
entrance in the centre of its
east wall, and a door links both
houses in the centre of the joint
wall. A circular Kale yard, site
NB 1377 3978b, may be seen
immediately to the south.
medieval
NB 1532 3979 Croir blackhouse Blackhosue The remains of this blackhouse
are orientated from north to
south an measure 6.5 x 4.5
metres. A small shed has been
constructed in the northern end
of these ruins.
Crofting
NB 1531 3980 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated from west to east Pre-
this blackhouse measures 12 x crofting/cr
6 metres and has a single ofting
entrance located towards the
east end of the south wall.
NB 1422 3989 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Situated immediatley to the
south of NB 1422 3990 this
site is of similar form and
orientation but measures 10 x 5
metres. The simplicity and
form of these buildings





NB 1422 3990 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 6 x 14 metres this
blackhouse is orinetated north
to south and has no associated
barn. There is a single entrance
1 metre wide in the south end




NB 1420 3991 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse This blackhouse is constructed
of turf and stone, measures 20
x 5 metres and is orientated
north to south. There is one
entrance on the east wall and a
barn at the north end of the
west wall that measures 12x5
metres. A rectilinear enclosure
or kale yard is attached to the
northern end of the structure




NB 1420 3991 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Situated 40 metres to the north
of NB 1420 3991a this
blackhouse is orientated west
to east and measures 12 x 4
metres. There is a single
entrance at the east end of the
south wall and also a small
barn with no apparent entrance











NB 1396 4001 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated north to south this
blackhouse measures 13 x 4.5




entrances in the centre of its
long walls. Close to the west
wall is a free standing barn
measuring 3x2 metres with an
entrance in the centre of its
east wall.
NB 1424 4003 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Consisting of two houses
forming an L-shape and both
measuring circa 14 x 5 metres
this stone and turf blackhouse
is in a god state of repair with
many lintles stil insitu and an
extensive kale yard of drystone
located on the south side of the
house and measuring 14 x 13
metres. The state of repair of
this house and its building
style suggests it to be later









NB 1382 4006 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 6 x 16 metres this
blackhouse is orientated south¬
west to north-east. It has a
single entrance on towards the
north-east end of the south-east
wall and a small barn in the
middle of the North-west wall.
The whole structure is ruinous





NB 1401 4011 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse This poly-cellular blackhouse
is located immedialty to the
south of the road to Bostadh
Beach. Orientated north to
south the main structure
measures 14.5 x 5 metres and
has an entrance in the centre of
its east wall. A later barn is
built on the east wall at its
south end and measures 7x4
metres, this structure is entreed
from within the main house.
Attached to the west side of
the main house is a second
dwelling measuring 17 x 6
metres and orientated west to
east. This strucutre has a door
in the centre of its north wall
and a bam of 5 metres sqaure
built on its outh wall at its east
end. Btween this complex
structure and the road, and










remains of a stone enclosure
(possibly a kale yard)
mesuring 6x8 metres and
orinetated south-west to north¬
east.
NB 1406 4011 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Orinetated south-west to north¬
east this structure measures
circa 13 x 5 metres and has
opposing entrances in the
centre of the long walls. On the
south east side of the structure
is the remains of a kale yard
constructed of orthstatic stones





NB 1403 4017 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Situated amongst bedroack
outcrops to the west of the
Bostadh Beach road are the
stone and turf remains of this
abandoned blackhouse.
Orientated north to south the
site measures 15 x 6 metres,
has a single entrance at the
north end of the east wall and a
small barn in the centre of the
wast wall. The barn measures
circa 5x3 metres and is only
accessible from the dwelling




NB 1458 4020 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Post
Medieval
NB 1388 4022 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 13 x 5 metres this
blackhouse is orientated north
to south. Its surviving walls
consist of earth with some
limited stone faces. A single
entrance 1 metre wide may be
seen at the north end of the
west wall, a small barn
measuring 6x3 metres is
lcated at the north endof the
east wall and can be entred





NB 1388 4023 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Situated beneath a north facing
rock out crop are the remains
of a blackhouse. Surviving as
earth walls with little stone the
site is orientated north to south
and measures 13 x 6 metres.
This structure has a single
entrance in the centre of its
west wall and a small bam
attached to its east wall.





NB 1390 4024 Bostadh blackhouse Blackhouse Located immediately north of Medieval/p
site NB 1388 4027 this poly ost
cellular blackhouse suruvues
836
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as earthern banks with medieval
occational stone work.
Orientated south-west to north¬
east it measures 13 x 9 metres
and appears to have two
dwellings sharinga common
wall. There is a small anex
attached to the north east end
of the site.
NB 1452 4028 Croir blackhouse Blackhouse Post
Medieval
NB 1439 4060 Kyles of blackhouse Blackhouse Measuring 10 x 5 metres this Medieval/p
Little ruinous blackhouse is ost-
Bernera orinetated west to east. Little medieval/p
can be decerned of the site as it re-crofting
is over lain by a modern
concrete jetty, site NB 1439
4060b.
NB 1439 4060 Pheghinn blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated from west to east Medieval/p
as Tar, this blackhouse measures 25 x ost-
Little 7 metres and survives as medieval/p
Bernera eartern banks formed of the re-crofting
structures wall cores. An
ancillary structure or second
house is constructed on the
south side of the firs and
measures 24 x 7. This second
structure has a small circular
stack or kale yard attached to
its south west corner that
measures 5 metres in diametre.
NB 1440 4060 Kyles of blackhouse Blackhouse Located immediatley to the Medieval/p
Little east of Blackhouse site NB ost-
Bernera 1439 4060a, this house is medieval/p
orientated from south-west to re-crofting
north east and measures 13 x 7
metres.
NB 1427 4062 Kyles of blackhouse Double Pre-
Little Blackhouse enclosure
Bernera
NB 1425 4065 Kyles of blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
Little and attached enclosure
Bernera yard
NB 1450 4067 Tanganish, blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
Little enclosure
Bernera
NB 1440 4069 Kyles of blackhouse Double Pre-
Little blackhouse enclosure
Bernera complex
NB 1455 4070 Tanganish, blackhouse Blackhouse P re-
Little enclosure
Bernera
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NB 1446 4073 Tordal, blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
Little enclosure
Bernera
NB 1417 4080 Kyles of blackhouse Blackhouse Pre-
Little enclosure
Bernera
NB 1400 4090 Pheghinn blackhouse Blackhouse Orientated from south-west ot Medieval/p
as 'lar, north-east this blackhouse ost-
Little measures 13 x 6 metres. This medieval
Bernera structure has opposing
entrances near the north-east
end of its north-west and
south-east walls but has no
apparent ancillary structures.
NB13SE 20, Hacklete burial Burial cairn Prehistoric
NB1600 3420
NB13SE 21, Hacklete burial Burial cairn Prehistoric
NB 1610 3420
NB 1447 3456 Hacklete burial Burial Cairn Neolithic
NB 1566 3563 Loch burial Cist Buried deep in heather and Prehistoric
Baravat peat this feaure is orientated
south-west to north-east and
overlooks Dun Baravat to the
west. The site measures 1.8 x
0.5 metres and has visible
stones on its south-west and
south-east sides with the
remaining tow sides being
buried by heather.
NB 1472 3564 Hacklete burial Burial Cairn Neolithic
NB 1638 3675 Loch burial Burial? Prehistoric
Breaclete ?
NB 1492 3872 Loch burial Burial Located in the north-west Unknown
Chnuic corner of the blackhouse
enclosure, site NB 1492 3872,
is a stone cairn that is
boatshaped orientated west ot
east and measuring2 metres in
legnth and 0.90 metres wide.
Oriented east to west this cist Unknown
or grave measures 3 metres in
length and up to 1 metre in
width. It is roughly boat
shaped and is constructed of
large beack cobbles that for a
perimiter 0.30 metres thick and
create an enclosure.
Orientated north-west to Unknown
southeast this feature is baot
shaped and measures 2 x 0.80
metres. It consists of a
collection of stones apparently
arranged to form a grave and is
located 5 metres to the north of
a second similar feature (NB
NB 1339 4050 Camas burial Burial
Bostadh
NB 1325 4054 Camas burial Burial
Bostadh
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NB 1325 4054 Camas
Bostadh
burial Burial Located 5 metres ot the south
of site NB 1325 4054a this
feature is identical in form,
size and orientation.
Unknown




NB 1481 3573 Tob cell Enclosure This D-shaped enclosure is Unknown
Valasay located on the east shore of the
southern arm of Tob Valasay.
It is constructed of turf,
orientated north to south,
measures 15 x 4 metres and is
largely destroyed on its eastern
side.
NB 1528 3631 Cnoc Beg cell Sheiling The remains of these two Prehistoric
Ionail cellular features survive as /early-
extremely slight walls under historic/me
turf. The eastern cell measures dieval
3 metres in diametre and the
western cell measures 2.5 x 1.5
metres.
NB 1383 3977 Bostadh cell Enclosure This D-shaped enclosure is Medieval/p
located between a bedrock ost-
outcrop and the stream that medieval
runs north from Loch a Sgail.
Measuring 14 x 14 metres it is
constructed of turf and stone
and has no apparent entrances.
NB 1377 4025 Bostadh cell Cell Midden,
Shell
Prehistoric
NB 1885 3361 Tiddaborra cell Cell Prehistoric





















cell Possible cell Unknown
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NB 1904 3487 Leathad cell Cell Unknown
Mor,
Kirkibost
NB 1569 3495 Loch cell Cell Measuring 3 metres in Unknown
Baravat daimetre this circular cell is
constructed of large flat stones
and has an entrance in its north
face.
NB 1407 3518 Hacklete cell Cell Unknown
NB 1669 3521 Cnoc nan cell Cell This poly cellular structure has Unknown
Buiale two cells located on the west
Moire side of an walkers cairn. The
larger cell to the north
measures 3 metres in diametre
and the smaller cell to the
south measures 1.5 metres
diametre.




NB 1430 3584 Hacklete cell Cell Unknown
NB 1524 3621 Loch cell Cell Situated immediatley to the Unknown
Baravat west of a sub circular sheiling,
site NB 1525 3622, this site is
covered with turf but shows
signs of having stone in its
construiction. This site
measures 4 metres in diametre
and has no apparent entrances.
NB 1727 3682 Loch Risay cell Cell Prehistoric
NB 1467 3705 Tobson cell Cell Unknown
NB 1464 3736 Tobson cell Cell Unknown
NB 1605 3748 Loch Beag cell Cellular Pre-
Breaclete structure enclosure
NB 1483 3791 Tobson cell Cell Unknown




NB 1330 3962 Bostadh cell Cell Pre
Clearance
NB 1520 3976 Cnoc cell Cellular Unknown
Uillor, structure
Croir
NB 1520 3976 Cnoc cell Cellular Unknown
Uillor, structure
Croir
NB 1560 4011 Rubha cell Cell Prehistoric
Thorab
NB 1331 4042 Camas cell Possible Located amongst loose Early
bedrock boulders at the north
840
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Eunay cells end of the headland to the west historic
of Boastadh beach are a
number (between 2 and 5) of
ill defined cells. The presence
of these cells lends weight to
the suggestion that this
pensinsula was one an
ecclesiatical site, as such cells
are seen at other site including
the chapel at Aird Uig.



























Kirkibost cairn Cairn Unknown
NB13SE 13,
NB1890 3400
Kirkibost cairn Kerb Cairn Prehistoric















NB1572 3435 Hacklete cairn Burial cairn Orientated from south-east to
north-west this cairn measures
3x2 metres and has a slab
linned chamber at its centre.
The feature is heavily robbed
at its north-west end.




NB 1870 3445 Totarol,Kir
kibost
cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1842 3447 Kirkibost cairn Cairn This cairn measures 1 metre in Post-













17 small cairns respectinga Crofting/m
single croft boundary provide odern
field clearance for an area of
recent cultivation. These cairns
average 1 metre in diametre
and are formed largely of small
stones.




NB 1859 3451 Kirkibost caim Cairn Standing 2.5 metre high and Crofting/m
measuring 1 metre in diametre odern
this stone and mortar caim is
located on high ground to the
south of the Kirkbost road and
was constructed to comemerate
the Bernera Riots.
NB 1736 3454 Kirkibost cairn Caim This ciam measure circa 8
metres in diametre and has a
low linted entrance on its
northern face. The entmace is
1 metre wide but only 0.3
metres high and is in-
accessable. The features south¬
west edge has been partially
cut away durring constction of
the modem road to the south
and east.






















NB 1906 3488 Kirkibost cairn Caims Located on the eastern shore of Unknown
south facing inlet of East Loch
Roag these two caims are
constructed on the beach and
measure 1 metre in dimater
and 1 metre high. These
features probably form provide
some marine function, either as
mooring points or as
navigational aids within the
inlet.
NB 1579 3501 Loch caim Caim Unknown
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Baravat
NB 1909 3511 Kirkibost cairn Clearance Measuring 1 metre in diametre
cairns and standing up to 1.5 metres
high there are 4 clearance
cairns forming a group of field
clearance features. One of
these cairns has been modified
to use for navigation purposes.
NB 1414 3512 Hacklete cairn Cairn Modem
NB 1849 3518 Kirkibost cairn Clearance Situated 15 metres to the west Unknown
cairn of enclsoure site NB 1850
3518 is a rectangular clearance
cairn. Constructed against a
north-east facing bedrock face
this site measures 5x3 metres
and is up to 1.5 metres high. It
is not clear what the purpose of
this feature is, though it is
believed it may bed for
clearance purposes.
NB 1809 3520 Kirkibost cairn Cairn This modem walkers caim Modem
stands 2 metres tall and
measures 0.5 metres in
diametre
NB 1465 3527 Loch a' cairn Cairns Unknown
Bhogaidh,
Hacklete
NB 1899 3528 Kirkibost cairn Cairns These two turf covered cairns Unknown
measure 2.5 metres in diametre
and appear to be robbed out in
their centres crating a small
hollow. It is possible these
features are either small kilns,
for pottery, Lime, Kelp etc. or
arre the remains of patato
stacks that have rotted from the
inside and have collapsed
creating these hollow features.
NB 1881 3529 Kirkibost cairn Cairn Situated to on the east bank of Unknown
a small stream that runs
immediatley to the east of
blackhouse site NB 1880 3529
is a small rectangular cairn that
measures 2x1 metres and
stands 1.5 metres high.
Measuring up to 4 metres in Crofting/m
diametre these 10+ clearnace odern
arins stand up to a height of 1
metre and represent celarance
from the croft on which they
stand.
NB 1900 3542 Kirkibost cairn Cairn Standing 2 metres tall and 2.5 Unknown
metres in diametre
NB 1901 3542 Kirkibost cairn Cairn Standing 1.5 metres tall and Unknown
measuring 2 x 1.5 metres this





NB 1884 3542 Kirkibost cairn Clearance
cairns
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NB 1897 3553 Kirkibost caim Clearance
caims
These five cairns are located
along a croft boundary and




NB 1472 3586 Hacklete cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1840 3626 Kirkibost cairn Cairn Prehistoric




cairn Cairn Measuring 2x1 metre this
small sub-circluar caim is the
only one visible in the vicinity.
Unknown
NB 1449 3644 Valasay caim Cairn Unknown
NB 1480 3661 Valasay caim Caim Located 6 metres to the east of Unknown
enclosure site NB 1479 3661
and linked to that site by a
drystone dyke is a small caim
measuring circa 2 metres in
diametre.
Locatedin deep vegiatipon are Crofting/m
two extended cairns that are odern
orinatated from west to east
and measure circa 3x1
metres.
NB 1440 3682 Valasay caim Cairn Unknown
NB 1670 3683 Loch Risay cairn Caim Measuring 1.5 metres in
diametre this single caim has
no apparent function.
Unknown
NB 1640 3690 Breaclete caim Caim Unknown
NB 1406 3695 Poll Ula caim Caim This modern walkers caim
measures 0.75 x 0.75 metres




NB 1674 3709 Loch Risay caim Caim Post
Medieval
NB 1694 3716 Breaclete caim Caim Modem
NB 1393 3718 Poll Ula cairn Cairn This modem walkers caim
measures lxl metre and




NB 1720 3722 Loch Risay caim Caims Unknown
NB 1390 3723 Valasay cairn Caim Unknown
NB 1395 3248 Poll Ula caim Cairn This caim measures 1 x 0.5
metres and stands to a height
of 0.1 metres and appears to be
of some antiquity
Unknown
NB 1756 3729 Aird Mhor cairn Caim Measuring 1 x 0.75 metres this Unknown
small rectangualr cairn is
located at the summit of the
southern peak (35 metres) of
NB 1456 3662 Valasay cairn Clearance
cairns
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NB 1767 3735 Aird Mhor cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1629 3753 Loch Beag
Breaclete
cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1426 3756 Tob
Valasay
cairn Cairn Modern walkers cairn
measures 1 metre in diametre
and 0.5 metres in hieght
Modem
NB 1389 3774 Poll Ula cairn Cairn This modem walkers cairn
measures lxl metre and




NB 1415 3775 Tob
Valasay
cairn Cairn Modem walkers caim
measures 1 metre in diametre
and 1 metre in hieght
Modem
NB 1415 3787 Tob
Valasay
cairn Cairn Modem walkers caim
measures 1 metre in diametre
and 1 metre in hieght
Modem
NB 1496 3802 Cnoc
Ruadh
cairn Cairn This single cairn measures 1
metre in diametre and stands to
a height of 0.8 metres.
Unknown
NB 1496 3802 Cnoc
Ruadh
cairn Cairn This small cairn stands to a
height of 0.75 metres,
measures 1.2 x 1 metre and is
roughly oval in shape.
Unknown








NB 1574 3838 Ben caim Caim or Located on the north east Unknown
Breaclete platform slopes of Ben Breaclete
overlooking the east shore of
the island is this platform or
caim. Formed of stone and
utilising some bedrock
outcrops this feature is
rectangular in shape, measures
14 x 4 metres and is orientated
north to south.
NB 1339 3842 Tobson caim Caim Unknown












NB 1327 3862 Tobson caim Caim Unknown




NB 1323 3875 Tobson caim Caim Unknown
NB 1440 3879 Gleann an cairn Cairn Unknown
Toib,
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Tobson
NB 1422 3889 Gleann an cairn Cairn Unknown
Toib,
Tobson
NB 1510 3890 Loch cairn Cairns This collection of four cairns Unknown
Chnuic are all constructed of between
8 and 10 stones and are
arranged on a north to south
axis being between 8 and 15
metres appart. It is not clear
whether these features are for
clearance or burial purposes.
NB 1392 3895 Carnan cairn Cairn Unknown
Gibegeo,
Tobson
NB 1344 3908 Tobson cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1322 3971 Bostadh cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1549 3974 Croir cairn Clearance Three cairns measuring circa 5 Pre-
cairns x 2 metres are all formed on crofting/cr
areas of natural bed rock. ofting
NB 1319 3975 Bostadh cairn Cairn Unknown
NB 1317 3976 Rubha cairn Cairn Situated immediately behing Unknown
Cuinish the west shore of Great
Bernera is a cairn measuring 2
x 1 metres and standing yp to
0.75 metres high.
NB 1520 3998 Cnoc cairn Linear Crofting
Uillor, clearance
Croir cairn
NB 1341 4006 Rubha cairn Cairns Two small clearance cairns Unknown
Cuinish
NB 1518 4011 Cnoc cairn Clearance Unknown
Uillor, Cairns
Croir
NB 1318 4012 Bostadh cairn Cairn Small caim measuring 0.5 Unknown
metres in diametre and
standing up to 0.5 metres high.
NB 1342 4012 Rubha cairn Cairns Two small clearance cairns Unknown
Cuinish
NB 1509 4012 Kyles of cairn Cairns Crofting
Little
Bernera
NB 1493 4017 Kyles of cairn wall and Located immediatley to the Pre-
Little cairn south of lazy beds, site NB crofting/cr
Bernera 1493 4017, is an area of linear ofting
clearance measuring 8x1
metre, orientated west to east
and with a definate circular
cairn built into its east end.
NB 1386 4021 Bostadh cairn Clearnace A small group of clearance Medieval/p
cairns carins may be seen on the ost
north facing slopes at the west medieval
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end of the Kyles of Bernera.
These cairns measure circa 1
metre in diametre and are
associated with the field
system, site NB 1387 4028.
NB 1470 4031 Kyles of cairn Burial Cairn Prehistoric
Little
Bernera
NB 1334 4034 Bostadh cairn Ciarn or Consisting of 7 large boulders Unknown
stone setting forming a rough circel with
and 8th at their centre this
cairn or stone setting measures
5 metres in diametre and may
be anature al formation of
bedrock that has fractured
NB 1388 4038 Bostadh cairn Clearance Located to the south of site NB Medieval/p
carins 1399 4038 are a small group of ost
clearnace cairns measuring medieval
circa 1 metre in diametre.
NB 1389 4039 Bostadh cairn Cairns Post
Medieval
NB 1325 4055 Camas caim Caim Measuring 1.0 x 0.75 metres Medieval/p
Eunay this small caim is of uncertain ost-
usage, but may be part of a medieval/p
pre-twetiet cetury group of re-
cairns used by local fishermen crofting/cr
for naviagation purposes. ofting




NB 1401 4070 Pheghinnas caim Caim Unknown
'lar, Little
Bernera




NB 1449 4107 Tordal, cairn Cairn Standing to a height of 1 metre Unknown
Little this small single caim
Bernera measures 1.5 x 2 metres and is
constructed soley of stone.
NB 1437 4115 Tordal, caim Cairn Located at the summit of tordal Pre
Little this caim measures lxl Clearance,
Bernera metres and stands to a height crofting
of 1 metres. This feature was
prbably constructed for use a
maratime navigation aid.
NB 1365 4129 Cnoc cairn Cairn Measuring 2 metres in Prehistoric
Arcabol, diametre and standing to a
Little hieght of 0.5 metres this grass
Bernera covered caim has exclent
views to the west and north.
NB 1350 4150 Creag caim Burial caim Orientated from west to east Prehistoric
Ghrodaig, this oval feature is located on
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the top of west facing cliffs
and measures 4.5 x 4 metres.
Constructed of turf with a
stone face visible only on the
south side this structure is
either an oval hut or the
remains of a burial cairn.
NB 1375 4160 Creag cairn Cairn Measuring 1.5 metres in Unknown
Ghrodaig, diametre this cairn is
Little construted of smallish stones
Bernera and probably represents
clearance activity.
NB 1391 4177 Creag cairn Cairn This small cairn constructed of Unknown
Ghrodaig, small stone measures 0.70
Little metres in diametre.
Bemera
NB13SE 12, Bernera com Bernera Modem
NB1640 3420 Bridge
NB 1477 3549 Hacklete com Possible Unknown
bridge
NB13NW 07, Valasay com Bridge Modern
NB 1471 3659 Bridge








NB 1467 3518 Loch a' comms Bridge Crofting
Bhogaidh,
Hacklete
NB 1460 3834 Druim nam comms Bridge Unknown
Buailtean,
Tobson
NB 1405 3719 Poll Ula corns Causeway A stone causeway crosses a Unknown
stream running into a tidal inlet
at the north end of Poll Ula,
preoviding egress from one
side to the other. The feature
runs from west to east and is
6.5 metres long.
NB13SE 08 Kirkibost rock cup marks Unknown
marking




NB13SE 11 Barraglom rock cup marks Prehistoric
marking
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Barraglom
NB 1880 3537 Kirkibost rock Cupmarked Multiply cupmarks or Prehistoric
marking stone pockmarks carved onto a piece
of bedrock that measures 1
metre in diametre. The cups
vary in size from 0.02 to 0.05
metres in diametre and are
quite deep.
Located 20 metres to the west Prehistoric
of the irregular enclosure site
NB 1450 3668 is a rock with a
single cupmark carved onto its
east side.




































































NB 1447 3456 Hacklete cultivation Cultivation, Pre
NB 1448 3668 Valasay rock Cup marked
marking rock
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NB 1900 3580 Sgeir
Charach
cultivation Cultivation Hand dug rigging covers much
of the ground of the Sgier
Charach peninsual located on

































NB 1531 3629 Cnoc Beg
Ionail
cultivation Cultivation These hand dug lazy beds run
from east to west above the




NB 1455 3642 Valasay cultivation Cultivation,
Square Cut
Modem
NB 1447 3651 Valasay cultivation Cultivation,
Square Cut
Modem




NB 1707 3681 Breaclete cultivation Cultivation, Post
Rigging Medieval
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NB 1633 3710 Loch Risay cultivation Cultivation Orientated north to south this Unknown
stone revetted platform
measures 12 x 4 metres and
has three layers of drystone
cousing supporting it on its
east side
NB 1405 3719 Poll Ula cultivation Cultivation these square cut lazy beds look
north over a tidal inlet at the








NB 1659 3723 Loch Risay cultivation Cultivation Three hand dug rigs run from Medieval/p
west to east through a narrow ost-
valley lined on the north and medieval
south side by bedrock cliffs
NB 1446 3724 Poll Ula cultivation Cultivation Five hand dug rigs run from Medieval/p
west to east on the west shore ost-
of the Tob Valasay medeival
NB 1741 3724 Aird Mhor cultivation Cultivation, Post
Rigging Medieval
NB 1659 3728 Loch Risay cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1438 3729 Tob cultivation Cultivation These hand dug lazy beds run Medieval/p
Valasay between areas of exposed ost-
bedrock on the west shore of medeival
Tob Valasay
NB 1404 3732 Valasay cultivation Cultivation, Modem
Square Cut
NB 1727 3743 Cnoc cultivation Cultivation Situated immediatley to the Medieval/p
Choirgarod west of the sheiling NB 1727 ost-
3743a this hand dug medieval/p
lazybedding runs from north¬ re-crofting
west to south-east for a circa 5
metres and has 3 seperated
rigs.
NB 1753 3746 Aird Mhor cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1633 3750 Loch Beag cultivation Cultivation Pre-
Breaclete enclosure
NB 1632 3751 Breaclete cultivation Cultivation, Post
Rigging Medieval
NB 1664 3751 Loch Risay cultivation Cultivation This area of hand dug lazy Medieval/p
beds is situated in a low valley ost-
overlooking the west shore of medieval
Loch Risay. The valley runs
from west to east and within it
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lazy beds run from west to east
and from north to south.
NB 1433 3760 Tob
Valasay
cultivation Cultivation This group of seven hand dug













NB 1557 3780 Loch na
Crich

















NB 1580 3825 Loch na cultivation
Crich
Cultivation Situated on gental east facing
slopes above the east shore of
the island is a series of hand
dug irregular lazybeds.
Orientated west to east they
cover an area of 50 metres
(north to south) and run in two





NB 1583 3842 Ben cultivation
Breaclete
Cultivation Twelve hand dug lazy beds run Medieval/p
from north to south and cover ost-
an area of the east shore of medieval
Bernera that measures circa
300 x 50 metres.
NB 1562 3854 Loch na cultivation
Crich
Platform These rectlinear cultivation Unknown
platforms are faced with stone
revettment and drained with
stone lined ditches.
NB 1362 3865 Beinn an cultivation
Toib
Cultivation Located on the flat ground to Medieval/p
the east of Beinn an Toib is a ost-
large area of hand dug medieval
lazybeds.
NB 1586 3867 Geodha na cultivation
Cruich
Cultivation Unknown
NB 1349 3878 Beinn an cultivation
Toib
Cultivation An extenisve area of hand dug
cultivation may be seen to the
north-east of the enclosure site
NB 1345 3875. This rigging






NB 1580 3899 Loch Chip cultivation Cultivation Lying to the west of NB 1580 Medieval/p
3899a ia a small area of hand ost-
dug lazy beds medieval
NB 1415 3902 Middle cultivation Field system This fieldsytem consists of Medieval/p
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Shalaval hand dug irregular lazy beds
and is bounded to the north
and south by bedrock, to the
east by a tall drystone wall
(site NB 1415 3902b) that is
well maintained and to the
WESTt by higher ground.
ost-
medieval
NB 1590 3905 Loch Chip cultivation Cultivation Area of had dug lazy beds Medieval/p
measuring 60 x 15 metres and ost-
orientated north to south medieval
running paralell to the eastern
shore line of Bernera.
NB 1355 3918 Tobson cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1338 3936 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1398 3954 Loch a cultivation Cultivation This series of four square cut Pre-
Sgail lazybeds is located on south crofting/cr
facing slopes over looking the ofting
north end of Loch a Sgail.
They are orientated north to
south and measure circa 10 x 4
metres each
NB 1489 3954 Croir cultivation Cultivation Situated on the west facing Medieval/p
slopes of the east shore of
Loch na Muilne is a series of
hand dug lazybeds or rigs.
Running east to west these lazy
beds are circa 32 metres long
and cover an area of 183
metres ( from north to south).
ost-
medieval




NB 1342 3969 Rubha cultivation Revetted located adjacent to site NB Unknown
Cuinish platform 1342 3969 this platform is
formed by a revetment wall of
drystone construction built
between two bedrock boulders.
The feature is3 metres long
and stands up to 1.5 metre high
and is in a good state of repair.
NB 1558 3967 Croir cultivation Cultivation Situated on west facing slopes Pre-
to the east of the township of
Croir is a series of square cut
lazybeds. Bounded to the west
by a stone wall and to the north
by a modern fence this
cultivation covers an areas
circa 75 x 100 metres. A small
drystone enclosure measuring
5x3 metres may be seen in
the south-west corner of the
cultivation. This enclosure is




NB 1342 3969 Rubha cultivation
Cuinish
Cultivation Located immediatley east of Medieval/p
the dyke, site NB 1342 3969, ost-
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are a series of hand dug lazy medieval
beds orientated west to east
they run for no more than 8
metres and are between 1 and
3 metres wide.
NB 1572 3973 Croir cultivation Cultivation The remains of three square Pre-
cut lazy beds surround crofting/cr
enclosure, site NB 1572 3973. ofting
These beds are all orientated
north-west to south-east and
measure 15 x 3 metres each.
Following the natural Medieval/p
topography and occupying ost-
spaces between bedrock medieval
outcrops are a series of hand
dug lazybeds
NB 1520 3998 Cnoc cultivation Cultivation Crofting
Uillor,
Croir
NB 1350 4000 Rubha cultivation Cultivation Following the natural Medieval/p
Cuinish topography and occupying ost-
spaces between bedrock medieval
outcrops are a series of hand
dug lazybeds
NB 1558 4005 Rubha cultivation Cultivation, Unknown
Thorab Rigging
NB 1365 4008 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Unknown
platform
NB 1390 4011 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Measuring 20 x 15 metres, Medieval/p
platform these two cultivation platforms ost
are situated on the north medieval
faceing slopes at the west end
of the Kyles of Bernera. They
are revetted at their north
(down slope) ends with a face
of small irregular stones.
NB 1560 4011 Rubha cultivation Cultivation, Unknown
Thorab Rigging
NB 1396 4014 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Located at the confluence of Medieval/p
platforms two streams, are two revetted ost
platforms. Situated to the north medieval
and the south of the confluence
the appear to preotect
cultivatable ground against the
possibility of flooding.
NB 1402 4016 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Situated on north facing slopes Medieval/p
platform above Bostadh Beach this ost
stone revetted platfom is d medieval
shaped and is backed by
bedrock
NB 1493 4017 Kyles of cultivation Square cut The remains of these square Pre-
Little cultivation cut lazy beds are located on crofting/cr
Bernera noerth facing slopes ofting
immediately behind the cliff
tops that overlook the Kyles of
Little Bemera. The two beds
NB 1350 3985 Rubha cultivation Cultivation
Cuinish
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Elements Description PeriodIf "If . . :f f: : if:
measure 10 metres north to
south and are each 1.5 metres
wide.
A rectangular platform Medieval/p
measuring 10 x 5 metres is ost
located on the revetted medieval
northern shore of a small stram
that runs east towards Bostadh
beach.
NB 1323 4024 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Covering an area of 20 x 4
metres are six hand dug
lazybeds. These beds are
bounded on all sides by rock
ground.
This platform consists of a Pre-
stone revettement and runs crofting/cr
along the east side of sites NB ofting
1408 4029 an d NB 1424 4024
NB 1476 4025 Kyles of cultivation Cultivation, Post
Little Square Cut Medieval
Bernera
NB 1319 4028 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Cultivation platform on north Medieval/p
platform facing slopes at the east end of ost
the kyles of Little Bernera. medieval
Revetted with stone, this
platform measures 2x4 metres
and is orientated west to east.
NB 1330 4028 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1334 4030 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation Following low lying land Medieval/p
around the north and west ost-
coast of the north west tip of medieval
the island of Great Bernera are
extensive areas of hand dug
lazybeds.
NB 1350 4031 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1396 4038 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Post
Rigging Medieval
NB 1396 4038 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Post
Rigging Medieval
NB 1341 4048 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Pre
Rigging Clearance
NB 1339 4050 Camas cultivation Cultivation The remains of faint rigs may Unknown
Bostadh be sen immediately to the
south of the shingle bank that
is the site of NB 1339 4051.
These rigs cover an area 30 x
30 metres and were partially
flooded with sea water at the
time of recording.
NB 1335 4051 Bostadh cultivation Burial Cist Iron Age
NB 1330 4053 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation, Pre





NB 1424 4024 Bostadh cultivation Cultivation
platform
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NB 1495 4090 Creaval,
Little
Bernera
cultivation Cultivation P re-
enclosure
NB 1443 4100 Tordal, cultivation Cultivation Located in the south-east side Pre
Little of Tordal this are of Lazybeds Clearance
Bernera runs from west to east and
covers an area of 70x 50
metres.
NB 1450 4110 Tordal, cultivation Cultivation Running from west to east for Pre
Little 25 metres are 5 hand dug Clearance
Bernera lazybeds. Located on east
facing slopes this beds have a
wave length of circa 4 metres
and cover an area of 19 metres.
NB 1420 4118 Pheghinn cultivation Cultivation This hand dug lazy bedding Medieval/p
as 'lar, runs sinuously from north-east ost-
Little to south-west down south medieval/p
Bernera south-west facing slopes of the re-crofting
valley between Pheghinn as lar
and Tordal that runs south to
the west end of the Kyles of
Little Bernera. This rigging has
a wave length of 5 metres.
NB 1440 4120 Tordal, cultivation Cultivation Located on the north facing P re-
Little slopes above Traigh Mhor this crofting
Bernera area of had dug lazy beds
covers an area of 50 x 80
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metres and is orientated from
north to south.





Cultivatoin This hand dug rigging runs Medieval/p
away from the west shore of ost-
Loch Mor a Ghearraidh in a medieval/p
westerly direction for over 100 re-crofting
metres.
NB 1445 4141 Tordal, cultivation
Little
Bernera
Cultivation Four hand dug lazybeds run Medieval/p
from north-west to south-east ost-
on a south facing slope. These medieval/p
beds have a wave length of 6 re-crofting
metres and are 30 metres long.




cultivation Cultivation Two lazy beds run from south Medieval/p
to north down north facing ost-
slopes towards the small beach medieval/p
at Greenabost Beg. This rigs re-crofting
are 20 metres long and 1.3
metres wide.




Cultivation Long sinuous lazybeds wind Medieval/p
their way north through ost-
bedrock outcrops for 100 medieval/p
metres, these rigs have a wave re-crofting
length of 5 metres.




cultivation Cultivation Running between Loch Mor a Medieval/p
Ghearraidh and the beach to ost-
the north at Giedem Thiaram medieval/p
(300 metres) is a large area of re-crofting
sinuaous hand dug lazy
bedding that hasa wave length
of between 3 and 5 metres.




cultivation Cultivation Running from east to west Medieval/p
down east facing slopes thes ost-
lazy beds are sinuos and hand medieval/p
dug and have a wave length of re-crofting
5 metres.





NB 1819 3396 Tiddaborra dyke Dyke,
Drystone
Running from north to south
for 100 metres these square cut
lazybeds are 5 metres wide and
show signs of recent




NB 1485 3448 Breivig,
Hacklete
dyke Stone Dyke Prehistoric




NB 1873 3366 Tiddaborra dyke Dyke, Stone
and Turf
Unknown
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NB 1820 3400 Tiddaborra dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1819 3402 Tiddaborra dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1816 3420 Tiddaborra dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1867 3425 Buaile dyke Field wall, Unknown
Mhor,Kirk disused
bost
NB 1593 3427 Barraglom dyke Dyke, Stone Post
and Turf Medieval
NB 1532 3430 Hacklete dyke Drystone Running from north to south Crofting/m
walls this drystone dyke runs across odern
the beach to the shore of Loch
Roag for 30 metres. Standing
0.8 metres high this wall is on
the same line as a modem croft
boundary immediatley to the
north.
NB 1533 3430 Hacklete dyke Drystone Located immediatley east of Unknown
walls wall site NB 1532 3430, this
stone wall also runs from north
to south crossing the beach
from Hacklete to the shore of
Loch Roag. Measuring 20
metres in length and 0.5 metres
high this wall is not on the
same line as any visible
modern or historic feature.
NB 1706 3445 Barraglom dyke Dyke, Crofting
Drystone
NB 1809 3448 Kirkibost dyke Drystone Runing for 4 metres from west Unknown
dyke to east this drystone dyke
stands to a height of 1 metre.
The west end of this feature
terminates with no reason, the
east end terminates against a
west facing bedrock outcrop.
NB 1707 3449 Drium dyke Wall, croft Crofting
Culavig,Ba boundary
rraglom
NB 1578 3457 Loch dyke Drystone Three drystone sykes ran into Unknown
Baravat dykes the eastern edge of Loch
Baravat.
NB 1860 3460 Kirkibost dyke Dyke This old boundary crosses at Unknown/
least four crofts and runs for pre-
150 metres from NB 1859 crofting
3459 to NB 1862 3474.
Consisting of a turf bank
occationally punctuated by
orthostatic stones this feature
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NB 1435 3466 Hacklete dyke Dyke,
Drystone
Unknown
NB 1778 3485 Kirkibost dyke Drystone Surviving only as a foundation Unknown
dyke course this curving section of
drystone wall runs from north
to south for 13 metres before
terminating for no apparent
reason.
NB 1907 3498 Kirkibost dyke Dykes Running from west ot east into
East Loch Roag are the
remains of five drystone dykes
spaced 20 metres appart with
the most southern one being
located at the east sde of the
mouth of a small south facing
inlet of East Loch Roag.
Early
prehistoric
NB 1850 3511 Kirkibost dyke Stone dyke Surviving to 1 coourse high are
the fragmentry remains of a
drystone wall line that crosses
a croft from north to south and
runs for 77 metres.
Unknown
NB 1557 3526 Buiale dyke
Chuairdh
Dykes Forming a T-shape on a small Unknown
promontory running into the
west side of Loch Baravat
these walls are constructed of
drystone. The first runs for 9
metres from south-east to
north-west and the second
startsfrom the centre of the
first and runs for 5 metres in a
northerly direction
NB 1900 3527 Kirkibost dyke Drystone Crossing a croft from north to Unknown
dyke south this wall was constructed
of drystone and now survives
as one fragmentry course of
stones. This wall is 88 metres
long and has a small ditch dug
on its east side.
NB 1475 3553 Hacklete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1854 3564 Kirkibost dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1481 3575 Hacklete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1578 3580 Loch Ionail dyke Dykes Running from north to south Unknown
into the north-east corner of
Loch Ionail are two stone
dykes or groynes of 4 and 6
metre long.
NB 1564 3581 Loch dyke Drystone Running for 73 metres from Unknown
Baravat wall east to west this drystone wall
terminated on the eastern shore
of Loch Baravat.
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NB 1473 3591 Hacklete dyke Dyke, Stone
and Turf
Unknown
NB 1488 3610 Hacklete dyke Dyke,
Drystone
Modem




NB 1490 3612 Hacklete dyke Dyke,
Drystone
Modem
NB 1921 3613 Kirkibost dyke Wall Located 10 metres to the west Unknown
of the jetty site NB 1922 3613
this feature also runs south into
the Kyles of Keava and is 17
metres in length but is a
constant width of 1 metre.
NB 1536 3615 Loch dyke Drystone Situated at the west end of a Modem
Baravat dyke fence that runs from Loch
Ionail to Loch Baravat is a 3
metre stretch of drystone dyke
that forms a groyn that runs
into Loch Baravat.
NB 1835 3615 Cnoc Ard dyke Dyke Running from north to south Unknown
Shesgair for 300 metres this stoone and
turf dyke varies from standing
up to 0.75 metres to being




NB 1847 3620 Kirkibost dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1670 3628 Loch dyke Drystone Orientated south to north this Unknown
Breaclete dyke wal lies 10 metres to the west
of NB 1670 3628b and
represents the constinuation of
a stone and turf dyke that now
lieas disused ot the south.
NB 1670 3628 Loch dyke Drystone Located 20 metre west of NB Modern
Breaclete dyke 1670 3628a and 10 metres east
of NB 1670 3628c this wall
runs from south to north into
Loch Breaclete and is the
continuation of a modem wire
fence.
NB 1670 3628 Loch dyke Drystone Running from south-east to Modem
Breaclete dyke north-west into Loch Breaclete
for 7 metres this wall is the
constinuation of a modern
fence line and lies 20 metres ot
the east of NB 1670 3628b
NB 1572 3631 Loch Ionail dyke Dyke This dyke runs from east to Unknown
west for 70 metres terminating
at the east shore of Loch
Ionail. A drystone dyke then
runs into the loch on the same
alighment and terminated 3
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metres beyond the shore.
NB 1460 3649 Valasay dyke Drystone The remains of this stone wall Pre-
dyke are biscted by a modern croft crofting/un
boudary. Running from west to known
east for 30 metres the dyke
then curves to the south
crossing the modem croft line
and terminating after a further
8 metres at two orthostatic
stones.
NB 1450 3658 Valasay dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1485 3661 Valasay dyke Stone and This grassy bank runs Unknown
turf dyke sinuously from north to south
for 39 metres terminating at
both ends for no apparent
reason.
NB 1681 3661 Loch na dyke Dry stone Crossing the narrows between Unknown
Muilne dyke Loch nan Geadraisean and
Loch na Muilne, and running
from east to west this tumbled
drystone wall is 8 metres long,
1.5 metres wide and is now
used as a bridge or stepping
stone across the stream.
NB 1647 3664 Builae dyke Dyke Runing from east to west for Unknown
Breaclete 10 metres this drystone wall
runs into the south west comer
of Loch na Muilne
NB 1464 3669 Valasay dyke Dyke, Stone Unknown
and Turf
NB 1464 3669 Valasay dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1464 3669 Valasay dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1640 3670 Loch dyke Field wall P re-
Breaclete enclosure
NB 1449 3674 Valasay dyke Dyke, Modem
Drystone
NB 1473 3674 Valasay dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1664 3675 Buiale dyke Dyke This stone and turf dyke mns Unknown
Breaclete from the west shore of Loch na
Muilne in a westerly direction
for 30 metres. It is constructed
of turf and occational stone
and served no apparent
purpose.
NB 1703 3676 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Turf Pre
Clearance
NB 1447 3678 Poll Ula dyke Drystone Orientated from north to south Unknown
dyke this drystone dyke is 20 metres
long, 0.7 metres wide and 0.6
metres high. The wall links
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two bedrock faces by that form
a small valley. On the east of
this wall is a single beach that
boarders Tob Valasay.
NB 1447 3678 Valasay dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1632 3678 Loch dyke Field wall Pre-
Breaclete enclosure
NB 1443 3681 Valasay dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1694 3681 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1442 3683 Poll Ula dyke Drystone Running from north to south Unknown
dyke for 14 metres along the edge of
a bedrock out crop that extends
away to the east.
NB 1780 3686 Kirkibost dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1463 3688 Valasay dyke Dyke, Stone Post
and Turf Medieval
NB 1463 3688 Valasay dyke Dyke, Stone Post
and Turf Medieval
NB 1677 3703 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1749 3707 Cnoc Risay dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1468 3709 Tobson dyke Dyke, Stone Unknown
and Turf
NB 1750 3710 Aird Mhor dyke Dyke, Running from west to east at Unknown
Promontory the narrowest point at the south
enclosure end of Aird Mhor this wall is
of drystone construction. This
wail is circa 150 metres long
and is in a state of considerable
disrepair at many places along
its length. This wall creates a
promontory enclosure of Aird
Mhor of over 10 hectare that is
most likely of agricutural
nature.
NB 1753 3713 Aird Mhor dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1394 3718 Poll Ula dyke Dyke Running from the east end of Unknown
Pol Ula to the south end of the
tidal inlets to the east of Pol
Ula this bank is circa 200
metres long constructed of turf
and is sinuous in nature.
NB 1404 3732 Valasay dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1406 3740 Tob dyke Drystone This stretch of walling rubs Unknown
Valasay dyke along the south side of a
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stream that runs in to the west
side of the Tob Valasay tidal
inlet this wall runs from west
ot east for 5 metres before
turning south and runing
onwards for 6 metres where it
terminates aganst a bedrock
outcrop.
NB 1625 3740 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1627 3740 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1389 3742 Rubh1 an dyke Drystone Running from north to south Unknown
Ime dyke across a cobble beach this
small strch of drystone syke
has no apparent function.
Running for circa 4 metres the
wall is 1.25 metre high and 0.5
metres thick.
NB 1409 3742 Poll Ula dyke Dyke Running from northto south Unknown
for 23 metres this curving wall
is constructed of turf and stone
and stands to a height of 0.9
metres. Terminating at its
north end against the shore, it
stops at its south end for no
apparent reason.
NB 1420 3746 Loch dyke Drystone Running from west to east for Unknown
Veiravat dyke 9 metres this stone dyke links
an east facing cliff face with
the west shore of Loch
Veiravat. This wall creates an
enclosure to the north flanked
to the west by the cliff face and
the east by the shore of the
loch, the two of which meet 15
metres to the north.
NB 1411 3748 Valasay dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1393 3752 Poll Ula dyke Drystone Running south from the Unknown
dyke northern shore of Poll Ula for
41 metres, this srystone dyke
foils a narrow valley running
along its east side and is
constructed mostly on bedrock.
NB 1626 3755 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1434 3757 Tobson dyke Dyke, Stone Pre
and Turf Clearance
NB 1460 3757 Tobson dyke Dyke, Stone Unknown
and Turf
NB 1402 3758 Valasay dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1426 3760 Loch dyke Drystone This short drystone wall runs Unknown
Veiravat dyke west from a bedrock outcrop
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for 1.8 metres where it
terminates in a stone pillar that
stands to a height of 0.6
metres.
NB 1457 3767 Tobson dyke Dyke, Stone Unknown
and Turf
NB 1452 3769 Tobson dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1454 3771 Tob dyke Drystone This drystone wall runs in a Unknown
Valasay dyke shallow curving arc from the
south-east to the north west
cutting the neck of a tidal
promontory or natural
causeway leading to a small
natural island at its high water
mark on the shore side.
NB 1455 3771 Tobson dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1633 3771 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Stone Post
and Turf Medieval
NB 1477 3773 Tobson dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 16113778 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1609 3785 Breaclete dyke Dyke, Unknown
Drystone
NB 1642 3785 Aird dyke Dyke Runing from east to west righ Unknown
Breaclete across the Aird Breaclete
peninsula this dyke is circa 250
metres long and stands up to a
height of 0.5 metres. This
feature is marked on the
modern Ordnance Survey
NB 1480 3788 Tobson dyke Turf Dyke Unknown
NB 1610 3788 Loch Beag dyke Dyke Unknown
Breaclete
NB 1496 3802 Loch dyke Turf and Running is an arc for 16 Unknown
Ruadh stone dyke metres this stone and turf dyke
links two outcops of bedrock
on the north shore of the
unamed loch to the south-west
of Loch Ruadh. A second dyke
constructed soley of turf runs
along the same line from the
most sutherly bedrock outcrop
into the loch.
NB 1423 3804 Valasay dyke Dyke, Stone Post
and Turf Medieval
NB 1460 3830 Druim nam dyke Drystone Unknown
Buailtean, wall
Tobson
NB 1351 3842 Beinn an dyke Revettement This sort stretch of stone Unknown
Toib revettement runs from east to
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west for 3 metres to create s
small south facing platform of
uncertain purpose.




NB 1360 3844 Beinn an dyke Revetment This wall is constructed of Unknown
Toib or field wall srystone and runs from north to
south for 18 metres, it stands
up to 1 metre high and has no
apparent purpose.
NB 1574 3844 Geodha na dyke Dyke, Post
Cruich Drystone Medieval
NB 1509 3853 Loch dyke Drystone Running from east to west this Unknown
Ruadh wall dyke dyke runs from the
promontry on the east shore of
the unnamed loch to the east of
Loch Ruadh, for circa 150
metres before stoping at no
apparent landscape feature.
NB 1515 3855 Loch dyke Dyke Running from east to west for Unknown
Chnuic 40 metres this turf dyke runs
into the east shore of Loch
Chnuic.




NB 1355 3895 Geodha na dyke Dyke Running from north to south Unknown
Caiman this feature measures 40
metres in legnth, 0.75 metres
in width, upto 0.5 metres high
and survives only
intermitantly. It is constructed
of stone and turf and runs for
much of its length on the east
side of a small stream.
NB 1355 3899 Tobson dyke Dyke, Stone Post
and Turf Medieval
NB 1415 3902 Loch na dyke Drystone Running to the south and west Pre-
Ghille dyke from the south-west corner of crofting/cr
Loch na Ghille is this well ofting
maintianed drystone wall that
stands in places over 2.5
metres high. This wall is likely
to be the boundry between
what used to be Tobson and
Bostadh grazings. (this is now
all Tobson grazings)
NB 1348 3901 Geodha na dyke Drystone Situated immediatley to the Unknown
Caiman dyke south of Geodha na Caiman
are the fragmentry remains of a
wall.
NB 1348 3926 Tobson dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
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NB 1529 3928 Croir dyke Drystone This wall runs from west to Pre-
dyke east along a boundry noe crofting/cr
marked by a modern fence and ofting
is likely to represent the
traditional boundry between
Tobson and Breaclete grazing
land.
NB 1347 3933 Bostadh dyke Dyke, Stone Pre
and Turf Clearance
NB 1346 3934 Bostadh dyke Dyke, Post
Drystone Medieval
NB 1342 3969 Rubha dyke Dyke Running from north to south Unknown
Cuinish between two boulder outcrops
for 16 metres this wall survives
in places to only one course
and is never more than 0.3
metre high.
NB 1353 3972 Loch Sgal dyke Drystone Linking two small outcrops of Unknown
Mannus dyke bed rock this wall runs from
north to south for 6 metres and
is 1 metre wide. This feature
now serves no apparent
purpose.
NB 1369 3978 Loch Sgal dyke Drystone Two drystone dykes, in a poor Unknown
Mannus dykes state of repair run into the east
side of Loch Sgal Manus. The
more northerly feature is 9
metres long and 1 metre wide
and is largely covered with
heather and turf. 15 metres to
the south the second wall is
also covered with turf at its
east end and runs for 6 metres
in to the water of the loch, but
its shore end forms a caim or
broard scatter of rocks up to 7
metres wide.
NB 1370 3980 Rubha dyke Drystone Orientated north to south this Unknown
Cuinish dyke drystone dyke is in a state of
disrepair and runs for 110
metres
NB 1545 3993 Rubha dyke Dyke, Modern
Thorab Drystone
NB 1536 3996 Croir dyke Drystone Running from south-west to Unknown
dyke north east for 40 metres this
stone revettement links up
outcrops of bed rock to create
a large north-west facing
platform. A small bothie or
sheing or rectilinear stone
construction and measuring 4 x
2 metres is constructed into the
north-east end of the feature.
NB 1535 3998 Croir dyke Drystone A short stretch of recently Modern
wall maintained drystone walling
crosses a beach from the
bedrock cliff at its back to the
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sea. This wall runs from south
to northt for 9 metres and
shows no sign of any
antiquiity.









Running from north to south
for over 100 metres this
drystone dyke appears to serve
no modem purpose and is
derelict in several places.
Unknown
NB 1362 4014 Bostadh dyke Turf dykes In a valley or coll on the north Unknown
slopes of Rubha Cuinish two
turf dykes run from east to
west between cragy outcrops
to enclose an area of marshy
ground in other wise good
grazing. The more southerly
wall is 20 metre long and the
northerly wall is 30 metres
long, both are 1 metre thick.
NB 1376 4015 Bostadh dyke Stone dyke Stone wall appearing in the Prehistoric
north facing eroding dune
immediatley to the east of the
Boastadh round houses.




NB 1335 4054 Camas dyke
Bostadh
Dyke This wall runs for 32 metres
from south to north before
terminating at a pile of loose
bedrock holders. The wall then
turns east and runs for a further
3 metres linking the boulders
to a second outcrop.
Unknown
NB 1460 4057 Tanganish,
Little
Bemera
dyke Stone Wall Unknown




NB 1487 4075 Creaval, dyke Dyke Running in a large inverse S Unknown
Little
Bemera
shape from the north side of
Creaval to the shore at the east
end of Traigh Mhor this sinuos
stone and turf wall is a total of
200 metres in length, 0.45
metres wide and 0.4 metres
high.





Running for 4 metres from
west to east between two
bedrock faces this wall is of
drystone construction and
stands to a height of 1 metre.
Unknown
NB 1450 4089 Tordal, dyke Drystone
Little Dyke
This curving drystone dyke Unknown
runs from west to east for 10
mp.trps hp.twp.p.n two hpHrnrk
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Bernera knolls. Standing 1 metre high
this feature has an entrance 1
metre wide near its centre.
NB 1396 4098 Cnoc dyke Drystone This srystone dyke runs for 50 Unknown
Arcabol, dyke metres from north to south
Little before turning through 300
Bernera degrees and running for a
further 50 metres to the north¬
west forming a trinagular
enclosure aound a bedrock
outcrop in the bottom of the
valley between Cnoc Arcabol
and Tordal.
NB 1410 4100 Cnoc dyke Drystone Running frm north-west to Unknown
Arcabol, dyke south-east down a valley for
Little over 100 metres this drystone
Bernera dyked stands no more than 2
courses high and is obscured
by heavy vegitation.
NB 1445 4115 Tordal, dyke Drystone This drystone wall runs from Unknown
Little dyke north to south for 11 metres
Bernera acrosss a valley floor cutting
its course. The feature is havily
tumbled and is spread to a
width of 2 metres.





Running from west to east for Unknown
20 metres this drystone dyke is
0.4 metres wide and stands up
to 0.5 metres high. This feature
crosses a valley that runs from
north to south clossing or
cutting it, and in eludes several
areas where natural bedrock
outcrops have been built into
the construction.
NB 1389 4133 Cnoc dyke Drystone This fragmentry wall stands to Unknown
Arcabol, dykes 0. 5 metres in places and is
Little untraceable in others. Running
Bernera north-east from the north-east
end of Loh Mor a Ghearraidh
the wall winds sinuously
around bed rock outcrops for
50 metres before turing north
and running for a further 50
metres where it terminates
against a bedrock outcrop. A
second branch departs the
main wall 25 metres north-east
of Loch Mor a Ghearraidh and
runs south-east for 100 metres
befire again terminating
against a bedrock outcrop.




dyke Dyke Runing for 50 metres from
south to north along the top of
the west facing cliffs of Little
Bernera, this dyke is
constructed of turf but has
occational edge set stones
Unknown
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protruding through its surface.
NB 1891 3437 Totarol,
Kirkibost
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1773 3461 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This oval enclosure is Unknown
orientated from north to south
and measures 10 x 5 metres.
The fragmentry walls stand to
a hieght of up to 0.3 metres
and are completely destroyed
on the structures north-east
side. An entrance marked by
two edge set stones may be
seen at the south end of the
site.





















































NB 1829 3399 Tiddaborra enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1880 3399 Creag na enclosure Enclosure Unknown
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NB 1830 3402 Tiddaborra enclosure Enclosure Unknown













NB 1580 3428 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure This rectangular drystone Unknown
enclosure measures 5x3
metres and is orientated west
to east. Standing to a hieght of
0.3 metres this structue is
truncated on its east side by the
course of a stream that runs
south into Loch Barraglom.
NB 1815 3435 Cnoc
Sgealaval
enclosure Enclosure Unknown














NB 1689 3440 Port Mor,
Barraglom
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1778 3440 Leathad
Sgealaval
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1789 3440 Cnoc
Sgealaval
enclosure Enclosure Unknown




NB 1858 3440 Totarol.Kir
kibost
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1808 3444 Cnoc
Sgealaval
enclosure Enclosure Unknown









NB 1542 3445 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Standing to a hieght of 0.5 Unknown
metres this drustone enclosure
is orientated from south-east to
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north west and measures 30 x
18 metres. There is a possible
entrance on the south side of
the feature and the eastern side
shows signs of possibly being
truncated by the modem road
line.





NB 1515 3446 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Located immediataley to the Unknown
south of enclosure site NB
1515 3447, this rectilinear
enclosure is orientated from
west to east, measures 5 x 4.5
metres and stands to a hieght
of 0.3 metres. As with
enclosure site NB 1515 3447,
this site is open on its north
side with no traces of that wall
surviving.
NB 1889 3445 Totarol,Kir enclosure Blackhouse Pre-
kibost enclosure
NB 1515 3447 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Running west from a bedrock Unknown
outcrop for 9 metres this
drystone wall forms a curving
enclosure that is open to the
north. The northern side of this
enclosure has been robbed or
destryed and can no longer be
decerned on the ground.
NB 1542 3447 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Measuring 8x5 metres this Unknown
drystone enclosure is
orientated from north to south
and is irregular in shape
having a large curvilinear
bulge on its west side. No
features or details have been
noted as the site is heavily
overgrown
NB 1675 3445 Barraglom enclosure Garden
enclosure
Enclosure
NB 1470 3450 Breivig,
Hacklete
enclosure Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1470 3450 Breivig,
Hacklete
enclosure Enclosure Prehistoric
NB 1690 3450 Barraglom enclosure Drystone
enclosure
Unknown
NB 1889 3445 Totarol,Kir
kibost
enclosure Enclosure P re-
enclosure
NB 1752 3452 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This rectangular srystone Unknown
enclosure is orinetated from
north to south and measures 8
x 7 metres. Standing up to 1
metre high it has no apparent
entrances. A ditch runs along
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this features east side.












NB 1550 3455 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Measuring 4x4 metres this Unknown
square drystone enclosure is
open on its east side which has
sufffered much tumbleing.
Elsewhere the structure stands
to a hieght of 0.8 metres.
NB 1885 3456 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Located immediatley to the
east of blackhouse site NB
1884 3456, this rectilinear
stone structure is orientated
from south-west to north-east
and measures 8x5 metres. It
is open on its sout-west side
and may represent the





NB 1858 3477 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure
NB 1546 3465 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure
Constructed of turf this small
enclosure measures 1.5 metres
in diametre and manafests
itself as a small mound with a
slight depression at its centre.
Unknown
























Orientated from south-west to
north-east this square structure
is heavily overgrown.
Constructed of drystone it
measure 12 x 12 metres but it
is impossible to decern any
further features due to
vegetation.
Unknown
NB 1512 3466 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Located immediatley to the Pre-
north of Blackhouse site NB crofting/cr
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1512 3465 this oval enclosure ofting
is orientated from west to east
and measures 15 x 10 metres.
Its construction^ of tuft faced
with slabs of stone.













NB 1883 3467 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This rectangular drystone Unknown
enclosure is located
immediately to the east of
crofthouse site NB 1882 3467.
Orinetated north to south it
measures 22 x 8 metres, stands
to a height of 1 metre and has
n entmace constructed into its
north-west corner.
NB 1681 3468 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Orinetated from north to south Unknown
this feature is truncated by a
modern croft boundaryon its
east side. Measuring 3.5 x 2
metres and surviving as turf
banks the feature may
represnet the remains of a
small ancillary crofting
strucuture or an easrly
blackhouse.
NB 1681 3469 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Bisected by a modern fence Unknown
line this drystone feature
stoands only one course high.
Located immediatley to the
north of enclosure site NB
1681 3468 this structure
measures circa 8x4 metres
and has no apparent entrance.
NB 1867 3469 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This horse shoe shaped Mediaval/p
enclosure is formed of turf ost-
banks punctuated with stone medival
and measures 6.5 metre in
diametre. The open side of this
horse shoe feature faces to the
north and east.
NB 1549 3470 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure This rectilinear stone enclosure Medieval/p
is orientated from north to ost-
south and measures 30 x 20 medeival/p
metres. The site is truncated at re-crofting
its northern end by a modem
croft boundary.
NB 1869 3472 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Visible only on its west and Unknown/
south sides this drystone pre-
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enclosure is orientated from
west to east and measures 53 x
20 metres. The enclosure is
trucated on its northern side by
a modern croft boundary
consisting of a wire fence.
crofting
NB 1656 3475 Barraglom enclosure Garden
enclosure
Crofting




NB 1872 3476 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 100 x 20 metres Unknown/
this enclosure is orientated
from west to east and is
heavily overgrown. Consisting
of robbed drystone walls on its
west, north and east walls the
southern wall of the feature is
mode up of a modern wire














NB 1864 3478 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 8 x 5.5 metres this Unknown
drystone enclosure stands 1
metre high and is orientated
from north-west to south-east.
There is a single entrance
located at the south-west of the
north-west wall.
NB 1691 3479 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Standing up to 1 metre high
this rectandular stone
enclosure is orientated from
north to south and measures 13
x 8 metres . There is a single
entrance located at the west
end of the south wall.
Unknown
NB 1865 3479 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This Drystone enclosure is Unknown
orientated from north to south
and measures 47 x 30 metres.
Only the west side of this
feature is upstanding, the
north, south and east sides
surviving only as ephemeral
lines of stones.
NB 1521 3480 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Measuring 12 x 8 metres this
enclosure is orientated from
south-west to north-east. This
site is covered by heavy
vegitation which is obscuring
any evidence of the north-west
and north-east walls of this
Unknown
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NB 1665 3480 Barraglom enclosure enclosure Unknown








NB 1853 3491 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Constructed against a west Unknown
facing bedrock face this
structure is D-shaped an
measures 3x3 metres. There
is an area of collapse or an
entrnace located on the north¬
west face of the feature.
NB 1532 3492 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure This rectandgular stone and tur Unknown
enclosure is orientated from
north to south and measures 24
x 9 metres. Its west and east
sides follow a sinuous path,
but no other features are
notable.
NB 1888 3493 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Situated 50 metres to the south Unknown
of the house site NB 1888
3498 this feature survives only
on two sides. Orientated south¬
west to north-east it measures
20 x 17 metres and stands on
its sout-east and south-west
sides to a hight of 1.5 metres.
NB 1569 3494 Loch enclosure Enclosure Unknown
Baravat
NB 1530 3495 Hacklete enclosure Enclosure Standing to a height of 1.2 Unknown
metres this rectangular
drystone enclosure is
orientated from north to south
and measures 14 x 7 metres.
There is a single entrance
located in the centre of the east
wall an internally a partition
cuts the structure in half
running from west to east. In
the south-west corner of the
site is a later circular cell
constructed of drystone that
stands to 0.4 metres and is 1.25
metres in radius. This cell has
no entrance an was probably
used for sheep husbandry.
NB 1850 3498 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This boat shaped feature is Norse/earl
orientated west to east and y historic
measures 4x3 metres. It is
marked by edge set stoneds on
its north and south sieds that
corned to a point at its west
end. Its eastern face is marked
by one large bouledr that gived
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the enclosure a blunted end.
NB 1907 3498 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Located bellow the high water Early
mark on the eastern shore of prehistoric
Bernera this drystone
enclosure measures circa 5
metres in diametre and is
similar in form to sites seen at
Calanais farm that are thought
to be easrly prehistoric in date.
NB 1909 3502 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This oval shaped drystoen Unknown
enclosure is orientated west to
east and measures 14 x 8
metres. Constructed of
drystone the feature survives
now only as its substansial
foundation course many of the
stone of which have survived
in situe because they are to
substantial to remove.
NB 1876 3504 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Surviving only as a stone Unknown
foundation this structure is
located to the south-west of
structure site NB 1877 3505
and is orientated west to east.
Measuring 2.5 x 4.5 metres
there is no indication of any
function or features on this
structure.
NB 1886 3504 Kirkibost enclosure Walled The remains of this rectangular Unknown
garden walled garden have been
parstially overbuilt by a
modern croft house on its west
side. The surviving eastern
hald of the feature stasn to a
hight of 2 metres and is
constructed of drystone. It is
orientated from west to east
and measures 20 x 10 metres.
NB 1866 3508 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 4x4 metres this Unknown
stone faced earth cored
structure is constructed bellow
an east facing cliff. Its east side
is opem and may indicated that
the structreu was truncated by
the modern road which lies
immediatley to the east.
NB 1889 3516 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This sqaure enclosure has Unknown
walls of drystone construction
that measure 9 metres liong
and 1 metre high. It has no
apparent entrance.
NB 1850 3518 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This oval shaped stone Unknown
enclosure is orientated from
north to south and measures 8
x 5 metres and has no apparent
entrances but has tubbled areas
along its wall line on its north
and east sides.
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NB 1840 3519 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Constructed against a south
facing bedrock face this small
d-shaped enclosure measures
1.5 metres in diametre.
Unknown




NB 1882 3523 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This rectangular stone
enclosure is orientated from
south-west to north-east and
measures 20 x 12 metres,
standing up to 1 metre high.
This structure has entrances at
the north-east end of its
noorth-west wall and at the
south-west end of its south¬
east wall.
Unknown
NB 1817 3526 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 2.5 x 2.5 metres
this enclosure stands to a
height of 0.3 metres and has a
possible entrance located on its
north face.
Unknown
NB 1879 3529 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Located immediatley to the
west of blackhouse site NB
1880 3529 this rectilinear
drystone enclosure forms a
walled garden that is orinetated
from north to south and
measures 22 x 15 metres.
Unknown




NB 1888 3541 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Constructed of drystone this
enclosure is orientated north
tpo south and measures 9 x 4.5
metres. Standing to 1 metre the
east side of this feature is open,
it is not clear whether this is
due to robbing or not.
Unknown
NB 1908 3643 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This semi-circular enclosure is
formed against a west facring
bedrock outcrop. Measuring 7
metres from north to south and
3 metres from east to west the
feature stands to a height of
1.75 metres and is rubbled
filled. It is likely that this
enclosure has been
Unknown
NB 1878 3547 Kirkibost enclosure Enclsoure Standing to a hieght of 0.5
metres this rectangular
drystone enclsoure is
orientated from west to east
and measures 24 x 8.5 metres.
There is a single entrance














NB 1886 3549 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This rectangular stone Unknown
enclosure is orinetated north to
south and measures 9.5 x 6
metres. Standing to a hieght of
0.3 metres the structure has a
single possible entrance
located in the east end of the
south wall.
NB 1905 3550 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure This well amintained enclosure
measures 7x6 metres and is
orinetated from west to east.
There is a single entrance




blackhouse may be included in
the structures walls.
Unknown
NB 1878 3555 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Orientated from north to south
this rectilinear stone enclosure
measures 8x5 metres and has
a small prefabricated shed
constructed in its south-west
corner.
Unknown
NB 1878 3556 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Located immediately to the
north of enclosure site NB
1878 3555 this enclsoures is
constructed of stone and
measures 3x3 metres.
Unknown
NB 1840 3565 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 15 x 15 metres the
remains of drystone
construction are open to the
north where its wall has been
robbed out.
Unknown
NB 1862 3571 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 15 metres in
diametre this structure is well
maintainde, constructed of
drystone standing to 1.8 metres
and as an entrance on its south¬
east face. This enclosure has
been used as a garden but is
un-cultivated at present.
Unknown
NB 1863 3571 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Attached to the east side of Post-
blackhouse site NB 1863 medieval/p
3571a this stone and turf re-
enclosure is orinetated south- crofting/cr
west to north-east and ofting
measures 30 x 25 metres. This
stack or kale yard has had its
south-western wall completely
robbed or destroyed.










NB 1469 3587 Carnan enclosure
Mor
Enclosure Constructed against a south
facing bedrock face this stone
built enclosure measures 2x2
metres and has a possible
entrance in its south-west
corner.
Unknown





NB 1878 3594 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Situated immedinatley to the
east of blackhouse site NB
1878 3593 is a rectanhular
enclosure orientated from
south-west to north-east and
measuring 15 x 10 metres.
This enclosure has an entrance
at the south end of the south¬
west face.
Unknown
NB 1850 3610 Cnoc Ard enclosure
Sheasgair
Enclosure Constructed against the south
face of a bedrock knoll this
curvilinear enclosure measures
3 x 2.5 metres and is orientated
north to south. It has no
apparent entrance and is
constructed of stone. A small
cairn is situated immediatleu to
the norh on the top of the
bedrock outcrop.
Unknown
NB 1489 3617 Valasay enclosure Enclosure Measuring 8 x 5.5 metres this
drystone enclosure is
orientated from south-east to
north-west. Standing to a
hieght of 1.1 metres this
structure is not well
maintained and has no
apparent entrance.
Unknown
NB 1495 3623 Valasay enclosure Enclosure Located immediatley to the
west of the Valasay road this
enclosure is orientated from
north to south and measures 19
x 6 metres and has two
entrances, one in the centre of
the west wall and one at the
east end of the north wall.
Unknown
NB 1862 3634 Kirkibost enclosure Enclosure Measuring 4x5 metres this
rectangular structure is
orinetated from west ot east
and is open on its east side. It
is probable that this structure is
the remains of a truncated
blackhouse, this is suggested
by the construction and the
presence of an ambrey located







NB 1453 3646 Valasay enclosure Enclosure Constructed against the south- Unknown
east face of the irregular
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blackhouse site NB 1454 3647
is the remains of a rectangular
enclosure orinatated from
south-west to north-east mand
measureing 15 x 5 metres.





NB 1479 3661 Valasay enclosure Enclosure Surviving only as a foundation
this rectangular stone
enclosure is orientated from
west to east and measures 11 x
10 metres. There is a single
entrace located at the north end
of the west wall.
Unknown
NB 1450 3663 Valasay enclosure Enclosure Standing to no more than three
courses this rectandular
enclosure measures 20 x 20
metres. A wall starting at the
enclosures north-west comer
curves away to the south and
west for 39 metres before
becoming a low bank and
disapearing all together.
Unknown
NB 1450 3668 Valasay enclosure Enclosure With a circumference of 54 Unknown
metres this irregular drystone
enclosure stands to a height of
1 metre. The ephemeral
remains of a second enclosure
may be seen attached to the
west side of thies site. This
smaller enclosure is also
irregular in shape and has a
circumference of 25 metres.
The lrger enclosure has a
single entrance on its west side
that exits through the remains
of the smaller enclosure.





















NB 1460 3682 Valasay enclosure Enclosure Orinetated from north to south
this drystone rectangular








NB 1392 3725 Poll Ula enclosure Enclosure
metres and has an entrnace in
the centre of its west wall.
There is a second smaller
enclosure constructed at the
east end of its north wall
(exterior) that measures 4x6
metres and has a single
entrance at the south end of its
east wall.










NB 1618 3691 Loch
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown














NB 1621 3717 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown





NB 1620 3720 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Crofting
This structure is simialar in
form to blackhouse site NB
1385 3751 but has largely been
enveloped by the single beach.
One wall is clearly visible
running from west to east for
10 metres. This wall has a











NB 1620 3730 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosures Unknown





NB 1387 3741 Rubh' an enclosure Enclosure This rectilinear drystone Unknown
enclosure sits immedatley
881
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Ime behind the shore of a coble
beach. The structure is
constructed of drystone using
beach cobbles, isorientated
south-west to north east and
measures 12 x 5 metres. There
is no sign of any visible
entrance though large parts of
the extant walls are collapsed.
A small rectangular structure
as been constructed in the
nothern comer of the structure.
NB 1612 3742 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown




NB 1611 3750 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1633 3750 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown






NB 1605 3758 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1608 3761 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Crofting
NB 1608 3761 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Crofting








NB 1598 3779 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1598 3779 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Unknown
NB 1609 3780 Loch Beag
Breaclete
enclosure Enclosure Crofting
NB 1412 3817 Tobson enclosure Enclosure This small rectangular stone Unknown
enclosure measures 4x2
metres and is orientated north
to south. This structure has a
single entrance located in the
centre of the north wall and its
south end is apsoidial.
Standing to a height of 0.5
metres the site is in an
advanced state of collapse.
NB 1465 3840 Druim nam enclosure Enclosure Pre-
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NB 1353 3842 Beinn an enclosure Enclosure Situated immediatley east
Toib north-east of blackhouse site
NB 1351 3842 is this oval
enclosure. Orientated north to
south this site measures 8x4
metres and is constructed of
turf with stone orthstats. This
enclosure showns no sign of
ever havoing had an entrance.
NB 1403 3844 Tobson enclosure Enclosure Orientated north to south this Unknown
rectangular stone enclosure
measures 16 x 12 metres and
has no apparent entrances.
NB 1392 3859 Tobson enclosure Enclosure Measuring 11 x 5 metres this Unknown
drystone enclosure is
orinetated west to east.
Standing up to 1 metre high it
has no apparent entrances.




NB 1450 3851 Druim nam enclosure Enclosure Unknown
Buailtean,
Tobson
NB 1576 3852 Geodha na enclosure Enclosure, Post
Cruich Rectilinear, Medieval
Drystone
NB 1373 3854 Tobson enclosure Walled Orientated from north to south Unknown
garden this enclosures measures 44 x
15 metres and is attached to
the west side of a dwelling
house that is still in use. The
enclosure is constructed of
drystone and is in a state of
collapse.
NB 1430 3854 Gleann an enclosure Enclosure Unknown
Toib,
Tobson
NB 1374 3863 Beinn an enclosure Enclosure This oviod formed enclosure Unknown
Toib shous signs of coursing in its
construction on its west and
south sides but survives only
as a pile of rocks on its north
and east side. This feature is
possibly the remains of an
enclosure or a revetted
clearance cairn.
This heavily robbed enclosure Unknown
is orientated north-west to







NB 1345 3875 Beinn an enclosure Enclosure
Toib
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metres. It has no visible
extrances and is indistinct for
much of its extent

































The remains of this stone built
retilinear structure have been
used to form a modern sheep
dipping enclosure. The
indistinct footings aof a second
structure lie immedinatly to the
east and may represent the
remains of a blackhouse that
has been dismantled to provide
stone for the sheep dip.
Modem
Creating an enclosure at the Unknown
foot of some low bedrock cliffs
this wall runs from north to
south for 32 metres creating
the flat side of a D-shaped
enclosure the curved side of
which is formed by the foot of
the cliff line. A small cellular
structure is constructed in the
south end of the wall
Situated at the north end of the Unknown
un-named loch to the west of
Loch Ghille, this large turf
walled enclosure is curvilinear
in form and measures 19 x 15
metres. It encloses a low
bedrock knoll and on its south
side runs into the un-named
loch.
Situated at the north end of Unknown
Loch a Sgail ia an oval turf and
stone structure. Orientated
west to east and measuring
circa 5x3 metres this feature
has a single entrance in its east
NB 1348 3923 Stiogha enclosure Enclosure
Chnap
NB 1470 3931 Middle enclosure Enclosure
Shalaval










end. It is not clear weather this
feature is a mill or a sheiling.
NB 1489 3954 Croir enclosure Enclosure Measuring 4x5 metres this
small enclosure is located in
the centre of the area of




NB 1378 3959 Stiogha
Chnap
enclosure Enclosure Located to the north-west of
of the blackhouse, site NB
Medieval/p
ost-
1379 3954, is this curvilinear
stone and turf enclosure.
Orientated west to east it
measures 20 x 15 metres and
has a sigle entrance in its north
face. A small sub enclosure of
drystone has been built into the
southwest corner of the interior
of the site. This feature appears






NB 1514 3963 Croir enclosure Enclosure Located on the west facing
slopes to the west of the
township of Croir this
enclosure is rectilinear and
measures 44 x 22 metres.
There are several fragments of
strone walling surving both
around the extents of this
feature as well as within it.
Unknown
NB 1381 3968 Loch Sgal enclosure
Mannus
Enclosure Measuring 20 x 20 metres this Modem
enclosure is constructed of
drystone and has no apparent
entrance. It is likely that this
feature is a vegtable garden
and shows signs of recent
maintainance.
NB 1559 3971 Croir enclosure Enclosure Located to the north of NB Pre-
1559 3971a and NB 1559 crofting/cr
3971b this enclosure is ofting
curvilinear in form and
measures 17 x 18 metres. It is
constructed of drystone and
utilises areas of natural
bedrock in its course.
NB 1572 3973 Croir enclosure Enclosure Located in proximity to lazy
beds, site NB 1572 3973, this
rectlinear stone built enclosure
measures 18 x 12 metres, is
orientated north-west to south¬
east and is built against a











Located immediatley to the
south of Blackhouse, site NB
1377 3978a, is this circular
kayle or stack yard constructed
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NB 1379 3985 Bostadh enclosure Enclosure, This large rectilinear enclosure Medieval/p
rectilinear, measures 6 x 10 metres and ost-
stone has been heavily robbed. The medieval
remaining feature is a platform
that is formed of some natural
bedrock and some authostatic
stones.
NB 1546 3990 Ruhba enclosure Enclosure, Unknown
Thorab Curvilinear,
Drystone
NB 1420 3991 Bostadh enclosure Enclosure Situated between NB 1420 Pre-
3991a and NB 1420 3991b is crofting/cr
an enclosure of stone and turf. ofting
This rectilinear field has no
entrance and measures 15 x 15
metres.
NB 1576 3991 Cumha enclosure Enclosure, Prehistoric
Geodha Curvilinear,
Drystone
NB 1535 3998 Croir enclosure Curvilinear Located 10 metres to the east Unknown
stone of site NB 1535 3998 is the
enclosure remains of a curvilinear stone
built enclosure that is D-
shaped and is built against a
bedrock face at the back of a
north facing beach. This
feature measures 10 x 4
metres, is orientated west to
east and has no apparent
entrances.




NB 1368 4006 Bostadh enclosure Enclosure, Post
Rectilinear, Medieval
Drystone






NB 1395 4018 Bostadh enclosure Agricultural This sub-rectilinear enclosure
enclosure is situated on the north facing
slopes at the west end of the
Kyles of Little Bernera.
Consisting of a megalithic
stone and turf wall it is divided
into two eaqual internal spaces
bya stone faced revettment.




erasing from the north facing




NB 1339 4051 Camas
Bostadh
enclosure Enclosures Constructed in the southern (or
landward side) of a single bar
Medieval/p
ost-
are a series of curvilineasr medieval/p
enclosures and rectilinear bays. re-
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a 30 metre length of the single ofting
bank and constructed of stone
from the bank these enclosures
include at least 4 open
rectilinear bays at least 1.5
metres deep and one
curvilinear enclosure located at
the east end of the feature and
measuring 4 metres in
diameter. These features are
likely to be part of the local
kelp burning industry.

















NB 1460 4065 Rubha nan
Corp, Little
Bernera
enclosure Enclosure Late Pre¬
historic



























NB 1445 4080 Tordal, enclosure Enclosure Located on a ledge on the Unknown
Little south-west side of Tordal this
Bernera feature is constructed of
drystone, measures 8x6
metres and is rectangular in
form. The feature is orientated
from west to east and consists
of orthstatic stone on its west
side and smaller stone
construction on its other sides.
NB 1438 4090 Tordal, enclosure Enclosure Located on the south east edge Unknown
Little of Tordal above steep west
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Bernera facing cliffs the fragmentary
remains of this sub oval stone
enclosure measures 6x5
metres and is orientated from
west to east. The feature is
open on its north side where it
wall appears to have been
completely removed.




NB 1445 4110 Tordal, enclosure Habitational Located immediately to the Norse
Little enclosure south of site NB 1445 4110b
Bernera this structure (NB 1445 4110c)
consists of two cells of roughly
sub oval shape. The primary
cell measures 9x6 metres and
is orientated from north-west
to south-east. A second smaller
cell is constructed in the centre
of the north-west face and
measures circa 3x3 metres.
NB 1445 4110 Tordal, enclosure Habitational This structure (NB 1445 Norse
Little enclosure 4110b) is located at the foot of
Bernera steep east facing slpoes to the
north-east of Tordal
immediately to the south of
NB 1445 4110a. This site
measures 4x3 metres is oval
in shape and is orientated from
west to east.
NB 1440 4108 Tordal,
Little
Bernera
enclosure Enclosure Constructed against steep east
facing slopes this stumbled
rectangular drystone enclosure
measures 10 x 4 metres and is
orientated from north to south.
This feature appears to be
divided into two eaqual
internal divisions and is filled
with rubble collapsed from its
own walls
Unknown
NB 1438 4109 Tordal,
Little
Bernera
enclosure Enclosure Measuring 6.5 x 5.0 metres
this enclosure is rectangular in
form and is orientated from
north to south. This feature is
formed of drystone dykes on
its east and west sides that link
two bedrock enlcosures that
form its north and south walls.
Unknown
NB 1445 4110 Tordal, enclosure Habitational This structure is one of 3 Norse
Little enclosure located at the foot of steep east
Bernera facing slpoes to the north-east
of Tordal. This site (NB 1445
4110a) measures 4x3 metres
is oval in shape and is
orientated from north-west to
south-east.
NB 1380 4111 Cnoc enclosure Enclosure Orientated from south-east to Unknown
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north west this sub-rectilinear
stone enclosure measures 50 x
50 metres and is constructed of
small stones placed between
larger orthstatic boulders.












These two drystone dykes Unknown
create an enclosure on the flat
land behind the north facing
cliffs above the western edge
of Traigh Mhor. The western
wall runs for 40 metres from
south to north terminating at
the cliff edge. This feature is
0.5 metres high and upto 1
metre wide. The second
(eastern) wall is located 50
metres to the east of the first
and runs in a slight dogleg
from south to north for 30
metres terminating against a
bedrock outcop immediately
behind the north facing cliffs.




enclosure Enclosure Located immediatley to the Unknown
east of the northemend of
dyke, site NB 1389 4133, this
semi-circular enclosure is
constructed of drystone walls
against a north facing bedrock
cliff face. Standing up to 1
metre high this construction
includes some larger boulders
and has a radius of 20 metres.




enclosure Enclosure This circualr enclosure is
constructed of stone faced
walls with earthern cores and
measures 10 metress in
diametre. In places large
natureal boulders have been
incorperated into its wall line.


































NB 1380 4012 Bostadh ecclesiastica Cemetery Midden, Post
1 Kitchen Medieval
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_
NB 1343 4039 Camas ecclesiastica Rectilinear Orientated west to east this Early
Bostadh 1 enclosure rectilinear enclosure is historic
constructed of turf and stone
and measures 6x4 metres. It
has an entrance at the west end
of the north wall and evidence
of an internal partion just to
the east of the entrance. The
orientation and size of this
structure is similar to other
early chapels seen elsewhere
on Lewis.












NB 1861 3398 Buaile field-system Field system Unknown
Mhor,Kirk
bost
NB 1835 3439 Kirkibost field-system Field system This field system consists of Medieval/p
turf dykes enclsosig a system ost-
of hand dug lazy beds that run medeival
from north to south for over
100 metres.




NB 1676 3513 Kirkibost field-system Field system Hand dug lazy eds run from Mediaval/p
south to north for 100 metres ost-
and are flanked on their west medival
side by a turf dyke standing up
to a height of 1 metre.
NB 1573 3839 Ben field-system Stone dyke Located on the east shore of Medieval/p
Breaclete and rigging Great bernera this arcing stone ost-
wall runs for 142 metres and medieval
encloses a roughly circular
area of land that is bounded on
its east side by the shore.
Within this enlosure are a
series of hand dug lazy beds
running from east to west abd
measuring 3 metres in width
and up to 18 metres in length.
NB 1573 3852 Geodha na field-system Field System Post
Cruich Medieval
NB 1381 3968 Loch Sgal field-system Field system Running for up to 100 metres Medieval/p
Mannus to the north and south for up to ost-
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100 metres from enclosure site
NB 1381 3968a is a field
system consisting of turf and
stone dykes and clearance
cairns. This sytem appears to
pre-date the enclosure it
surrounds.
medieval






NB 1478 4021 Kyles of
Little
Bernera
field-system Field system Located on the north facing
slopes above the west end of
the Kyles of Little Bernera are
a group of clearance cairns (
between 1 and 4 metres in
diametre) and several reveted
square cultivation platforms.
Unknown
NB 1387 4028 Bostadh field-system Field system A system of revetted fields and
stone lined drains may be seen
on the north facing slopes at
the west end of the Kyles of
Little Bernera.
Medieval
NB 1386 4038 Bostadh field-system Field system Consisting of a trinagular field
and one clearance cairn of
circa 1 metre diametre this
field system is truncated at its
south edge by the eroding face




NB 1475 4060 Tanganish, field-system Field System Pre-
Little enclosure
Bernera
NB 1440 4075 Tordal, field-system Field System Pre-
Little enclosure
Bernera
Situated on the west side of Unknown
Creaval this series of three
drystone walls all runs from
west to east across north facing
slopes linking outcrops of
bedrock to form fields or
enclosed areas. The wall are all
circa 1 metre high, 1 metre
wide and are constructed of
drystone. They are variously
20, 30, 10 and 4 metres in
length.
NB 1430 4078 Carnan
Via, Little
Bernera
field-system Field system P re-
enclosure
NB 1445 4082 Carnan field-system Field system P re-
Via, Little enclosure
Bernera
NB 1441 4110 Tordal,
Little
field-system Field system This area of cultivation and
stone dykes covers and are of
Pre
Clearance
Bernera 50 x 50 metres in a flat valley
bottom on the east side of
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Tordal. Had dug lazy beds run
from west to east across flat
ground. This area of lazybeds
is enclosed on its noth westand
east sides by bderock and on it
south sides by walls running
from west to east between
bedrock knolls.
NB 1720 3450 Drium habitation Crofthouse Crofting
Culavig,Ba enclosure
rraglom
NB 1527 3460 Hacklete habitation Croft house Truncated at its east end by a Crofting/m
enclosure modem dwelling, this old croft odern
house is orinetated from west
to east and measures 8x5
metres. The gable at the west
end of this structure still stands
to a height of 4 metres, but the
roof has been removed.
NB 1913 3471 Leathad habitation Structureal Unknown
Mor, enclosure remains
Kirkibost
NB 1540 3473 Hacklete habitation Crofthouse Measuring 7 x 4.5 metres this Crofting/m
enclosure stmcture is orinetated from odern
south-west to north-east. The
two gable ends stand to 4.5
metres but the structures roof
has been removed. There is a
single entrance located at the
south-west end of the south¬
east wall and a single window
located at the north-east end of
the same wall.
NB 1510 3475 Cnoc an habitation Crofthouse Crofting
Crothadh, enclosure
Hacklete
NB 1880 3477 Leathad habitation Enclosure Pre-
Mor, enclosure enclosure
Kirkibost
NB 1655 3489 Barraglom habitation Modern shed Modem
enclosure
NB 1520 3497 Hacklete habitation Habitational Orientated from north to south Unknown
enclosure enclosure this small house is constructed
of earthcoreed, stone faced
walls and measures 4.5 x 3
metres. The eastern wall of this
house has completelly
collapsed possibly due to
robbing of the stone faces.
NB 1888 3498 Kirkibost habitation Habitational Orientated from west to east Crofting/m
enclosure enclosure this house measures 9 x 5.5 odem
metres and stands upto 4
metres hogh at its gabled east
and west ends. There is a
single entrance at the west end
of the north wall and a single
window opposite the entrance
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in the south wall.
NB 1877 3504 Kirkibost habitation Habaitationa Located immediatley to the Crofting/m
enclosure 1 enclosure south of site NB 1877 3505 odern
this two gabled structure
measures 6x4 metres and is
orientated from north to south.
This house has a single
entrance in the northern end of
its east wall and has entrances
in the centre of its northern
gable and it east wall.
NB 1490 3505 Loch a' habitation Croft house Crofting
Bhogaidh, enclosure
Hacklete
NB 1877 3505 Kirkibost habitation Habaitationa Standing to eves hight this Crofting/m
enclosure 1 enclosure doulble gabled structure is odern
orientated north to south and
measures 3x2 metres. There
is a single entrance located at
the south end of its east wall
and a single windwo may be
seen in the centre of its south
gable.
NB 1470 3515 Loch a' habitation Croft house Crofting
Bhogaidh, enclosure
Hacklete
NB 1496 3623 Valasay habitation Crofthouse Situated immediately to the Crofting/m
enclosure south of the blackhouse site odern
NB 1496 3624, this later croft
house is orientated from north
to south and measures 12 x 5.5
metres. This structure has
gables at its north and south
ends, is used and is at present
used as a shed or ancillary
structure.
Measuring 14 x 5 metres this Crofting/m
house is orientated from north odern
north-east to south south-east.
This single storey, two gabled
house has a single entrance
located in the centre of its east
wall that is flanked by two
windows. There is a window
located in the centre of the
west wall and a small extention
at the south end of the west
wall that measures 5x2
metres. A drystone garden
enclosure measuring 5x6
metres and open to the north is
attached to the south end of the
east wall.
NB 1615 3719 Loch Beag habitation Croft house Crofting
Breaclete enclosure
NB 1608 3759 Breaclete habitation Enclosure, Post
enclosure Habitational, Medieval
NB 1456 3689 Valasay habitation Crofthouse
enclosure
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NB 1403 3781 Camas habitation Habitational
Sandig enclosure enclosure
Situated 10 metres to the south
of enclosure site NB 1403
3782, the remains of this
structure are orientated from
south-west to north-east. This
site measures 6.5 x 4.5 metres





NB 1403 3782 Camas habitation Habitational Located immediatley to the Pre-
Sandig enclosure enclosure south of blackhouse site NB crofting/cr
1403 3783 this structure is ofting
orientated from west to east
and measures 5x8 metres.
Walls are constructed of
drystone skins with earthern
cores.
NB 1403 3784 Camas habitation Habitational Measuring 7x5 metres this Pre-
Sandig enclosure enclosure enclosure is situated crofting/cr
immediatley to the north of ofting
blackhouse site NB 1403 3783
and is orinetated west to east.
This structure has a gable end
at its west end and a single
entrance in tis north wall near
its west end.
NB 1482 3785 Tobson habitation Enclosure, Modern
enclosure Habitational,
Rectilinear




NB 1479 3786 Tob habitation Habitational The fragmentry remains of this Modern
Valasay enclosure enclosure structure are orientated north
to south and measure 8x3
metres. This structure survives
as two gable ends with
footings of cement on marking
the location of now removed
prefabricated sides. This
structure ios typical of ministry
kit houses constructed in the
inter war years.





NB 1450 3833 Druim nam habitation Enclosure Pre-
Buailtean, enclosure enclosure
Tobson
NB 1414 3850 Tobson habitation White house Orinetated from west ot east Crofting/m
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enclosure this recent croft house
measures 13 x 6 metres and
has a single entrance located in
the centre of the south wall and
flanked on either side by
windows.
odern
NB 1414 3859 Tobson habitation
enclosure
White house Constructed of mortar and
stone this old white house
measures 9x6 metres and is
orientated north to south. Built
with a chimneeid gable at its
north and outh end the house
has a single entrance at the
centre of its east wall which is
















Situated to the north of the
field system, site NB 1415
3902 this site lies on higher
uncultivated ground and
consists of an oval turf and
stone enclosure orientated
north to south and measuring
12 x 9 metres. Internally three
separate cells can be identified
constucted of diliberate
orizontal slabbing. This
structure has an entrance in the
centre of its east face.
Norse/earl
y historic
NB 1559 3971 Croir habitation
enclosure
Greyhouse Attached to the west end of
NB 1559 3971a this structure
has utilised much of the stone
from that structure during its
construction. This structure
measures 7x 6 metres and has
a window at the west end of its
north wall, a door at the east
end of the same wall and a
window at the east end of the
south wall. Within there is a
gable fire place in the west
wall and a blcoked door in the
east wall that origonally
connected this site to site NB
1559 3971a.
Modern
NB 1553 3987 Croir habitation
enclosure
White house Measuring 7.5 x 5 metres this
double gabled harled house is
orinetated north to south and
has a centrall door flanked on
either side by windows on its
west face.
Crofting
NB 1386 3995 Bostadh habitation
enclosure
Enclosure This enclosure measures 11x6 Medieval/p
metres and is orientated north ost-
to south. It is constructed of medieval
turf with some stone amd is
reveted at its north end. It is
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possible that this feature is an
early blackhouse that has been
reused as a vegtable field or
stock enclosure. There is no
sign of any entraces.




NB 1510 4013 Cnoc habitation Long house Medieval
Uillor, enclosure
Croir
NB 1473 4020 Kyles of habitation Dwelling This stone and turf structure Crofting
Little enclosure house measures 8x4 metres, is
Bernera orientated north to south and
stands to 2 metres at its south
gable. A single entrance is
located in the centre of the
north wall and a later partition
wall may be seen within the
structure.







































NB 1889 3445 Totarol,Kir
kibost








NB 1696 3447 Barraglom industry Possible dam Unknown
NB 1640 3504 Barraglom industry Quarry Unknown
NB 1579 3512 Loch
Baravat
industry Illicit still Pre-
enclosure
NB 1564 3556 Loch
Baravat
industry Illicit still Orientated south-east to north¬
west this drystone structure is
Medieval/p
ost-
constructed with its northern medieval/p
corner against a south facing re-
bedrock face. Measuring 5.5 x crofting/cr
4.5 metres the site has a single ofting
entreance located in at the
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south-west end of its south¬
east wall. A curving outer
enclosure located at the sited
south-eastern end measures 3 x
2 metres and also abbutts the
cliff face. This sites lcation and
size suggest that it may bed the
site of illicit still activities
similar to those seen at
Garenin (near Carloway).
NB 1767 3602 Loch industry Causeway or
Gobhlach dam
Cutting the narrows between
northern and southern parts of
Loch Gobhlach this stone
feature is 1 metre thick and 10
metres long. Standing to hieght
of 0.3 metre it is not clear
whether this was constructed
as a means of communications
or to act as a dam.
Unknown
NB 1460 3650 Valasay industry Com kiln The footings of this structure
measure 5 x 2.5 metres and are
orientated from north to south.
Surviving as an earth work the
stone faces of the walls having
been removed, the structure
has a single entrance at the east
end of the south wall.
Internally a single partition 3
metres from the south wall that
forms a platform within which
there is a depresion or bowl






NB 1612 3777 Breaclete industry quarry Post
Medieval
NB 1413 3811 Tobson industry Com Kiln Situated on a bedrock outcrop
immediately to the east of the
blackhouse/greyhouse site NB
1414 3811, this small stone
and turf structure measures 5 x
3 metres. Orientated north ot
south the structure has a single
entrance located at the east end
of the north wall and hows all






NB 1696 3447 Barraglom mill Horizontal P re-
mill enclosure
NB 1507 3623 Loch mill Horizontal The remains of this mill are Medieval/p
Baravat mill located on the east side of the ost-
stream that runs north from the medieval/p
northern end of Loch Baravat. re-
The site survives as a sub- crofting/cr
rectilinear pile of rubble with a ofting
leit 3.5 metres long that runs in
to the south side of the feature.
NB 1750 3645 Cnoc Ard mill Horizontal Located on the west shore of Medieval/p
Sheasgair mill the stram that runs north from ost-
the north-west point of Loch medieval/p
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Gobhlach. The site is ruinous re-crofting
but appears to eb the remains
of a sub-circular horizontal
mill with the exit hole for the
mill water clearly visible on
the structures north side. The
structure is constructed of
drystone and measures 3x5
metres.
NB 1515 3674 Tob mill Horizontal Located on the east shore of Medieval/p
Valasay mill the east side of the eastern arm ost-
of Tob Valasay this sub- medieval
circular mill lies less than 10
metres from the high water
mark of the shore. A water
course entres the mill structure
from the south east and the
used water is expelled from the
building directly onto the
beach. A single mill stone can
be seen half way between the
site and the shore.
NB 1506 3679 Tob mill Horizontal This small circular structure is Unknown
Valasay mill located at the north end of the
eastern arm of the tidal inlet
known as Tob Valasay. The
structure is 3 metre in radius
and is situated on a rise around
the high water mark. There is
no evidence of a laird or leet
feeding this structure but it is
possible that the site operated
using tidal water which was
trapped behind a low wall the
remains of which can be seen
crossing the bay to the east of
the mill, this dam is described
as site NB 1506 3679b.
NB 1673 3710 Loch na mill Horizontal Located to the north of Loch Modern/M
Muilne mill na Muilne etween it and Loch edieval/pos
Risay is a reconstructed t-meaieval
hoizontal mill.
NB 1376 3988 Bostadh mill Horizontal Situated on the east shore of Medieval/p
mill the stream that runs from Loch ost-
a Sgail north to Bostadh Beach medieval
this mill is sub-circular and
measures 5 x 5.5 metres. It a
has an entrance on its north
side and a water channel
running fromsouth-east to
north-west through its south
side.
NB 1375 3991 Bostadh mill Horizontal Located 130 metres to the Medieval/p
mill south of site NB 1376 3988 ost-
this mill is also sub circular medieval
measuring circa 5 metres in
diametre.
NB 1460 4000 Bostadh mill Horizontal This stone built horizontal mill Pre-
measures 7x5 metres and is crofting/cr
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mill orientated west to east. An ofting
entrance is located at the north
end of the east wall, annd the
wheel pit is located within the
structure against the west wall.
A water course enters the
building throught the south
wall at its west end, runs
allong the inside of the west
wall (through the wheel pit)
and exits the structure through
a small opening in the west































NB 1560 3437 Hacklete marine Boat Nausts Located on the the northern Unknown
industry shore of Loch Barraglom to the
south of the Township of
Hacklete are the remains of
two baot nausts that measure 5
x 5 metres and are situated 3
metres apart.






























NB 1922 3613 Kirkibost marine Jetty Protruding into the Kyles of Unknown
industry Keava This jetty is constructed
of drystone and runs from the
shore in a southerly direction
for 7 metres. This feature
tapers from 4 metres in width
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at its shore end to 1 metre in
width where it submerdges
into East Loch Roag.
NB 1909 3538 Kirkibost marine Jetty
industry
Located at the south-west end
of a small inlet that faces
north-east out into East Loch
Roag is a jetty that measures
3.5 x 1.5 metres and is
costructed of stone. This jetty
is backed by a drystone wall
that runs around the inlet and
stands 2-3 courses high.
Unknown




NB 1481 3573 Tob marine
Valasay industry
Jetties Located on the east shore of
the southern arm of the tidal
inlet of Tob Valasay are three
stone and wood jetties. These
features are evenly spread
being seperated by 7 metres
and are all 7 metres in length.
Modern
NB 1473 3578 Hacklete marine wreck - Post
industry wooden boat Medieval
NB 1564 3579 Ix)ch marine Jetty/fishing Situated 20 metres th the south Unknown
Baravat industry stance of the wall, site NB 1564 3581,
this 3.5 metre long drystone
feature runs from east to west
into Loch Baravat providing a
fishing stance or jetty.
NB 1840 3624 Kirkibost marine Marine Post
industry industry Medieval
features
NB 1506 3679 Tob marine Marine This wall runs from north to Unknown
Valasay industry Industry south to the east of the tidal
mill, site NB 1506 3679a and
then turns east and crosses a
tidal inlet up to 8 metres wide.
This dam appears to provide
water to the tidal mill, site NB
1506 3679a.
NB 1620 3680 Loch marine Fish trap Unknown
Breaclete industry
NB 1721 3679 Loch Risay marine Boat Naust Post
industry Medieval
NB 1700 3685 Tob marine Lobster wall Located at the southern most Pre-
Cheurabha industry extent of Tob Cheurabhag is crofting/cr
this substansial wall that dams
the inlet and runs from east to
west for 20 metres, is 3 metres
thick and is up to 2 metres
high. This feature is appears to
be a lobster storage wall.
ofting
NB 1623 3689 Breaclete marine Fishing
industry stance/jetty
Unknown
NB 1623 3689 Breaclete marine Fishing Unknown
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NB 1750 3705 Aird Mhor marine Fish trap
industry
Located at the south east end
of the eastern arm of Loch
Risay tat is darned by the
Lobster Wall, site NB 1716
3722, is the remains of a
drystone fish trap wall that
runs from south to north for
circa 100 metres and stands up
to 1.75 metres high. This wall
is completely submerged at
high tide but is now collapsed
for 14 metres near its centre





NB 1716 3722 Aird Mhor marine
industry
Lobster wall Creating a dam across an arm
of Loch Risay that runs from
the east shore to the south-east,
this feature is 40 metres long, 2
metres thick and up to 3 metres
high. The wall was used to
provide a storage area for
lobsters once they had been
caught but before they were


























NB 1408 3746 Camas marine Marine Located within the inter tidal Unknown
Sandig industry Industry, fish zone are a series of rectilinear
traps drystone structures that link
several areas of coast bedrock
out crops together. A clear tide
mark on these structures
sugggests that they are
reagularly flooded at high tide.
NB 1615 3749 Loch Beag marine Jetty Unknown
Breaclete industry
NB 1405 3758 Poll Ula marine Fish traps Constructed acros a tidal inlet Pre-
industry at the north end of Poll Ula are crofting/cr
a series of drystone dykes. The
most northerly curves between
two tidal islands and measures
58 metres in length. To the









islands is a second rectilinear
wall 29 metres long.
Constructed against the south
side of this second wall is an
enclsoure measureing circa 13
x 30 metres. This enclosure
has another enclosure
constructed on its south side
that measures 13 x 26 metres.
Local information sugests that
these features were used to trap
lobsters.




Boat Naust Facing north and looking along
Camas Snadig this boat naust
measures 5 x 6.5 metres.
Unknown




NB 1474 3772 Tob marine Marine Crossing a narrow inlet in the Unknown
Valasay industry industry intertidal zone of the Tob
Valasay this drystone wall runs
for 15 metres and encloses a
tidal area 9 metre wide. The
top of this wall lies bellow the
level of high tide allowing the
bay to flood twice every 24
hours.
NB 1612 3777 Breaclete marine traditional Crofting
industry boats
NB 1483 3779 Tobson marine Boat Naust Unknown
industry
NB 1465 3805 Druim nam marine Jetty Unknown
Buailtean, industry
Tobson
NB 1460 3822 Druim nam marine Boat naust Unknown
Buailtean, industry
Tobson
NB 1422 3836 Tobson marine Jetty Running from east to west for Unknown
industry 9 metres this stone jetty is
constructed on the east shore
of Tob Valasy. It stands to a
hieghtof 0.3 metres and is 0.5
metres wide.
NB 1421 3845 Tobson marine Jetty Orientated from west to east Unknown
industry this jetty runs into the Tob
Valasay from its west shore.
Measuring 5x2 metres it is
constructed of drystone with a
rubble core.
NB 1421 3846 Tobson marine Jetty Located immediatley to the Unknown
industry north of jetty site NB 1421
3845 this jetty also runs from
west to east and measures 4x2
metres
NB 1536 4001 Dun Stuigh marine Lobsterwall Post
industry Medieval
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NB 1534 4003 Dun Stuigh marine Fishing Post
industry Stance Medieval
NB 1526 4004 Croir marine Wooden Crofting
industry boat hulk
NB 1537 4004 Dun Stuigh marine Fishing Post
industry stance Medieval
NB 1482 4014 Kyles of marine Marine Crofting
Little industry industry
Bernera features
NB 1484 4015 Kyles of marine Marine Crofting
Little industry industry
Bemera features
NB 1460 4024 Croir marine Harbour Post
industry Medieval
NB 1457 4025 Croir marine 2 ships Modem
industry engine
blocks
NB 1447 4027 Croir marine Ships engine Modem
industry block
NB 1447 4027 Croir marine Harbour Post
industry Medieval
NB 1465 4027 Croir marine Harbour Post
industry Medieval
NB 1427 4034 Croir marine Harbour Post
industry Medieval
NB 1339 4051 Camas marine Kelp drying This rectilinear structure is Medieval/p
Bostadh industry kiln constructed of stone and ost-
measures 2x2 metres. medieval/p
Internally there is a small re-
depresion or channel running crofting/cr
from east to west. There is no ofting
apparent entrance to this
feature. Local information
suggests that this feature is part
of akelp industry that is said to
have exsisted on the Bostadh
headland to the west of
Bostadh Beach.
NB 1341 4051 Bostadh marine Marine Post
industry industry Medieval
features
NB 1327 4052 Bostadh marine Marine Unknown
industry industry
features




NB 1439 4060 Kyles of marine Slipway and This modern slipway runs Crofting/m
Little industry modern south into the Kyles of Bernera odern
Bernera sheep pen and is constructed of concrete.
It provides access to some
modern sheep pens
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immediatley to the north.






NB 1399 4038 Bostadh miscellaniou
s
Drain This stone lined field drain
runs from west to east for 25

































Enclosing a promontory of
land that runs north into Loch
Prehistoric
Baravat towards Dun Baravar
this modern wall 5 metres ot
the north of an earlier turf wall
that also encloses the
promonoty. Thos modem wall
( and earlier feature) are 50
metres long, run from west to
east and enclose an area of
circa 3 hectares. A small stone
enclosure has been constructed
on the north side of the modem
wall measuring 10 metres from
west to east and 3 metres from
north to south with an entrance
located on its east side.




NB 1564 3542 Loch promontory Promontory Situated to the north of and Prehistoric
Baravat enclsoure enclosure within promontory enclosure,
site NB 1564 3519, this
defence cuts the peninsual at
its narrowest point 100 metres
from its northern tip. The
enclsoing wall is constructed
of drystone and has groynes
that run into the loch on either
side.




NB 1390 3600 Hacklete promontory Promontory Prehistoric
enclsoure Enclosure
NB 1458 3600 Mas Linish promontory Promontory Consisiting of turf bank Unknown
enclsoure enclosure? orinentated from east to west
this feature is 10 metres long
and 2 metres wide and is
904
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located near the north facing
shores at the northern end of
Mas Linish headland. It is
possible that this feature
represents the remains of a
promontory enclosure that has
otherwise been totally eroded
away.


































immediately to the north-west historic
of Bostadh Beach) this wall is
oriented east to west, is 30
metres long and 1.5 metres
thick and is constructed of turf.
It has no apparent entrances, is
heavily colapsed in places and
encloses an area of 2-3
hectares. The presence of the
possible chapel, site NB1342
4039, may suggest that
enclosure is ecclesiatical in
origin.
NB 1340 4038 Bostadh promontory Promontory Unknown
enclsoure Enclosure




NB 1370 4167 Creag promontory Promontory Standing to a hieght of 1.5 Unknown
Ghrodaig, enclsoure enclosure metres this drystone dyke runs
Little west from the sea to the shores
Bernera of Loch Beag Ghiarraidh for
22 metres and then from the
west shore of the locah to the
west coast of Little Bernera
for a further 12 metres. This
effectively creates a
promontory enclosure of the
headland at the north-west
extreme of Little Bernera.
NB 1620 3680 Loch shieling Sheiling P re-
Breaclete enclosure
NB 1458 4020 Bostadh shieling Sheiling This shieling is constructed of Pre-
stone, is rectlinear, measures crofting/cr
5.5 x 3 metres and is orientated ofting
west to east. The structure
survives to a height of 1 metre
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and has a single entrance
located at the east end of the
north wall.




NB 1860 3420 Buaile shieling Sheiling Pre-
Mhor,Kirk enclosure
bost
NB 1780 3442 Leathad shieling Sheiling? Crofting
Sgealaval
NB 1614 3443 Cnoc na shieling Sheiling Constructed in drystone this Pre-
Creige rectangular sheiling has an crofting/cr
Rainich apsoidal east end. Orinetated ofting
west to east the structure
measures 5x3 metres and has
opposing entrances at the west
ends of the north and south
walls.
NB 1507 3447 Hacklete shieling Sheiling This L-shaped day shelter is Unknown
constructed of drystone and
runs west from a bedrock knoll
for 4 metres before turning
north and running onwards for
a further 2 metres. It is likely
that this feature is was
constructed to provide
temporary shelter to livestock.
NB 1570 3495 Loch
Baravat
shieling Sheiling P re-
enclosure
NB 1592 3504 Cnoc na
Creige
Rainich
shieling Sheiling Situated on high north facing
slopes above Loch Baravat this
apsoidal ended (north end)
rectilinear sheiling measures 5
x 3 metres. The site is
orientated from north to south
and has two opposing
entrances at the northern ends




NB 1590 3505 Loch
Baravat
shieling Sheiling Crofting









NB 1756 3553 Cnoc a
Leum
shieling Sheiling Orientated from west ot east
this sheilng is of stone




with an apsiodal eastern end. It
measures 3x5 metres stands
to hieght of 1.4 metres but is
quite ruinous and has opposing
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entrances at the east ends of its
north and south walls.
Internally it has 3 ambreys, 2
in its north wall and one in its
south wall.
NB 1774 3578 Loch shieling Sheiling Measuring 5x3 metres this Pre-
Gobhlach rectangular drystone sheiling crofting/cr
stands to height of 1.5 metres ofting
and is orinetated fromwest
toeast. It has opposing
entrances at the east end of its
north and south walls and has
two internal ambreys, in the
centre of the north ans south
walls.
NB 1428 3579 Carnan shieling Sheiling This rectangular drystone Pre-
Mor sheiling measures 5x3 metres crofting/cr
and is orientated north to ofting
south. It has opposing
entrnaces located at the south
ends of its east and west walls
NB 1429 3580 Hacklete shieling Sheiling Post
Medieval
NB 1743 3582 Cnoc a shieling Sheiling This apsoidal ended (east end) Pre-
Leum rectalinear sheiling measures 6 crofting/cr
x 4 metres and is orinetated ofting
from west ot east. It stands to
wall head height and still has
its intles in place over
opposing entrances located at
the eastern ends of the north
and south walls. Much of the
south wall is supported
externally by a low stone
buttress.
NB 1403 3585 Carnan shieling Sheiling Standing to a height of 1.5 Pre-
Mor metres this sub-rectangular crofting/cr
shieling is constructed in ofting
drystone and is orientated
north to south. Measuring 3x2
metres this structure has
opposing entrances at the north
ends of its west and east walls.
NB 1404 3586 Hacklete shieling Sheiling Post
Medieval
NB 1726 3587 Cnoc shieling Sheiling This large sheiling measures 6 Pre-
Choirgarod x 4 metres is rectangular with crofting/cr
an apsoidal west end and is ofting
orientated from west to east. It
stands to wall head hieght with
opposing entrances located at
the west ends of the north and
south walls, both entrances still
have their lintles. Internall the
structure has ambreys athe east
ends of the the north and south
walls and in the centre of the
south wall, also a definate
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platformed area covers the
whole of the interior to the east
of the entrances.
NB 1798 3591 Loch
Gobhlach
shieling Sheiling Orientated from west to east
and measuring 5 x 3.5 metres
this sheiling is rectangular with
an apsoidal west end. It has
opposing entrances at the west
ends of its north and south
walls. Internally this structure





NB 1492 3598 Cnoc Aon
Rathaid
shieling Sheiling Measuring 3.5 metres in
diametre this tumbeled stone
structure is constructed against
a west facing bedrock face.
There is a possible entrace on
its south side though this





NB 1535 3600 Cnoc Beg shieling Sheiling Constructed of drystone this Pre-
Ionail sheiling is rectilinear and is crofting/cr
orientated south-east and ofting
north-west and measures 5 x
2.5 metres. Standing 1.3 metre
high the site has a single
entrance located in the
southern end of the east wall.
NB 1815 3610 Cnoc Ard shieling Sheiling Constructed agains a steep Pre-
Shesgair naturalwest facing slope this crofting/cr
rectilinear drystone sheiling ofting
measures 1.5 x 1.5 metres and
has a single entrance located at
the south end of its east wall.
NB 1536 3615 Loch shieling Sheiling Located 35 metres to the east Pre-
Baravat of the shore of Loch Baravat crofting/cr
this site is rectilinear, stone ofting
built and measures 3x2
metres. Orientated north to
south the structure has a single
entrance lovated at the south
end of the east wall.
NB 1708 3615 Cnocan shieling Sheiling This turf built stone lined Medieval/p
nan sheilng is orientated north ost-
Urradhaich north-east to south south-west medieval
ean and measures 3x2 metres.
The site has opposing
entrances at the northern ends
of its west and east walls and a
single ambry may be seen in
the interior of the south wall.
NB 1534 3620 Cnoc Beg
Ionail
shieling Sheiling This oval sheiling is
constructed of drystone, is
orientated south-west to north¬
east an measures 5 x 3.2
metres. This structure is
largely destroyed execpt for










Remains of an entrnace can be
seen on the south-west side.
NB 1709 3621 Cnoc
Choirgarod
shieling Sheiling Constructed of turf with a
stone lining this rectilinear
sheiling is orientated south¬
west to north-east and
measures 6x4 metres. A
single entrance is located at the
north-east end of the south-east
wall and a fore place or large
ambrey may be seen in the




NB 1525 3622 Loch shieling Sheiling Situated on a rise giving all Medieval/p
Baravat round views this sub- ost-
curvilinear structure is 3.5 medieval
metres in diametre is
constructed of stone and stands
to 0.75 metres high. There is a
single entrance located in the
western face of the structure.
NB 1524 3627 Cnoc Beg
Ionail
shieling Sheiling Orientated north to south this
rectilinear drystone structure
measures 3 x 2.5 metres and
has a single entrance located at
th south end of the east wall. A
single anbrey is located on the




NB 1775 3627 Cnoc Ard
Shesgair
shieling Sheiling The tumbled remains of this
large sheiling measure 6x4
metre and are orinetated west
to east. The structure is largely
destryed at its west end but,
opposing entrances are still
visible at the east ends of the








shieling Sheiling Orientated west to east this
drystone sheiling measures 4 x
2 metres and stands to its
origonal wall head at a hieght
of 1.5 metres. The site has
opposing entrances at the east
ends of the north and south
walls, and a small ambry may
be seen constructed in the









shieling Sheiling Constructed of turf with a
drystone lining, this sheiling is
orientated west to east and
measures 3.5 x 1.5 metres. The
structure has opposing
entrances at the west ends of
the north and south walls and a
single ambrey is built inti the





NB 1637 3655 Builae shieling Day Shelter
Breaclete
Constructed against a south
faceing bedrock cliff face this
Unknown
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shelter is rectilinear and
measures 1.5 x 1.5 metres.
NB 1805 3639 Cnoc Ard shieling Sheiling Orinetated west to east this Pre-
Shesgair stone built, rectangular crofting/cr
sheiling measures 3 x 1.5 ofting
metres and has opposing
entrances at the east ends of its
north ans south walls.
NB 1789 3640 Cnoc Ard shieling Sheiling This large sheiling measures 6 Pre-
Shesgair x 4 metres and is orientated crofting/cr
west to east. It is of stone ofting
construction standing to wall
head height with opposing
entrances at the east end of its
north and south wall. Internall
three ambreys may be seen.
NB 1769 3650 Cnoc Ard shieling Sheiling
Sheasgair
This siheiling is constructed of
drystone and is orientated
north to south. It measures 3.5
x 3 metres and has opposing
entrances in the centres of its
west and east walls. Internally
there are no ambreys but
constructed against the interior
of the south wall is a small
setting or hearth consisting of
three edge set slabs that is




NB 1637 3655 Builae
Breaclete
shieling Day shelter Constructed at the foot of a
north facing cliff the rectilinear
drystone feature measures 2 x
1.5 metres and stands up to 1
metre high.
Unknown




Sheiling Orientated west to east the
partsially dismantled remains
of this drystone sheiling
survive only as the eastern
gable of the structure and the
two opposing entrances on the
north and south walls.
Origonally measuring circa 4
metres x 2 metres little





NB 1769 3656 Cnoc Ard
Shesgair
shieling Sheiling Measuring 7x5 metres this
large rectangular sheiling is
orientated north to south and is
constructed of stone. This
building has opposing
entrances at the south ends of
its west and east walls.
Internall Ambreys habe been
built into the centre of the
west, north and east walls as
well as the south west comer.





NB 1706 3657 Cnocan shieling Sheiling The remains of this circular Medieval/p
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nan sheiling are constructed in ost-
Urradhaich drystone and measure circa 2 medieval
ean metres in diametre. There are
no visible entrances and no
inducation of the origonal
hieght of the feature.
NB 1706 3683 Breaclete shieling Sheiling Post
Medieval
NB 1472 3699 Valasay shieling Day shelter Constructed of drystone this Unknown
small shelter wall runs south
from a south facing bedrock
cliff for 2 metres. The wall is
0.2 metre thick and stands to a
height of 0.3 metres.
NB 1756 3729 Cnoc shieling Sheiling Orinetated north to south this Pre-
Choirgarod site measures 4x2 metres and crofting/cr
has a single entrance at the ofting
north end of its east wall. The
site is constructed in drystone
and has 5 ambreys built into its
interior, 3 on the west wall on
at the south end of its east wall
and one in the centre of its
north wall.
NB 1727 3743 Cnoc shieling Sheiling Constructed in drystone this Pre-
Choirgarod sheiling is rectilinear, crofting/cr
orientated west to east and ofting
measures 3 x 1.5 metres. It has
opposing entrances and the
west ends of its north and
south walls and two ambreys
may be seen on the interior
face of its east wall.
Immeiately to the west of this
site lies the cultivation site NB
1727 3743b.
NB 1426 3773 Tob shieling Day shelter Constructed against an east Unknown
Valasay facng bedrock cliff face, this
drystone shelter measures 2.9 x
1.2 metres and is open to the
south.
NB 1612 3777 Breaclete shieling Sheiling Post
Medieval
NB 1484 3789 Tob shieling Day Shelter This horse shoe shaped shelter Unknown
Valasay is constructed of drystone with
a radius of 1.5 metres against a
bedrock face faces south-west.
NB 1452 3830 Druim nam shieling Sheiling P re-
Buailtean, enclosure
Tobson
NB 1463 3833 Druim nam shieling Sheiling Pre-
Buailtean, enclosure
Tobson
NB 1334 3889 Geodha na shieling Sheiling Mesuring 4x4 metres this Unknown
Caiman fragment of curving drystone
walling probably represents the
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remains of a shepards day
shelter.
NB 1346 3903 Geodha na shieling Sheiling
Caiman
Consisting of a drystone semi¬
circular wall that faces north
this feature probably represents
the remains of a shepards day
shelter.
Unknown
NB 1415 3920 Middle shieling Sheiling
Shalaval
Located in lazybedding
immediatley to the east of NB
1415 3920a is this small
rectangular sheiling that
measures 3x2 metres,
orientated north to south and





NB 1561 4006 Rubha shieling Sheiling
Thorab
Unknown
NB 1478 4021 Kyles of shieling
Little
Bernera
Sheiling Located within the
fieldsystem, site NB 1478
4012, is the remains of a
circular stone built sheiling
measuring 3 metres in
diametre. The north edge of
the site has been completely
destroyed.
Unknown
NB 1424 4024 Bostadh shieling Sheiling Constructued of stone and turf
this reclinear structure
measures 4x6 metres and is
orientated north to south. A
single entrance is located in the
west end of the north wall and
within the strucutre the floor is
largely obscurred by rubble.
This strucuture is a sheiling
that post-dates the
abandonment of the village of





NB 1477 4025 Kyles of
Little
Bernera
shieling Shelling This stone built strucutre is
located at the west end of the
Kyles of little Bernera on their
south shore. It is trucated by
the eroding cliff face at its
north end and measures 2.5 x
2.5 metres.
Unknown
NB 1408 4029 Bostadh shieling Sheiling Measuring 4 x 2.5 metres this
structure is orientated north to
south and is constructed of
stone faced earth cored walls.
A single entrance is located at
the northern end of the east
wall and still ahs its lintle in
situ. It is likely that this
structure is a sheiling that post¬
dates the abandonment of the
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NB 1565 3473 Hacklete sub-peat Walls Running from north to south Unknown
feature into Loch Barraglom are two
parallel stone walls that each
measure 2 metres long before
disapearing into the water.
Appearing in a peat cutting Prehistoric
orientated from sout-east to
north-west this feature is 4
metres long and consisits of 5
stones.
Emergeing from underneath an Prehistoric
eroding peat face this stone
alighnment runs for 5 metres
from east to west before
running into the south-east
comer of Loch Geadraisean.
NB 1464 3669 Valasay sub-peat Stone Unknown
feature Alignment
NB 1721 3679 Loch Risay sub-peat Stone Post
feature Alignment Medieval
NB 1694 3708 Breaclete sub-peat Stone Unknown
feature Alignment
NB 1622 3737 Loch Beag sub-peat Stone Unknown
Breaclete feature alighnment
NB 1499 3592 CnocAon sub-peat Stone
Rathaid feature alighment
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NB 1386 4040 Bostadh sub-peat
feature
Stone row Unknown
NB 1450 4110 Tordal, sub-peat Stone Running from north to south Unknown
Little feature alighnment the fragmentary remains of this
Bemera stone wall may be sen for 6
metres surving to a hiieght of
one course and a width of 0.5
metres.
NB03SE 01, Hacklete stray find Pottery Iron Age
NB0502 3322
NB 1789 3440 Cnoc stray find Priests Early
Sgealaval stone or historic
anchor
NB 1903 3477 Leathad stray find Two font Medeival/p
Mor, fragments ost-
Kirkibost medieval
NB 1449 3674 Valasay stray find Ceramic/p Pre
ottery Clearance
NB 1413 3750 Valasay stray find Stone Unknown
scatters
NB 1422 3836 Tobson stray find Midden This shell midden is located Crofting/m
immediatley to the north of odern
jetty site NB 1422 3836a, it is
made up primarily of welks
and may be relitvely modem
in origin.
NB 1572 3934 Croir stray find Quartz Single piece of struck quartz Prehistoric
scatter
NB 1575 3976 Croir stray find Quartz A scatter of struck quatz Prehistoric
scatter pebbles and flakes was noted
in an area of exposed bedrock.
NB 1368 4006 Bostadh stray find Midden, Unknown
Kitchen
NB 1365 4008 Bostadh stray find Midden, Unknown
Kitchen
NB14SW 02, Bostadh stray find Midden, Pictish
NB 1373 4010 Kitchen
NB 1377 4025 Bostadh stray find Midden, Prehistoric
Shell
NB 1381 4028 Bostadh stray find Ceramic/p Iron Age
914
NGR, NMRS Locale Class Structure Artefact Description Periodelements Elements
ottery
NB 1882 3367 Tiddaborra settlement Settlement Unknown
mound Mound
NB 1813 3429 Tiddaborra settlement Settlement Unknown
mound Mound
NB 1482 3785 Tobson settlement Settlement Unknown
mound Mound
NB 1380 4983 Pheghinn settlement Settlement Measuring 15 x 10 metres this Pre¬
as Tar, mound mound mound is orientated from north historic/No
Little to south and stands to a hieght rse
Bernera of 2 metres. This feature is
covered with a growth of
heather.
NB13SE 02, Barraglom stone Stone Circle Neolithic
NB 1642 3424 setting/
standing
stone




NB 1718 3462 Kirkibost stone Standing This small staonding stone Unknown
setting/ stone neasures 0.5 x 0.1 metres and
standing stands to a height of 0.5
stone metres. It is not clear whether
this feature is the remains of a
croft boundary or whether it is
a prehistoric standing stone.
This failed megalith measures Neolithic
1-1.5 metres in width and is 3
metres long and lies from west
to east. There are a small group
of strones forming a cairn
(possibly packing stones)
located at the stones east end.
This stone is located with good
all round views including to
East Loch Roag and Calanais
and to the Bridge at Bernera.











NB 1671 3696 Loch na stone Stone circle This cemicircular setting of Prehistoric
Muilne setting/ stones is situated on the west
standing shore of Loch na Muilne.
stone Visible within an abandoned
peat cutting the feature
consists of 4 stones set at a
radius of 2.5 metres with the
individual orthostats standing
up to 1 metre high.
This group of small stones is Prehistoric
organised in a sub-
circular/ovoid shape and
measures 3.5 x 2.5 metres. It is













stone located to give excelent veiw
to the west (Bhaltos) and north
(Loch Roag)





































Kirkibost settlement Settlement Modem





NB 1605 3778 Breaclete settlement Settlement Crofting
NB14SW 02,
NB 1373 4010
Bostadh settlement Settlement Midden,
Kitchen
Pictish








This small island is located 10
metres to the north of the
promontory that protrucdes
Prehistoric
into the south end of Loch
Breaclete. The island is linked
to the shore by a partsially
submerged causy of stone that
is 10 metres ioing and up to 2
metre wide. At the islands end
the causeway is flandked by
two groyns that manafest
themselves as low mounds of
stone runing to the west and
east for 3 to 5 metres. There
are indistinct features
indicating a posssible stone
structure on the island, but any
feature on the shore shide has
been obliterated by intensivfe
agriculture.
A small natural island is linked Unknown
to the east shore of the east
arm of the tidal inlet, Tob
Valasay, by a stone casue way.
8 Metres of this feature is
visible at the shore side and a
similar distance is submerged











at the island side. It is possible
that this submereged feature
would be visible at low tide.
NB 1406 3762 Camas utilised Utilised Located immediatley to the Prehistoric
Sandig natural natural noth of the boat naust site NB /early-
island island/stac 1406 3761, this stack is historic/me
situated on or aound the high dieval
water mark of the western
shore of Bernera on Camas
Sandig. It is linked to the shore
by a causeway running north
to south that is 11 metres long
and 2 metres wide.
NB 1431 3769 Tob utilised Utilised Linking a small natural islet to Unknown
Valasay natural natural the west shore of the tidal inlet
island island Tob Valasay this causeway is
constructed of boulders and is
10 metres long and upto 2.5
metre wide.
NB 1455 3785 Tob utilised Utilised Situated on a small siland off Unknown
Valasay natural natural the west shore of Tob Valasay
island island is a small cellular structure
circa 3 metre in diametre. The
island is largely bedraock with
little soil and is 10 x 9 metres.
It is linked to the shore by a
submerged possible causeway
visble as a line of weed at the
surface. This casueway is 15
metres long and is orinetated
west north-west to east south¬
east.
NB 1460 3970 Loch na utilised Causewayed Situated in the south-western Unknown
Muilne natural natural islet area of Loch na Muilne is an
island island circa 100 x 50 metres.
This island is connected to the
southern end of the loch by a
causeway which is now
submerged and fragmentry in
its remains.
NB 1836 3397 Tiddaborra well Well Unknown
NB 1800 3445 Cnoc
Sgealaval
well Well Unknown
NB 1892 3466 Leathad
Mor,
Kirkibost
well Modern well Modem
NB 1846 3478 Kirkibost well Well This feature consists of two Unknown
vertical slabs capped by a
larger irregularly shpaed piece
of stone forming the entrance
to a well, part of a culvert or
the remains of a cist. The
feature runs from north to
south into a hill slope and is 1
metre wide and (through
probing) 2 metres long.
NB 1903 3514 Kirkibost well Well This well measures 1 metres in Post-
917





diametre and is constructed in medieval/p
the traditional Lewisian fashon re-
with a linteled entrance to a crofting/cr
low cell that pools water from ofting
a natural spring.
NB 1879 3593 Kirkibost well Well Located immediatley to the
south of blackhouse site NB
1878 3593 is a well
constructed of edge set slabs.
Unknown
NB 1455 3656 Valasay well Well This typical lewisian well is a
hole in the ground at the end of
a shotr culvert that runs from
north to south for 1 metre. The
hole is 1.1 metres wide and
0.65 metres long and is edged
by large stones on its soouth
side.
Unknown





NB 1459 3686 Valasay well Well Consisting of three edge set
slabs this wll measures 0.7 x
0.6 metres and is open on its
outh side.
Unknown





NB 1414 3810 Tobson well Well Located immediatley to the
south of Blackhouse/greyhouse
site NB 1414 3811, is a stone
built well measuring 1x1
metres and formed in a horse
shoe shape of flat slabs.
Unknown




NB 1534 3957 Croir well Well Measuring 0.7 x 0.6 metres
this well is a stone lined box
with a single flat stone formin
each side
Unknown
NB 1533 3960 Croir well Well Constructed at the foot of a
north facing bedrock cliff this
well demarks a spring that
ponds in a pool 1.6 metres in




Table 50: count of site classification on Bernera
























utilised natural islands 6
wells 14
920
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settlement
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